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Preface
The financial crash of 2008-9 has been the most damaging economic event since the
Great Depression – affecting the lives of hundreds of millions of people. The most
immediate problem now is to prevent a repeat performance.
Much has been written about reforming the world financial system. But it is rarely
based on a searching in-depth analysis of the underlying weaknesses within the system.
Nor does it usually tackle the key question of what a financial system is for.
To correct this omission, we invited eighteen leading British thinkers on these
issues to form a Future of Finance Group.1 They included journalists, academics,
financiers and officials from the Financial Services Authority, the Bank of England and
the Treasury. We have met twelve times, for what many of those present described as the
best and most searching discussions they had ever participated in. The result is this book.
The issues at stake are extraordinarily difficult and profound. The central question
is what the financial system is for? Standard texts list five main functions – channelling
savings into real investment, transferring risk, maturity transformation (including
smoothing of life-cycle consumption), effecting payments and making markets. But if we
study how financial companies make their money, it is extraordinarily difficult to see how
closely this corresponds to the stated functions, and it is often difficult to explain why the
rewards are often so high. Any explanation must also explain why the system is so prone
to boom and bust.
Chapters 1, 2 and 3 in the book deal with these fundamental issues: the ideal
functions of the system; the way the system has actually operated; and the sources of
boom and bust. To answer these questions much of the abstract theory of finance has to
be abandoned in favour of a more realistic model of how the different agents actually
behave. Central to this is opacity and asymmetric information, combined with short-term
performance-related pay. For example, the asset price momentum which accompanies
booms occurs because the owners of giant funds expect fund managers to shift into the
fastest rising stocks. (They would do better to invest on a longer-term basis.)
The opacity of the system has increased enormously with the growth of derivatives.
Did this contribute to high long-term growth? The issue remains open. On one side,
people point to the high real growth in 1950-1973 (an era of financial repression) and the
real cost of the present downturn. On the other side, many studies, discussed in Chapter 4,
point to real benefits from financial deepening. But apart from this Chapter, all others in
the book invoke the need for a radically simplified and slimmer financial system
1

Other regular members of the group (apart from the authors) were Alastair Clark, Arnab Das,
Howard Davies, Will Hutton, Martin Jacomb, Jonathan Taylor, Dimitri Vayanos and David Webb.
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There are four aims of such a reform. The first is to prevent the financial system
destabilising the real economy, as it has in the recent past. The second (closely related) is
to protect tax-payers against the possible cost of bailouts. The third is to reduce the share
of real national income which accrues as income to the financial sector and its employees
for reasons not related to the benefits it confers – thus absorbing into the sector talent that
could be more usefully used elsewhere. And all of this has to be done in a way that works.
There are two main lines of approach. The first is regulation – higher capitalisation
of all financial institutions, and levels of required capital that rise in a boom and fall in a
slump. These are discussed in Chapters 5, 6 and 7. Chapter 5 points to some of the
difficulties involved in any such regulation; Chapter 6 shows that asset price booms can
be identified, at least sometimes; and Chapter 7 discusses how such information could be
used, if there were an independent Committee specifically charged with ―macroprudential
regulation‖. (Chapter 4 argues by contrast that financial booms should be mainly
controlled via interest rates.)
The second main approach to a more stable system is institutional reform. Chapter
8 argues strongly for the introduction of narrow banking. In such a system, only deposittaking institutions could expect to be insured through the state, and they would not be
allowed to build up a balance sheet of risky assets. This is a version of the so-called
Volcker Rule.
Faced with these two possible lines of approach, Chapter 9 comes down in favour
of strong regulation, linked perhaps to some institutional reform, aimed especially at
greater competition. It argues that the state would in fact bail out any major financial
institution threatened with bankruptcy, whether deposit-taking or not; it must therefore
regulate all institutions.
Moreover managers must face totally different incentives and pay. In particular
Chapter 9 suggest the managers should be liable to repay a substantial proportion of their
pay if their institution requires state assistance or goes bankrupt within 10 years of their
getting that pay.
All these proposals would directly reduce the profitability of banks and the pay of
bankers. Do they have a chance? Chapter 10 documents the huge influence that banks
exert in the political sphere worldwide. And it argues strongly that only a worldwide
system of regulation embodied in a worldwide treaty organisation, like the WTO, could
have a chance. In this context it is encouraging that the Working Party of the G20
Financial Stability Board which will deliver proposals to the G20 Summit this November
is chaired by our first author, Adair Turner.
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It has been an extraordinary privilege to chair the discussion of these chapters. The
book was discussed at a major conference at Savoy Place, London, on July 14th 2010.
Both the Conference and the work of the Group have been funded by The Paul Woolley
Centre for Capital Market Dysfunctionality at LSE. We are extremely grateful to Paul
Woolley for his financial support and for his foresight in establishing his Centre well
before the crash.
The Group and the Conference have been jointly planned by Paul Woolley in his
Centre and by myself in the Centre for Economic Performance. The Group has been
superbly organised by Harriet Ogborn, and the Conference likewise by Jo Cantlay.

Richard Layard
July 2010
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Chapter 1
What do banks do? Why do credit booms and busts
occur and what can public policy do about it?
Adair Turner
Over the last 30 to 40 years the role of finance within developed economies has
grown dramatically: debt to GDP ratios have increased, trading volumes exploded, and
financial products have become more complex. Until the recent crisis this growing scale
and complexity were believed to enhance both efficiency and stability. That assumption
was wrong. To understand why, we need to recognise specific features of financial
markets, credit contracts, and fractional reserve banks. The recent crisis was particularly
severe because of the interaction between the specific characteristics of maturity
transforming banks and securitised credit markets. The regulatory response needs to
distinguish the different economic functions of different categories of credit: only a
fraction of credit extension relates to capital formation processes. The response should
combine much higher bank capital requirements than pre-crisis, liquidity policies which
reduce aggregate maturity transformation, and counter-cyclical macro prudential tools
possibly deployed on a sectorally specific basis.

Introduction and Summary
In 2007 to 2008 the world faced a huge financial crisis, which has resulted in major
losses in wealth and employment and which has imposed great burdens on the public
finances of developed countries. The latest stage of the crisis – its mutation into sovereign
debt concerns – is still ongoing. We still need to manage out of the crisis; and we need to
learn the lessons of what went wrong, so that we can reduce the probability and severity
of future crisis. To do that effectively, we need to ask fundamental questions about the
optimal size and functions of the financial system and about its value added within the
economy, and about whether and under what conditions the financial system tends to
generate economic stability or instability. We need to debate what the ―future of finance‖
should be. That is the purpose of the essays combined in this book.
The recent past of finance, the last 20 to 30 years, has been striking, with three
important developments: (i) first, a very major growth in the scale of financial activities
relative to the real economy; (ii) second, an explosion of the complexity of financial
products and services, in particular linked to the development of securitised credit and of
credit and other derivatives; (iii) and third, a rise in intellectual confidence that this
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growth in scale and complexity was adding economic value, making the global economy
both more efficient and less risky.
It is now clear that the third assumption was quite wrong: we need to understand
why.
Many aspects of what went wrong are obvious and have been set out in numerous
official and academic reports. Risk management practices were often poor, relying on
over-simplistic mathematical models; governance arrangements – the role of boards, risk
committees and risk managers – were often inadequate, as sometimes was supervision by
regulatory authorities. Rating agencies were beset by conflicts of interest. Complex
structured products were sometimes sold to investors who failed to understand the
embedded options; and in derivatives markets, huge counterparty exposures appeared,
creating severe risks of interconnected failure. The policy response now being designed at
European and global level needs to address, and is addressing, these clear deficiencies.
But even if these deficiencies are addressed, the future financial system could
remain dangerously unstable. Regulatory reform needs to address more fundamental
issues. To do that effectively it must recognise that financial markets and systems have
highly specific characteristics which distinguish them from other markets within a
capitalist economy. In particular: (i) financial markets are different because inherently
susceptible to de-stabilising divergences from equilibrium values; (ii) credit contracts
create highly specific risks which increase economic volatility, and different categories of
credit perform different functions and create different risks1; (iii) banks are highly
specific institutions which introduced their own specific risks into the economy.
Understanding these distinctive characteristics is central to understanding the potential
dynamics of modern market economies; too much of modern economics has ignored them
almost completely, treating the financial system as neutral in its macro-economic effect.
This chapter considers their implications. Its key conclusions are that:
(i) There is no clear evidence that the growth in the scale and complexity of the
financial system in the rich developed world over the last 20 to 30 years has driven
increased growth or stability, and it is possible for financial activity to extract rents
from the real economy rather than to deliver economy value. Financial innovation
and deepening may in some ways and under some circumstances foster economic

1

Three features of credit contracts carry important implications for cyclical tendencies within a
market economy: specificity of tenor; specificity of nominal value; and the rigidity and irreversibility of
default and bankruptcy. See Adair Turner Something Old and Something New: Novel and Familiar Drivers
of the Latest Crisis, lecture to the European Association of Banking and Financial History (May 2010) for a
discussion of these features.
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value creation, but that needs to be illustrated at the level of specific effects: it
cannot be asserted a priori or on the basis of top level analysis.
(ii) The most fundamental development in several developed economies in the last 40
to 50 years has been the growth in private sector debt to GDP, and it is essential to
understand the role which debt/credit plays within our economy. In many current
discussions about the potential impact of higher capital requirements on growth, the
focus is almost exclusively on credit extension as a means to intermediate
household savings into corporate investment, with a direct potential link between
credit extension and GDP growth. But in many developed economies the majority
of credit extension plays no such role and instead either (i) supports consumption
smoothing across the life-cycle, in particular through residential mortgages; (ii)
supports leveraged ―asset play‖ investments in already existing assets, in particular
in commercial real estate. Lending against property – residential or commercial –
dominates credit extension and is inherently susceptible to self-reinforcing cycles of
credit supply and asset price.
(iii) Fractional reserve banks facilitate all categories of credit extension through
maturity transformation, which in turn creates significant risks. There is a
reasonable case that financial deepening via bank credit extension plays a growthenhancing role in the early and mid stages of economic development, but it does not
follow that further financial deepening (i.e. a growing level of private sector credit
and bank money relative to GDP) is limitlessly value creative. Less maturity
transformation in aggregate and a reduced role for bank credit in the economy,
compared with that which emerged pre-crisis in several developed economies, may
in the long run be optimal.
(iv) While volatile credit supply in part derives specifically from the existence of banks,
which introduce both leverage and maturity transformation into the financial
system, the development of securitised credit and mark-to-market accounting has
also contributed to that volatility, increasing the extent to which credit pricing and
the quantity of credit supplied are driven by self-referential assessments of credit
risk derived from the market price of credit.
(v) The essential reason why the 2007 – 2008 crisis was so extreme was the interaction
of the specific features of bank credit and the specific features of securitised credit.
(vi) Looking beyond banking and credit supply to the more general development of
trading activity in non-credit derivatives, foreign exchange and equities, a
pragmatic approach to the economic value of liquid traded markets should replace
the axiomatic belief in the value of increased liquidity which characterised the precrisis years. Market liquidity delivers economic value up to a point, but not
limitlessly. Liquid FX markets play a role in lubricating trade and capital flows, but
can overshoot equilibrium values. Equity markets may be reasonably efficient at
setting relative prices, but are susceptible to huge aggregate overshoots. Volatility
in equity markets, however, is less harmful than volatility in debt markets. Market
7
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making can be an economically useful function, but some proprietary trading (e.g.
many FX carry trades) perform no useful economic purpose and can generate
instability. The ability of regulators to distinguish useful market-making from destabilising proprietary trading is, however, limited. Conversely, however, it is not
nil.
If the essential causes of the crisis lay in the interaction between the specific risky
characteristics of banks and of securitised credit markets, the regulatory response must
address these fundamental issues.
The implications for policy are that:
(i) No silver bullet structural reform can be an adequate response.
Addressing the ―Too Big To Fail‖ issue is a necessary but not sufficient response.
Destabilising volatility of credit supply could arise in a system of multiple small
banks.
The objective behind the Volcker rule is highly desirable, but a system of
completely separate commercial and investment banks could still generate destabilising credit and asset price swings.
Narrow banking proposals to separate insured deposit taking from lending activities
will fail to address the fundamental drivers of credit and asset price instability.
Proposals for replacing banks with 100% equity financed loan funds, while useful
in stimulating thinking about radical increases in bank capital requirements, might
exacerbate price and valuation driven instability.
(ii) The most important elements of the regulatory reform instead need to be:
Much higher capital requirements across the whole of the banking system, and
liquidity requirements which significantly reduce aggregate cross-system maturity
transformation in both banks and shadow banks.
The development of counter-cyclical macro-prudential tools which can lean against
the wind of credit and asset price cycles, and which may need to do so on a sector
specific basis.
(iii) Other elements of reform are appropriate but less fundamental.
Improvements in and regulation of remuneration, risk governance and rating
agencies practices have a role to play.
More effective and intense supervision of individual firms is important.
Fiscal policies – levies and taxes – can legitimately raise revenue and can be
designed to complement capital and liquidity regulation.
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And a pragmatic attitude towards the value of liquid traded markets implies that
constraints on specific products or practices, such as short-selling, may be useful
elements in the regulatory tool kit and should not be rejected as axiomatically
harmful.
But none of these other policies is as important as higher capital and liquidity
standards and the development of a macro-prudential approach; and it is vital that focus
on other aspects of the reform does not divert attention from these priorities.
To make these points, this chapter is structured in six sections:
1.

First, what a financial system does, and in particular, what banks do: their
theoretical value added within the economy.

2.

Second, trends in the banking and financial system over the last 50 years,
illustrating a dramatic increase in the overall scale of the financial sector, and
important changes in the mix of activities performed.

3.

Third, a focus on the provision of credit to the real economy: and the relationship
between credit, economic growth and human welfare. And an argument in favour of
new macro-prudential policy tools, focused directly on the dynamics of credit
extension.

4.

Fourth, a look at the complex securitisation which developed over the last 15 years.
Was it truly valuable? Will it return and do we want it to return? And what policy
measures are required to make sure that it plays its appropriate function in the real
economy?

5.

Fifth, a focus on the provision of market liquidity and on the trading and positiontaking activities which support it. How valuable is it? And what policy implications
follow if we do not accept that more trading activity is always beneficial in all
markets?

6.

Sixth, implications for the regulatory reform agenda.

***
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1. The financial system‟s value added to the economy
What does the financial system do, and how does it deliver economic value added
or welfare benefits? There are many different ways of categorising financial system
activities. For the purposes of this chapter, I will start with a fourfold distinction between:
First, the provision of payment services, both retail and wholesale.
Second, the provision of pure insurance services, life or general, wholesale and
retail, which enable people or businesses to lay off exposure to risks by pooling
their exposure with others.
Third, the creation of markets in spot or short-term futures instruments in, for
instance, foreign exchange and commodities.
Fourth and finally, financial intermediation between providers of funds and users of
funds, savers and borrowers, investors and businesses, an intermediation which
plays a crucial role in capital allocation within the economy.
Specific products and activities of course span these four categories. A bank current
account is a bundled mix of one and four. Most life insurance products bundle elements
of two and four. And commodities trading via the futures market can be a form of
investment, competing with other categories of investment to which savers might wish to
devote their funds. But the conceptual distinctions nevertheless remain valuable.
My focus in this chapter will be almost entirely on category four, with some
comments in the final section on category three. It is in these category four activities that
the problems arose in the latest crisis: nothing went wrong with the payment system, or
with insurance pooling services, or with spot foreign exchange markets. And indeed it is
within this category four set of activities that problems have arisen in most past financial
crisis and where they are most likely to lie in future.
The function we are focusing on here (Chart 1) is that of linking providers of funds
(which can be either households or businesses or other corporate bodies) with users of
funds, which again can be either households, businesses or other corporate bodies, or
indeed the government. And the claims which exist between the providers and the issuers
can take debt or equity (or intermediate) form, and can be a variety of different maturities.
And one function that parts of the financial system perform is simply to help make a
match between specific providers of funds and specific users, so that a direct investment
can be made. Equity research and underwriting and distribution, for instance, can result in
10
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an individual household or corporate body owning a share of a specific company –
similarly for bond research underwriting and distribution. But this match-making function
is actually only a small part of what the financial system does. Indeed, the core of what
the financial system does is to intermediate non-matching providers and users of funds,
enabling the pattern of providers‘ assets to differ from the pattern of users‘ liabilities.
This intermediation of non matching assets and liabilities entails four functions.
First, a pooling of risks, with each depositor of a bank having an indirect claim on
all the mortgages, business loans, or credit card receivables owed to the bank rather
than a claim on one specific mortgage or loan.
Second, maturity transformation via balance sheet intermediation, with banks
lending at longer average maturities than they borrow. The clear risks inherent in
this transformation are off-set by the equity cushion, but also by the holding of a
fractional reserve of highly liquid assets, by liquidity insurance achieved through
lines available from other banks and by the central bank lender-of-last-resort
function (Chart 2). This maturity transformation function enables, for instance,
savers within the household sector to hold short-term deposits, while borrowers
within the household sector can borrow on long-term mortgages.
Third, maturity transformation via the provision of market liquidity, which gives the
holder of a contractually long-term asset the option of selling it immediately in a
liquid market. The matching process I referred to earlier can result in a company
issuing perpetual equity which is bought by a specific investor who intends to hold
the equity in perpetuity, taking the dividend stream. But if there is a liquid market in
equities that investor does not have to hold the equity perpetually but has the option
of selling the equity.2
Fourth and finally, risk return transformation, the creation of a different mix of debt
and equity investment options for savers than arise naturally from the liabilities of
the borrowers. Thus what a bank balance sheet essentially does is take a set of debt
liabilities from final users and, in the language of securitisation, to ‗tranche‘ them,
with some investors buying bank equity, some buying bank subordinated debt,
some senior debt, and some making deposits (Chart 3). As a result, depositors and
senior debt holders hold a debt claim of much lower risk than the average pooled
quality of the asset side of the banks‘ balance sheet, but also lower return, while
equity holders have a higher risk and higher return investment.

2

Of course this form of liquidity provision comes with uncertainty as to capital value, while
maturity transformation on balance sheet enables the depositor to enjoy both liquidity and (almost, it is
hoped) capital certainty. But it is still a form of maturity transformation, giving the fund provider a different
set of asset options than is inherent in the maturity of the liabilities faced by fund users.
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These four transformation functions can deliver value added to the economy in
three different ways (Chart 4).
The first function, pooling, entails the intermediary allocating capital to end
projects. The financial system plays an indirect role in the capital allocation process
even when it facilitates and informs direct matched investments – via, for instance,
equity research and distribution. But it plays an even more active role in capital
allocation when it performs pooling functions, either via asset management or via
the pooling of bank debt claims. And it is important that it is done well, since a
more efficient allocation of capital will tend to produce a higher level of income for
any given level of investment.3
Second, and within the household sector, functions two and three enable individuals
to hold the maturity mix of assets and liabilities which they want with, for instance,
savers able to have short-term deposits, while borrowers can have long-term
maturity mortgages. This provides assurance of access to liquid assets in the face of
either fluctuating consumption or unanticipated income shocks. It enables more
extensive smoothing of consumption across the life cycle. And as a result it can
deliver direct consumer welfare benefits independent of any impact on aggregate
savings rates, investment levels, the efficiency of capital allocation, or economic
growth.
Third, all four functions together enable individual household sector savers to hold
a mix of assets (as defined by risk, return and liquidity) which is different from the
mix of liabilities owed by business users of funds. This transformation may under
some circumstances produce a higher rate of savings, more productive investment
and, for a period of time, higher growth.4 Thus, for instance, maturity
transformation makes possible a term structure of interest rates more favourable to
long-term investment than would otherwise pertain, making long-term loans
available on better terms. But in general, the impact of transformation of
risk/return/and liquidity possibilities will be to produce a level of savings which is
optimal even if not necessarily higher, i.e. a level of savings which best reflects
individual preferences and which thus maximises welfare. Under some
circumstances this welfare maximising savings rate might be lower than would
pertain in a less developed financial system: underdeveloped financial systems, by
constraining financial investment options and life cycle consumption smoothing
3

This financial intermediary function does not perform the whole of the capital allocation process. A
significant amount of capital allocation occurs de facto within large firms, which make decisions about the
use of retained earnings. But while not performing the whole of the capital allocation process, the financial
system plays an important role.
4
A higher rate of investment will produce a period of higher growth and a higher level of income at
any one time than would otherwise pertain, but not a permanently higher growth rate.
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choices, can sometimes constrain individuals to choose savings rates higher than
they would choose if a wider set of investment and borrowing options was
available.
The first of these benefits, capital allocation, derives from the pooling function. The
second and third derive from the risk-return transformation and the maturity
transformation processes. Essentially what these do is to increase the range of options for
investment in different combinations of risk/return/maturity beyond that which would
exist if investors had to invest directly in the individual untransformed liabilities of
business or households, or in pools of these untransformed liabilities.
Finally in this description of the theory, it is useful to note that the wave of complex
credit securitisation which occurred over the last 15 to 20 years, was not in its economic
function entirely new, but rather an intensification of the four financial system
transformations described above and an application of those transformation functions to
more assets and at a finer level of differentiation. Thus:
Complex securitisation pooled previously un-pooled assets such as mortgages.
It transformed the risk/return characteristics of assets by tranching, taking for
instance, a set of mortgages with an average untransformed credit rating of A, and
manufacturing some AAA securities, some AA, some BBB and some equity.
It introduced new forms of contractual balance sheet maturity transformation, via
Structured Investment Vehicles (SIVs), conduits and mutual funds, which enabled
short-term providers of funds to fund longer term credit extensions.5
And it was underpinned by extensive trading in credit securities, providing market
liquidity so that the holder of a contractually long credit security could sell it
immediately if they wanted.
By doing all this, complex securitisation increased the extent to which assets
offered to investors could be tailored to their specific preferences for specific
combinations of risk/return and liquidity. As a result, its proponents asserted before the
crisis, it must have increased economic efficiency and economic welfare. Whether that
argument was valid is considered in Section 4.

5

Indeed it also applied the technologies of rotating ‗master trusts‘ to achieve maturity transformation
in the other direction, creating longer term credit securities out of mortgages whose average expected
repayment maturity might (but might not) be relatively short term.
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2. Trends in banking, securitisation and trading
Section 1 has considered the functions which a banking and financial system can in
principle perform. A striking fact about the last 30 to 40 years of economic history is that
the scale on which it performs those functions, the overall size of the financial system
relative to the real economy, has dramatically increased. There are several different
dimensions to this increase. (Chart 5)
Leverage – measured by debt to GDP – has increased significantly in many
countries including the US shown here, with households in particular becoming
more indebted, and with a particularly striking increase in intra-financial system
leverage, claims by one financial firm upon another.
Innovation has driven complexity, with a massive development over the last 20
years of complex securitisation and derivatives products.
And trading volumes have increased hugely, relative to underlying real economic
variables, with foreign exchange trading increasing for instance from eleven times
global trade and long-term investment flows in the 1970‘s to over 70 times today
and with similarly dramatic increases in oil and derivatives trading.
There has thus been an increasingly ‗financialisation‘ of the economy, an increasing
role for the financial sector. Financial firms as a result have accounted for an increased
share of GDP, of corporate profits, and of stock market capitalisation. And there has been
a sharp rise in income differential between many employees in the financial sector and
average incomes across the whole of the economy.
This increasing financial intensity reflected in part the globalisation of world trade
and capital flows, and the floating exchange rate regimes which followed the breakdown
of the Bretton Woods system in the 1970‘s, but also deliberate policies of domestic
financial liberalisation.
A crucial issue is therefore whether this increased financial intensity has delivered
value added for the real economy – whether it has improved capital allocation, increased
growth, or increased human welfare and choice in ways which do not show up in growth
rates. And whether it has made the economy more or less volatile and vulnerable to
shocks.
Three observations are striking when we pose that question.

14
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First is the relatively little attention to that question paid by mainstream economics,
with many theories of growth and development, and many models of the economy
used by policymakers in finance ministries and central banks, treating the financial
system as a neutral pass through. As Alan Taylor and Moritz Shularick note in a
recent paper which considers the same issues I will address in this chapter: ‗in the
monetarist view of Freidman and Schwartz (1963) and also in the recently dominant
neokeynesian synthesis, macroeconomic outcomes are largely independent of the
performance of the financial system‘.6
Second, however, is that while the recently dominant neoclassical school of
economics has often been uninterested in the detailed transmission mechanisms
which link actual financial institutions to real economic variables, it has provided
strong support for the belief that increased financial activity – financial deepening,
innovation, active trading and increased liquidity – must be a broadly positive
development. This is because more financial activity helps complete markets. The
first fundamental theorem of welfare economics, demonstrated mathematically by
Kenneth Arrow and Gerard Debreu, illustrates that a competitive equilibrium is
efficient, but only if markets are complete, i.e. if there are markets in which to strike
all possible desired contracts, including insurance contracts and investment
contracts linking the present and the future, as well as markets for current goods,
services and labour.7 Therefore, the more that the financial sector provides the
transformation functions described in Section 1, the more that innovation allows
investors to choose precise combinations of risk, return, and liquidity and the more
that trading activity generates market liquidity, the more efficient and welfaremaximising must the economy be.
These theoretical propositions have moreover had a major influence on policy
makers. Keynesian famously suggested that ‗practical men, who believe themselves
quite exempt from any intellectual influences, are usually the slaves of some
defunct economist‘. But the bigger danger may be that reasonably intellectual men
and women who play key policy making roles can be over-influenced by the
predominant conventional wisdom of the current generation of academic
economists. Certainly in the UK Financial Services Authority, the idea that greater
market liquidity is in almost all cases beneficial, that financial innovation was to be
encouraged because it expanded investor and issuer choice, and that regulatory
interventions can only be justified if specific market imperfections can be
identified, formed key elements in our institutional DNA in the years ahead of the
crisis. And the predominant tendency of the International Monetary Fund in the
years before the crisis was to stress the advantages of free capital flows, financial
6

M Schularick and A M Taylor “Credit Booms Gone Bust: Monetary Policy, Leveraged Cycles and
Financial Crises 1870 to 2008”. NBER working paper number 15512, November 2009.
7
K Arrow and G Debreu. Existence of an Equilibrium for a Competitive Economy, Econometrica
Volume 22, 1954.
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deepening and financial innovation, making reference to theories of market
completion and allocative efficiency.
The third observation, however, is that at the most general level there is no clear
and always present correlation between the financial intensity of an economy and,
say, the overall rate of economic growth. Carmen Reinhart and Ken Rogoff in their
recent survey of eight centuries of financial folly, crashes and debt defaults (‗This
Time it‘s Different‘) identify the period 1945 to the early 1970‘s as one of
‗financial repression‘ in which the role of the financial system was subdued in many
countries.8 And in some developing countries that ‗financial repression‘ probably
was one among a package of market restrictive policies which hampered economic
growth. But equally there were countries which in that period achieved historically
rapid growth with fairly depressed financial systems (for instance Korea) and in the
more developed economies – the US, Europe, and Japan – this period of financial
repression was one of significant and relatively stable growth, comparing well with
the subsequent 30 years of increased financial activity and financial liberalisation.
To assess the question properly, however, we need to consider specific financial
activities and the economic functions they perform. This section therefore sets out a
detailed description of what has changed, under four headings.
(i) The growth and changing mix of credit intermediation through UK bank balance
sheets over the last 50 years.
(ii) The growth of complex securitisation as a new form of credit intermediation over
the last 10 to 20 years.
(iii) The difficulty to quantify, but vitally important, change in aggregate maturity
transformation, which the first two sets of changes have almost certainly produced.
(iv) And finally the growth of financial trading activity over the last 30 years, linked in
part to complex credit securitisation, but also visible in a far wider range of markets
than credit securities alone.

(i) Growth and changing mix of bank intermediation
First then, trends in bank intermediation. What did UK banks do 50 years ago and
what do they do today: what has changed? Well for data availability reasons my figures
actually start 46 years ago in 1964. Chart 6 shows the balance sheet of the UK banking
8

2009.
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system in that year, with the quantities expressed as percents of GDP, the aggregate
balance sheet of all UK banks then just 35% of GDP. And one of the things banks then
did was to use deposits from the household sector to fund government debt, with banks
holding large holdings of government debt as part of their liquidity policies, and with the
UK‘s government debt level, at 93.2% of GDP, still reflecting the aftermath of high war
indebtedness. But the other thing the banking and building society sections together did
(Chart 7) was take net funds from the household sector – which deposited 40% of GDP
but borrowed only 14% and lend it to the private, non-financial and corporate sector,
which deposited 8% of GDP but borrowed 13%. In other words, it intermediated net
household savings into business investment.
Over the subsequent 45 years, however, the pattern changed significantly (Chart 8).
Household and unincorporated business borrowing from the banking and building society
sectors grew from about 14% of GDP to 76% of GDP, while deposits grew also, but less
dramatically from 39% to 72%. In addition, however, from the late 1990s, securitisation
made possible loans to the household sector that were not, or not necessarily, held on
bank balance sheets, these reaching 17% of GDP by 2007, the green shaded area on Chart
8.
Meanwhile (Chart 9) a somewhat similar, but more volatile pattern was observed
for the corporate sector. With lending growing from 13% of GDP to 35%, but with
sudden surges and set backs on the path. And with deposits growing from 8% to 17%.
So, putting the two sectors together (Chart 10) we get a growth of total lending far
more dynamic than the growth of deposits, and the emergence on bank and building
society balance sheets (Chart 11) of what is labelled ‗a customer funding gap‘ a
deficiency of customer deposits (household or corporate) versus loans to those sectors.
This funding gap was bridged by increased wholesale funding, including wholesale
funding from abroad, made easier by the fact that by 2007, unlike in 1964, the UK
banking system‘s relationship with the UK real economy (captured on Chart 11) was
within the context of London‘s role as a very large wholesale financial entrepot. Thus the
total balance sheet of the UK banking system, defined to include all legal banking entities
operating in London, had by 2007 reached around 500% of GDP, compared with 34% in
1964, and was dominated not by the banks‘ relationship with UK households and
companies, but by a complex mesh of intra-financial system claims and obligations
(Chart 12).
This funding gap and reliance on wholesale funding created significant
vulnerabilities for the UK banking system which crystallised in 2007 and 2008: and new
liquidity policies are being introduced to reduce such vulnerabilities in future. But it is not
on the important risks and policies related to this funding gap that I wish to comment
here, but on the increase in leverage in both the household and corporate sectors.
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In both sectors, debt to GDP has increased significantly and in both the leverage has
been focused on financing of real estate assets.
In the household and unincorporated business sector (Chart 13) the increase has
been dominated by mortgage lending, up from 14% to 79% of GDP. Unsecured personal
sector lending has increased from 3% at end 1975 to 9% but is still far less important than
mortgage lending. Lending to unincorporated businesses meanwhile remains trivial in the
big picture.
While in the corporate sector, the dramatic increase in debt to GDP in the last two
decades has been dominated by the commercial real estate sector (Chart 14) with actually
very little increase in the leverage of non commercial real estate related businesses. A
dominance which looks even greater if we look at net lending. Thus if for the last 10
years, we look at gross lending to different corporate sectors (Chart 15) and gross
deposits by different sectors into the banking system (Chart 16), then we can calculate
each sector‘s net deposits to or net lending from the banking sector (Chart 17). What this
illustrates is that the vast majority of net lending to the corporate sector is explained by
lending to commercial real estate with, for instance, manufacturing only a marginal net
borrower from the banking system, and indeed borrowing less in nominal terms than in
1998. While the service sector excluding wholesale and retail, hotels and restaurants is a
net depositor, for understandable reasons given its inherent characteristics.
Summing up, therefore, the striking features of UK banking sector trends over the
last 45 years are:
First, a very significant financial deepening: i.e. an increase in both loans and
deposits as a percent of GDP.
Second, significant increases in the income leverage of both the household and
corporate sectors, i.e. of indebtedness relative to GDP, and thus to income measures
such as household income, corporate profit or property rentals.9
And third, the fact that leverage growth has been dominated by increasing debt
levels secured against assets, and predominantly against residential houses and
commercial real estate.

9

Details of the several different ways of meaning leverage (relative to income or assets) are set out
in the FSA Financial Risk Outlook 2010
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(ii) The growth of complex securitisation
These changes in the scale and mix of banking intermediation have occurred
gradually since the 1960s, with a strong acceleration after the financial liberalisation of
the 1970s.10 The second overall trend I will highlight – the growth of the complex
securitisation – accrued primarily over the last two decades, though with important initial
developments in the 1970s and 80s.
I use the term ‗complex securitisation‘ to stress the fact that marketable credit
securities had been around for a long time before the securitisation wave of the last 20 to
30 years. These straight-forward credit securities, government bonds and corporate bonds
were non-pooled and non-tranched: each security was the liability of a single government
or corporate; and there was no process for creating multiple credit quality tiers out of the
liabilities of one issuer. But they were credit securities which connected providers of
funds to users of funds in a debt contract form, without the intermediation of a bank
balance sheet. And the markets for these instruments were and are very big, illustrating
the large potential investor base for medium and long term debt contracts (Chart 18). US
debt to government debt to GDP reached 76% in 1945 and is 53% today with $7.5 trillion
dollars of T bonds outstanding. US single name corporate bonds (Chart 19) accounted for
50% of all corporate credit financing even back in the 1950s, and there are now $4.1
trillion dollars of these straight forward single name corporate bonds outstanding.
So securitised credit – i.e. credit extension through purchase of marketable credit
securities rather than through loans on bank balance sheet – is not new. But what
‗complex securitisation‘ did was to extend the potential role of marketable credit
securities to a wider range of final borrowers.
The initial and still most important application of this new technology was in
residential mortgages, with two phases of development.
First (Chart 20), the growth of US agency and Government-Sponsored Enterprise
(GSE) mortgage backed securities from 1971 onwards, initially in a simple passthrough, non tranched form, but with tranching introduced with the creation of
Collateralised Mortgage Obligations (CMOs) from 1983 on.
Second, the growth of private label (i.e. non-GSE) mortgage backed securities from
the mid 1980s onwards, with these usually using the new technique of tranching.
This growth of mortgage securitisation was then followed, from the late 1980s on,
by the extension of securitisation to other asset categories (Chart 21), in particular
consumer credit and commercial mortgages.
10

In the UK key policy measures were the liberalisation of the domestic banking system via
“Competition and Credit Control” (1971) and the abolition of exchange controls in 1979
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What in essence this complex securitisation did was to achieve outside a bank
balance sheet two of the functions which, as we saw earlier, a bank balance sheet can
deliver (Chart 22) – pooling of multiple small credit risks, and tranching so that different
providers of funds can hold a variety of different combinations of risk and return. As a
result complex securitisation made it possible to extend the role of credit securities
beyond the sphere of governments and single named corporates. In addition, its advocates
asserted that it delivered efficiency and welfare benefits arising from the fact that
investors could select precisely that combination of risk and return which met their
preferences. A combination which they could then continually and smoothly adjust
through time, not only by buying or selling the underlying credit instruments, but also
through use of the credit derivatives markets (Chart 23) which developed alongside
complex securitisation.

(iii)

Increasing aggregate maturity transformation

In addition to choosing their precise desired combination of risk and return,
moreover, it appeared that securitisation enabled investors to enjoy precisely the liquidity
that they desired, given the marketable nature of credit securities. The long-term buy and
hold investor could hold a credit security for its long-term contractual maturity, but the
short-term investor could sell at any time.
Securitisation therefore, by increasing the range of credits which could be
securitised, played a role in what is almost certainly another key feature of the financial
system of the last several decades – an increasing aggregate maturity transformation.
Aggregate maturity transformation is the extent to which the financial sector in total
(eliminating all intra-financial system claims) holds assets which are longer term than
liabilities, and thus is the extent to which the non financial sector is enabled to hold assets
which are shorter term than its liabilities. And it is frustratingly difficult to measure with
any precision the level and trend of aggregate maturity transformation given the
complexity introduced by the large scale of intra-financial system claims.
But the figures for household deposits and lending in the UK (Chart 24) clearly
suggest that a significant increase in aggregate maturity transformation must have
occurred. Loans to the UK household sector have increased dramatically as a percent of
GDP, and these loans are primarily mortgages, with long-term contractual terms, 20 or 30
years or more. Deposits have increased also but these deposits are predominantly short
term, many indeed are instant access. And buffers of highly liquid assets held by banks
have significantly reduced. It therefore must be the case that the UK banking system, and
banking systems in other countries, are performing more aggregate maturity
transformation than in the past, and as a result running greater liquidity risks.
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In addition, however, to increased maturity transformation on bank balance sheets,
securitisation, combined with other financial innovations, resulted in an increasing level
of maturity transformation off bank balance sheets. SIVs and conduits were major buyers
of contractually long-term credit securities, but were funded by short-term commercial
paper. Mutual funds with on-demand liabilities to investors who believed they enjoyed
deposit like security of capital value, were investing in long-term credit securities, or in
the commercial paper of SIVs and conduits, and thus involved in either one step or two
step maturity transformation processes. And the trading books of commercial investment
banks included large portfolios of contractually long credit securities, funded short term
by repo financing arrangements.
All these new forms of maturity transformation relying crucially on the idea that
‗market liquidity‘ would be available whenever needed. All helping to give investors
more choice in respect to the liquidity of their investments. But all creating new financial
stability risks.

(iv) Increasing trading activity across multiple markets
Fourth and finally in this review of key financial trends, the last 30 years have seen
a quite remarkable explosion in the scale of financial trading activities relative to real
economic variables.
The value of foreign exchange trading has exploded relative to the value of global
GDP or global trade (Chart 25). From 11 times global trade value in 1980 to 73
times today.
The value of oil futures traded has increased from 20% of global physical
production and consumption in 1980, to ten times today (Chart 26).
And interest rate derivatives trading has grown from nil in 1980 to $390 trillion in
mid-2009 (Chart 27).
Summing up, therefore, increasing financial intensity in the UK, US and other
advanced economies over the last 40-50 years, and in particular the last 30, has been
driven by the following factors.
Increased leverage of non financial sectors, in particular driven by increased
lending against real estate assets, both residential and commercial.
The growth of complex securitisation, which has in particular supported more
residential mortgage lending.
An increased level of aggregate maturity transformation.
Increased trading activity and market liquidity.
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And, as a result of these other trends, an increase in the scale and complexity of
intra-financial system claims, claims between financial institutions rather than
between them and the real economy.
The crucial question is whether this increase in financial activity has delivered
human welfare benefits and if so how:
Via the direct welfare benefits of more effective consumption smoothing?
Or via improved allocation of capital?
Or via increased savings rates and growth rates?
Or via optimal savings rates and growth rates, even if not necessarily increased
rates?

3. Bank credit extension: optimal role and mix
The development of the modern market economy over the last 200 years has been
accompanied by a pervasive development of banking systems, performing the first three
functions outlined in Section 1 – pooling of risks, maturity transformation, and risk return
transformation via the introduction of an intermediating equity slice. As a result
depositors enjoy high certainty of capital value combined with short contractual maturity:
equity fund providers take much greater risk, but with that risk still bounded by limited
liability.
So fundamental and pervasive are these features of banking systems within market
economies, that there is a tendency to think that they are inherent and inevitable. In fact,
however, there have always been economists concerned that these features create market
instability: Irving Fisher and Milton Friedman warned against the dangers of a classic
fractional reserve banking model: and in the last year Professor John Kay in Britain and
Professor Laurence Koltikoff in the US have produced ‗narrow bank‘ or ‗limited purpose
bank‘ proposals which would completely reject the model in which short-term deposits of
certain value can, via transformation, fund risky household and commercial loans.11
I am not going to argue in this chapter for either of those radical change models.
Indeed I believe that Professor Kay‘s and Professor Koltikoff‘s proposals would not
effectively address the fundamental problem we face – which is volatility in the supply of
11

L Kotlikoff, Jimmy Stewart is Dead: Ending the World‟s Ongoing Financial Plague with Limited
Purpose Banking, Wiley 2010. J Kay, Narrow Banking, The Reform of Banking Regulation, CFSI, 2009
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credit to the real economy, and biases in the sectoral mix of that credit. A volatility and
bias which, as I shall describe in Section 4, can occur as much in a non-bank securitised
form of credit extension as when credit is extended on balance sheet. But the fact that
there are respected economists arguing that the entire structure of banking is inappropriate
does mean that we need to go back to the basics of whether and why and under what
circumstances banks as we currently know them add value to the real economy.
A classic statement of how fractional reserve banking adds value was set out in
Walter Bagehot‘s Lombard Street. He argued that banking enabled the mobilisation of
savings, that, for instance, Britain enjoyed an economic advantage over France because
the UK‘s more advanced banking system fostered the productive investment of savings
rather than leaving them ‗dormant‘: „Much more cash‟ – he wrote – „exists out of banks in
France and Germany and in the non-banking countries than can be found in England or
Scotland, where banking is developed. But this money is not… attainable… the English
money is “borrowable money”. Our people are bolder in dealing with their money than
any continental nation… and the mere fact that their money is deposited in a bank makes
it attainable. A place like Lombard Street where in all but the rarest times money can be
obtained on good security or upon decent proposals of probable gain is a luxury which no
other country has ever enjoyed before‘.
Bagehot‘s argument rests essentially on the positive benefits of the transformation
functions considered in Section 1, with the pooling, maturity and risk/return
transformation functions of Britain‘s banking system enabling individuals with secure
liquid deposits to finance trade and investment through loans to borrowers with whom
they had no direct contact, and whose liabilities were of longer term; while in France,
with a less developed banking system, the capital formation process depended to a greater
extent on the creation of precise matches – people with money who happened also to have
entrepreneurial and management capability, or who could make direct contracts with
specific businesses.
Bagehot‘s initial insight is reflected in the predominant belief that ‗financial
deepening‘ is good for an economy: that more financial intermediation, measured by
credit as a % GDP, will mean higher investment and thus higher GDP. And a number of
studies have indeed illustrated either cross-sectoral or time serves correlations between
the development of basic banking and financial systems and economic growth.12 And
from the current position of a developing nation like, say India, the positive benefits of
some financial deepening do seem clear. But the paper by Moritz Schularick and Alan
Taylor which I quoted earlier, questions whether this positive relationship pertains as
economies move beyond the level of financial maturity reached in the advanced countries
12

See , e.g. I.R.G.King and R.Levine Finance and growth: Schumpeter might be right, Quarterly
Journal of Economics‖ 1993 , or Rouseeau and Sylla, Emerging Financial Markets and Early US Growth,
NBER WP 7448
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30 to 40 years ago. It documents the growth of leverage and credit extension which
liberalisation and innovation have facilitated, but finds little support for the preposition
that this liberalisation and innovation has led to a corresponding increase in real growth
rates for the countries in their sample.
It is on this question of financial deepening beyond the level reached in the
advanced countries 30 to 40 years ago that I will focus here. And in doing so I will focus
solely on what one might label the long term comparative statics issue, not the issue of
transitional dynamics.
By long-term comparative statics I mean the question, would the UK, for instance,
be better or worse off if in, say 2025, we had a debt to GDP of 120%, or 100% or
80%. Or indeed would we be better or worse off if today we had 80% debt, with
debt never having grown to today‘s level of 125%? To answer that question we
need to consider the impact of credit on the long-term savings rate and the
efficiency of capital allocation and thus on the long-term productive potential of the
economy: and we also need to consider the direct welfare benefits which credit can
deliver through life cycle consumption smoothing.
The transitional dynamics question, by contrast, is quite different. It accepts as a
necessary given that we start with private debt to GDP of 125% and asks what is the
optimal evolution of this level over the medium term, say the next five years. To
answer that question we need to consider the implications of changes in credit
supply for aggregate nominal demand, and thus for the path of actual GDP (and
employment) relative to productive potential.
We need to know the answers to both questions, and the answers might well pose a
policy timing dilemma, with de-leveraging beneficial over the long term, but harmful
over the short. And both questions are highly relevant to the design of the new capital and
liquidity regulatory regime on which the global institutions – the Financial Stability
Board and the Basel Committee – are engaged this year. Higher capital and liquidity
requirements together will probably mean less plentiful credit supply. The newly
established Macroeconomic Assessment Group jointly established by the Bank of
International Settlements (BIS) and the Financial Stability Board (FSB), will therefore
need to consider both the long term and the transitional implementations of such
restriction. For now, however, I will focus solely on the long-term question.
And I will begin by assuming that higher capital and liquidity requirements will
increase the cost of credit intermediation and thus increase the price and/or decrease the
quantitative supply of credit. I say ‗assume‘ because at least in respect to higher capital
requirements there is a theoretical debate. If, for instance, the propositions of Modigliani
and Miller hold, higher equity capital requirements ought to produce a lower cost of bank
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equity and a lower cost of bank debt (since the riskiness of both would reduce), and in a
taxless world those effects would fully offset the higher proportionate role for relatively
more expensive equity.13 In the real world of tax biases in favour of debt, however, there
clearly is a private cost penalty to higher equity requirements, and the case that tighter
liquidity requirements increase the cost of long-term credit provision appears fairly clear.
So assuming that higher capital and liquidity requirements do mean more expensive
and less plentiful credit supply, what economic consequences follow?
A common and apparently obvious answer assumes that a higher cost of credit and
more restricted supply of credit will mean that capital investment will be reduced as
productive investments go unfinanced. The assumed model here is that of a marginal
efficiency of capital schedule (Chart 28) with possible investment projects ranked by
order of return, and with the level of investment in the economy, the number of projects
which get financed, determined by how many deliver a return higher than the cost of
capital. Increase the cost of credit intermediation and fewer projects will be financed.
Under this model it can still be socially optimal to raise capital requirements since
the impact of increased credit intermediation costs in good years can be offset by a
decreased risk of financial crises. Models which assume that this is the balance to be
struck, such as the NIESR model which the FSA has been using to consider the tradeoffs
involved in the setting of new capital liquidity requirements, can still suggest that
significant increases in capital and liquidity requirements are socially optimal.14 But such
models still assume that increased bank capital means decreased investment and thus
reduced growth in good times. And this is the quite explicit assumption behind much
private sector input to the regulatory debate.
What I would like to question, however, is whether this model of the impact of
credit supply constraint is actually relevant to all, or indeed more than a small proportion,
of the total credit supply described in my earlier charts. Consider for instance, the growth
of UK mortgage credit, which has gone over the last 45 years from 14% to 79% of GDP.
Obviously to some extent, mortgage credit indirectly helps finance new investment in
housing. But over the last 50 years capital investment in UK housing as a percentage of
GDP (Chart 29) has oscillated but with no particular trend. And the net capital stock of
investment in residential housing measured as accumulated past investment minus
depreciation has as a result not risen as a percentage of GDP (Chart 30). Instead what we
13

Miller M and Modigliani F: “The Cost of Capital, Corporation, Finance and the Theory of
Investment”, American Finances Review 1958, 48.3, pp 261-297 – “Corporate Income Taxes and the Cost
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See FSA Turner Review Conference Discussion Paper, October 2009, for a description of the
modelling approach using the NIESR model. Note that the NIESR model does distinguish the impact of
credit restrictions on the corporate versus household sector, but does not distinguish within the corporate
sector between different categories of credit (eg, commercial real estate versus all others) in the way
considered later in this section.
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have is phenomenon in which mortgage debt as a percent of GDP and the market value of
housing, have risen in a fashion largely detached from the processes of capital
investment.15
Which does not, I must immediately stress, mean that mortgage finance has no
economic or social value but rather that in countries with relatively stable populations and
with large housing stocks inherited from the past, the economic function of mortgage
finance is only to a very limited extent related to the financing of new investment, and to
a very large extent supporting the ability of individuals to smooth consumption over the
life cycle, with younger generations buying houses off the older generation who already
own them.16 The extent to which this is the case varies with national characteristics such
as the density of population and the growth rate of the population (or of household
numbers) but it is as least possible to imagine an economy which was making no new net
investment in housing but which had a high and rising level of mortgage debt to GDP.
An assumed model in which an increased cost of credit intermediation would curtail
investment and thus growth, is therefore largely irrelevant to residential mortgage debt in
the UK, and thus for 63% of all bank lending. Instead, when we think about the value
added of different levels of mortgage debt, the trade-off is follows.
A plentiful supply of residential mortgage debt will increase human welfare by
enabling individuals to smooth the consumption of housing services through their
life cycle. It enables the individual without inherited resources to use future income
prospects to purchase houses today. And it lubricates a process by which one
generation first accumulates housing assets and then sells them to the next
generation, achieving an inter-generational resource transfer equivalent to a pension
system. A more restricted supply of mortgage finance makes access to home
ownership more dependent on the vagaries of inheritance, and tends to produce an
inefficient use of housing resources, with older people facing few incentives to
trade down from large houses and to release housing resources for use by the
younger generation.
Conversely, however, the easy availability of mortgage credit can generate a
credit/asset price cycle, and can encourage households on average to select levels of
income leverage which, while sustainable in good and steady economic times,
increase vulnerability to employment or income shocks. It can therefore create
15

The difference between the market value of housing and the net capital stock illustrated on is to a
significant extent explained by land values. Mortgage credit in a rich densely populated but stable
population country is therefore to a very significant extent financing the purchase of a fixed supply of land
by one generation from another.
16
The key element of consumption which is smoothed is the flow of housing services which
ownership of a house delivers.
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macroeconomic volatility. And it can tempt some individuals, in pursuit of
prospective capital gain, into debt contracts which harm their individual welfare
rather than maximise it.
There are therefore very important advantages and risks created by extensive
mortgage credit supply, which need to be taken into account in decisions about bank
capital and liquidity (or any other policy levers which might impact on credit supply). But
the optimal resolution of this balance has no necessary implications either way for the
overall level of investment and growth in the economy, on which discussions of the
impact of capital adequacy regimes frequently focus.
Similar considerations may apply when thinking about some sub-sets of corporate
lending, and in particular lending to the corporate real estate sector, which has grown so
dramatically in the last 20 years as a percentage of GDP and as a share of total corporate
lending.
And here again I definitely do not suggest that all lending to commercial real estate
is somehow socially useless, and that, as it were ‗real bankers only lend money to
manufacturing companies‘. In a mature economy indeed, high quality investment in
commercial real estate – high quality hotels, office space and retail parks – and the related
investment in the public urban environment, is definitely part of the wealth creation
process. Fixed capital formation in buildings and structures at around 6% of GDP is now
slightly higher than total investment in all plant, machinery, vehicles, ships and aircraft,
and that may well be what we should expect in a mature rich economy (Chart 31).
But note that it was just as high as a percentage of GDP in 1964, when total lending
to real estate developers was much lower.
Which suggests that alongside the role which lending to commercial real estate
plays in financing new productive real estate investment, what much CRE lending does is
to enable investors to leverage their purchase of already existing assets, enjoying as a
result the tax benefit of interest deductibility, often in the expectation of medium-term
capital gain, and in some cases exploiting the put option of limited liability.
Thus in both residential and commercial real estate lending, the model in which we
assume that more expensive credit would restrict productive investment is only partially
applicable. In both, moreover, we need also to recognise the role that credit can play in
driving asset price cycles which in turn drive credit supply in a self-reinforcing and
potentially destabilising process. Thus, (Chart 32) increased credit extended to
commercial real estate developers can drive up the price of buildings whose supply is
inelastic, or of land whose supply is wholly fixed. Increased asset prices in turn drive
expectations of further price increases which drive demand for credit: but they also
improve bank profits, bank capital bases, and lending officer confidence, generating
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favourable assessments of credit risk and an increased supply of credit to meet the extra
demand.
So that overall as we look at the drivers and economic functions of credit, we must I
believe distinguish between different categories (Chart 33), which have different
economic functions and whose dynamics are driven by different factors. Household
credit, 74% of the total, is essentially about life cycle consumption smoothing and intergenerational resource transfer not productive investment. Real estate lending, which
combining household and commercial real estate, amounts to over 75% of all lending in
the UK, is at times strongly driven by expectations of asset appreciation. Commercial real
estate and indeed leveraged buy out borrowing has quite a lot to do with exploiting the tax
shield of debt and the put option of limited liability. Only lending to non-real estate
companies therefore appears to accord fully with the commonly assumed model in which
credit finances investment and trade and is serviced out of capital flows, and in which a
higher cost of credit will curtail productive investment. But in the UK at least such
lending accounts for a relatively small proportion of the total (Chart 34).
In deciding optimal levels of capital and liquidity for the banking system we
therefore need to consider the possible impact on different categories of lending whose
economic value or direct welfare benefit is quite different. We also need to recognise,
however, that the elasticity of response of different categories of credit to interest rate
changes is likely to be hugely varied and to vary over time in the light of changing
expectations of future asset prices.
The company which is thinking of investing in a new project – be it a new
manufacturing product development, a new energy investment, or a new retailing
concept – and intending to repay the loan out of project cash flows, may be very
sensitive to minor variations in expected interest rates. So also to a less but still
significant extent might be the individual using unsecured credit to smooth shortterm cash flows.
But when expectations of property (or other asset) price inflation have become
strongly embedded, even quite large increases in interest rate may have little shortterm impact – to the homeowner or commercial real estate investor who expects
medium-term capital appreciation of say 15% per annum, small increases in lending
rates may make little difference to their propensity to borrow.
There is therefore a danger that at some points in the credit/asset cycle appropriate
actions to offset the economic and financial stability dangers of exuberant lending will
tend to crowd out that element of lending which is indeed related to the funding of
marginal productive investments.
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This in turn carries implications for optimal policy. The analysis presented in this
section suggests three conclusions.
First, that we cannot base our assessment of optimal capital and liquidity levels
solely on the ‗marginal productive investment‘ model, but that we do need to
understand what impact higher capital requirements would have on fixed capital
investment.
Second, that optimal policy almost certainly needs to distinguish between different
categories of credit, which perform different economic functions and whose interest
rate elasticity of demand is likely, at least at some points in the cycle, to vary
hugely.
And third that optimal policy needs to be able to lean against credit and asset price
cycles.
These conclusions together suggest the need for macro-prudential through-the-cycle
tools, and perhaps for those tools to be differentiated in their sectoral application.17 We
need new tools to take away the punch bowl before the party gets out of hand. Four
approaches could be considered:
The first is for interest rate policy to take account of credit/asset price cycles as well
as consumer price inflation. But that option has three disadvantages: that the interest
elasticity of response is likely to be widely different by sector – non-commercial
real estate SMEs hurting long before a real estate boom is slowed down: that higher
interest rates can drive exchange rate appreciation: and that any divergence from
current monetary policy objectives would dilute the clarity of the commitment to
price stability.
The second would be across the board countercyclical capital adequacy
requirements, increasing capital requirements in the boom years, on either a hiredwired or discretionary basis. But that too suffers from the challenge of variable
elasticity effects, given that capital levers also work via their impact on the price of
credit.
The third would be countercyclical capital requirements varied by sector, increased
say against commercial real estate lending but not against other categories. That
certainly has attractions, but might be somewhat undermined by international
competition, particular within a European single market. If, for instance, Ireland had
increased capital requirements for commercial real estate lending counter-cyclically
in the years before 2008, the constraint on its own banks would have been partially
offset by increased lending from British or other foreign competitors.

17

The case for such tools and the complexities involved in their application are discussed in the
Bank of England discussion paper “The Role of Macro Prudential Policy”, November 2009.
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The fourth would entail direct borrower focussed policies, such as maximum limits
on loan-to-value ratios, for instance, either applied continuously or varied through
the cycle.18
There are no easy answers here, but some combination of new macro-prudential
tools is likely to be required. And a crucial starting point in designing them is to recognise
that different categories of credit perform different economic functions and that the
impact of credit restrictions on economic value added and social welfare will vary
according to which category of credit is restricted.

4. Complex securitised credit:
reducing or increasing risk?
The growth of complex securitised credit was discussed in Section 3 (ii) and its role
in driving increased maturity transformation was discussed in Section 3 (iii). It played a
major role in the 2008 crisis. It was not the sole driver of that crisis: the rapid expansion
of poor quality on-balance sheet lending, financed by wholesale funding, was also
important. And securitisation and related trading played no significant role in some of the
biggest individual bank failures; it was, for instance, irrelevant to HBOS‘s over expansion
into commercial real estate. But clearly securitisation was an important part of the story,
complex securitisation supported an explosion of low quality mortgage credit origination
in the US and new forms of off-bank balance sheet maturity transformation created major
new risks. And excessive complexity created problems of intransparency, imperfectly
understood risks, and confidence and contagion effects driven by uncertainties over the
value of ‗toxic assets‘.
Before the crisis, however, securitisation and the associated growth of credit and
other derivatives were widely lauded as favourable developments, improving investor and
borrower choice, economic efficiency and risk management. In the wake of the crisis we
should therefore ask:
Whether the positive benefits attributed to securitisation and credit derivatives were
or could be significant.
And whether the risks which complex securitisation helped generate are inherent to
the provision of credit in a securitised form, or arose simply because of bad features
18

Note that while national borrower focussed limits are also susceptible to cross-border leakage
problems (eg, through the use of legal entities in other countries) these problems are least in respect to
lending secured against real estate, given the immovable nature of property, and the potential to design
restrictions on the level of debt which can be secured against specific properties.
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of the pre-crisis securitisation, features we can fix via better regulation or market
practice.
Four related arguments were advanced in favour of credit securitisation.
First that it enabled banks better to manage their balance sheet risks.19 Rather than
say, a regional bank in the US holding an undiversified portfolio of credit exposures
in its region, it could instead originate loans and distribute them, it could hedge
credit exposure via credit derivatives and interest rate exposure via interest rate
derivatives. In some past banking crisis – such as the US banking system collapse
of the early 1930s, or the savings and loans crisis of the 1980s – the problems were
in part the undiversified nature of specific bank exposures, or the lack of
instruments to separate credit risk exposure from interest rate mis-match.
Securitisation appeared to fix these problems.
Second, it was argued that complex securitisation achieved market completion, with
pooling, tranching and marketability enabling each investor to hold precisely that
combination of risk/return/liquidity which best met their preferences. It was
assumed by axiom that this must in some way be good – either, presumably, in a
direct welfare sense, or because it enabled the attainment of a higher, or at least an
optimal savings rate.
Third, and as a result, it was asserted that securitisation not only made individual
banks less risky, but the whole system more stable, because risk was dispersed into
the hands of precisely those investors best suited to manage different combinations
of risk.
Fourth, it was argued that securitisation supported increased credit supply. Complex
securitisation of sub-prime mortgage credit in the US was valuable because it
enabled new classes of borrower to enjoy the benefits of life-cycle consumption
smoothing, and the use of Credit Default Swaps (CDS) was beneficial because it
enabled banks to better manage credit risk, economising on the use of bank capital
and enabling them to extend more credit off any given capital base.20
Obviously something went badly wrong with this rosy vision, and in particular with
the proposition that complex securitisation would reduce individual bank and system
wide risks. And the easy thing, with the benefit of hindsight, is to list the specific features
of pre-crisis securitisation which created major risk.
19

See eg, Lowell Bryan, “Breaking up the Bank”, 1988
In the pre-crisis years, ―using bank capital more efficiently‖ (i.e. being able to support more
lending on any given level of bank capital) was perceived as not only a rational private objective for
individual banks, but as a valuable social objective. Thus the Basel II capital adequacy regime was designed
around the overt principle that if banks could develop more sophisticated risk management systems, they
should be allowed to operate with higher leverage.
20
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Inadequacies in credit ratings, as rating agencies with conflicts of interest were
tempted into putting ratings on securities for which no sound rating methodology
existed.
Poor incentives for good underwriting: originators and traders who cared little
whether the credit was good as long as they could sell it before any problems arose.
Over complexity – particularly in the final decade before the crisis, with a
proliferation of the alphabet soup of ever more exotic re-securitisations, such as
CPDO‘s and CDO squareds, combined with a general lack of transparency about
underlying credit quality.
Poorly understood embedded options – again particularly a problem in the most
complex products which emerged in the final decade.
And far too low capital requirements against the holding of credit securities in
trading books, creating massive capital arbitrage opportunities, and resulting in a
model of securitised credit which was called ‗originate and distribute‘, but which
was actually ‗originate, distribute, and then acquire somebody else‘s credit
securities‘, so that when the music stopped the biggest losses actually arose on the
balance sheets of banks and investment banks.21
In response to this list of now obvious problems, an extensive regulatory reform
programme is in hand, involving:
Regulation of credit rating agencies to guard against conflicts of interest.
Various forms of risk retention requirements to ensure that credit originators have
‗skin-in-the-game‘.
Requirements for better disclosure of underlying risk.
And a radical reform of trading book capital. The Basel Committee has already
announced specific changes, for implementation by 2011, which will increase
capital requirements against specific trading activities several times, and a
fundamental review of all trading book capital requirements will be completed over
the next 12 months.
Alongside these regulatory responses meanwhile, a market reaction (‗once bitten
twice shy‘ as it were) is likely in itself to mean that when securitised credit returns it does
so without some of the past excesses. The market place is likely to demand simple and

21

See eg, the estimates of the incidence of losses set out in the IMF‘s Global Financial Stability
Report of October 2008.
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transparent structures: and, even if regulators allowed it, to have no appetite for the hyper
complex instruments of the final stage of pre-crisis exuberance.
So the regulators and the market together have a clear view of past problems: and I
think we will fix them. But what we do not know is whether fixing these problems means
that complex securitisation bounces back in a new less risky form, or whether it never
returns, or at least not on anything like the same scale. Because what is not clear is how
far previous market volumes were only possible because of intrinsically risky practices.
So beyond the immediate agenda of obvious things we should do and are doing, two
questions remain:
Did complex securitisation deliver economic value?
And were the risks it generated fixable or inherent?

(i) Securitisation and related derivatives: What economic value
added?
Let‘s consider the ‗economic value added‘ case for securitisation under three
headings.
The first is market completion, the idea that complex securitisation and derivatives
must have delivered value added because they completed markets, making possible
particular contracts not previously available, and thus allowing investors to pick
precisely that combination of risk, return and liquidity which best met their
preferences. In theory these benefits of ‗market completion‘ follow axiomatically
from the Arrow Debreu theorem, and in the pre-crisis years many regulators, and
certainly the FSA, were highly susceptible to this argument by axiom. We were
philosophically inclined to accept that if innovation created new markets and
products that must be beneficial and that if regulation stymied innovation that must
be bad. We are now more aware of the instability risks which might offset the
benefits of such innovation. But we also need to question how big the benefits could
possibly have been, even if securitisation had not brought with it risks of instability.
And here two perspectives are important.
- The first is that to the extent that complex structuring was driven by either tax or
capital arbitrage, reducing tax payments or reducing capital requirements without
reducing inherent risk, then it clearly falls in the category of the ‗socially
useless‘ (i.e. delivering no economic value at the collective social level) even if
it generated private return. And a non-trivial proportion of complex
securitisation was indeed driven by tax and capital arbitrage.
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- Second, that while there clearly is an economic value in market completion, it
must be subject to diminishing marginal return. That beyond some point, the
additional welfare benefit of providing ever more tailored combinations of risk,
return and liquidity must become minimal.
Together these two perspectives argue for a far greater scepticism about market
completion arguments in future than was common pre-crisis.
As for the second argument, that complex securitisation made possible increased
credit extension, that is undoubtedly true. In the US, the UK and several other
markets, securitisation of residential mortgages made possible the extension of
mortgage credit to segments of the population previously excluded from credit
access. But whether or not that was truly beneficial, takes us back to precisely the
considerations about the economic function and value of credit which I discussed in
Section 3, and to the different functions that different categories of credit perform.
And just as with on balance sheet mortgage credit extension, so with securitised
mortgage credit, the key issues are the extent to which the increased life cycle
consumption smoothing made possible was socially beneficial, and the extent to
which increased supply of credit drove asset prices in a volatile cycle, rather than
the extent to which more credit enabled marginal productive investment. Even from
a direct consumer welfare point of view, let alone from a macro volatility point of
view, it is clear that much of the extension of credit to new categories of borrowers
which was made possible by mortgage securitisation in the US, and to a degree in
the UK, was harmful rather than beneficial to the individuals concerned.22 23
Third and finally, the arguments relating to better risk management, both at the
individual firm level and at the system level. Given how spectacularly the system
blew up, it might seem obvious that this is the least convincing of the arguments for
complex securitisation. But in principle, and providing securitisation was done well
and distribution truly achieved, this might be the most convincing of the three
arguments put forward. In principle it would be better if small and mid-size banks
did not hold undiversified credit exposure to particular sectors or regions and the
use of credit default swaps to enable banks to adjust and diversify their credit risks
22

The FSA‘s Mortgage Market Review, October 2009, describes for instance how securitised
lending in the UK, extended credit to new categories of previously excluded borrower, but also the extent to
which arrears and repossessions are concentrated in these sectors.
23
The high credit losses incurred on US sub-prime and Alt-A lending ultimately derive from the fact
that the individuals concerned did not have the income levels to sustain the debt they took on, which could
only have been made affordable via further house price appreciation. This illustrates that while the
extension of credit to previously excluded sectors can enhance welfare by making possible consumption
smoothing, it cannot in a sustainable and non-risky way increase the lifetime earnings/consumption which
are being smoothed. If customers are excluded from credit access because their lifetimes earnings prospects
are low, the extension of credit cannot overcome and could make worse problems which can only be
addressed through income enhancement or redistribution.
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can have an economic value. As a result, securitised credit and credit derivatives
probably will and should play a significant role in the financial system of the future.
But recognising that fact should not lead us to fall into the trap of believing that
ever more complex innovation is beneficial because it completes more markets, or
that an increased aggregate supply of credit is a valid argument in favour of
innovation and light regulation.

(ii) Risks in the securitised credit model: fixable or inherent?
As discussed above, pre-crisis complex securitisation was made risky by a number
of apparently fixable problems. But risks were also created by two more fundamental
factors, which together imply that securitisation is unlikely to return on the scale which
existed pre-crisis, and that new tools for macro prudential management of the credit cycle
– discussed in Section 3 – are as relevant to securitised credit as to on balance sheet
credit.
Maturity transformation – The first of these fundamental factors is maturity
transformation. As discussed in Section 2 (iii) investor demand for securitised credit was
supported before the crisis by new forms of maturity transformation, contributing to the
increase in aggregate maturity transformation which made the financial system more
vulnerable to shocks. SIVs and conduits bought contractually long securities funded with
short-term commercial paper; mutual funds with very short-term liabilities bought either
long-term securities or the commercial paper of SIVs and conduits; and banks and
investment banks financed large trading book securities portfolios with repo finance. The
proportion of the securitised credit investor base which was only present because of these
unsafe forms of maturity transformation is difficult to quantify, but it may have
constituted more than half of the total, and it is these sources of demand which collapsed
most precipitously during the crisis (Chart 35). While the origination and distribution of
pooled and tranched securities are likely to play a significant role in the future system, it
will likely be a much smaller role than existed pre-crisis.24
Securitised credit, self-referential pricing and instability – The second
fundamental issue is whether a financial system in which securitised credit plays a greater
proportionate role is likely to be one in which the volatility of the credit and asset price
cycle described in Section 3 is still more severe. Securitisation is certainly not the only
cause of credit cycles: purely bank-based credit systems can and have generated selfreinforcing credit and asset price upswings of the sort described on Chart 32, followed by
24

Note that this fact is highly pertinent to the ―transitional dynamics‖ issue which this chapter does
not consider but which is extremely important. In a long term comparative static sense, the disappearance of
securitised credit extension based on unsafe maturity transformation may be strongly positive: but over the
medium term, the likelihood that securitised credit markets will not return to their pre-crisis scale, makes
still more acute the issues of transition management in implementing new capital and liquidity requirements
which will restrict on-balance credit extension.
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credit crunches when the cycles swing into reverse. There have been many past banking
crises in systems where securitised credit played an insignificant role.25
But a pervasive role for securitised credit can further increase the potential for
volatility by increasing the extent to which credit-risk assessment and credit pricing
becomes self-referential, with credit security investors and bank loan officers deriving
their assessment of an appropriate price for credit not from independent analysis of credit
risks but from the observable market price. Thus for instance the International Monetary
Fund (IMF) Global Financial Stability Review of April 2006 noted that credit derivatives
‗enhance the transparency of the market‘s collective view of credit risks… (and thus)…
provide valuable information about broad credit conditions and increasingly set the
marginal price of credit‘. But a marginal price of credit set by a liquid market in credit
derivatives is only economically valuable if we believe, as per the efficient market
hypotheses, that ‗the market‘s collective view of credit risks‘ is by definition a correct
one. If instead we note the movement in the CDS spreads for major banks shown on
Chart 36, with spreads falling relentlessly to reach a historic low in early summer 2007,
and providing no forewarning at all of impending financial disaster, we should be worried
that an increased reliance on market price information to set the marginal price of credit,
could itself be a source of credit and asset price volatility, particularly when combined
with mark-to-market accounting.
A credit system which combines both maturity transforming banks and a significant
role for traded credit securities could therefore be even more susceptible to selfreinforcing exuberant upswings and subsequent downswings than a pure bank system
(Chart 37).
With mark-to-market profits reinforcing management‘s, investors‘ and traders‘
confidence and animal spirits, and swelling bank capital bases and thus supporting
more trading or more lending.
And with the link from high asset prices to favourable credit assessments now hard
wired into the system, as high asset prices drive higher credit securities prices and
lower spreads, which are then used to set the marginal price of credit.
A set of self reinforcing cycles clearly evident in the years running up to the crisis:
reversing into the self-reinforcing downward spiral of confidence and credit
extension which has caused such economic harm.

25

For instance the US savings and loans crisis of the 1980‘s, and the Japanese and Swedish banking
crises of the 1990s.
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The reasons why the latest financial crisis was so severe may therefore have been
rooted in the interaction between the specific characteristics of maturity transforming
banks and those of a securitised credit system.
Two implications follow. First, that the emergence of a global credit supply system
which combines bank balance sheet and securitised elements has increased the
importance of macro-prudential tools. Second, that in considering the design of new
macro-prudential tools to address the volatility of the credit cycle, we need to consider the
potential volatility of securitised credit extension as well as on balance sheet credit. Tools
which solely address on-balance sheet credit, such as variations in capital requirements
against particular categories of credit, might be undermined if over exuberant credit
supply simply migrates to an off-balance sheet form. This might, along with the cross
border competition factors already noted, imply the need to consider borrower focused
restraints (e.g., maximum Loan-to-Values (LTVs)) rather than concentrating solely on
lender focus credit supply.
Summing up therefore on complex securitisation and related credit derivatives
markets:
It seems highly likely that securitisation will continue to play a significant role in
the credit intermediation process, and with appropriate regulation and market
discipline, could perform a socially useful function of enabling improved risk
management.
But the pre-crisis ideology that ‗market completion‘ arguments justified ever more
complex innovation, which regulators should never impede, ignored the fact that
returns from market completion must be subject to diminishing marginal returns,
ignored the extent to which much innovation was based on tax and capital arbitrage,
and ignored the risks which complexity created.
And the fact that a considerable proportion of investor demand relied crucially on
risky maturity transformation, means that securitisation‘s role in future is likely to
be more limited than in the past.
Finally and crucially, a system of securitised credit interacting with a system of
maturity transforming banks can further increase the risks of self-reinforcing credit
and asset priced cycles and therefore further increase the case for new macro
prudential tools.
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5. Market making and position taking:
valuable up to a point?
One of the functions which banks and investment banks perform in the market for
credit securities and credit derivatives is to trade and thus provide liquidity, enabling end
investors and other market users to buy and sell at reasonably low bid-offer spreads. That
activity is one among many trading activities in which banks have been increasingly
involved, with, as shown in Section 3(iv), an explosion over the last 30 years in the
volume of trading activity relative to real economic variables.
What value did this explosion of trading actually deliver: how valuable is the
liquidity which position-taking, or as some would label it, speculation, makes possible?
The question is a politically sensitive one, because market making and proprietary
trading to support it are at times highly profitable for firms and for individuals. Lending
officers guilty of lending badly to commercial real estate firms in an irrationally
exuberant upswing may have been overpaid relative to the economic value added of their
activity for society, but it is not in that area of financial services but within the trading
rooms of banks, investment banks and hedge funds that remuneration sometimes reaches
levels which to the ordinary citizen are simply bewildering. There is therefore strong
popular support for measures to curtail either trading volume or the profits derived from
it, whether by direct regulation of trading room bonuses, ‗Volcker rule limits on
commercial banks‘ involvement in proprietary trading, or financial transaction taxes such
as that proposed by James Tobin.
The high profitability of market making and proprietary trading – to the firms and
to individuals – reflects two facts: first that end customers appear to place great value on
market liquidity; second that market makers with large market share and high skills are
able to use their knowledge of underlying order flow and of interconnections between
different traded markets to make position taking and complex arbitrage profits.26
And the fact that end customers greatly value liquidity is in turn taken by the
proponents of ever more active trading as proof that more trading and more liquidity must
be socially valuable as well as privately profitable. The dominant ideology of financial
26

The proponents of separating ‗casino‘ banking from commercial banking often argue in support
that proprietary trading activity and market making is only profitable because risk taking is cross-subsidised
by ―Too Big To Fail‖ status and a significant tax payer guarantee. It is notable however that some of the
most profitable market making activities, either at all times (eg, spot and FX) or at particular times
(government bonds during 2009) are actually relatively low risk, and have very rarely resulted in losses
which have harmed individual bank solvency or total system stability. Several market making functions
appear to deliver super normal returns even when fully risk adjusted.
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liberalisation and innovation, has therefore argued that increased liquidity is wholly
beneficial in all markets for five reasons.
Increased liquidity enables end customers to trade at low bid offer spreads and in
large amounts: for any given scale of activity this decreases their costs.
If faced with this lower cost per transaction, customers transact more and therefore
provide more net revenues to the market makers and professional position takers,
that must be because they derive value from it.
Liquidity indeed is directly valuable because – in the classic argument of market
completion – it provides investors with a wider set of options, in this case the option
to sell whenever they want.
And liquidity creates value by ensuring efficient ‗price discovery‘, with a wider set
of market participants able to contribute to the collective judgement of the rational
market and with correct prices driving allocative efficiency.
Finally, these benefits of liquidity are likely to be accompanied by reduced
volatility, since liquidity is in part created by professional position takers who spot
divergences of prices from rational levels and by their speculation correct these
divergences.
These arguments reflect the dominant conventional wisdom of the last several
decades based on the assumptions of rational expectations and of efficient and selfequilibriating markets. And they have been frequently and effectively deployed to argue
against regulations which might limit trading activity. And some of these arguments are
compelling, up to a point – reduced bid offer spreads on forward Foreign Exchange (FX),
must for instance have delivered value to exporters and importers.
But Keynes believed that ‗of the maxims of orthodox finance, none surely, is more
anti-social than the fetish of liquidity and the doctrine that it is a positive value on the part
of institutional investors to concentrate their resources on the holding of ―liquid‖
securities‘. And scepticism about the limitless benefits of market liquidity supported by
speculative trading is justified on at least three grounds.
First, the fact that the benefits of market liquidity must be, like the benefits of any
market completion, of declining marginal utility as more market liquidity is
attained. The additional benefits deliverable, for instance, by the extra liquidity
which derives from flash or algorithmic training, exploiting price divergences
present for a fraction of a second, must be of minimal value compared to the
benefits from having an equity market which is reasonably liquid on a day-by-day
basis.
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Second, the fact that greater market liquidity and the position taking and speculation
required to deliver it, can in some markets produce destabilising and harmful
momentum effects – cycles of over and then under valuation. Such swings can be
explained by the insights of behavioural economics – human tendencies, rooted in
our evolutionary history, which condition us to be swept along with herd
psychology27, or they can be explained in terms of relationships between different
market participants, operating under conditions of inherent irreducible uncertainty,
imperfect information and complex principal/agent relationships, which make it
rational for individual participants to act in ways which produce collective unstable
results, with continual oscillations around rational equilibrium levels.28
And third, an emerging body of analysis which suggests that the multiple and
complex principal/agent relationships which exist throughout the financial system,
mean that active trading which both requires and creates liquid markets, can be used
not to deliver additional value to end investors or users of markets, but to extract
economic rent. Additional trading, for instance, can create volatility against which
customers then seek to protect themselves by placing value on the provision of
market liquidity. The fact that customers place great value on market liquidity, and
thus support large market-marking profits, therefore in no way proving that the
increased trading activity is value added at the social level.

So faced with these two schools of thought – what should we conclude? Has all the
increased trading activity of the last 30 years delivered economic value via lower
transaction costs and more efficient and liquid markets, or has it generated harmful
volatility and enabled market traders to extract economic rent? My answer is that I don‘t
know the precise balance of these possible positives and negatives, because there are
many issues of complex theory and empirical analysis not yet resolved and very difficult
to resolve. But we certainly need to have the debate rather than accepting as given the
dominant argument of the last 30 years which has asserted that increased liquidity,
supported by increased position taking, is axiomatically beneficial. And a reasonable
judgement on the economic value added of increased liquidity may be that increased
liquidity does deliver benefits but subject to diminishing marginal utility, and that the
increased financial speculation required to deliver increased liquidity creates an
increasing danger of destabilising herd and momentum effects the larger pure financial
activity becomes relative to underlying real economic activity (Chart 38).

27

See Kuhneman, Slovic and Tversky “Judgement Under Uncertainty heuristics and biases” (1982)
for discussion of how economic agents made decisions on the bases of rough heuristics, i.e. rules of thumb.
The widespread application of these rules by multiple agents can then generate self-reinforcing herd effects.
28
See Vayano and Woolley, An Institutional Theory of Momentum and Reversal” (LSE November
2008), and George Soros The New Paradigm for Financial Markets (2008).
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So that there is an optimal level of liquidity, with increased liquidity and
speculation valuable up to a point but not beyond that point, but with the complication for
practical policy makers that the point of optimal benefit is impossible to define with any
precision, that it varies by market, and that we have highly imperfect instruments through
which to gain the benefits without the disadvantages. There is, for instance, no economic
value that I can discern from the operation of speculators in currency ‗carry trades‘,
which are among purest examples of what Professor John Kay labels ‗tailgating
strategies‘ – riding an unsustainable trend in the hope that you will be clever enough to
get out just ahead of the crash.29 But there may be no instruments that can eliminate
carry-trade activities without undermining useful Forex market liquidity of value to nonfinancial corporations.
But the fact that we do not have perfect discriminatory instruments does not mean
that a more nuanced assessment of the benefits of market liquidity will have no
implications for public policy. Instead three implications follow:
The first is that in setting trading book capital requirements for commercial and
investment banks, we should shift from a bias in favour of liquidity to a bias to
conservatism. If regulators believe that the level of capital required for prudential
purposes needs to increase, and the industry argues that this will restrict liquidity in
some specific markets, we should be more willing to question whether the liquidity
serves a useful economic purpose and more willing in some cases to wave it
goodbye.
The second is that policymakers need to be concerned with the potential danger of
destabilising speculative activity, even if it is performed by non-banks. Speculative
trading activity can cause harm, even when it poses no threat to commercial bank
solvency. If necessary, highly leveraged hedge fund speculation should be
constrained by leverage limits.
And third, we should certainly not exclude the potential role for financial
transaction taxes which might, in James Tobin‘s words, ‗throw some sand in the
wheels‘ of speculative activity. It may well be the case that a generalised and
internationally agreed financial transactions tax, whether on Forex flows or on a
wider set of financial transactions, is not achievable. One of the interesting features
of the transaction tax debate is that it is littered with articles by academics who have
been convinced of the theoretical case in favour of a financial transaction tax, but
who have subsequently failed to promote the idea. In 1989, Larry Summers coauthored an article entitled: When financial markets work too well: a cautious case
for a securities transaction tax30, but in office subsequently he did not pursue it.
29
30

See John Kay, Tailgating blights markets and motorways, Financial Times, January 19, 2010.
L.H Summers and V.P. Summers, Journal of Financial Service Research, 1989.
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Rudi Dornbusch argued in 1990 that ‗it‘s time for a financial transactions tax‘, but
was subsequently sceptical about the feasibility of comprehensive capital controls.31
But at very least we should take financial transaction taxes out of the ‗index of
forbidden thoughts‘

6.

Reforming Global Finance: Radicalism, structural
solutions and inherent instability

Let me sum up then and draw some overall conclusions about the need for radical
reform, and what we should mean by radical. I started by describing the quite startling
increases in the scale of the financial system which have occurred over the last 30 to 50
years, and I have then considered the value added of this increased financial activity
under three headings.
First, the huge growth in of bank balance sheets relative to GDP, and in the level of
leverage in the real economy. Here I concluded that whether this increase was value
added depends crucially on the economic and social functions which credit
performs, that these functions vary by category of credit, and that whereas some
credit extension could be understood in terms of a model in which more credit (or a
lower cost of credit) enabled the undertaking of more productive investments, in
fact much credit (for instance most mortgage credit), plays the economic functions
of enabling life-cycle consumption smoothing and inter-generational resource
transfer, is valuable to the extent that such smoothing delivers welfare benefits, but
should not be expected to spur investment or long term economic growth. I also
argued that credit extension to finance real assets, such as property, can be subject
to self-reinforcing and potentially unstable cycles, particularly given the corporate
tax deductibility of interest payments and the existence of limited liability. I
therefore argued that we need to recognise the credit/asset price cycle as a crucial
economic variable, and that we need new macro-prudential policy tools to manage
that cycle. Tools which may need to be differentiated by category of credit, given
the hugely different elasticity response of different categories and their different
economic and social value.
Second, I looked at the growth of complex securitisation, the growing role of
tranched and pooled credit securities within total credit supply, and again concluded
31

Rudiger Dornbusch, ―It‟s time for a financial transactions tax”, The International Economy,
August/September 1990. Note that while Dani Rodrik has argued that Dornbusch‘s subsequent scepticism
about capital controls ( ―Capital controls: an idea whose time is past‖ 1997) is inconsistent with
Dornbusch‘s earlier position, in fact it is quite possible to be opposed to legislated prohibition of capital
flows but in favour of taxing them .
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that the economic and social value of these innovations depended crucially on the
value of the credit extension which it enabled. I also stressed the danger that a
securitised system of credit extension can make credit assessments and pricing
decisions increasingly self-referential, and that mark-to-market accounting of credit
securities can reinforce pro- cyclical tendencies in credit extension, both in its
securitised and its on- balance sheet form. What makes the latest financial crisis so
severe was therefore the interaction between the specific features of maturity
transforming banks and of traded credit securities markets. Banks are special
because they can create both money and credit in a self-reinforcing fashion; credit
securities markets can be subject to cycles in which credit assessment and pricing
become self referential. Either can introduce volatility into the financial system; but
it is their interaction which maximises that volatility. This interaction, I argued,
increases the importance of effective macro-prudential tools.
Finally, I considered the huge growth of trading activity, across multiple markets,
relative to underlying real economic variables, and argued that we must reject the
efficient market hypothesis that more trading and more market liquidity is
axiomatically beneficial, working instead on the assumption that position taking
which supports liquidity is valuable up to a point but not beyond that point. I
therefore argued for a bias to conservatism in the setting of capital requirements
against trading activities, a greater willingness to accept that in some circumstances
there can be a case for restricting specific categories of trading activities, and for the
removal of the idea of financial transaction taxes from the ‗index of forbidden
thoughts‘.
Overall therefore, I am arguing for a radical reassessment of the too simplistic case
in favour of financial liberalisation and financial deepening which strongly influenced
official policy in the decades ahead of the crises, and which reflected the dominant
conventional wisdoms of neoclassical economics.
We need to challenge radically some of the assumptions of the last 30 years and we
need to be willing to consider radical policy responses. Those radical responses, however,
are not necessarily those, or not only those, often defined as radical in current debates.
In those debates many commentators have tended to define radicalism along three
specific dimensions.
How far we go in addressing the ―Too Big To Fail‖ problem, by making large
banks resolvable or if necessary smaller.
Whether we are willing to separate ―casino banking‖, i.e. proprietary trading, from
utility or commercial banking.
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And whether we embrace major structural reforms to create narrow banks or limited
purpose banks of the sort proposed by Professors John Kay and Laurence Kotlikoff.
But the implication of this chapter is that none of these structural solutions will be
sufficient to address the potential for instability inherent in the specific characteristics of
financial markets, credit contracts, and maturity transforming banks.
Addressing ―Too Big To Fail‖. The ―Too Big To Fail‖ agenda is undoubtedly
important and a key focus for the Financial Stability Board‘s Standing Committee
on supervisory and regulatory cooperation which I chair. It is not acceptable that tax
payers have to bail out large failing banks, and the ex-ante expectation that they will
undermines market discipline. In the latest crisis as in previous ones, however,
direct tax payer costs of bank rescue are likely to account for only a very small
proportion of the total economic costs. IMF estimates suggest they are unlikely to
exceed 2-3% of GDP in the developed economies most affected by the crisis, and
they may turn out significantly less once bank equity stakes are sold32. But public
debt burdens in the developed economies are likely, as a result of this crisis, to
increase by something like 50% of GDP. These much larger costs derive essentially
from volatility in credit supply, first extended too liberally and at too low prices –
especially to real estate and construction sectors – and then restricted. This has two
implications. The first is that when we say that in future all banks, however big,
must be allowed to ―fail‖, the objective should not be to put them into insolvency
and wind-up, since that will produce a sudden contraction of lending, but instead to
ensure that we can impose losses on subordinated debt holders and senior creditors
sufficient to ensure that the bank can maintain operations, under new management,
without tax payer support. The second is that the multiple failure of small banks
could be as harmful to the real economy as the failure of one large bank, even if all
such banks failed at no tax payer cost, and even if the market knew ex-ante that no
tax payer support would be forthcoming33. The American banking crisis of 1930-33
was primarily a crisis of multiple relatively small banks.
Separating commercial from investment banking. Limiting the involvement of
commercial lending banks in risky proprietary trading is undoubtedly also desirable.
Losses incurred in trading activities can generate confidence collapses, which
constrain credit supply and in extremis necessitate public rescue. The interaction
between trading activity and classic investment banking played a crucial role in the
32

IMF, A fair and substantial contribution by the financial sector, Interim Report for the G-20
(April 2010) estimates that ―Net of amounts recovered so far, the fiscal cost of direct support has averaged
2.7% of GDP for advanced G-20 countries.‖
33
See BIS 80th Annual Report, June 2010, p.16. ―A financial landscape dotted with a large number
of small but identical institutions will be just as prone to collapse as a system with a small number of
financial behemoths‖.
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origins of the latest crisis: indeed, the thesis of this chapter is that it was precisely
the interaction of maturity transforming banks and of self-referential credit
securities markets, which drove the peculiar severity of this latest crisis. But for
three reasons legislated separation of commercial and investment banking will not
prove a straightforward nor sufficient solution.
-

First because a precise legislated distinction is extremely difficult, as the terms
of the ―Volcker rule‖ now introduced in US legislation illustrate. That
legislation defines proprietary trading as the purchase or sale or underwriting
for profit of any tradable security or contract: but it then exempts from the
definition any such position-taking for the purposes of market-making,
customer facilitation or hedging, leaving it to regulators to enforce the
distinction and to devise tools to prohibit position-taking unrelated to value
added activities. Underpinning the authority of regulators with the principle of
a legislated Volcker rule may well be desirable; but the implementation of the
rule is likely to depend crucially on appropriate design of trading book capital
rules.

-

Second, because while large integrated commercial and investment banks
(such as Citi, RBS and UBS) played a major role in the crisis, so too did large
or mid-sized commercial banks (such as HBOS, Northern Rock, and IndyMac)
which were not extensively involved in the proprietary trading activities which
a Volcker rule would constrain.

-

Third, that even if proprietary trading of credit securities was largely
conducted by institutions separate from commercial banks, important and
potentially destabilising interactions could still exist between maturity
transforming banks and credit securities trading. A credit supply and real
estate price boom could be driven by the combination of commercial banks
originating and distributing credit and non-banks buying and trading it, the
two together generating a self-referential cycle of optimistic credit assessment
and loan pricing, even if the functions were performed by separate institutions.
Volcker rules are in principle desirable, but not a sufficient response.

Separating deposit taking from commercial banking. Professor John Kay‘s
proposed structural solution is quite different from Paul Volcker‘s. Rather than
splitting commercial from investment banking, it would separate insured deposit
taking from lending. All insured retail deposits would be backed 100% by
government gilts, while lending banks would be funded by uninsured retail or
commercial deposits or by wholesale funds, and would compete in a free,
unregulated and unsupervised market. The underlying assumption is that the
existing system is unstable only because explicit deposit insurance and implicit
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promises of future rescue undermine the market discipline which would otherwise
produce efficient and stable results. If instead we believe that financial markets,
maturity transforming banks, and credit extension against assets which can increase
in value, are inherently susceptible to instabilities which cannot be overcome by
identifying and removing some specific market imperfection, then Professor Kay‘s
proposal fails to address the fundamental issues. It would create safe retail deposit
banks which would never need to be rescued, but it would leave credit supply and
pricing as volatile, pro-cyclical and self-referential as it was pre-crisis.
Abolishing banks: 100% equity support for loans. Professor Kotlikoff‘s proposal, in
contrast, suggests a truly radical reform of the institutional structure for credit
extension. Lending banks would become mutual loan funds, with investors sharing
month by month (or even day by day) in the economic performance of the
underlying loans. This is equivalent to making banks 100% equity funded,
performing a pooling but not a tranching function. And it would clearly exclude the
possibility of publicly funded rescue: if the price of loan fund assets fell, the
investors would immediately suffer the loss. But it is not clear that such a model
would generate a more stable credit supply. As Section 4 argued, a system of
securitised credit combined with mark-to-market accounting can generate selfreferential cycles of over and under confidence. And while Kotlikoff‘s loan funds
might seem to abolish the maturity transforming bank, with investors enjoying short
term access but not capital certainty, investors would be likely in the upswing to
consider their investments as safe as bank deposits. Investments in loan funds
would therefore be likely to grow in a procyclical fashion when valuations were on
an upswing and then to ―run‖ when valuations and confidence fell, creating credit
booms and busts potentially as severe as in past bank-based crises. The essential
challenge indeed is that the tranching and maturity transformation functions which
banks perform do deliver economic benefit, and that if they are not delivered by
banks, customer demand for these functions will seek fulfilment in other forms. We
need to find safer ways of meeting these demands, and to constrain the satisfaction
of this demand to safe levels, but we cannot abolish these demands entirely.
There is therefore a danger that if radicalism is defined exclusively in structural
terms – small banks, narrow banks, or the replacement of banks with mutual loan funds –
that we will fail to be truly radical in our analysis of the financial system and to
understand how deep-rooted are the drivers of financial instability. An exclusive focus on
structural change options, indeed, reflects a confidence that if only we can identify and
remove the specific market imperfections which prevent market disciplines from being
effective, then at last we will obtain the Arrow-Debreu nirvana of complete and selfequilibrating markets. If instead we believe that liquid financial markets are subject for
inherent reasons to herd and momentum effects, that credit and asset price cycles are
centrally important phenomena, that maturity transforming banks perform economically
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valuable but inherently risky functions, and that the widespread trading of credit
securities can increase the pro-cyclicality of credit risk assessment and pricing, then we
have challenges which cannot be overcome by any one structural solution.
Instead two elements should form the core of the regulatory response to the crisis:
much higher bank capital and liquidity requirements and the development of new macro
prudential through-the-cycle tools. Together these can help address the fundamental
issues of volatile credit extension and asset price cycles:
Higher capital and liquidity requirements will create a more resilient banking
system, less likely to suffer crisis and bank failure. But they will also, by
constraining but not eliminating the extent to which the banking system can
perform its tranching and maturity transformation functions, constrain total leverage
in the real economy and thereby reduce the vulnerability which derives from the
rigidities of credit contracts. And by reducing the likelihood of bank failure, they
will reduce the danger that confidence collapse leads to sudden constraints on credit
supply. Even if not varied through the cycle, higher bank capital and liquidity
requirements will therefore tend to reduce the procyclicality inherent in banking
systems and credit markets. In the long run, moreover, there is no reason to believe
that a more restricted credit supply and lower financial system and real economy
leverage will result in lower steady state growth, given in particular that much
credit supply and demand in rich developed countries is unrelated to productive
investment, instead performing a different (but still valuable) consumption
smoothing effect. While the transition to higher capital and liquidity standards
needs to be managed with care, there is therefore a strong argument for long term
capital standards which are much higher than pre-crisis, and for liquidity policies
which seek deliberately to constrain aggregate maturity transformation well below
pre-crisis levels.
Higher continuous capital and liquidity requirements will still however leave the
economy vulnerable to destabilising up-swings in credit supply and asset prices,
deriving from the interaction between maturity transforming banks, credit securities
markets, and self reinforcing credit and asset price cycles. In addition therefore, the
regulatory response needs to involve the deployment of counter cyclical macroprudential tools which directly address aggregate credit supply. These could include
automatic or discretionary variation of capital or liquidity requirements across the
cycle, or constraints, such as LTV limits, which directly address borrowers rather
than lenders. Such policy levers may moreover need to be varied by broad category
of credit (e.g. distinguishing between commercial real estate and other corporate
lending) given the very different elasticity of response of different categories of
credit to both interest rate and regulatory levers.
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Chapter 2
What is the contribution of the financial sector:
Miracle or mirage?
Andrew Haldane, Simon Brennan and Vasileios Madouros1
This chapter considers the contribution made by the financial sector to the wider
economy. The measured GDP contribution of the financial sector suggests it underwent a
"productivity miracle" from the 1980s onwards, as finance rose as share of national
output despite a declining labour and capital share. But a detailed decomposition of
returns to banking suggests an alternative interpretation: much of the growth reflected
the effects of higher risk-taking. Leverage, higher trading profits and investments in deepout-of-the-money options were the risk-taking strategies generating excess returns to
bank shareholders and staff. Subsequently, as these risks have materialised, returns to
banking have reversed. In this sense, high pre-crisis returns to finance may have been
more mirage than miracle. This suggests better measuring of risk-taking in finance is an
important public policy objective - for statisticians and regulators, as well as for banks
and their investors.

1. Introduction
The financial crisis of the past three years has, on any measure, been extremely
costly. As in past financial crises, public sector debt seems set to double relative to
national income in a number of countries (Reinhart and Rogoff (2009)). And measures of
foregone output, now and in the future, put the net present value cost of the crisis at
anywhere between one and five times annual world GDP (Haldane (2010)). Either way,
the scars from the current crisis seem likely to be felt for a generation.
It is against this backdrop that an intense debate is underway internationally about
reform of finance (Goodhart (2010)). Many of the key planks of that debate are covered
in other chapters in this volume. Some of these reform measures are extensions or
elaborations of existing regulatory initiatives – for example, higher buffers of higher
quality capital and liquidity. Others propose a reorientation of existing regulatory
1

We would like to thank Stephen Burgess, Melissa Davey, Rob Elder, Perry Francis, Jen Han, Sam
Knott, Nick Oulton, Peter Richardson, Jeremy Rowe, Chris Shadforth, Sally Srinivasan and Iain de
Weymarn for comments and discussion on earlier drafts, and Alexander Haywood and Laura Wightman for
research assistance. The views expressed are those of the authors and not necessarily those of the Bank of
England.
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apparatus – for example, through counter-cyclical adjustments in prudential policy (Bank
of England (2009b), Large (2010)). Others still suggest a root-and-branch restructuring of
finance – for example, by limiting the size and/or scope of banking (Kay (2009),
Kotlikoff (2010)).
In evaluating these reform proposals, it is clearly important that the on-going
benefits of finance are properly weighed alongside the costs of crisis. Doing so requires
an understanding and measurement of the contribution made by the financial sector to
economic well-being. This is important both for making sense of the past (during which
time the role of finance has grown) and for shaping the future (during which it is possible
the role of finance may shrink).
While simple in principle, this measurement exercise is far from straightforward in
practice. Recent experience makes clear the extent of the problem. In September 2008,
the collapse of Lehman Brothers precipitated a chain reaction in financial markets. This
brought the financial system, and many of the world‘s largest institutions, close to the
point of collapse. During the fourth quarter of 2008, equity prices of the major global banks
fell by around 50% on average, a loss of market value of around $640 billion. As a consequence,
world GDP and world trade are estimated to have fallen at an annualised rate of about 6%

and 25% respectively in 2008Q4. Banking contributed to a Great Recession on a scale
last seen at the time of the Great Depression.
Yet the official statistics on the contribution of the financial sector paint a rather
different picture. According to the National Accounts, the nominal gross value-added
(GVA) of the financial sector in the UK grew at the fastest pace on record in 2008Q4. As
a share of whole-economy output, the direct contribution of the UK financial sector rose
to 9% in the last quarter of 2008. Financial corporations‘ gross operating surplus (GVA
less compensation for employees and other taxes on production) increased by £5.0bn to
£20bn, also the largest quarterly increase on record. At a time when people believed
banks were contributing the least to the economy since the 1930s, the National Accounts
indicated the financial sector was contributing the most since the mid-1980s. How do we
begin to square this circle?
That is the purpose of this chapter. It is planned as follows. In Section 2, we
consider conventional measures of financial sector value added and how these have
evolved over time. In Section 3, we consider a growth accounting breakdown of the factor
inputs which have driven growth – quantities of labour and capital and the returns to these
factors. This suggests banking has undergone, at least arithmetically, a ―productivity
miracle‖ over the past few decades. Section 4 explores in greater detail some of the
quantitative drivers of high aggregate returns to banking, while Section 5 explores some
of banks‘ business activities. Risk illusion, rather than a productivity miracle, appears to
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have driven high returns to finance. The recent history of banking appears to be as much
mirage as miracle. Section 6 concludes with some policy implications.

2. Measuring Financial Sector Output
(a) Historical Trends in GVA
The standard way of measuring the contribution of a sector to output in the
economy is GVA. This is defined as the value of gross output that a sector or industry
produces less the value of intermediate consumption (that is, goods and services used in
the process of production). GVA only measures the sector‘s direct contribution to the
economy. The indirect contribution of finance - for example, on productivity growth
through the provision of funds for start-up businesses and new investment projects - may
also be important. But looking at historical trends in value added is a useful starting point.
Chart 1 plots an index of real GVA of the financial intermediation sector in the UK
from the middle of the 19th century, alongside an index of whole-economy output. Both
series are in constant prices and indexed to 1975=100. Table 1 breaks down the growth
rates of finance and whole economy output into three sub-samples – pre-First World War,
from the First World War to the early 1970s, and thence to date. The historical trends in
GVA for the financial sector are striking.
Over the past 160 years, growth in financial intermediation has outstripped whole
economy growth by over 2 percentage points per year. Or put differently, growth in
financial sector value added has been more than double that of the economy as a whole
since 1850. This is unsurprising in some respects. It reflects a trend towards financial
deepening which is evident across most developed and developing economies over the
past century. This structural trend in finance has been shown to have contributed
positively to growth in the whole-economy (Wadhwani (2010)).
The sub-sample evidence suggests, however, that this has not been a straight line
trend. The pre-First World War period marked a period of very rapid financial deepening,
with the emergence of joint stock banks to service the needs of a rapidly growing nonfinancial economy. Finance grew at almost four times the pace of the real economy
during this rapid-growth period (Table 1).
The period which followed, from the First World War right through until the start of
the 1970s, reversed this trend. The growth in finance fell somewhat short of that in the
rest of the economy. This in part reflected the effects of tight quantitative constraints on,
and government regulation of, the financial sector.
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The period from the early 1970s up until 2007 marked another watershed. Financial
liberalisation took hold in successive waves. Since then, finance has comfortably
outpaced growth in the non-financial economy, by around 1.5 percentage points per year.
If anything, this trend accelerated from the early 1980s onwards. Measured real value
added of the financial intermediation sector more than trebled between 1980 and 2008,
while whole economy output doubled over the same period.
In 2007, financial intermediation accounted for more than 8% of total GVA,
compared with 5% in 1970. The gross operating surpluses of financial intermediaries
show an even more dramatic trend. Between 1948 and 1978, intermediation accounted on
average for around 1.5% of whole economy profits. By 2008, that ratio had risen tenfold
to about 15% (Chart 2).
Internationally, a broadly similar pattern is evident. In the US, following a major
decline during the Great Depression, the value added of the financial sector has risen
steadily since the end of the Second World War. As a fraction of whole economy GVA, it
has quadrupled over the period, from about 2% of total GDP in the 1950s to about 8%
today (Chart 3). Similar trends are evident in Europe and Asia. According to data from
the Banker, the largest 1000 banks in the world reported aggregate pre-tax profits of
almost $800 billion in fiscal year 2007/08 (Chart 4), almost 150% higher than in 2000/01.
This equates to annualised returns to banking of almost 15%.
Some of these trends in the value added and profits of the financial sector, and in
particular their explosive growth recently, are also discernible in the market valuations of
financial firms relative to non-financial firms. Total returns to holders of major banks‘
equity in the UK, US and euro area rose a cumulative 150% between 2002 and 2007
(Chart 5). This comfortably exceeded the returns to the non-financial economy and even
to some of the more risk-seeking parts of the financial sector, such as hedge funds.
To illustrate this rather starkly, consider a hedged bet placed back in 1900, which
involved going long by £100 in financial sector equities and short in non-financial
equities by the same amount. Chart 6 shows cumulative returns to following this hedged
strategy. From 1900 up until the end of the 1970s, this bet yielded pretty much nothing,
with financial and non-financial returns rising and falling roughly in lockstep. But from
then until 2007, cumulative returns to finance took off and exploded in a bubble-like
fashion. Only latterly, with the onset of the crisis, has that bubble burst and returned to
earth.
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(b) Measuring GVA in the Financial Sector
To begin to understand these trends, it is important first to assess how financial
sector value-added is currently measured and the problems this poses when gauging the
sector‘s contribution to the broader economy.
Most sectors charge explicitly for the products or services they provide and are
charged explicitly for the inputs they purchase. This allows the value-added of each sector
to be measured more or less directly. For example, gross output of a second-hand car
dealer can be calculated as the cash value of all cars sold. The value added of that dealer
would then be estimated by subtracting its intermediate consumption (the value of cars
bought) from gross output.
This is also the case for some of the services provided by the financial sector.2 For
example, investment banks charge explicit fees when they advise clients on a merger or
acquisition. Fees or commissions are also levied on underwriting the issuance of
securities and for the market-making activities undertaken for clients. But such direct
charges account for only part of the financial system‘s total revenues. Finance – and
commercial banking in particular – relies heavily on interest flows as a means of payment
for the services they provide. Banks charge an interest rate margin to capture these
intermediation services.
To measure the value of financial services embedded in interest rate margins, the
concept of FISIM – Financial Intermediation Services Indirectly Measured – has been
developed internationally. The concept itself was introduced in the 1993 update of the
United Nations System of National Accounts (SNA). The SNA recognises that financial
intermediaries provide services to consumers, businesses, governments and the rest of the
world for which explicit charges are not made. In associated guidelines, a number of such
services are identified including:
Taking, managing and transferring deposits;
Providing flexible payment mechanisms such as debit cards;
Making loans or other investments; and
Offering financial advice or other business services.
FISIM is estimated for loans and deposits only. The calculation is based on the
difference between the effective rates of interest (payable and receivable) and a
‗reference‘ rate of interest, multiplied by the stock of outstanding balances. According to
SNA guidelines, ‗this reference rate represents the pure cost of borrowing funds – that is,
a rate from which the risk premium has been eliminated to the greatest extent possible,

2

For further details refer to, for example, Akritidis L (2007).
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and that does not include any intermediation services.‘3 For example, a £1,000 loan with a
9% interest receivable and a 4% reference rate gives current price FISIM on the loan =
£1,000 x (9% – 4%) = £50. And for a £1,000 deposit with a 3% interest payable and a 4%
reference rate, this gives current price FISIM on the deposit = £1,000 x (4% – 3%) = £10.
Overall, estimated current price FISIM accounts for a significant share of gross output of
the banking sector (Chart 7).
Estimating a real measure of FISIM is fraught with both conceptual and
computational difficulties. In the earlier example of the second-hand car dealer,
statisticians can use the number of cars sold as an indicator of the volume of gross output.
But the conceptual equivalent for financial intermediation is not clear. Would two loans
of £50 each to the same customer represent a higher level of activity than one loan of
£100? Methods for measuring FISIM at constant prices are based on conventions. In the
UK, real FISIM is calculated by applying the base-year interest margins to an appropriate
volume indicator of loans and deposits. The latter is estimated by deflating the
corresponding stocks of loans and deposits using the GDP deflator. This method means
that any volatility in the current price measure of FISIM caused by changes in interest
margins does not feed into the real measure.

(c) Refining the Measurement of FISIM
While the introduction of FISIM into the national accounts was an important step
forward, it is not difficult to construct scenarios where the contribution of the financial
sector to the economy could be mis-measured under this approach. A key issue is the
extent to which bearing risk should be measured as a productive service provided by the
banking system.
(i) Adjusting FISIM for Risk
Under current FISIM guidelines, which use risk-free policy rates to measure the
reference rate, banks‘ compensation for bearing risk constitutes part of their measured
nominal output. This can lead to some surprising outcomes. For example, assume there is
an economy-wide increase in the expected level of defaults on loans or in liquidity risk, as
occurred in October 2008. Banks will rationally respond by increasing interest rates to
cover the rise in expected losses. FISIM will score this increased compensation for
expected losses on lending as a rise in output. In other words, at times when risk is rising,
the contribution of the financial sector to the real economy may be overestimated. This
goes some way towards explaining the 2008Q4 National Accounts paradox of a rapidly
rising financial sector contribution to nominal GDP.

3

1993 System of National Accounts, paragraph 6.128:
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/sna1993/toctop2.asp.
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Of course, the financial sector does bear the risk of other agents in the economy.
Banks take on maturity mismatch or liquidity risk on behalf of households and
companies. And banks also make risky loans funded by debt, which exposes them to
default or solvency risk. But it is not clear that bearing risk is, in itself, a productive
activity. Any household or corporate investing in a risky debt security also bears credit
and liquidity risk. The act of investing capital in a risky asset is a fundamental feature of
capital markets and is not specific to the activities of banks. Conceptually, therefore, it is
not clear that risk-based income flows should represent bank output.
The productive activity provided by an effectively functioning banking system
might be better thought of as measuring and pricing credit and liquidity risk. For example,
banks screen borrowers‘ creditworthiness when extending loans, thereby acting as
delegated monitor. And they manage liquidity risk through their treasury operations,
thereby acting as delegated treasurer. These risk-pricing services are remunerated
implicitly through the interest rates banks charge to their customers.
Stripping out the compensation for bearing risk to better reflect the service
component of the financial sector could be achieved in different ways. One possibility
would be to adjust FISIM using provisions as an indicator of expected losses. A broader
adjustment for risk, as has been suggested by several commentators, would be to move
away from the risk-free rate as the reference rate within FISIM.4 For example, a paper
prepared for the OECD Working Party on National Accounts (Mink (2008)) suggested
that the FISIM calculation should use reference rates that match the maturity and credit
risk of loans and deposits. This would also eliminate an inconsistency within the current
National Accounts framework. Measured financial intermediation output increases if a
bank bears the risk of lending to a company. But gross output is unchanged if a household
holds a bond issued by the same company and thus bears the same risk.
To see how such a mechanism would work, consider the following simple example.
A bank lends £100 to a corporate borrower at 7% per annum for one-year. The risk-free
rate is 5%. The bank correctly assesses the credit risk of the corporate to be A-rated. The
market spread for A-rated credits at a maturity of one-year is 1% over the risk-free rate.
Current FISIM would estimate bank output as £2 (Table 2). Risk-adjusted FISIM, though,
would estimate banks‘ output as £1.
An adjustment of FISIM along these lines could potentially be material. According
to simulations on the impact of such an approach for the Euro-area countries, aggregate
risk-adjusted FISIM would stand at about 60% of current aggregate FISIM for the Euroarea countries over the period 2003-7 (Mink (2008)).

4

Wang et al (2004), Wang (2003), Mink (2008), Colangelo and Inklaar (2010).
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(ii) Measuring Risk
Adjusting FISIM for risk would better capture the contribution of the financial
sector to the economy. The fundamental problem is, however, that risk itself is
unobservable ex-ante. The methodology described above measures risk in a relative way;
it effectively assumes that if banks deviate from prevailing market rates, this is to
compensate for the services they provide to borrowers and depositors. But at no point is
there an assessment of the ability of the financial system to price risk correctly in an
absolute sense. This might not be the objective of statisticians when measuring output.
But it is essential when gauging the contribution of finance to economic well-being.
To see this more clearly, consider an alternative example (Table 3). A bank lends
£100 to a corporate borrower. But the bank incorrectly assesses the credit risk of the
corporate to be A-rated, when the true credit risk is BB-rated. Assume for simplicity that
the corporate, knowing that its credit risk is greater than A, is prepared to pay a spread
higher than that on an A-rated credit risk (say 2%). The market spreads for A-rated and
BB-rated credits are 1% and 2% respectively. ―Measured‖ risk-adjusted FISIM is still an
improvement on current FISIM. But the value of bank output is still overstated relative to
―true‖ risk-adjusted FISIM.
This would be equivalent to second-car hand dealers consistently selling lemons.
But a dodgy car-seller would be quickly found out. Mechanical risk is observable.
Dealers that persistently mis-price cars would be driven from the market. Buyers might
instead then choose to meet online.
A banking system that does not accurately assess and price risk is not adding much
value to the economy. Buyers and sellers of risk could meet instead in capital markets –
as they have, to some extent, following the crisis. But unlike the condition of a car, risk is
unobservable. So mis-pricing of risk, and mis-measurement of the services banks provide
to the real economy, may persist. This echoes events in the run-up to crisis when market
prices systematically under-priced risk for a number of years. Using the market price of
risk would have led statisticians systematically to overstate the potential contribution of
the financial sector over this period.
Attempting to adjust the measurement of bank output for risk by changing the
reference rate in FISIM is an improvement on current practices. But it would still fall
short of assessing whether the financial sector is pricing risk correctly and hence
assessing the true value of the services banks provides to the wider economy. Unless the
price of risk can be evaluated, it seems unlikely the contribution of the financial sector to
the economy can be measured with accuracy.
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3. Decomposing the Contribution of the Financial
Sector – the Productivity “Miracle”
To that end, an alternative way of looking at the contribution of the financial sector
is through inputs to the production process. This might shed more light on the sources of
the rapid growth in finance. Was this expansion accompanied by a rising share of
resources employed by finance relative to the rest of the economy? Or did it instead
reflect unusually high returns to these factors of production? This section considers these
questions in turn.

(a) Growth accounting decomposition
The basic growth accounting framework breaks down the sources of economic
growth into the contributions from increases in the inputs to production, capital and
labour. This amounts to relating growth in GDP to growth in labour input and in various
capital services (from buildings, vehicles, computers and other resources). When these
factors have all been accounted for, the remainder is often attributed to technical change –
the so-called Solow residual (Solow (1957)).
The growth accounting framework assumes an underlying aggregate production
function. In its most basic form, the aggregate production function can be written as:
Q f ( K , L, t )
where Q is output, K and L represent capital and labour units and t appears in f to
allow for technical change.
Assuming constant returns to scale, perfect competition (so that factors of
production are paid their marginal products) and Hicks-neutral technical change (so that
shifts in the production function do not affect marginal rates of substitution between
inputs), output growth can be expressed as a weighted sum of the growth rates of inputs
and an additional term that captures shifts over time in the production technology. The
weights for the input growth rates are the respective shares in total input payments – the
labour and capital shares. More specifically:
Q
Q

A
A

K

K
K

L

L
L

where A(t) is a multiplicative factor in the production function capturing technical
change. K , L represent respectively the capital and labour shares of income.
Charts 8 and 9 look at the proportion of labour and physical capital employed by the
financial intermediation sector in the UK relative to the whole economy over the past
forty years. They follow a not dissimilar path, with both labour and capital inputs rising
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as a share of the whole economy for much of the period. The proportion of labour
employed by finance rises by around 50% between 1977 and 1990, while the proportion
of capital almost trebles from 4% to 12% over the same period. Financial liberalisation
over the period drew factors of production into finance, both labour and capital, on a
fairly dramatic scale.
Perhaps the most striking development, however, is what happens next. These
trends have not persisted during this century. If anything, the labour and capital shares of
the financial sector have been on a gently declining path over this period. Growth in both
labour and capital employed in the financial sector has been modest and has been lower
than in the economy as a whole. Since this fall in factor input shares coincides with a
period when measured value-added of the financial sector was rising sharply, this
suggests something dramatic must have been happening to productivity in finance – the
Solow residual.
The measured residual, in a growth accounting sense, reflects improvements in the
total factor productivity (TFP) of the inputs. A growth accounting decomposition suggests
that measured TFP growth in the financial sector averaged about 2.2% per year between
1995 and 2007 (Chart 10). This comfortably exceeds TFP growth at the whole-economy
level, estimated at an average of about 0.5-1.0% over the same period. In other words, on
the face of it at least, there is evidence of the financial sector having undergone something
of a ―productivity miracle‖ during this century. This pattern has not been specific to the
UK. Measured TFP growth in the financial sector exceeded that of the whole economy
across many developed countries between 1995-2007, a trend that accelerated in the
‗bubble‘ years of 2003-2007 (Chart 11).

(b) Returns to factors of production
TFP in a growth framework is no more than an accounting residual. It provides no
explanation of the measured productivity ―miracle‖ in finance. A related question is
whether the observed productivity miracle was reflected in returns to the factors of
production in finance. Chart 12 decomposes total GVA of financial corporations into
income flowing to labour (defined to include employees only) and income flowing to
capital. Broadly speaking, the rise in GVA is equally split between the returns to labour
(employee compensation) and to capital (gross operating surplus). The miracle has been
reflected in the returns to both labour and capital, if not in the quantities of these factors
employed.
For labour, these high returns are evident both in cross-section and time-series data.
Chart 13 shows average weekly earnings across a range of sectors in the UK in 2007.
Financial intermediation is at the top of the table, with weekly average earnings roughly
double those of the whole-economy median. This differential widened during this
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century, broadly mirroring the accumulation of leverage within the financial sector (Chart
14).
The time-series evidence is in some respects even more dramatic. Philippon and
Reshef (2009) have undertaken a careful study of ―excess‖ wages in the US financial
industry since the start of the previous century, relative to a benchmark wage. Chart 15
plots their measure of excess wages. This shows a dramatic spike upwards which
commenced in the early 1980s, but which exploded from the 1990s onwards. The only
equivalent wage spike was in the run-up to the Great Crash in 1929. Philippon and Reshef
attribute both of these wage spikes to financial deregulation.
This picture is broadly mirrored when turning from returns to labour to returns to
capital. In the 1950s gross profitability of the financial sector relative to capital employed
was broadly in line with the rest of the economy (Chart 16). But since then, and in
particular over the past decade, returns to capital have far outpaced those at an economywide level.
Chart 17 plots UK banks‘ return on equity capital (ROE) since 1920 (Alessandri
and Haldane (2009)). Although conceptually a different measure of returns to capital, the
broad message is the same. Trends in ROE are clearly divided into two periods. In the
period up until around 1970, ROE in banking was around 7% with a low variance. In
other words, returns to finance broadly mimicked those in the economy as whole, in line
with the gamble payoffs in Chart 6. But the 1970s mark a regime shift, with the ROE in
banking roughly trebling to over 20%, again in line with gamble payoffs. Excess returns
accumulated to capital as well as labour.
These returns were by no means unique to UK banks. Chart 18 plots ROEs for
major internationally active banks in the US and Europe during this century. Two features
are striking. First, the level of ROEs was consistently at or above 20% and on a rising
trend up until the crisis. This is roughly double ROEs in the non-financial sector over the
period. Second, the degree of cross-country similarity in these ROE profiles is striking.
This, too, is no coincidence. During much of this period, banks internationally were
engaged in a highly competitive ROE race. Therein lies part of the explanation for these
high returns to labour and capital in banking.

4. Explaining Aggregate Returns in Banking – Excess
Returns and Risk Illusion
How do we explain these high, but temporary, excess returns to finance which
appear to have driven the growing contribution of the financial sector to aggregate
economic activity? In this section we discuss potential balance sheet strategies which may
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have contributed to these rents. Essentially, high returns to finance may have been driven
by banks assuming higher risk. Banks‘ profits, like their contribution to GDP, may have
been flattered by the mis-measurement of risk.
The crisis has subsequently exposed the extent of this increased risk-taking by
banks. In particular, three (often related) balance sheet strategies for boosting risks and
returns to banking were dominant in the run-up to crisis:
increased leverage, on and off-balance sheet;
increased share of assets held at fair value; and
writing deep out-of-the-money options.
What each of these strategies had in common was that they generated a rise in
balance sheet risk, as well as return. As importantly, this increase in risk was to some
extent hidden by the opacity of accounting disclosures or the complexity of the products
involved. This resulted in a divergence between reported and risk-adjusted returns. In
other words, while reported ROEs rose, risk-adjusted ROEs did not (Haldane (2009)).
To some extent, these strategies and their implications were captured to a degree in
performance measures. For example, the rise in reported average ROEs of banks over the
past few decades occurred alongside a rise in its variability. At the same time as average
ROEs in banking were trebling, so too was their standard deviation (Chart 17). In that
sense, the banking ―productivity miracle‖ may have been, at least in part, a mirage – a
simple, if dramatic, case of risk illusion by banks, investors and regulators.

(a) Increased leverage
Banks‘ balance sheets have grown dramatically in relation to underlying economic
activity over the past century. Charts 19 and 20 plot this ratio for the UK and the US over
the past 130 years. For the US, there has been a secular rise in banks‘ assets from around
20% to over 100% of GDP. For the UK, a century of flat-lining at around 50% of GDP
was broken in the early 1970s, since when banks‘ assets in relation to national income
have risen tenfold to over 500% of GDP.
This century has seen an intensification of this growth. According to data compiled
by the Banker, the balance sheets of the world‘s largest 1000 banks increased by around
150% between 2001 and 2009 (Chart 21). In cross-section terms, the scale of assets in the
banking system now dwarfs that in other sectors. Looking at the size of the largest firm‘s
assets in relation to GDP across a spectrum of industries, finance is by far the largest
(Chart 22).
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The extent of balance sheet growth was, if anything, understated by banks‘ reported
assets. Accounting and regulatory policies permitted banks to place certain exposures offbalance sheet, including special purpose vehicles and contingent credit commitments.
Even disclosures of on-balance sheet positions on derivatives disguised some information
about banks‘ contingent exposures.
This rapid expansion of the balance sheet of the banking system was not
accompanied by a commensurate increase in its equity base. Over the same 130 year
period, the capital ratios of banks in the US and UK fell from around 15-25% at the start
of the 20th century to around 5% at its end (Chart 23). In other words, on this metric
measures of balance sheet leverage rose from around 4-times equity capital in the early
part of the previous century to around 20 times capital at the end.
If anything, the pressure to raise leverage increased further moving into this
century. Measures of gearing rose sharply between 2000 and 2008 among the major
global banks, other than US commercial banks which were subject to a leverage ratio
constraint (Chart 24). Once adjustments are made to on- and off-balance sheet assets and
capital to give a more comprehensive cross-country picture, levels of gearing are even
more striking. Among the major global banks in the world, levels of leverage were on
average more than 50 times equity at the peak of the boom (Chart 25).
For a given return on assets (RoA), higher leverage mechanically boosts a banks‘
ROE. The decision by many banks to increase leverage appears to have been driven, at
least in part, by a desire to maintain ROE relative to competitors, even as RoA fell. For
example, as Chart 26 illustrates, virtually all of the increase in the ROE of the major UK
banks during this century appears to have been the result of higher leverage. Banks‘
return on assets – a more precise measure of their productivity – was flat or even falling
over this period.
Between 1997 and 2008, as UK banks increased leverage, they managed to
maintain broadly constant capital ratios by, on average, seeking out assets with lower risk
weights (Chart 27). A similar pattern was evident among a number of the Continental
European major global banks (Chart 28). It is possible to further decompose ROE to
provide additional insight into how banks increased reported returns as follows:

RoE

=

Total assets
Tier 1 capital

X

Tier 1 capital
Common equity

x

Net income
RWAs

x

RWAs
Total assets

RoE

=

Financial leverage

X

Common equity margin

x

RoRWAs

x

Unit-risk

(1.1)

Banks can boost ROE by acting on any of the terms on the right-hand side of
equation (1.1): increasing assets relative to capital (financial leverage), holding a larger
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proportion of capital5 other than as common equity (common equity margin), or assuming
a greater degree of risk per unit of assets (return on risk-weighted assets, RoRWA) –
leveraging assets, leveraging capital structure or leveraging regulation.
Table 4 shows two of the elements of this breakdown for the major global banks –
leverage and unit risk. For most banks, the story is one of a significant increase in assets
relative to capital, with little movement into higher risk assets (unit risk makes a negative
contribution for most banks). Those banks with highest leverage, however, are also the
ones which have subsequently reported the largest write-downs. That suggests banks may
also have invested in riskier assets, which regulatory risk-weights had failed to capture.
Table 5 looks at the third component, the common equity margin, of some of the
same global banks. Among at least some of these banks, this margin makes a significant
contribution to ROE growth, as banks moved into hybrid Tier 1 capital instruments at the
expense of core equity. As such hybrid instruments have shown themselves largely
unable to absorb losses during the crisis, this boost to ROE is also likely to have been an
act of risk illusion.
Taken together, this evidence suggests that much of the ―productivity miracle‖ of
high ROEs in banking appear to have been the result not of productivity gains on the
underlying asset pool, but rather a simple leveraging up of the underlying equity in the
business.

(b) Larger trading books
A second strategy pursued by a number of banks in the run-up to crisis was to
increase their assets held at fair value, principally through their trading books, relative to
their banking books of underlying loans. Among the major global banks, the share of
loans to customers in total assets fell from around 35% in 2000 to 29% by 2007 (Chart
29). Over the same period, trading book asset shares almost doubled from 20% to almost
40%. These large trading books were associated with high leverage among the world‘s
largest banks (Chart 30).
What explains this shift in portfolio shares? Regulatory arbitrage appears to have
been a significant factor. Trading book assets tended to attract risk weights appropriate
for dealing with market but not credit risk. This meant it was capital-efficient for banks to
bundle loans into tradable structured credit products for onward sale. Indeed, by
securitising assets in this way, it was hypothetically possible for two banks to swap their
5

The term ―Tier 1 capital‖ refers to the component of banks‘ regulatory capital comprising common
equity and capital instruments close to common equity (―hybrid Tier 1 capital‖), as defined by rules set out
by regulators. For a discussion of the composition of UK banks‘ regulatory capital see Bank of England
(2009a).
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underlying claims but for both firms to claim capital relief. The system as a whole would
then be left holding less capital, even though its underlying exposures were identical.
When the crisis came, tellingly losses on structured products were substantial (Chart 31).
A further amplifying factor is that trading books are marked-to-market and any
gains or losses taken through to the profit and loss account. So holding a large trading
book is a very good strategy when underlying asset prices in the economy are rising
rapidly. This was precisely the set of the circumstances facing banks in the run-up to
crisis, with asset prices driven higher by a search for yield among investors. In effect, this
rising tide of asset price rises was booked as marked-to-market profits by banks holding
assets in their trading book. Everyone, it appeared, was a winner.
But because these gains were driven by a mis-pricing of risk in the economy at
large, trading book profits were in fact largely illusory. Once asset prices went into
reverse during 2008 as risk was re-priced, trading book losses quickly materialised.
Write-downs on structured products totalled $210 billion among the major global banks
in 2008 alone.

(c) Writing deep out-of-the-money options
A third strategy, which boosted returns by silently assuming risk, arises from
offering tail risk insurance. Banks can in a variety of ways assume tail risk on particular
instruments – for example, by investing in high-default loan portfolios, the senior
tranches of structured products or writing insurance through credit default swap (CDS)
contracts. In each of these cases, the investor earns an above-normal yield or premium
from assuming the risk. For as long as the risk does not materialise, returns can look
riskless – a case of apparent ―alpha‖. Until, that is, tail risk manifests itself, at which point
losses can be very large.
There are many examples of banks pursuing essentially these strategies in the runup to crisis. For example, investing in senior tranches of sub-prime loan securitisations is,
in effect, equivalent to writing deep-out-of-the-money options, with high returns except in
those tail states of the world when borrowers default en masse. It is unsurprising that
issuance of asset-backed securities, including sub-prime RMBS (residential mortgagebacked securities), grew dramatically during the course of this century, easily outpacing
Moore‘s Law (the benchmark for the growth in computing power since the invention of
the transistor) (Chart 32).6
Tranched structured products, such as CDOs (collateralised debt obligations) and
CLOs (collateralised loan obligations), generate a similar payoff profile for investors to

6

Moore‘s Law refers to the observation by Intel co-founder Gordon Moore in 1965 that transistor
density on integrated circuits had doubled every year since the integrated circuit was invented and the
prediction that this would continue.
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sub-prime loans, yielding a positive return in stable states of the world – apparent alpha –
and a large negative return in adverse states. Volumes outstanding of CDOs and CLOs
also grew at a rate in excess of Moore‘s Law for much of this century. The resulting
systematic mis-pricing of, in particular, the super-senior tranches of these securities was a
significant source of losses to banks during the crisis, with ratings downgrades large and
frequent (Chart 33).
A similar risk-taking strategy was the writing of explicit insurance contracts against
such tail risks, for example through CDS. These too grew very rapidly ahead of crisis
(Chart 34). Again, the writers of these insurance contracts gathered a steady source of
premium income during the good times – apparently ―excess returns‖. But this was
typically more than offset by losses once bad states materialised. This, famously, was the
strategy pursued by some of the monoline insurers and by AIG. For example, AIG‘s
capital market business, which included its ill-fated financial products division, reported
total operating income of $2.3 billion in the run-up to crisis from 2003 to 2006, but
reported operating losses of around $40 billion in 2008 alone.
What all of these strategies had in common was that they involved banks assuming
risk in the hunt for yield – risk that was often disguised because it was parked in the tail
of the return distribution. Excess returns – from leverage, trading books and out-of-themoney options – were built on an inability to measure and price risk. The productivity
miracle was in fact a risk illusion. In that respect, mis-measurement of the contribution of
banking in the National Accounts and the mis-measurement of returns to banking in their
own accounts have a common underlying cause.

5. Explaining Disaggregated Returns to Banking
A distinct, but complementary, explanation of high returns to banking is that they
reflect structural features of the financial sector. For example, measures of market
concentration are often used as a proxy for the degree of market power producers have
over consumers. It is telling that measures of the concentration of the banking sector have
increased dramatically over the course of the past decade, coincident with the rise in
banking returns. Chart 35 plots the share of total bank assets of the largest three banks in
the US since the 1930s. Having flat-lined up until the 1990s, the top 3 share has since
roughly tripled. A similar trend is evident in the UK (where the share of the top 3 banks
currently stands at above 50%) and globally (where the share of the top 3 has doubled
over the past 10 years).
At the same time, it is well known that market concentration need not signal a lack
of competitiveness or efficiency within an industry or sector (Wood and Kabiri (2010)).
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Highly competitive industries can be concentrated and highly decentralised industries
uncompetitive. A better arbiter of market power may be measures of market
contestability, in particular the potential for barriers to entry to and exit from the market.
Entry and exit rates from banking have, historically, tended to be very modest by
comparison with the non-financial sector and other parts of the financial sector, such as
hedge funds.
For banks operating in many markets and offering a range of services, aggregate
returns may offer a misleading guide to the degree of market contestability. Looking
separately at the different activities financial firms undertake provides a potentially
clearer indication of the drivers of performance and the structural factors determining
them. In this respect, JP Morgan Chase provides an interesting case study.
JP Morgan Chase is a large universal bank offering a full package of banking
services to customers, retail and wholesale. Its published accounts also provide a fairly
detailed decomposition of the returns to these different activities. Chart 36 looks at the
returns on equity at JP Morgan Chase, broken down by business line and over time. These
estimates are based on the firm‘s economic capital model. So provided this model
adequately captures risk, these estimates ought to risk-adjust returns across the different
business lines, allocating greater amounts of capital to riskier activities.

(a) “Low risk/low return” business activities
Consider first some of the activities generally perceived to be low-risk/low return –
asset management and treasury and securities services and retail financial services. All of
these seemingly low risk activities appear to deliver above-average returns on equity,
ranging from a high of around 50% on treasury and asset management services to around
20%+ on retail financial services.
One potential explanation of these high returns is that the risk associated with these
activities, and hence the capital allocated to them, may be under-estimated by banks‘
models. Another is that the demand for these services is highly price inelastic – for
example, because of information imperfections on the part of end-users of these services.
Anecdotally, there is certainly evidence of a high degree of stickiness in the demand for
retail financial services. Statistically, an adult is more likely to leave their spouse than
their bank.
In a UK context, there have been a number of studies by the authorities on the
degree of competition within retail financial services, including by the Competition
Commission (2005) and the Office of Fair Trading (OFT) (2008). The OFT market study
found a very low rate of switching of personal current accounts between banks – fewer
than 6% per year. By itself, however, this low switching rate does not necessarily imply a
market failure. For example, it could be the result of a reputational equilibrium in which
money gravitates to banks whose brand name is recognised and respected.
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A more obvious market friction in the UK retail financial services market derives
from ―free in credit‖ banking. In effect, all retail payment services are charged at a zero
up-front fee, except large-value payment transfers through CHAPS7 (which are typically
charged at around £25). This charging schedule is not well aligned with marginal costs. It
encourages bundling of payment services and the charging of latent or hidden fees on
other transactions services – for example, overdraft fees. Explicit charging for retail
financial services would increase transparency and reduce the scope for distortions in the
use of these services.
High returns on treasury management services also present something of a puzzle.
These include transactions, information and custodial services to clients. None of these
activities are especially expertise-intensive and the market for these services ought in
principle to be contestable internationally.

(b) “High risk/high return” business activities
The higher risk activities associated with finance, such as commercial and
investment banking, do not on the face of it appear to yield as high returns on equity.
Nonetheless these returns, at around 20%, are above levels in the non-financial sector.
Investment banking activities are, in risk terms, a mixed bag. They comprise fairly
low-risk activities, such as (merger and acquisition) M&A advisory work, with higherrisk activities such as securities underwriting and proprietary trading. To complicate
matters, banks‘ annual accounts data do not differentiate simply between these activities –
for example, between market-making and proprietary trading activities in fixed income,
currency and commodities (FICC) and equities. Chart 37 provides a revenue breakdown
of US investment banks‘ activities.
The lack of a breakdown between client and proprietary sources of revenues is
problematic when making sense of investment banking activities, both in the run-up to
and during the crisis. In the run-up to crisis, FICC and equity-related activity contributed
significantly to revenues, partly on the back of proprietary trading in assets whose prices
were rising rapidly. Some of these gains then dissolved when asset prices, in particular for
FICC, went into reverse during 2008.
The story of 2009/10 is of a strong recovery in FICC and equity revenues. The
source of this revenue recovery is, however, different to the boom. Instead of proprietary
risk-taking, increased revenues appear instead to have been driven by market-making

7

CHAPS is the same-day electronic funds transfer system, operated by the bank-owned CHAPS
Clearing Company, that is used for high-value/wholesale payments but also for other time-critical lower
value payments (such as house purchase).
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activities on behalf of clients. These were boosted by a bulge in client activity and wider
bid-ask spreads, against a backdrop of lower levels of competition (Chart 38). It is an
open question whether these returns to market-making will persist.
In some respects, returns to M&A and advisory activities represent even more of a
puzzle. For a start, it is well known that most M&A activity is value-destroying (for
example, Palia (1995)). Advisory fees of 0.5-1.5% are typically taken, even though these
activities are essentially risk-less. And in total under-writing fees are often around 3-4%
in Europe and higher still in the US, having risen during the course of the crisis. The level
and persistence of these fees is also something of a puzzle.
One potential explanation is that high fees on underwriting and advisory activities
are sustained as a reputational equilibrium. In effect, clients are willing to pay a premium
to have bonds or equity underwritten by a recognised name, as this is a signal of quality to
end-investors. A similar phenomenon might explain the ―2 and 20‖ fee structure of hedge
funds. The OFT has recently announced an investigation into underwriting fees in the UK
market.
Another part of the puzzle was banks‘ approach to managing risk across these
business lines. For example, treasury functions are designed to help a firm as a whole
manage its balance sheet, with internal transfer pricing for liquidity services to business
lines. By acting in that way, the risk-taking incentives of each business unit can be
aligned with the business as a whole, thereby complementing firms‘ internal risk
management.
In practice, during the run-up to crisis, treasury functions were often run as a profit
centre. That would tend to encourage two sets of risk-taking behaviour. First, it may have
encouraged banks to take risks in balance sheet management – for example, by seeking
out cheaper sources of capital (for example, hybrids over pure equity) or liquidity
(shorter-term unsecured borrowing over long-term secured funding). Second, it may have
led to the systematic under-pricing of liquidity services to banks‘ business unit, fuelling
excessive growth and/or risk-taking. Tackling these risks would require banks‘ treasury
operations to cease being profit centres and to execute effective internal transfer pricing.

6. Conclusion
The financial sector has undergone an astonishing roller-coaster in the course of a
decade. The ascent to heaven and subsequent descent to hell has been every bit as
dramatic as in the 1930s. In seeking to smooth next time‘s ride, prophylactic public policy
has a key role to play. Of the many initiatives that are underway, this paper has
highlighted three which may warrant further attention in the period ahead:
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First, given its ability to both invigorate and incapacitate large parts of the nonfinancial economy, there is a strong case for seeking improved means of measuring
the true value-added by the financial sector. As it is rudimentary to its activities,
finding a more sophisticated approach to measuring risk, as well as return, within
the financial sector would seem to be a priority. The conflation of the two can lead
to an overstatement of banks‘ contribution to the economy and an understatement of
the true risk facing banks and the economy at large. Better aggregate statistics and
bank-specific performance measures could help better to distinguish miracles and
mirages. This might include developing more sophisticated risk-adjustments to
FISIM and a greater focus on banks‘ return on assets rather than equity by investors
and managers.
Second, because banks are in the risk business it should be no surprise that the runup to crisis was hallmarked by imaginative ways of manufacturing this commodity,
with a view to boosting returns to labour and capital. Risk illusion is no accident; it
is there by design. It is in bank managers‘ interest to make mirages seem like
miracles. Regulatory measures are being put in place to block off last time‘s risk
strategies, including through re-calibrated leverage and capital ratios. But risk
migrates to where regulation is weakest, so there are natural limits to what
regulatory strategies can reasonably achieve. At the height of a boom, both
regulators and the regulated are prone to believe in miracles. That is why the debate
about potential structural reform of finance is important - to lessen the burden on
regulation and reverse its descent into ever-greater intrusiveness and complexity. At
the same time, regulators need also to be mindful of risk migrating outside the
perimeter of regulation, where it will almost certainly not be measured.
Third, finance is anything but monolithic. But understanding of these different
business lines is complicated by the absence of reliable data on many of these
activities. There are several open questions about the some of these activities, not
least those for which returns appear to be high. This includes questions about the
risks they embody and about the competitive structure of the markets in which they
are traded. These are issues for both prudential regulators and the competition
authorities, working in tandem. If experience after the Great Depression is any
guide, it seems likely that these structural issues will take centre-stage in the period
ahead.
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ANNEX1
Table 1 Average annual growth rate of UK
financial intermediation

Chart 1 UK financial intermediation
and aggregrate real GVA
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Some of the charts in this appendix refer to the LCFIs (large complex financial institutions) and Major UK banks peer
groups. Membership of the major UK banks group is based on the provision of customer services in the United Kingdom, regardless of
the country of ownership. The following financial groups, in alphabetical order, are currently members: Banco Santander, Bank of
Ireland, Barclays, Britannia, Co-operative Financial Services, HSBC, Lloyds Banking Group, National Australia Bank, Nationwide,
Northern Rock and RBS. The LCFIs include the world‘s largest banks that carry out a diverse and complex range of activities in major
financial centres. The group is identified currently as: Bank of America, Barclays, BNP Paribas, Citigroup, Credit Suisse, Deutsche
Bank, Goldman Sachs, HSBC, JPMorgan Chase & Co., Morgan Stanley, RBS, Société Générale and UBS. Membership of both peer
groups changes over time and these changes are reflected in the charts.
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Chart 4 Pre-tax profits of the world's
1000 largest banks

Chart 5 Average cumulative total
returns of UK, US and euro area
financials(a)(b)
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Source: www.TheBankerDatabase.com.
Sources: Bloomberg, CreditSuisse/Tremont and Bank calculations.

(a) Market capitalisation-weighted average.
(b) Based on Sample based on banks and insurers in S&P 500, FTSE
All Share and DJ EuroSTOXX indices as of March 2009. Excludes
firms for which returns not quoted over entire sample period.

Chart 6 Cumulative excess returns
from hedged bet in UK equities placed
in 1900(a)

Chart 7 Value of gross output of the
UK banking sector
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(a) Strategy is long £100 of UK financial equitites and short £100 of
UK broad equity index established at the start of 1900 and held.
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Table 2 Current and risk-adjusted FISIM estimates if risk is priced correctly
Current FISIM:

borrower rate – risk-free rate

Risk-adjusted
FISIM:

borrower rate – market rate of risk (A)

= (7% - 5%) * £100 = £2
= [7% - (5% +1%)] * £100 = £1

Table 3 Current and risk-adjusted FISIM estimates if risk is priced incorrectly
Current FISIM:

borrower rate – risk-free rate

―Measured‖ riskadjusted FISIM:

borrower rate – market rate of risk (A)

―True‖ riskadjusted FISIM:

borrower rate – market rate of risk (BB) = [7% - (5% +2%)] * £100 = £0

Chart 8 Share of financial
intermediation employment in UK
and US whole-economy employment

= (7% - 5%) * £100 = £2

= [7% - (5% +1%)] * £100 = £1

Chart 9 UK financial sector physical
capital (share of total industry
capital)(a)

Per cent
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Sources: ONS, Bureau of Economic Analysis and Bank calcualtions.
(a) Full-time and part-time employees in finace and insurance as a
per cent of total.
(b) Employee jobs in financial intermediation as a per cent of total.

0
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Source: Bank of England Dataset (2003). See Oulton and Srinivasan
(2005).

(a) Annual data for 34 industries across UK economy. Capital
includes buildings, equipment, vehicles, intangibles, computers,
software and communication equipment.
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Chart 10 Annual TFP growth across
the five largest UK industries, average
2000-7(a)(b)

Chart 11 Differential in TFP growth
between financial intermediation and
the whole economy(a)(b)
P
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(a) Numbers in parentheses denote share of industry GVA in total
GVA in 2007.
(a) TFP estimated using a value-added rather than gross-output
based approach. Estimates account for changes in both the quantity
and quality of labour .
(c) Real estate, renting and business activities.
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Sources: EU KLEMS and Bank calculations. See O‘Mahony and
Timmer (2009).
(a) TFP estimated using a value-added rather than gross-output based
approach. Estimates account for changes in both the quantity and
quality of labour .
(b) A positive number implies higher TFP growth in financial
intermediation relative to the whole economy.

Chart 13 Average weekly earnings
across UK industries, 2007

Chart 12 Returns to labour and
capital in UK financial
intermediation(a)(b)
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Sources: EU KLEMS and Bank calculations. See O‘Mahony and
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(a) Data refer to financial corporations.
(b) The implied split between labour and capital is only approximate.
Compensation of employees underestimates total returns to labour as
it excludes income of the self-employed (which is measured as part
of gross operationg surplus).
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Sources: ONS and Bank calculations.
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Chart 14 Ratio of financial
intermediation to economy-wide
earnings versus leverage of the UK
banking sector
Ratio

Chart 15 Historical 'excess' wage in
the US financial sector(a)
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Source: Philippon and Reshef (2009).
(a) Difference between the actual relative wage in finance and an
estimated benchmark series for the relative wage.

Sources: ONS, Bank of England and Bank calculations.
(a) Leverage of the UK-resident banking system defined as total
assets over capital and other internal funds. 1 -year rolling average.

Chart 16 Net operating surplus over
net capital stock in UK financial
intermediation and the whole
economy(a)

Chart 17 Return on equity in UK
finance(a)
Per cent
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Sources: BBA, Capie and Billings (2004) and Bank calculations.

(a) There is a definitional change in the sample in 1967. The latter
period has a slightly larger number of banks and returns on equity are
calculated somewhat differently, including pre-tax.

Sources: ONS and Bank calculations.
(a) Gross operating surplus less capital consumption , divided by net
capital stock.
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Chart 18 Major UK banks' and LCFIs'
return on common equity

Chart 19 Size of the UK banking
system(a)
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Sources: Sheppard (1971) and Bank of England.

Sources: Capital IQ and Bank calculations.

(a) The definition of UK banking sector assets used in the series is
broader after 1966, but using a narrower definition
throughout gives the same growth profile.

Chart 21 Total assets of the world's
1000 largest banks

Chart 20 Size of the US banking
system relative to GDP, 1870-2008
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Chart 22 Largest companies' assets in
each sector relative to annual GDP in
the UK

Chart 23 Long-run capital ratios for
UK and US banks
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(a) US data show equity as a percentage of assets (ratio of aggregate
dollar value of bank book equity to aggregate dollar value of bank book
assets).
(b) UK data on the capital ratio show equity and reserves over total assets
on a time-varying sample of banks, representing the majority of the UK
banking system, in terms of assets. Prior to 1970 published accounts
understated the true level of banks' capital because they did not include
hidden reserves. The solid line adjusts for this. 2009 observation is from
H1.
(c) Change in UK accounting standards.
(d) International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) were adopted for
the end-2005 accounts. The end-2004 accounts were also restated on an
IFRS basis. The switch from UK GAAP to IFRS reduced the capital ratio
of the UK banks in the sample by approximately 1 percentage point in
2004.

Chart 24 Leverage at the LCFIs(a)

US commerical banks

1920

Sources: US: Berger, Herring, and Szegö (1995). UK: Sheppard (1971),
Billings and Capie (2007), BBA, published accounts and Bank
calculations.

Sources: Capital IQ, International Monetary Fund and Bank
calculations.
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Sources: Bloomberg, published accounts and Bank calculations.
(a) Leverage equals assets over total shareholders equity net of
minority interests.
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Chart 25 Major UK banks' and LCFIs'
leverage ratios(a)(b)
Maximum-minimum range

European
LCFIs

US LCFIs

Chart 26 Major UK banks' pre-tax
return on equity(a)
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Dec 2002 = 100
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Sources: Published accounts and Bank calculations.

(a) Assets adjusted on a best-efforts basis to achieve comparability
between institutions reporting under US GAAP and IFRS. Derivatives
netted in line with US GAAP rules. Off-balance sheet vehicles included
in line with IFRS rules.
(b) Assets adjusted for cash items, deferred tax assets, goodwill and
intangibles. For some firms, changes in exchange rates have impacted
foreign currency assets, but this cannot be adjusted for. Capital excludes
Tier 2 instruments, preference shares, hybrids, goodwill and intangibles.
(c) Excludes Northern Rock.
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Sources: Published accounts and Bank calculations.
(a) Based on twelve-month trailing pre-tax revenues and average
shareholders equity.

Chart 28 LCFIs' ratios of total assets to
Tier 1 capital and risk-weighted assets
to total assets(a)

Chart 27 Major UK banks’ ratios of
total assets to Tier 1 capital and riskweighted assets to total assets, 19972008(a)(b)
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(a) See footnote (4) for definition of Tier 1 capital.
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(a) Assets adjusted for cash and cash items in the course of collection
from banks and deferred tax assets. Assets adjusted on best-efforts basis
to ensure comparability between institutions reporting under US GAAP
and IFRS. Derivatives are netted in ine with US GAAP rules. Off
balance sheet vehicles are included in line with IFRS rules (excluding
mortgages sold to US government-sponsored entities).
(b) US leverage ratio approximated using a ratio of Tier 1 capital to total
assets of 4%. The inclusion of qualifying off-balance sheet assets places
some US LCFIs above the leverage ratio proxy.
(c) Excludes US securities houses.
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Table 4 Summary of component factors of decomposition of LCFIs' ROE(a)
Financial leverage

Unit-risk

2007

Change 2007/04
%

2007

Citi

24.5

22.9

Bank of America

20.6

19.1

JPM

17.6

Barclays
RBS

Write downs

Change 2007/04
%

End-Q1 2010
(USD bn)

as % of common
equity

0.6

0.0

58.0

51.1

0.7

-1.1

20.6

14.5

4.4

0.7

-1.5

13.6

11.0

37.8

36.4

0.3

-26.0

22.9

56.6

31.2

22.1

0.4

-21.2

26.5

32.6

HSBC

21.3

11.8

0.5

-15.1

9.4

7.3

UBS

58.1

16.6

0.2

12.5

50.8

163.9

Deutsche Bank

52.1

15.7

0.2

-13.6

15.6

28.7

SocGen

43.2

49.9

0.3

-14.0

7.8

20.3

BNP Paribas

39.7

18.2

0.4

-3.0

4.6

5.9

Credit Suisse

39.2

-11.6

0.2

25.4

13.8

35.6

Merrill Lynch

35.3

-

0.4

-

58.6

212.6

Morgan Stanley

27.8

-

0.3

-

20.7

68.6

Lehman Brothers

27.6

-

0.3

-

16.3

76.2

Goldman Sachs

25.0

-

0.4

-

10.3

25.8

Sources: Published accounts and Bank calculations.
(a) Ratios are as at end-year, except for the US securities houses, which are as at end-Q2 2008, and are adjusted for derivatives netting consistent with US
GAAP where possible.

(a)

Table 5 LCFIs' common equity margin
2007

Change 2007/04 %

Citi

0.8

14.3

Bank of America

0.6

-8.9

JPM

0.7

10.5

Barclays

1.1

9.4

RBS

1.0

48.3

HSBC

0.8

4.1

UBS

1.0

7.7

Deutsche Bank

0.7

3.8

SocGen

0.8

-20.4

BNP Paribas

0.7

-13.8

Credit Suisse

0.8

18.6

Source: Published accounts.
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Chart 29 LCFIs' trading assets and
loans to customers as a proportion of
total assets(a)

Chart 30 LCFIs' ratios of total assets to
Tier 1 capital and trading assets to total
assets (a)(b)
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Sources: P ublished accounts and Bank calculations.

(a) Incluides US commercial bank LCFIs, European LCFIs and UK
LCFIs.

(a) Assets adjusted for cash and cash items in the course of collection
from banks and deferred tax assets. Assets adjusted on best-efforts basis
to ensure comparability between institutions reporting under US GAAP
and IFRS. Derivatives are netted in ine with US GAAP rules. Off
balance sheet vehicles are included in line with IFRS rules (excluding
mortgages sold to US government-sponsored entities).
(b) Data as at end-2007.

Chart 31 Major UK banks' and LCFIs'
write-downs(a)
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Sources: Published accounts and Bank calculations.
(a) Includes write-downs due to mark-to-market adjustments on trading
book positions where details are disclosed by firms.
(b) Other includes SIVs and other ABS write downs.
(c) On exposures to monolines and others.
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Chart 32 Global issuance of asset-backed
securities (a)(b)
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Source: Dealogic.
(a) 'Other ABS' includes auto, credit card and student loan ABS.
(b) Bars show publicly-placed issuance.
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Chart 33 Global structured finance
ratings changes(a)
Per cent

Chart 34 Growth of outstanding
notional amount of CDS vs. Moore's
Law
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Sources: Bank for International Settlements and Bank calculations.

Source: Fitch Ratings.

(a) Data compares beginning-of-the-year rating with end-of-the-year
rating. Does not count multiple rating actions throughout the year.

Chart 35 Concentration of US banks,
1935-2008(a)
Per cent
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Sources: FDIC and Bank calculations.
(a) Top 3 banks by total assets, as percentage of total banking sector
assets. Data include only insured depository subsidiaries of banks.
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Chart 36 JP Morgan Chase business segment return on equity, quarterly Q4 2005 – Q1
2010
Per cent
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Chart 38 Bid-ask spreads on selected
assets (a)(b)(c)

Chart 37 Decomposition of US LCFIs'
investment banking revenues
One-off items
Other (a)
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Debt and equities underwriting
Equities trading
FICC trading (b)
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Sources: Published accounts and Bank calculations.
(a) Refers to other activties wihthin IB business segment, including
prime brokerage and securities services.
(b) FICC includes fixed income, currency and commodities.
(c) Adjusted for write-downs and changes in fair value on FICC and
equities trading revenues.
(d) Revenues adjusted to reflect change in reporting cycle for US
securities houses.
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Sources: Bloomberg, UBS Delta and Bank calculations.
(a) Monthly moving averages of daily bid-ask spreads.
(b) iBoxx € Corporates for corporate bonds; S&P 500 for equities; iBoxx
€ Sovereigns for
government bonds; sterling-dollar exchange rate for currencies; gold
price for commodities;
and euro five-year swaps for interest rate swaps.
(c) Data to close of business on 14 June 2010.

Chapter 3
Why are financial markets so inefficient and
exploitative – and a suggested remedy
Paul Woolley1
The chapter offers a new understanding of how financial markets work. The key
departure from conventional theory is to recognise that investors do not invest directly in
securities but through agents such as fund managers. Agents have better information and
different objectives than their customers (principals) and this asymmetry is shown as the
source of inefficiency - mispricing, bubbles and crashes. A separate outcome is that
agents are in a position to capture for themselves the bulk of the returns from financial
innovations. Principal/agent problems do a good job of explaining how the global finance
sector has become so bloated, profitable and prone to crisis. Remedial action involves the
principals changing the way they contract with, and instruct agents. The chapter ends
with a manifesto of policies that pension funds and other large investors can adopt to
mitigate the destructive features of delegation both for their individual benefit and to
promote social welfare in the form of a leaner, more efficient and more stable finance
sector.

Introduction
Much has come to pass in financial markets during the last ten years that has been
at odds with the prevailing academic wisdom of how capital markets work. The decade
opened with the technology stock bubble that caused large-scale misallocation of capital
and was the forerunner of many of the subsequent problems in the global economy. To
forestall recession when the bubble burst, central banks countered with a policy of ultralow interest rates that in turn fuelled the surge in debt, asset prices and risk-taking. These
excesses were accompanied by an explosive rise in profits and pay in the banking
industry. A sector with the utilitarian role of facilitating transactions, channelling savings
into real investment and making secondary markets in financial instruments came, by
2007, to account for 40% of aggregate corporate profits in the US and UK, even after
investment banks had paid out salaries and bonuses amounting to 60% of net revenues.
The jamboree came to a juddering halt with the collapse of the mortgaged-backed
securities markets and the ensuing banking crisis with its calamitous repercussions on the
world economy.
1

I wish to thank Bruno Biais (Toulouse School of Economics), Ron Bird (UTS), Jean-Charles
Rochet (University of Zurich) and Dimitri Vayanos (LSE) for their invaluable contributions to the ideas set
out here. All the errors are mine.
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Prevailing theory asserts that asset prices are informationally efficient and that
capital markets are self-correcting. It also treats the finance sector as an efficient passthrough, ignoring the role played by financial intermediaries in both asset pricing and the
macro-economy. The evidence of the past decade has served to discredit the basic tenets
of finance theory. Given that banking and finance are now seen as a source of systemic
instability, the wisdom of ignoring the role of financial intermediaries has been called into
question.
Some economists still cling to the conviction that recent events have simply been
the lively interplay of broadly efficient markets and see no cause to abandon the
prevailing theories. Other commentators, including a number of leading economists, have
proclaimed the death of mainstream finance theory and all that goes with it, especially the
efficient market hypothesis, rational expectations and mathematical modelling. The way
forward, they argue, is to understand finance based on behavioural models on the grounds
that psychological biases and irrational urges better explain the erratic performance of
asset prices and capital markets. The choice seems stark and unsettling, and there is no
doubt that the academic interpretation of finance is at a critical juncture.
This chapter advances an alternative paradigm which seems to do a better job of
explaining reality. Its key departure from mainstream theory is to incorporate delegation
by principals to agents. The principals in this case are the end-investors and customers
who subcontract financial tasks to agents such as banks, fund managers, brokers and other
specialists. Delegation creates an incentive problem insofar as the agents have more and
better information than their principals and because the interests of the two are rarely
aligned. Asymmetric information has been partially explored in corporate finance and
banking but hardly at all in asset pricing which is arguably the central building block in
finance. Incorporating delegation permits the retention of the assumption of rational
expectations which, in turn, makes it possible to keep much of the existing formal
framework of finance. Introducing agents both transforms the analysis and helps explain
many aspects of mispricing and other distortions that have relied until now upon
behavioural assumptions of psychological bias.

Outline of the chapter
The chapter opens by showing how the theory of efficient markets has influenced
the beliefs and actions of market participants, policymakers and regulators. This is
followed by a description of new work showing how asset pricing models based on
delegation can explain momentum and reversal, the main source of mispricing which in
extreme form causes bubbles and crashes. Any new theory should meet the criteria of
relevance, validity and universality. Revising asset pricing theory in this way throws a
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clearer light on a number of well-known but hard-to-explain pricing anomalies. This
alternative paradigm carries important implications for every aspect of finance from
investment practice through to regulation and policy-making.
The second key consequence of asymmetric information is the ability of financial
intermediaries to capture "rents", or excess profits. Rent extraction has become one of the
defining features of finance and goes a long way to explaining the sector's extraordinary
growth in recent years, as well as its fragility and potential for crisis. Mispricing and rent
capture are the two main culprits in what might appropriately be described as
―dysfunctional finance". Each is damaging, but in combination they are devastating. We
show how the two effects interact to cause loss of social utility and exploitation on a scale
that could ultimately threaten capitalism.
Through a better understanding of the dysfunctionalities of finance, it becomes
possible to propose solutions. So far, academics and policy-makers have focused on
improved regulation as a means to prevent future crises. But regulation is a negative
approach based on restrictions, targeted mainly at banks, that bankers will resist and
circumvent. This chapter proposes an alternative, though complementary, approach that
goes to the source of all the trouble in finance. Since bubbles, crashes and rent capture are
caused by principal/agent problems, the solution lies in having the principals change the
way they contract and deal with agents. One group of principals with the power and
incentive to act are the Giant funds. These are the large pension funds, the sovereign
wealth, charitable and endowment funds around the World. They are the principal
custodians of social wealth and they have found their assets and returns badly eroded over
the last decade or so. Revising the way Giant funds instruct agents is a positive approach
in that they have a self-interest in taking such action. If a critical mass of them were to
adopt these measures, social benefits would then accrue in the form of more stable and
less exploitative capital markets.

Efficient markets theory
Forty years have passed since the principles of classical economics were first
applied to finance through the contributions of Eugene Fama (Fama, 1970) and his now
renowned fellow economists. Their hypothesis that capital markets are efficient is
grounded in the belief that competition among profit-seeking market participants will
ensure that asset prices continuously adjust to reflect all publicly available information.
Prices will equate to the consensus of investors' expectations about the discounted value
of future attributable cash flows. The theory seemed to have common sense on its side
since who, it was argued, would pass up the opportunity to profit from exploiting any
misvaluations on offer and by doing so, take the price back to fair value. The randomness
of prices and the apparent inability of professional managers to achieve returns
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consistently above those of the benchmark index were taken as validation of the theory.
Over the intervening years, capital market theory and the efficient market hypothesis have
been extended and modified to form an elegant and comprehensive framework for
understanding asset pricing and risk.
A second aspect of competition in financial markets has received more attention
from policy-makers than academics. It is well known that financial intermediaries can
extract rents by exploiting monopoly power through some combination of market share,
collusion and barriers to entry. For example trading in securities has some elements of a
natural monopoly. Trading venues with the largest turnover offer the customer the highest
levels of liquidity and therefore the best chance of dealing, thereby providing a magnet
for business, which the operator of the venue can then exploit through monopolistic
pricing. Competition authorities have been alert to blatant instances of monopoly or pricefixing in banking as in any other industry. Apart from collusion or market power,
competition has been assumed to work its usual magic and prevent the capture of rents.
Broadly speaking, the finance sector has been viewed as the epitome of competitive
perfection. Its scale, profitability and pay therefore went largely unremarked by
commentators and academics. The logic implied that bankers‘ rewards reflected their
talent and success in offering customers the services they wanted and valued. Theory
implied that vast profits were a sign of a job done vastly well. So nobody enquired
whether society was being well served by the finance sector.
The efficient market hypothesis also beguiled central bankers into believing that
market prices could be trusted and that bubbles either did not exist, were positively
beneficial for growth, or could not be spotted. Intervention was therefore unnecessary.
Regulators, too, have been faithful disciples of the efficient market which explains why
they were content with light touch regulation in the years before the crisis. The pressures
of competition and self-interest were deemed sufficient to keep banks from pursing
strategies that jeopardised their solvency or survival. Regulators were also leaned on by
governments keen to maintain each country's international standing in a global industry.
Another role of supervision is to approve new products. Here again regulators followed
the conventional view that any innovation which enhances liquidity or "completes" a
market by introducing a novel packaging of risk and return is welfare-enhancing and
warrants an immediate seal of approval.
Faith in the efficient market has also underpinned many of the practices of
investment professionals. The use of security indices as benchmarks for both passive and
active investment implies a tacit assumption that indices constitute efficient portfolios.
Risk analysis and diversification strategy are based on mean/variance analysis using
market prices over the recent past even though these prices may have displayed wide
dispersion around fair value. Investors who may have doubted the validity of efficient
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market theory and enjoyed exploiting the price anomalies for years, have nevertheless
been using tools and policies based on the theories they disavow or disparage.

A new paradigm for asset pricing
Once a dominant paradigm is discredited, the search for a replacement becomes
urgent. At stake is the need for a science-based, unified theory of finance that is rigorous
and tractable; one that retains as much as possible of the existing analytical framework
and at the same time, produces credible explanations and predictions. This is no storm in
an academic teacup. The implications for growth, wealth and society could not be greater.
The first step in the search for a new paradigm is to avoid the mistake of jumping
from observing that prices are irrational to believing that investors must also be irrational,
or that it is impossible to construct a valid theory of asset pricing based on rational
behaviour. Finance theory has combined rationality with other assumptions, and it is one
of these other assumptions that has proved unfit for purpose. The crucial flaw has been to
assume that prices are set by the army of private investors, or the "representative
household" as the jargon has it. Households are assumed to invest directly in equities and
bonds and across the spectrum of the derivatives markets. Theory has ignored the real
world complication that investors delegate virtually all their involvement in financial
matters to professional intermediaries - banks, fund managers, brokers - who therefore
dominate the pricing process.
Delegation creates an agency problem. Agents have access to more and better
information than the investors who appoint them, and the interests and objectives of
agents frequently differ from those of their principals. For their part, principals cannot be
certain of the competence or diligence of the agents. Introducing agents brings greater
realism to asset-pricing models and, more importantly, gives a far better understanding of
how capital markets function. Importantly, this is achieved whilst maintaining the
assumption of fully rational behaviour by all participants. Models incorporating agents
have more working parts and therefore a higher level of complexity, but the effort is
richly rewarded by the scope and relevance of the predictions.
The authors of a recent paper (Vayanos and Woolley, 2008) have adopted this
approach and are able to explain features of asset price behaviour that have defied
explanation using the standard "representative household" model. The model explains
momentum, the commonly observed propensity for trending in prices, which in extreme
form produces bubbles and crashes. The existence of momentum has been extensively
documented in empirical studies of securities markets, but has proved difficult to explain,
other than through herding behaviour. The presence of price momentum is incompatible
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with the efficient market and has been described as the "premier unexplained anomaly" in
asset pricing (Fama and French, 1993).
Central to the analysis is that investors have imperfect knowledge of the ability of
the fund managers they invest with. They are uncertain whether underperformance
against the benchmark arises from the manager's prudent avoidance of over-priced stocks
or is a sign of incompetence. As shortfalls grow, investors conclude the reason is
incompetence and react by transferring funds to the outperforming managers, thereby
amplifying the price changes that led to the initial underperformance and generating
momentum.

How momentum arises
The technology bubble ten years ago provides a good illustration of this process at
work. Technology stocks received an initial boost from fanciful expectations of future
profits from scientific advance. Meanwhile, funds invested in the unglamorous, "value"
sectors languished, prompting investors to lose confidence in the ability of their
underperforming value managers and to switch funds to the newly successful growth
managers, a response that gave a further boost to growth stocks. The same thing happened
as value managers themselves began switching from value to growth to avoid being fired.
Through this conceptually simple mechanism, the model explains asset pricing in
terms of a battle between fair value and momentum. It shows how rational profit seeking
by agents and the investors who appoint them gives rise to mispricing and volatility. Once
momentum becomes embedded in markets, agents then logically respond by adopting
strategies that are likely to reinforce the trends. Indeed, one of the unusual features of a
momentum strategy is that it is reinforced, rather than exhausted, by widespread adoption
unlike strategies based on convergence to some stable value. Also there are other sources
of momentum such as leverage, portfolio insurance and adherence to guidelines on
tracking error, that augment the initial effect.
Explaining the formation of asset prices in this way seems to provide a clearer
understanding of how and why investors and prices behave as they do. For example, it
throws fresh light on why value stocks outperform growth stocks despite offering
seemingly poorer earnings prospects. The new approach offers a more convincing
interpretation of the way stock prices react to earnings announcements and other news. It
shows how short-term incentives, such as annual performance fees, cause fund managers
to concentrate on high-turnover, trend following strategies that add to the distortions in
markets, which are then profitably exploited by long-horizon investors. Much of the
recent interest in academic finance has been in identifying limits to arbitrage - the forces
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that prevent mispriced stocks from reverting to fair value. The significance of the model
described here is that it shows how prices become thrown off fair value in the first place.
While the model is set in terms of value and momentum in a single equity market,
the analysis applies equally to individual stocks, national markets, bonds, currencies,
commodities and entire asset classes. Moreover, when the pricing of the primary market
is flawed, it follows that the corresponding derivative market will also be mispriced. All
the options and futures which are priced by reference to the underlying assets will be
subject to the same momentum-based distortions. In short, it will no longer be acceptable
to say that competition delivers the right price or that markets exert their own selfdiscipline.
It seems self-evident that the way forward must be to stop treating the finance
sector as a pass-through that has no impact on asset pricing and risk. Incorporating
delegation and agency into financial models is bound to lead to a better understanding of
phenomena that have so far been poorly understood or unaddressed. Because the new
approach maintains the rationality assumption, it is possible to retain much of the
economist's existing toolbox, such as mathematical modelling, utility maximisation and
general equilibrium analysis. The insights, elegance and tractability that these tools
provide will be used to study more complex phenomena with very different economic
assumptions. Hopefully a new general theory of asset pricing will eventually emerge that
should relegate the efficient market hypothesis to the status of a special and limiting case.
Of course, investors may not always behave in a perfectly rational way. But that is
beside the point. The test of any theory is whether it does a better job of explaining and
predicting than any other. Of course, theories do not have to be mutually exclusive and
behavioural finance theories can be helpful in providing supplementary or more detailed
insights.
The impact of the new general theory will extend well beyond explaining asset
prices.
- Policy makers can only regulate the banking and finance sectors effectively if they
have a reasonable idea of how markets work. If regulators believe that capital markets are
efficient, they will adopt light-touch regulation with the results we have seen over the past
couple of years. On the other hand, if they recognise that markets are imperfect they will
regulate accordingly and cause them to become more efficient as a result.
- Macroeconomics has also treated finance as a pass-through and would benefit
from changing the economic emphasis and focussing more on the impact of agency and
incentives in the savings and investment process. Some macroeconomic models take
account of a rudimentary finance sector but more needs to be done in this direction now it
is clear that the finance sector can destabilise the real economy. Until now, disruptions
were expected to flow the other way, from the overall economy to the banks.
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- Corporate finance and banking theory have both been developed under the proforma assumption of price efficiency and will now need to accommodate mispricing.
Corporate managers will now have a better understanding of how equity issuance can be
managed to take account of the relative cheapness or dearness of a company's shares. The
same applies to bids and deals.
- The fact and scale of mispricing invalidates much of the existing toolbox of fund
management. Security market indices no longer constitute efficient portfolios and are no
longer seen as appropriate benchmarks for either active or passive investment. Risk
analysis based on past prices and used to assess the riskiness of portfolios and the basis
for diversification, will be seen as flawed. Risk analysis has often failed investors when
they needed it most, but now it will be seen why. The risk that is being measured in these
models is that based on market prices that are driven by flows of funds unrelated to fair
value. The flows that matter are the underlying cash flows relating to the businesses
themselves, for it is on these that a share's value ultimately depend. The distinction
between short-horizon and long-horizon investing also becomes critical and this is
discussed later. For policy-makers, bankers and corporate accountants, the principle of
mark-to-market will be recognised as inappropriate and damagingly pro-cyclical in
impact.

Rent capture by financial intermediaries
A second consequence of delegation is the ability of financial agents to capture
rents. To understand how this comes about one needs no formal economic model. If a
fund manager spots an investment opportunity with a known and certain pay-off, he can
finance it directly from his own or borrowed funds and enjoy the full gain for himself. His
client might like to participate and would be prepared to pay close to the full value of the
gain in fees for the privilege. The client would be in pocket so long as the investment, net
of fees, gave him a return above the riskless rate. Whether he borrows the funds or raises
them from the client, the fund manager captures the bulk of the gain thanks to his superior
knowledge of available opportunities. Of course, formal models must take account of risk
and learning, but the outcome is similar. A recent paper presents a dynamic rational
expectations model showing the evolution of a financial innovation and reveals how
competitive agents are able to extract progressively higher rents to the point where the
agent is capturing the bulk of the gain (Biais, Rochet and Woolley, 2009). The key
assumption is that of information asymmetry.
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A description of the model
First consider the frictionless benchmark case in which principals and agents have
access to the same information. The principals are a set of rational, competitive investors
and the agents are a set of similarly imbued fund managers. A financial innovation is
introduced but there is uncertainty about its viability. As time goes by, investors and
managers learn about this by observing the profits that come from adopting the new
technique. If it generates a stream of high profits, confidence grows that the innovation is
robust. This leads to an increase in the scale of its adoption and therefore the size of the
total compensation going to managers, Because of the symmetry of information, these
gains are competitively determined at normal levels and the innovation flourishes.
Alternatively, profits may deteriorate, market participants come to learn of its fragility
and the innovation withers on the vine. In both cases, while learning generates dynamics,
with symmetric information there is no crisis. This differs from previous analyses of
industry dynamics under symmetric information where the learning model was specified
so that certain observations could trigger crises (see Barbarino and Jovanovic, (2007),
Pastor and Veronesi (2006), Zeira (1987 and 1999).) As discussed below, in the
framework of this model, it is information asymmetries and the corresponding rents
earned by agents which precipitate the crisis.
In practice, innovative sectors are plagued by information asymmetry. It is hard for
the outsider to understand everything the insiders are doing and difficult to monitor their
actions. The implications of the lack of transparency and oversight are explored using
optimal contracting theory. The model assumes that managers have a choice. They can
exert effort to reduce the probability that the project fails even though such effort is
costly. Alternatively they can cut corners and ―shirk‖ - the term used by economists and
familiar to every schoolboy. When agents shirk they fail to evaluate carefully and control
the risks associated with the project. The handling of portfolios of CDO's in the run-up to
the recent crisis illustrates this well. Fund managers could either scrutinise diligently the
quality of the underlying paper or they could shirk by relying on a rating agency
assessment and pass the unopened parcel on to the investor. Securitisation is a potentially
valuable innovation but requires costly effort to implement properly.
The second assumption is that managers have limited liability either in the legal
sense or because the pattern of pay-offs enables them to participate in gains but to suffer
no losses. The inability to punish gives rise to the moral hazard that characterises finance
at every level from individual traders to the banks that employ them (the simple model of
moral hazard used by Biais et al is in line with that of Holmstrom and Tirole (1997).).
The combination of opacity and moral hazard is the nub of the agency problem.
Investors have to pay highly to provide managers sufficient incentive to exert effort and
the greater the moral hazard, the larger are likely to be the rents. The model shows the
probability of shirking is higher when the innovation is strong than when it is weak. After
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a period of consistently high profits, managers become increasingly confident that the
innovation is robust. They are tempted to shirk and it becomes correspondingly harder to
induce them to exert continuing effort. As the need for incentives grow, the point is
reached where agents are capturing most of the gains from the innovation.
The analysis does not end there. Investors become frustrated at the rents being
earned by the agents and at their own poor return and withdraw their participation. The
dynamics are such that when confidence in the innovation reaches a critical threshold,
there is a shift from equilibrium effort to equilibrium shirking. The innovation implodes
as managers cease to undertake the necessary risk assessment to maintain the viability of
the innovation. In the end, an otherwise robust innovation is brought down by the weight
of rents being captured.

Relating the model to the real world
If this model bears any relation to the way that finance functions in practice, the
implications are profound. The innovations in question occur mainly in investment
banking and fund management rather than in the more prosaic activities of utility
banking. The past decade has seen a surge of new products and strategies, such as hedge
funds, securitisation, private equity, structured finance, CDOs and credit default swaps.
Each came to be regarded as a worthwhile addition that helped to "complete" markets and
spread risk-bearing by offering investors and borrowers new ways of packaging risk and
return.
Ominously in light of the model described above, most of these innovations have
been accompanied by increased opacity, creating the scope for elevated moral hazard.
Hedge funds shroud themselves in mystery as to strategies, holdings, turnover, costs, and
leverage. It is hard to monitor the diligence and competence of their managers in the
absence of information on the sources of performance. The growth of structured finance
and CDSs has meant greater reliance on over-the-counter trades that circumvent the
discipline of open markets and regulation.
The theoretical results are consistent with the empirical findings of Philippon and
Reshef (2008). They observe a burst of financial innovation in the first half of this
decade, rapid growth in the size of the finance sector, accompanied by an increase in the
pay of managers. They estimate that rents accounted for 30 - 50% of the wage differential
between the finance sector and the rest of the economy. They point out that the last time
this happened on a similar scale was in the late 1920's bubble – also with calamitous
consequences. It is significant that a high proportion of the net revenues of banks and
other finance firms goes to the staff rather than shareholders. In terms of the model, this
implies that rent extraction is occurring at all operating levels within the institutions.
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The model's second prediction is that innovations under asymmetric information are
vulnerable to implosion. The current crisis seems to validate this prediction since
structured credit, CDOs and CDSs were the immediate cause of the global financial crisis.

Policy prescriptions
The policy imperatives are to reduce opacity both in the functioning of capital
markets and in the actions of individual institutions. Trades should be conducted in
transparent markets, so that investors can use price, trades and quotes information to
monitor and discipline agents. Transactions should be cleared in open markets with
clearing houses requiring call margins and security deposits. This would enable principals
and regulators to monitor the risky positions of agents and prevent excessive risk-taking.
Risky positions and portfolio structure should also be disclosed to investors and
regulators. Hedge funds and private equity need to be more above board in what they are
doing and why.
Moral hazard can also be reduced by extending the period over which performance
of portfolios and individual traders is measured and compensation determined – three or
four years would be a reasonable horizon.
Policy-makers are always looking for ways to anticipate trouble in time. The model
shows how a combination of high confidence in finance sector innovations and high rents
for finance managers might act as a lead indicator of crisis. If warning signs are showing,
policy-makers should demand an increase in transparency.

Together, mispricing and rent capture
create the perfect storm
To summarise so far, asymmetric information is responsible for creating the twin
social bads of mispricing and rent capture. Mispricing gives incorrect signals for resource
allocation and, at worst, causes stock market booms and busts that lead to macroeconomic
instability. Rent capture causes the misallocation of labour and capital, transfers
substantial wealth to bankers and financiers and, at worst, induces systemic failure. Both
impose social costs on their own, but in combination they create a perfect storm of wealth
destruction.
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Impact of mispricing on the demand for financial
services
It seems trite to observe that the demand for most goods and services is limited by
the physical capacity of consumers to consume. Yet the unique feature of finance is that
demand for financial services has no such boundaries. Take the case of a pension fund
seeking to meet its long-run objectives expressed in terms of risk and return. The trustees
observe a market subject to significant price distortion. They eschew passive investment
on the grounds that the market portfolio is inefficient, and instead, hire active managers to
exploit the mispricing. Because of agency problems, active investing does nothing to
resolve the mispricing. The cycle of hiring, firing and price distortion therefore continues
unabated.
Active management is not confined to the stock and bond markets but blossoms and
thrives in the derivatives markets as well. Given the interdependence of pricing between
the two, the pricing flaws in the underlying securities are carried over into the derivatives
markets. The field of battle for excess return is thus extended and subject only to the
creativity of agents in finding new instruments to trade. Much of asset management takes
place in this virtual world of derivatives, which has grown exponentially in the last
decade with aggregate outstanding positions reaching $600 trillion at one point last year..
Investors‘ attempts to control risk have similar results. Observing volatile
conditions, the investor decides to reduce his downside risk by buying a put option on his
portfolio. The seller of the put seeks to neutralise his own risk by shorting the underlying
stock thereby triggering the decline from which the investor sought protection in the first
place. The sequence continues because volatility has now increased and the original
investor reacts rationally by raising further his level of protection.
There is a similar effect where principals specify tracking error constraints on the
divergence of the portfolio return in relation to the benchmark return. The agent is
obliged to close down risk by buying stocks that are rising and selling those that are
falling, thereby amplifying the initial price moves. In an inefficient market, fund flows
put prices in a constant state of flux which leads in turn to an ever-expanding demand for
asset management services.
The analysis has implications for the social utility of derivatives, and of finance
generally. The creation of new instruments, coupled with the development of option
pricing models in the 1980's, has been applauded as value-creating. Investors will trade
these instruments, so the argument goes, only if they derive utility from using them. On
this logic, the scale of the derivatives markets is perceived as a measure of their social
utility. This would be true in an efficient market, but is not true in an inefficient one. If
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the theory of mispricing is accepted, the scale of the finance sector becomes testimony to
its malfunctioning, not - as the pundits would have it - its efficiency.
The size of the finance sector is also significant because the larger it is, the more
damaging the impact on the real economy when it fails. As in the boxing analogy, "the
bigger they are, the harder they fall". In light of the latest crisis, the idea that banking
crises are contained within the realm of money is no longer possible to sustain.

The shortening of investment horizons
The shortening of investment horizons has been a feature of capital markets over
the past two decades. The best indicator of short-termism is the length of time investors
hold securities. Turnover on the major equity exchanges is now running at 150% per
annum of aggregate market capitalisation which implies average holding periods of eight
months. The growth in trading of derivatives, most of which have maturities of less than a
year, is also symptomatic of shortening horizons.
Markets that display trending patterns encourage short-termism. In most equity
markets the optimal momentum strategy is to buy stocks that have risen most in the
preceding 6 - 12 months and to hold them for a further 6 - 12 months. Fund managers
have a choice between investing based on fair value and momentum investing, or some
combination of the two. Those who are impatient for results or who have no ability or
desire to undertake the hard work of fundamental analysis to find cheap stocks, will use
momentum. In fact, over the short-run momentum is usually the best bet. There is a selffulfilling element here because the more investors use momentum strategies, the more
likely it will work.
The design of the contract between principal and agent influences how agents
manage money. Fee structures based on short-term performance encourage short horizons
and momentum trading and are the reason this is the dominant strategy among hedge
funds. Transaction costs also have a bearing on turnover levels. The move from fixed to
competitive brokerage commissions in the US and UK in the late 1970's was a watershed
in this respect and the relentless expansion of turnover dates from this period.
Momentum trading, and the distortions to which it gives rise, are part and parcel of
the trend towards the increasing short-termism and high trading volumes in finance. Both
have their origins in principal/agent problems and both contribute to the loss of social
utility. There is one justification that is always wheeled out to support the case for
increased trading. It is that trading raises liquidity and liquidity is an unalloyed benefit
because it enables investors to move in and out of assets readily and at low cost. That is
true as far as it goes, but it ignores a crucial point. Liquidity is undeniably welcome in an
efficient market, but the case becomes more problematic in one subject to mispricing.
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Lowering the frictional costs of trading opens the door to short-termism and momentum
trading which distort prices. Under these conditions liquidity often comes and goes
depending on the price swings that are occurring at any moment. The investor is happy to
know he can always trade, but the ability to trade may have come at the cost of increased
volatility. In an inefficient market, therefore, liquidity should never be assessed in
isolation from the volatility of the asset.
High turnover comes at a heavy cost to long-term investors. Active management
fees and its associated trading costs based on 100% annual turnover erode the value of a
pension fund by around 1.0% per annum. Pension funds are having their assets exchanged
with other pension funds at a rate of 25 times in the life of the average liability for no
collective advantage but at a cost that reduces the end-value of the pension by around
30%.

Hedge funds – a microcosm of finance
The hedge fund industry provides a clear and unflattering insight into the problems
of modern-day finance. Hedge funds have the veneer of a worthwhile innovation in
several respects. They enjoy the freedom to implement negative views through short
selling and to target absolute return, instead of return relative to an index benchmark.
They are also able to use derivatives and borrowing to leverage fund performance. All
this should work to the advantage of their investors and help make markets more
efficient. But the bad features of their behaviour outweigh the apparent merits.
First, their fee structures encourage short-termism and momentum-type trading.
Hedge funds charge a base fee, usually 2% p.a. of the value of assets, and a performance
fee, typically 20% of any positive return each year. This makes for a classic case of moral
hazard; the hedge fund gains on the upside, but receives no penalty for underperformance
and even keeps the base fee. To make the most of the lop-sided payoff, the manager plays
the momentum game because that gives him the best chance of winning quickly and then
moving on to the next momentum play. High charges also make investors impatient for
success and the performance fees make the manager more so.
Hedge funds‘ use of momentum contaminates pricing in the various asset classes
they occupy. In recent years they have accounted for around one third of daily trading
volume in equity markets and are often the marginal investors driving the direction of
prices. Their investors receive patterns of return that reflect the risky strategies associated
with situations of moral hazard – erratic performance with frequent blow-ups and
redemption blocks at times of liquidity stress. Some hedge funds sell volatility instead of
buying it, but this can be as risky as momentum strategies since it involves receiving a
steady premium in return for crippling pay-outs in the event of crisis.
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As discussed in an earlier section, hedge funds display all the features that
contribute to a high level of rent extraction. To put this in context requires information on
performance. A number of recent studies have sought to calculate the return on indices of
hedge funds, making appropriate allowance for the high failure rate among funds. They
conclude that the long-run returns have been no better than a passive investment in the S
& P or FT indices (see Ibbotson, Chen and Zhu (2010); and Bird, Liam and Thorp
(2010)). These returns are calculated using the conventional time-weighted returns which
represent the return per dollar invested. Once allowance is made for investors buying into
funds after they have done well and moving out after they have done badly – which a
money-weighted return does – investors are shown to have fared worse still. This
disappointing performance is largely explained by the high fees charged – all the alpha, or
excess returns, hedge funds achieve from investing the funds is absorbed in fees, leaving
the principals with the residual of indexed performance at best. The successful funds are
in effect making more in fee revenue than the customers derive in cash returns from their
investments.
An unremarked feature of hedge funds is how much alpha they capture from the
market. Even to deliver index-like return net of fees, they have to extract sufficient alpha
from the zero-sum game to meet both their fees and their costs. We can observe the
investors' returns and we can estimate the managers‘ fees, but we can only hazard a guess
at the costs of the complex trading they undertake with prime brokers, the borrowing
costs incurred through leveraging, and investment bank fees in general. Altogether hedge
funds probably need to capture three times the return they report simply to meet these
overheads. Traditional asset management has to be making losses equal to hedge funds'
gross winnings in order to satisfy the identities of the zero-sum game. Hedge funds are far
from the innocuous side-show they often purport to be.

The need for a resolution
One tangible measure of the impact of all this on the end-investor is the declining
trend in pension fund returns. The annual inflation-adjusted return on UK pension funds
for the period 1963-2009 averaged 4.1%.2 For the most recent 10 years, 2000–2009, the
average real return collapsed to 1.1% per annum with high year-to-year volatility. These
poor results have exposed massive pension fund deficits, necessitating subventions from
sponsoring companies, reductions in benefits and scheme closures. The performance of
pension funds in the United States and for Giant funds globally reveal a similar decline.
In their attempts to make capital markets safer and more socially constructive,
policy-makers are focusing on bank levies and tighter regulation. Bankers will resist and
2

IFSL Pension Markets, 2010 Chart B9
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circumvent taxes and restrictions and there are bound to be unintended consequences.
Governments also need to agree collective actions because no country will be prepared to
disadvantage itself by taking unilateral action. This will take time and have limited
chance of success so it would be far better if the private sector could deal with the
problem.
This chapter has shown how principal/agent problems lie at the heart of mispricing
and rent extraction. The solution lies in having the principals recognise the nature and
extent of the problems and then change the way they contract and deal with agents. The
group of principals best placed to act in this way are the world's biggest public, pension
and charitable funds. They constitute a distinct class of end-investor insofar as they are
charged with representing the interests of their beneficiaries and, unlike mutual funds, do
not sell their services commercially. Sadly these Giant funds have been failing to act in
ways that advance and protect their beneficiaries and have instead been acting more like
another tier of agents.

Manifesto for Giant funds
Set out below is a manifesto of ten policies that Giant funds are urged to introduce
to improve their long-run returns and help stabilise markets. Each fund that adopted these
changes could expect an increase in annual return of around 1-1.5%, as well as lower
volatility of return. The improvement would come from lower levels of trading and
brokerage, lower management charges and, importantly, from focussing on fair value
investing and not engaging in trend-following strategies. The gains would accrue
regardless of what other funds were doing. These are the private benefits that funds could
capture as price-takers by revising their approach to investment and changing the way
they delegate to agents.
Once these policies became widely adopted, there would be collective benefits
enjoyed by all funds in the form of more stable capital markets, faster economic growth,
less exploitation by agents and lower propensity for crisis. The ultimate reward
achievable from both private and collective gains could be an increase of around 2-3 % in
the real annual return of each fund.
1. Adopt a long-term approach to investing based on long-term dividend flows
rather than momentum-based strategies that rely on short-term price changes
Investing on the basis of estimated future earnings and dividends wins out in the
long-run. Investing on the basis of short-term price changes, which is synonymous with
momentum investing, may win over short periods but not in the long run. It is rather like
the hare and the tortoise. The hare is boastful and flashy (rather like hedge funds) and has
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bursts of success. The tortoise plods steadily on concentrating on real value and wins the
race in the end.
The return on equities ultimately depends on dividends. Historically, the real return
on equities in the US and UK has comprised the dividend yield, which grows in line with
local inflation, plus a small increment of dividend growth. Real price changes have more
to do with revaluation effects (changing price-earnings ratios) than with any long-term
shareholder gain.
This has been forgotten in the brash new world of finance. The trend towards short
horizon investing has thrust short-term price changes to the fore and placed dividends in
the background in the thinking of most investors. Such has been the shift in emphasis that
a third of companies no longer bother to pay dividends but have substituted periodic share
buy-backs as an opaque (though tax-efficient) substitute.
2. Cap annual turnover of portfolios at 30% per annum
There is no better way of forcing fund managers to focus on long-run value than to
restrict turnover. Capping annual turnover at 30% implies an average holding period of
just over three years. Turnover is measured as the lesser of sales or purchases so this limit
is not as constricting as it seems, because new cash flows also permit adjustment to
portfolio composition.
3. Understand that all the tools currently used to determine policy objectives
and implementation are based on the discredited theory of efficient markets
Most investors accept that markets are, to greater or lesser degree, inefficient and
devote themselves to exploiting the opportunities on offer. But by a nice irony, they have
continued to use tools and adopt policies constructed on the assumptions of efficiency. It
is a costly mistake.
The volatility and distortions that come with inefficient pricing mean that equity
indices do not represent optimal portfolios and are therefore inappropriate benchmarks for
passive tracking or active management. Remember when Japan accounted for 55% of the
global equity index in 1990 and ten years later, when tech stocks represented 45% of the
S&P Index.
Risk analysis based on market prices is similarly flawed. Prices are greatly more
volatile than the streams of attributable cash flows and earnings, meaning that risk
estimates using short-run price data will overstate risk for investors such as pension funds
with long-term liabilities. In consequence, they will be purchasing unnecessary levels of
risk protection. The correct approach is to measure risk using dividends or smoothed
earnings as inputs, rather than prices.
Endless effort is devoted by funds to discovering how best to reduce risk by
diversification. The analysis is always undertaken using correlations based on asset
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prices. But correlations using prices will vary in response to changing patterns of fund
flows and are unlikely to provide a suitable basis for spreading risk. This is best
illustrated when investors move en masse into a new asset class to take advantage of low
or negative correlation with their existing assets. The correlations become more highly
positive and invalidate the analysis. The answer is again to use correlations based on the
underlying cash flows coming from the various asset classes.
4. Adopt stable benchmarks for fund performance
The ideal benchmark for performance is one that follows a relatively stable path
over time, reflects the characteristics of the liabilities and is grounded in long-term cash
flows. Giant funds target long-term performance and in the case of pension funds, have
explicit liability streams that depend on wage and salary growth. Wages and salaries grow
in line with the productivity of the economy and this points to the growth of GDP as the
ideal benchmark for the performance of pension assets. Giant funds will be able to beat
the GDP growth, which averages around 2.5 – 3.0% after inflation for the advanced
economies, by taking some credit risk and investing in equities. Equities offer a leveraged
exposure to economic growth, through commercial and financial leverage, so the funds
should set a target of GDP growth plus a risk premium.
5. Do not pay performance fees
Trying to assess whether a manager's performance is due to skill, market moves or
luck is near impossible. Also performance fees encourage gambling and therefore moral
hazard. If funds cannot resist paying them, performance should be measured over periods
of several years and with high water marks so that performance following a decline has to
recover to its previous best before the managers are eligible for further fees.
6. Do not engage in any form of "Alternative Investing"
Alternative investing offers little or no long-run return advantage over traditional
forms of investing, carries greater risk, and the lauded diversification benefits largely
disappear once they are widely adopted. Currently the most popular categories of
alternative investing are hedge funds, private equity and commodities.
Any greater levels of manager skill they enjoy, or any advantage conferred by
innovation, are swallowed up in higher management fees. Most alternative investing is
leveraged which increases the asymmetry of pay-offs to investors and therefore moral
hazard. Hedge funds mostly emphasise short-term investing – typically momentum
strategies – which have a lower return expectation than fair value investing and contribute
to market destabilisation. Fund blow-ups, suspended redemptions and performance
volatility are the result.
Hedge funds and private equity both carry high unseen costs from financing
charges, advisory fees and trading costs which mean they have to withdraw large helpings
of alpha from the zero-sum public markets before delivering the published returns to
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investors. Private equity is also plagued by opacity, resorts to quick-fix commercial
strategies and expropriates gains that should have gone to public shareholders.
Commodity investment should be especially shunned. Commodities as a general
asset class offer a long-run return no better than zero % after inflation and less after fees.
The cost of holding commodity positions is bedevilled by the herding of portfolio
investors all seeking to roll over their futures positions at quarterly expiry dates.
Commodity indices that act as the benchmark for performance can also be gamed by the
investment banks that maintain them. The flood of portfolio investment going into
commodities in the past few years has turned their hitherto negative correlation with
equities into a high and positive correlation.
Before the middle of the last decade the prices of individual commodities could be
explained by the supply and demand from producers and consumers. With the flood of
passive and active investment funds going into commodities from 2005 onwards, prices
have been increasingly driven by fund inflows rather than fundamental factors. Prices no
longer provide a reliable signal to producers or consumers. More damagingly, commodity
prices have a direct impact on consumer price indices and the role of central banks in
controlling inflation is made doubly difficult now that commodity prices are subject to
volatile fund flows from investors.
7. Insist on total transparency by managers of their strategies, costs, leverage
and trading
8. Do not sanction the purchase of “structured”, untraded or synthetic
products.
Everything in the portfolio should be traded and quoted on a public market.
Allowing managers to buy over-the-counter securities opens another door for agents to
capture rent and should be denied. This would rule out the use of Dark Pools and other
forms of opaque trading. It would also ensure that Giant funds did not hold CDO‘s or
CDS‘s unless such transactions were publicly traded and recorded.
9. Work with other shareholders and policy-makers to secure full transparency
of banking and financial service costs borne by companies in which the Giant funds
invest
Earnings of companies are struck after deductions of banking charges incurred by
companies. Principal/agent problems are alive and well here too. Underwriting fees have
doubled over the past few years for an activity that incurs minimal risk for banks. It is a
cosy arrangement among bankers and corporate managements that keeps the bankers‘ tills
ringing happily. The Office of Fair Trading in the UK has just announced its intention to
investigate underwriting fees.
The scope of bank services to companies is very wide and includes advisory fees
for mergers and acquisitions, initial public offerings, everyday financial transactions,
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insurance, charges relating to loans, the purchase of pension liabilities. It is a grey,
undocumented area and agents are in a position to extract in fees amounts that equate to
the benefit the service confers to their customers. This is the counterpart in corporate
finance of what is happening in the asset management industry.
Corporate earnings could probably be raised by a further 1.0% per annum after
inflation if shareholders were successful in persuading corporate management to
recognise the principal/agent problems at this level and to challenge the agents‘ rents.
10. Provide full disclosure to all stakeholders and for public scrutiny of each
fund’s compliance with these policies.

Why the Giant funds have not acted already
Those in charge of the Giant funds have been concerned at the poor performance of
their funds, but have felt safe from criticism because their funds were suffering the same
fate as their peers. The stakeholders, who have been the ultimate victims, mostly fail to
grasp what is happening and see themselves without franchise and powerless.
The Giant funds seem oblivious to the depredations caused by principal/agent
problems. They have been acting like another tier of agent rather than the principals they
should be. This is hardly surprising given that they are advised by agents, and their
trustees and staff are drawn from the investment industry or aspire to win lucrative jobs in
it. They have also failed to understand the damage done to performance from following
benchmarks and using risk analysis based on a defunct theory.
Another problem has been that the early success of the Harvard/Yale model of
investing won a large following, especially among charitable funds and endowments in
recent years. Both funds were pioneers in alternative investing, building up their exposure
to hedge funds, private equity and forestry over the past two decades. They enjoyed the
early success that typically accompanies innovation and enjoyed returns head and
shoulders above the comparator universe. All worked well in the early stages when they
could dictate terms to their agents and while returns from alternative investments
remained uncorrelated and uncontaminated by what was happening in other asset classes.
But the flow of new money going into alternatives undermined their diversification
attractions and the financial crisis revealed other vulnerabilities of the Harvard/Yale
model with the result that the value of their funds collapsed by 25% or more in 2008.
These events showed the model was neither resilient nor scalable and Giant funds have
lost what they thought to be the new paradigm of investing.
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There may be reservations about adopting the policies set out here even though
there are long-run return advantages to any fund that acts. The fear will be that in the
early years a bubble may form that causes the rash hare to overtake the prudent tortoise.
That being so, policy-makers may have to step in to ensure the changes occur.

Supportive actions available to policy-makers
Policy-makers and regulators worldwide can provide back-up to encourage
adoption of the manifesto by funds located nationally. There need be no prior agreement
among governments since the measures are privately beneficial to those adopting them
and since there is every advantage to countries and funds from acting promptly.
1. Encourage adoption by all public funds
The ideal start would be for the International Monetary Fund to apply these policies
to its new $12 billion endowment fund created from the sale of the Fund‘s holdings of
gold. The next step would be to try to encourage Sovereign Wealth Funds around the
world to adopt these policies. The means to bring this about might also involve the Fund
which two years convened a meeting of SWFs to agree the ―Santiago Principles‖ setting
out best practice for the management of their assets. Governments could also encourage
public funds within their jurisdiction to take action.
2. Withdraw tax-exemption rights for all funds that fail to cap turnover
Giant funds worldwide enjoy exemption from taxes in one form or another. Funds
should lose these rights, first on any sub-portfolio where the 30% turnover limit is
breached and then across the entire portfolio if no corrective action is taken. For over
thirty years the UK tax statutes have contained a clause withdrawing tax exemption for
any fund deemed to be ―trading‖ rather than ―investing‖. It has rarely been implemented,
but this is the model to follow and the time to start.
3. National governments to issue GDP bonds.
Issuance of GDP-linked bonds by sovereign governments would encourage the
adoption of GDP as a performance benchmark for funds, as well as being an attractive
proposition for investors and issuers alike. Bonds delivering a return equal to the annual
growth of a country‘s GDP offer investors the three features that everyone wants from
their investments: growth, inflation protection and relative stability of price. The last
feature would be ensured by the issuance of bonds in a range of maturities. There
currently exists no single instrument that offers all three characteristics and part of the
volatility in asset class returns arises from investors lurching between equities, bonds and
cash in their attempt to have their portfolios combine these objectives. Issuers would also
find growth-related bonds appealing because of the positive correlation of tax revenue
and debt service costs.
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Trading in GDP bonds would contribute usefully toward greater stability of equity
prices. Investors would be able to switch out of equities into GDP bonds when equity
prices became over-valued. Similarly, they could switch out of the bonds into equities
when shares were depressed. The existence of GDP bonds would also help anchor
expectations about the realistic level of future corporate earnings.
4. Recognise that mark-to-market accounting is inappropriate when pricing is
inefficient.
5. Regulators should not automatically approve financial products on the
grounds they enhance liquidity or complete markets.
----------------------

This manifesto and associated policy proposals derive directly from the new and
more realistic paradigm for understanding the way capital markets function outlined in
this chapter. Recognising that markets are inefficient, and doing so in a rational
framework, makes it possible to construct policy measures that directly address the
problems. This is no intellectual game; the stakes are high since it is doubtful that
capitalism could survive a fresh calamity on the scale of the last.
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Chapter 4
What mix of monetary policy and regulation is
best for stabilising the economy?
Sushil B. Wadhwani1
We argue that the attempts to exonerate the conduct of monetary policy from a role
in the crisis are unconvincing. We offer several reasons why macro-prudential policy may
be less effective than monetary policy and suggest that the two policies need to be set
jointly. Hence, the current plan to separate them in the UK should be revisited.
In contemplating regulatory change, it is also important to recognise that financial
innovation has played a central role in economic growth over time, and to also be aware
that mistakes made by regulators contributed to the crisis.
A more appropriate macroeconomic stabilisation framework may help reduce
output volatility by more than regulatory micro-meddling. The latter may hurt growth or
not work anyhow. Indeed, in some countries (e.g. China, India), more financial
liberalisation would stimulate growth and help reduce global imbalances.

I.

Introduction

Since the 2007-8 crisis, we have seen a plethora of proposals to change how we
regulate the financial sector. Yet, we have seen surprisingly little change in beliefs about
how we should run monetary policy.
For example, senior figures at the US Federal Reserve have continued to resist
changes in how monetary policy should respond to asset price misalignments. In the UK,
the incoming Chancellor has said he would create a new Financial Policy Committee
(FPC) but also appears to have said that there was nothing the Bank could have done with
interest rates to reduce the magnitude of the crisis.
In Section II.1, I discuss the respective roles of ―macro-prudential‖ and monetary
policy. I discuss several reasons why the use of monetary policy to ―lean against the
wind‖ (LATW) is critically important in its own right and to the success of the ―macroprudential‖ policy to be adopted by the FPC.

1

I am extremely grateful to Roy Cromb and Rohan Sakhrani for their help and advice.
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I turn next (in Section II.2) to discussing some of the inadequacies of the arguments
expressed by those who assert that inappropriate monetary policy did not contribute to the
crisis.
Since there has been so much emphasis on changes in regulations and structure in
the public debate after the crisis, I then discuss some of the mistakes made by regulators
(Section III.1). Hence, at least some of our difficulties could have been avoided if these
errors had not been made, and one should not neglect the possibility of ―policy
maker/regulator failure‖ when putting in a structure to deal with ―market failure‖.
I then turn my attention to the voluminous literature showing that financial
innovation and development have been important to economic growth (Section III.2), and
argue that we ignore this at our peril. Contrary to the oft-expressed view that recent
financial innovation has not helped, I specifically cite evidence showing the contrary. It is
important to recall that after the bursting of the South Sea bubble in 1720, this was
followed by a ban on joint stock companies! Hence, we should not throw out the baby
with the bathwater now.
Indeed, I assert that some countries (e.g. China) need more financial liberalisation,
not less, (Section III.3). Moreover, such deregulation is likely to make the global
economy less unbalanced and thereby reduce the risk of future crises.
As I witness the post-crisis debate, I worry that too many of the proposed regulatory
measures will hurt growth. Moreover, unless accompanied by changes in how we run
monetary policy, they may not even work.
Long ago, Keynes recognised that macroeconomic policy could deal with some of
the very bad outcomes that can occur in capitalist economies. However, he argued that the
use of such appropriate macro policy could help us preserve some of the considerable
microeconomic advantages of capitalist economies. Similarly, with an appropriate
monetary and fiscal policy framework, we should be able to deal better with the volatility
associated with credit cycles, and this should reduce the need for changes in regulatory
policy and structure that may be inimical to growth, or might not work anyhow.

II.

Should the way we set monetary policy change
after the crisis?

Over the last decade or so, we saw a vigorous debate about how monetary policy
should respond to asset price bubbles 2.
2

See e.g. Bean (2003), Bernanke & Gertler (1999), Borio & Lowe (2002), Cecchetti, Genberg,
Lipsky & Wadhwani (2000) and Wadhwani (2008).
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I have long believed that monetary policy should react to asset price misalignments
over and above fixed horizon inflation forecasts, (―lean against the wind‖ LATW
hereafter) and that one should not rely, as per the Greenspan (1999) ―mopping up‖
doctrine, on dealing with the fall-out of the bursting of the asset price bubble.
Since this crisis has amply illustrated the difficulties with ―mopping up‖, one might
have expected a widespread change of heart regarding the use of monetary policy to
LATW pre-emptively. To my surprise, this has not occurred. Hence, for example, Don
Kohn (2008) argues that
“In sum, I am not convinced that the events of the past few years and the
current crisis demonstrate that central banks should switch to trying to check
speculative activity through tight monetary policy…
We must thoroughly review the regulatory structure of the US and the global
financial systems, with the objective of both identifying and implementing the
comprehensive changes needed to reduce the odds of future bubbles arising…”
Similarly, Bernanke (2010) echoes this, in asserting that we primarily need to look
at strengthening the regulatory system to prevent a recurrence of the crisis, though he
concedes that monetary policy may be used as a supplementary tool if regulatory policy
fails.
Turning to the UK, the Bank of England, in arguing for so-called ―macroprudential‖ tools, is also rather dismissive of the role of monetary policy in reacting to
financial imbalances (see, for example, the discussion in Box 3 in Bank of England
(2009)).
The recently incoming government in the UK also appears to have accepted this
line of argument. Hence, in his Mansion House speech, Chancellor Osborne (2010),
discussing the pre-existing monetary policy framework argued
―…the very design of the policy framework meant that responding to the explosion
in balance sheets, asset prices and macro imbalances was impossible. The Bank of
England was mandated to focus on consumer price inflation to the exclusion of other
things‖
and then used this argument to justify setting up the new Financial Policy
Committee (FPC) at the Bank.
It is important to recognise that Chancellor Osborne‘s assertion that the policy
framework implied that the Bank of England could not respond to the explosion of asset
prices and macro imbalances is wrong. As has been long recognised (see e.g. Cecchetti et
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al. (2000) and Bean (2003)), the Bank of England‘s remit has required it to aim to meet
the inflation target at all times. Since asset price misalignments were likely to jeopardise
the central bank‘s attempt to do so because, say, the bursting of a bubble might threaten
deflation at a later date, Cecchetti et al. (2000) argued a decade ago that the practical
process of setting monetary policy on the basis of fixed horizon inflation forecasts needed
to be amended so that interest rates could ―lean against the wind‖ (LATW). Many others
also argued along similar lines, most notably the Bank of International Settlements (see
e.g. Borio & Lowe (2002) and White (2006)).
Furthermore, some other inflation targeting central banks (e.g in Australia and
Sweden) did actually ―lean against the wind‖ (see e.g. Heikensten (2009) for a discussion
of the Swedish experience). Similarly, in the UK and US, a ‗LATW-style‘ monetary
policy would have helped as the house price bubbles were emerging because it would
have implied that policy rates would have been set higher than they were.
Unfortunately, the Bank of England and the Treasury argued against the need for
such a change. For example, when Stephen Cecchetti, Hans Genberg, John Lipsky and I
presented our report in 2000 recommending LATW, a representative of Her Majesty‘s
Treasury (see O‘Donnell (2000)), who was a discussant at the conference, vigorously
defended the status quo. Subsequently, at the Treasury Select Committee, several MPC
colleagues distanced themselves from the ―LATW‖ proposal. In moving forward, it is
important to recognise that it is not the framework that failed, but the failure to use the
policy flexibility already implied by the framework 3.

II. 1

The respective roles of macro-prudential policy and
monetary policy

It now appears that the new FPC will be empowered to vary capital requirements
over the cycle in order to deal with future asset price misalignments.
In some ways, this is a welcome development as it is useful to have an additional
policy instrument to help hit the twin targets of price and financial stability that the Bank
of England has always had. However, it is odd that the authorities have chosen to separate
the FPC from the MPC. After all, standard economic theory suggests that when one has
two instruments and two targets, then it is, in general, more efficient to set the instruments
simultaneously to achieve the two targets than to have specific assignment.
Taking an example where these decisions were separated, recall that in Spain
dynamic provisioning did not prevent a housing market bubble as interest rates (set by the
3
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European Central Bank) were inappropriate to Spain‘s needs. We discuss other
difficulties with the separation of the FPC from the MPC below.
Further, it is plausible that banks will attempt to find ways round the capital
requirements. After all, regulatory arbitrage has, over the years, been a significant part of
the financial sector‘s activities. It is less easy to avoid the effects of higher policy rates
than that of higher capital requirements. There is a more general difficulty here. Diamond
& Rajan (2008) point out that, in good times, because the costs of illiquidity seems
remote, short-term debt appears ―cheap‖ compared to longer-term debt, and the markets
appear to favour a bank capital structure that is heavier with respect to short-term
leverage. Hence, in the good times, one would expect the ―market capital requirement‖ to
prompt banks to engage in regulatory arbitrage.
In bad times, as the costs of illiquidity seem more salient, the markets are likely to
hold bankers to higher capital norms than may be imposed by the FPC. Therefore,
countercyclical capital requirements may prove to be relatively ineffective. In addition, it
is widely recognised that in order to be effective, capital requirements will have to be coordinated internationally. This is not easy to achieve. An advantage of moving interest
rates is that, given flexible exchange rates, each central bank then has policy autonomy.
Setting time-varying capital requirements (TVCR, hereafter) appropriately will
require detailed knowledge of their impact on the economy. We do not have this, as has
been amply illustrated by the recent debate abut the impact of the new Basel capital and
liquidity rules on the economy. For example, Ray Barrell (2010) of the National Institute
has argued that equilibrium output would fall by 0.1% for each 1% increase in capital
requirements. By contrast, there is other work he cites which points to an effect that is
about ten times as big!
Moreover, there is disagreement about the shorter-term impact on output too. While
Barrell argues that a rapid introduction ―could induce a new banking crisis and cause a
sharp reduction of output‖, the Chief Economist of BIS has been cited in the Financial
Times as suggesting a much smaller effect4. Given our ignorance the FPC could set the
level of capital requirements at an entirely wrong level. We have been here before. Romer
(2009) reminds us that the 1937 recession in the US was, in part, precipitated by an
accidental switch to contractionary monetary policy that was brought about by the
doubling of reserve requirements for banks.
It behoves us to recall that the Bank of England did struggle with estimating the
required capital (both quantity & quality) during the crisis. As late as August 2007, and
therefore after a number of financial organisations had already succumbed to the subprime crisis, the Governor was still postulating that securitisation had made the global
4

See Cecchetti as quoted in Financial Times (2010).
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banking system a safer place5. In September 2007 the Governor was still asserting that
British banks were more than adequately capitalised6. Recall that, by then, the Banks
sector had, since early 2006, already underperformed the FTSE All Share sector by over
20%, so the markets were scenting problems.
A significant advantage of using interest rates instead of TVCR to achieve greater
macroeconomic stability is that we have years of experience of doing it and have a much
better sense of the relevant elasticities. By contrast, remember the main Bank of England
macro model, BEQM, has no explicit role for bankruptcy and its core implicitly assumes
the Modigliani–Miller theorem whereby capital requirements do not even matter. Starting
with those kind of assumptions is a sure recipe for a significant policy mistake.
A common argument against using interest rates to respond to asset price
misalignments is that, to quote Bank of England (2009), ―monetary policy would
probably have needed to slow materially money spending in the economy below that
consistent with meeting the inflation target…This would have generated lower output
relative to trend…‖ Others go even further, e.g. Goodhart & Persaud (2008) say that ―the
level of interest required to prick a bubble might eviscerate the rest of the economy‖.
However, I believe that this argument only applies to those who are actually using
monetary policy actively to prick bubbles. As already discussed, this is not what a
LATW-tilt to monetary policy involves. Such a tilt is directed towards improving
macroeconomic stability, not to pricking bubbles per se.
Though a bubble may be damped if monetary policy reacts to it, the argument for
LATW does not depend on this. LATW can help reduce volatility in output and inflation
through the normal effects of monetary policy on demand by partially offsetting the
macroeconomic impacts of the bubble. The simulation results in Cecchetti et al. (2000)
suggested that the LATW tilt helped stabilise output and inflation relative to the no-tilt
scenario even when monetary policy does not directly affect the bubble. The degree of the
tilt imparted to monetary policy is designed to optimise macroeconomic stability, and is
most unlikely to involve creating a recession to prick the bubble.
In any case, note that increasing capital requirements will primarily operate through
changing the spread between the lending rate and the central bank‘s policy rate. Hence, it
will have a significant macroeconomic impact on output and inflation. If time-varying
capital requirements are to make bubbles less likely they must impose some short-term
macroeconomic costs that are similar to those imposed by higher interest rates (albeit
somewhat more targeted). There is no ―free lunch‖ that comes with using TVCR.
5
6
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The Bank of England (2009) has also repeated another commonly expressed
argument against LATW – which is that using interest rates to LATW might de-anchor
the private sector‘s expectations of inflation. In my opinion, this risk is easily exaggerated
as it is not difficult to explain that one is, say, temporarily undershooting the consumer
price inflation target because house prices are booming. Also, Carney (2009) argues that
one can avoid threatening the monetary policy objective by ensuring that these deviations
can be recovered over time in order to keep the economy on a predetermined path for the
price level (i.e. so-called price-level targeting). However, the Bank asserts that one should
use macro-prudential tools to target financial imbalances directly, given the risks of deanchoring inflation expectations. This appears to imply that the Bank believes that the
FPC can use its tool (s) (e.g. capital requirements) to affect a housing price boom without
perturbing consumer price inflation because the MPC would set interest rates
appropriately.
Is that credible? Let‘s suppose that we have a house price bubble and the FPC
increases capital requirements which leads banks to widen lending margins in general.
The rise in actual borrowing rates then slows the economy and leads the MPC to forecast
that consumer price inflation will undershoot the target. The MPC then lowers the policy
rate to push inflation back to target. Can we be confident that the lowering of the policy
rate accompanying the widening in lending margins does not keep the house price boom
going? In this regard, Davies and Green (2010) are surely correct in warning that with the
separate FPC and MPC, we have
“…a risk of “push-me, pull-you” policies within the Bank.”
When considering regulatory change, it is important that we recall that we have had
financial crises associated with bursting asset price bubbles in many countries at many
times in history. Theses episodes have occurred under different types of regulatory
structures and banking systems. It would be unrealistic to expect that any regulatory or
structural change would prevent a future crisis. It is therefore important to use monetary
and fiscal policy to, at least, attempt to improve macroeconomic stability.

II. 2

The role of monetary policy in the recent crisis

It is unlikely that the recent crisis had a single cause. Therefore, if we are to attempt
to reduce the amplitude of the next crisis, it is important that we work on improving
performance in a number of areas. This is why it is disappointing that many central
bankers have not been willing to accept responsibility for their errors. One can, therefore,
have considerable sympathy for critics like Plender (2010), who assert that
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“Yet, I cannot help thinking that central bankers are escaping very lightly in
the post crisis bust-up. For while incentive structures in banking exacerbated the
credit bubble, they were a much less potent cause of trouble than central bank
behaviour across the world”.
In his defence of the Federal Reserve‘s monetary policy record, Bernanke (2010)
argued that interest rates had not seemed too low during the 2002-2006 period. He did so
by modifying a version of the so-called Taylor rule. Using Bernanke‘s preferred inputs,
the Taylor rule prescribes a path for policy that is close to what actually occurred.
However, this, to me, is to entirely miss the point. Many of us who had argued for LATW
monetary policy (see e.g. Cecchetti et al. (2000, 2002)) had explicitly asserted that the
Taylor rule was not an appropriate benchmark for monetary policy, but that it needed to
be modified to include an additional term for asset price misalignments. Specifically, if
say, house prices were significantly above their equilibrium value, then interest rates
needed to be set above the coventional Taylor rule benchmark. Consequently, I would
argue that, even using Bernanke‘s preferred inputs into the Taylor rule, he would have to
concede that interest rates were set lower than would have been implied by a Cecchetti et
al. style interest rate setting rule that had incorporated a role for asset price
misalignments.
Bernanke (2010) also argues that only a small portion of the increase in house
prices during the decade could be attributed to the stance of US monetary policy. Instead,
he asserts that the availability of alternative, exotic mortgage products is a key
explanation of the housing bubble. Therefore, he concludes that regulatory and
supervisory policies, rather than monetary policies, would have been a more effective
means of addressing the run-up in house prices. One wonders whether the analysis that
Bernanke relies on is sufficiently robust? Econometric models of house prices have not
fared particularly well in recent years, and one should, therefore, be suspicious of any
conclusions based on them.
Moreover, as Chancellor (2010) convincingly argues, the role of these exotic
mortgage products is easily overstated. After all home prices soared in many other
countries where monetary policy was also too easy, even though they did not have those
new exotic mortgage products (e.g. Spain). Moreover, it would be a mistake to assert that
the evolution of these exotic mortgage products in the US were, somehow, unrelated to
the loose monetary policy regime. Diamond & Rajan (2009) provide a persuasive
argument that the so-called ―Greenspan put‖ whereby the authorities cut interest rates
rapidly and deeply in ―bad times‖ but were reluctant to raise interest rates above
conventional benchmarks in ―good times‖ may well have contributed to the illiquidity of
assets and the excessive leverage of banks. Further, research at the BIS using a dataset for
banks in sixteen countries does suggest support for the notion that lower interest rates
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lead banks to take more risks (see e.g. Altumbas, Ganbacorta and Marquez-Ibanez
(2010)).
Some have also argued that domestic monetary policy did not lead to house price
bubbles. Instead, they blame the excess savings in other countries leading to low longterm real interest rates. Specifically, Bernanke (2010), in line with his global savings gluthypothesis, shows that, in a cross-section, countries in which current accounts worsened
and capital inflows rose also appear to have had greater house price appreciation. He then
asserts that more accommodative monetary policies generally reduce capital inflows and
that, therefore, the apparent relationship between capital flows and house price
appreciation appears to be inconsistent with the existence of a strong link between
monetary policy and house price appreciation.
However, Laibson and Mollerstrom (2010) suggest that it is the asset price bubbles
that may have drawn in the capital flows. To the extent that accommodative monetary
policy led to a house price bubble, it may actually have increased capital inflows, which
contradicts Bernanke‘s assumption. Therefore, more research is needed with respect to
the global savings glut hypothesis.
While many central bankers, (current and former) have tried hard to minimise the
role of monetary policy in contributing to the house price bubbles we saw, one has to
conclude that their attempts have, at best, been unconvincing.

III.

Changing the regulatory framework to reduce the
probability of future crises

While I have argued that changing the way we set monetary policy is important if
we are to reduce the probability of future crises, we need to revisit the design and
operation of our regulatory framework too. This crisis has many causes – it is important
that we modify a variety of things. However, amidst the current popular clamour to ‗hang
the bankers‘ it is also important that we do not neglect the possibility that future growth
may be hurt by inappropriate regulatory reform.

III.1

The regulators made mistakes too

Private sector bankers have got much of the blame for the crisis and it is striking
that regulators have attracted much less attention. However, it is critically important that
they absorb the lessons of the crisis too.
A sad aspect of this crisis is that there were many policymakers who understood
what was going on and voiced concerns but, yet, our regulators did not respond. For
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example, a former Governor of the Riksbank, Lars Heikensten (2009), writes of chairing
a G10 working group which discussed provisioning in banks and measures to deal with
the emerging housing price bubble. He reveals that political opposition from the US and
Britain led to the report of this group not even being published as a G10 report!
Heikensten also laments that public pleas for the Riksbank to amend European
supervisory and crisis management practices were ignored.
Levine (2010) also resists the popular notion that, somehow, the crisis was an
unpredictable accident – a view, for example, advanced by luminaries like Alan
Greenspan, Robert Rubin and Charles Prince in their testimonies to the Financial Crisis
Inquiry Commission. Instead, Levine asserts that
―The crisis did not just happen. Policymakers and regulators, along with private
sector co-conspirators, helped cause it.‖
He argues that in a variety of areas, US regulators incentivised financial institutions
to engage in activities that generated enormous short-run profits but dramatically
increased long-run fragility. Levine also claims that, in some cases, the regulatory
agencies were aware of the risks associated with their policies but chose not to modify
them.
It is therefore unfortunate that in the ‗blame game‘ that was played out in the last
two years, central bankers and regulators have typically attempted to pin all the blame on
the private sector, without always admitting the need for them to learn their own lessons
from the crisis.
Taking a more parochial view, the Bank of England and the overall regulatory
system in the UK had a poor crisis. Little was done to deal with the bubble, despite public
concerns about excessive risk taking, while the response to the crisis was slow. (This is
something that was made most visible by the Northern Rock debacle). Yet, the absence of
contrition from the BOE has been surprising. The BOE‘s mistakes stemmed in large part
from the prevailing doctrine that financial markets were efficient. Any attempt to question
that was strongly resisted7.
In my time at the MPC at the Bank, I was surprised by the lack of interest in issues
relating to financial markets. Indeed there seemed to be a deliberate policy to run down
resource in the Financial Stability wing.

7

Even an attempt to amend the main macroeconomic model to incorporate the well-documented
empirical finding that the so-called ‗uncovered interest parity‘ hypothesis did not hold encountered
significant resistance, on the ostensible grounds that we should not assume such a departure from market
efficiency (see e.g. Wadhwani (1999)).
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It is therefore odd that the new regulatory structure makes an unrepentant BOE even
more powerful with respect to regulatory matters.

III.2

Some proposals to reform the financial sector may hurt
growth

Since the 2007-8 crisis, we have seen a bewildering variety of proposals to reform
the financial sector, including structural reform (e.g. ‗narrow banking‘), changes in
capital & liquidity requirements, and modifying the remuneration framework. Some of
these proposals will be discussed in other chapters.
Given that the crisis had a huge negative impact on global welfare, the temptation to
reform the financial sector is easily understood. Indeed, after financial crises, it is not
uncommon to blame recent financial innovations. Recall that after the bursting of the
South Sea bubble in 1720, this was followed by a ban on joint stock companies in 1720
and by the Barnard Act in 1734 that banned option trading (see e.g. Stulz (2009)).
Clearly, not all post-crisis reform is sensible!
I have no difficulty with the notion that financial markets failed this time, as they
have done before. For much of my professional career, I have been sceptical about the
efficient markets hypothesis (EMH hereafter). Much of my early research as an
academic8 questioned the notion of market efficiency at a time when the consensus view
amongst policy-makers and academics alike was strongly pro-EMH. However,
economists have long understood that ‗market failure‘ does not, of itself, justify
government intervention. Specifically, certain forms of intervention may not be justifiable
in terms of standard cost benefit analysis because, for example, we may end up
depressing growth significantly and/or ‗policymaker failure‘ may be an important
consideration.
The current understandable obsession with ―bashing the bankers‖ neglects the
theoretical and empirical literature documenting the highly significant contribution of the
financial sector to growth (see, e.g. the masterly summary by Levine (2004)). For
example, financial market development has allowed us to deal with liquidity risk,
whereby it has facilitated the financing of some high return projects that require a longrun commitment of capital even though individual savers do not like to relinquish control
of their savings for long periods. Financial market development enabled savers to hold
liquid assets (e.g. equities, bonds, or bank deposits) while capital markets transformed
these into longer-term capital investments.
The eminent economist, Sir John Hicks asserted that the products that were
manufactured during the first decade of the Industrial Revolution had been invented much
8

See e.g. Wadhwani (1988).
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earlier, but in his view, the critical innovation that had ignited growth in eighteenth
century England was capital market liquidity (Hicks 1969). It is important that we do not
lose sight of this important consideration when discussing proposals that may impede the
maturity transformation undertaken by banks.
Historically, financial systems that are more effective at pooling savings are
regarded as helping growth. Indeed, Bagehot (1873) argued that a major difference
between England and other countries was that England had a financial system that could
mobilise resources for ―immense works‖ more effectively than other countries.
In a widely-cited study, King and Levine (1993) showed that the initial level of
financial intermediation and its growth had highly beneficial effects on economic growth
over the 1960-89 period. More recently, Aghion et al (2005) contended that financial
development helped explain whether or not growth convergence occurred and, if so, the
rate at which it did. Over a longer time-period, Rousseau and Sylla (2001) studied
seventeen countries over the 1850-1997 period, and concluded that financial development
stimulated growth in these economies. Further, Jayaratne, and Strahan (1996) compared
35 US states who relaxed restrictions on branch banking versus those who did not, and
showed that bank reform was associated with accelerating real per capita growth rates. In
another widely-cited study, Rajan and Zingales (1990) found that industries that were
naturally heavier users of external finance grew faster in economies with better developed
financial systems. Hence, using a variety of different types of statistical tests, the financegrowth nexus appears to be an important and robust result. It is therefore, critically
important that we take the potential growth-retarding effects into account when
recommending any reform of the finance sector.
In some circles, though, it has become fashionable to dismiss the voluminous
academic literature documenting a significant link between financial innovation and
economic growth. The argument advanced is that while it is accepted that financial
innovation helped us during the Industrial Revolution or may help countries with less
well-developed financial systems like India, it is asserted that the financial innovation
over the last 30 years have NOT helped us 9.
However, this scepticism about the value of recent financial innovation is almost
certainly unwarranted. First, Greenwood el at (2010) show that during the periods 19742004, about 30% of US growth can be accounted for by technological improvement in
financial intermediation. Secondly, using data for the 1973-1995 period, Michalopoulos
et al. (2010) show that financial innovation is an important determinant of the rate of
growth convergence. They conclude that
9

Turner (2010) cites Schularick and Taylor (2009) as providing evidence suggesting that innovation
had no effect on trend growth. However, a more recent version of the latter paper distances itself from such
a claim, which had, though, been made in an earlier version that Turner cites.
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“Institutions, laws, regulations, and policies that impede financial innovation
slow technological change and economic growth”.
Third, in terms of anecdotal evidence, many who have succeeded in the ICT sector
point to innovation within the venture capital sector as contributing to their success. One
hears similar things about the biotech sector.
Fourth, anecdotal evidence also points to a highly significant reduction in bid-offer
spreads associated with a variety of instruments used by the corporate sector (e.g. interest
rate swaps). Note that Greenwood (et al) showed that, on a cross-country basis, lower
interest rate spreads go hand-in-hand with higher capital-to-output ratios and also higher
total factor productivity (see Figures 1 and 2 respectively).

Figure 1: The cross-country relationship between interest-rate spreads, capitalto-output ratios and GDP.
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Figure 2: The cross-country relationship between interest-rate spreads, TFP
and GDP
Increasing micro-intervention in our financial markets could plausibly retard
financial innovation and hurt economic growth. Moreover, there is a substantial literature
about how policy makers hurt growth through, for example, diverting resources for
political or other non-economic reasons. This is another reason I believe that monetary
(and macro) policy should play a more important role with respect to financial stability.
Thereby, we can preserve the microeconomic advantages of financial innovation while
simultaneously curbing the over exuberance of the financial sector by using
macroeconomic tools like interest rates. The latter has the advantage that it does not
require the degree of detailed knowledge which would be necessary for successful
microeconomic intervention.

III.3

We need more, not less, financial liberalisation in some
countries to reduce the probability of future crises

It is widely accepted that it will be difficult to achieve sustained growth in the US
unless there is a significant ―rebalancing‖ towards Asia. Of course, greater financial
liberalization in Asia would make such rebalancing more likely.
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This is best illustrated by considering the Chinese case more carefully. Note that the
Chinese current account surplus shot up from around 1.6% of GDP early in the decade to
as high as 11% of GDP in 2007. The increased saving which went hand-in-hand with the
rise in the current account surplus was the rise in gross corporate savings, which went
from about 15% of GDP in 2000 to around 26% of GDP by 2007.
According to conventional economic theory, in a world with perfect capital markets
and no tax distortions, the level of total private savings should be invariant to corporate
saving. However, IMF (2009) show (see Figure 3) that while this theoretically-predicted
relationship holds outside Asia, it definitively does not hold in Asia. Recall that, in China,
corporates are often state-owned or local government-led. Usually, the state does not
receive dividends, and large companies either reinvest their profits or simply accumulate
assets.

Figure 3: Private and Corporate Savings (in percent of GDP)

What China needs is financial liberalization. With a more market-driven system,
firms are less likely to need to retain earnings (less reliance on self-financing). The IMF
estimates that achieving the average level of financial liberalization in the G7 would
reduce corporate savings by 5 percent of GDP. Similarly, improvements in corporate
governance would help, as it would make it more likely that corporates would pay
dividends.
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There is an internal debate with respect to the merits of financial liberalization
within China. The louder the critics of the finance sector within the G7 shout, the more
they undermine whose who would push financial reform in China.

III.4

Financial liberalisation, crises and growth

In an intriguing paper, which may have some applicability to the current
conjuncture, Tornell, Westermann and Martinez (2004) show that :-

i.
ii.
iii.

Financial liberalisation leads to a greater incidence of crises
But, financial liberalisation also leads to higher GDP growth
A positive link between GDP growth and the negative skewness of credit
growth (which is a correlate of crises)

They conclude:“Thus, occasional crises need not forestall growth and may even be a
necessary component of a developing country‟s growth and experience”
They illustrate their argument by comparing Thailand and India. India followed
―slow and steady‖ growth – GDP per capita grew by 114% between 1980 and 2002. In
contrast, Thailand experienced lending booms and crisis, but GDP per capita grew by
162% despite the effects of a major crisis.
With regards to the conjuncture, it MAY be that countries with more developed
financial systems do have more ―negative skewness‖, but also higher growth. (We don‘t
know if their work carries over to the more developed countries).
Therefore, the recent crisis in the developed world might not, by itself, be a reason
to ―destroy the financial industry‖.
Indeed, I wonder whether we need to secure the microeconomic advantages of
financial liberalisation while using macroeconomic policy to deal with the overexuberance that precedes the financial crises that do so much harm.
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Conclusions
I have six key conclusions:A.

Monetary policy mistakes played a key role in the run-up to this crisis, and the
arguments made in defence of the policy actually followed are unconvincing.

B.

Monetary policy needs to work ―hand-in-hand‖ with time varying capital
requirements (TVCR) in responding to asset prices misalignments. Moreover,
monetary policy is likely to be more effective than TVCR and less likely to result in
policy mistakes. This may imply that the current redesign of the policy making
structure is the UK is inappropriate and there may well be a case for merging the
MPC and the FPC.

C.

The regulators made many mistakes before and during the crisis. We need to be
acutely aware of this before giving them even more power, and we need to ensure
that lessons are learnt.

D.

Financial innovations, including some of the improvements in recent years, have
played a central and important role in economic growth. While the current feeling
of revulsion towards the financial sector is not uncommon after a crisis, we must be
careful that we do not harm growth.

E.

Some countries (e.g. China) need more, not less, financial liberalisation. This would
help rebalance the global economy which might reduce the probability of future
crises. Anti-finance rhetoric in the developed markets weakens those who are
arguing for financial reform in China and India.

F.

Macroeconomic policy (including monetary policy) needs to ―lean against the
wind‖ (LATW) so that we can deliver greater macroeconomic and financial
stability without having to resort to a lot of micro-meddling that may hurt growth
significantly.
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Chapter 5
How should we regulate bank capital and financial
products? What role for „living wills‟?
Charles Goodhart
Financial regulation is normally imposed in reaction to some prior crisis, rather
than founded on theoretical principle. In the past regulation has been deployed to
improve risk management practices in individual banks. This was misguided. Instead,
regulation should focus first on systemic externalities (contagion) and second on
consumer protection (asymmetric information). The quantification of systemic
externalities is difficult. Since the costs of financial breakdown is high, a natural response
is to pile extra regulation onto a set of regulated intermediaries, but this can impair their
capacity to intermediate and leads onto border problems, between regulated and
unregulated and between different national regulatory systems.

A. Introduction
Financial regulation has always been a-theoretical, a pragmatic response by
practical officials, and concerned politicians, to immediate problems, following the
dictum that ―We must not let that happen again‖. When the Basel Committee on Banking
Supervision (BCBS) was established in 1974/75, to handle some of the emerging
problems of global finance and cross-border banking, the modus operandi then developed
was to hold a round-table discussion of current practice in each member state with the
objective of trying to reach an agreement on which practice was ‗best‘, and then to
harmonise on that. Little, or no, attempt was made to go back to first principles, and to
start by asking why there should be a call for regulation on banking, whether purely
domestic or cross-border, in the first place.
Thus Basel I, the Accord on Capital Regulation in 1988, was propelled by concern
that many of the major international banks, especially in the USA, would have been made
insolvent, under a mark-to-market accounting procedure, by the MAB (Mexican,
Argentina, Brazil) default crisis of 1982. Congress wanted to impose higher capital
regulations on US banks, but was deterred by the ‗Level Playing Field‘ argument that any
unilateral move would just shift business to foreign, especially to Japanese, banks. Hence
the appeal to the BCBS. Again little, or no, attempt was made to explore what was the
fundamental need for holding capital, or what might be its optimal level (see Hellwig,
1996 and 2008). The target of 8% was the outcome of a balance between a desire to
prevent, and if possible to reverse, the prior long decline in that ratio counteracted by a
concern that any sharp rise in the required ratio above pre-existing levels could force
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banks into de-leveraging and a slow-down on bank lending, which would be bad for the
economy. It was a thoroughly practical compromise.
Basel I was hammered out by Central Bank officials behind closed doors, with little
input from the commercial banks, the regulated. When, however, those same Central
Bank practitioners sought to move on from attention to credit risk, the sole focus of Basel
I, to a wider range of risks, notably market risk, in the mid-1990s their initial, de haut en
bas, ‗building block‘ approach to such risks was rejected by the commercial banks on the
grounds that it was technically antediluvian, and that the banks had a much more up-todate methodology of risk assessment, notably Value at Risk (VaR), (n.b. VaR was itself
derived from earlier developments in finance theory by economists such as Markowitz
and Sharpe). The officials seized on this eagerly. It enabled regulation to be based on the
precept that each individual bank‘s own risk management should be brought up to the
level of, and harmonised with, those of the ‗best‘ banks, and had the added bonus that the
methodology of regulation could be rooted in the (best) practices of the most technically
advanced individual banks. The implicit idea was that if you made all banks copy the
principles of the best, then the system as a whole would be safe. Hardly anyone critically
examined this proposition, and it turned out to be wrong.
It was wrong for two main associated reasons. First, the risk management concerns
of individual banks are, and indeed should be, quite different from those of regulators. A
banker wants to know what his/her individual risk is under normal circumstances, 99% of
the time. If an extreme shock occurs, it will anyhow be for the authorities to respond. For
such normal conditions, the VaR measure is well designed. But it does not handle tail-risk
adequately, (see Danielsson 2002). It is the tail risk of such extreme shocks that should
worry the regulator.
Next, the whole process focussed on the individual bank, but what should matter to
the regulator is systemic risk, not individual risk. Under most measures of individual
risks, each individual bank had never seemed stronger, as measured by Basel II and markto-market accounting, than in July 2007, on the eve of the crisis; Adair Turner emphasizes
that CDS spreads on banks generally reached their all-time minimum then.

B. The Rationale for Regulation
Bankers are professionals. It should not be for the government, or for delegated
regulators, to try to determine how much risk they take on board, nor to set out the
particular way that they assess such risks, so long as any adverse fall-out from adverse
outcomes is internalised amongst themselves and their professional investors, debt or
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equity holders. Under these circumstances the authorities have no locus for any
intervention, however risky the bank‘s business plan may seem.
This immediately indicates two of the three theoretical reasons for
regulation/supervision, which are externalities and the protection of non-professional
consumers of banking services (asymmetric information). There is a third reason for
regulation, i.e. the control of monopoly power, but, with a few minor exceptions, e.g.
access to Clearing Houses, this is not a relevant concern in the financial system. All this is
set out at greater length in the Geneva Report (2009) on ‗The Fundamental Principles of
Financial Regulation‘. Although externalities are the more important concern, in terms of
the potential loss to society from lack of, or inappropriate, regulation/supervision, it is,
perhaps, easiest to begin with customer protection (asymmetric information).

(1) Asymmetric Information
The expertise of professionals, whether doctors, lawyers, independent financial
advisors or bankers lies in their presumed greater knowledge. Since obtaining such
knowledge is time-consuming and costly, the client is by definition at a disadvantage. In
many cases we only need professional help rarely, but when we do it is vital, so repetition
is not a safeguard. Schleifer (2010), ‗Efficient Regulation‘ asks why a Coaseian appeal to
the courts could not replace regulation in such circumstances and answers that the legal
process is too time-consuming, costly and uncertain. Again while disclosure, and
enforced dual capacity (i.e. the separation of advice from execution) can be partial
safeguards, the former depends on the customer having the time/intelligence to interpret
what is disclosed, and the latter adds greatly to the expense.
Moreover, when some shock makes depositors realise (eventually) that their bank
may be in trouble, a run ensues, and once a run is perceived it is always rational to join it.
With a fractional reserve banking system, any such run is likely to cause the bank
involved to fail, unless supported by the Central Bank. If the losses from such a failure
was entirely internalised that would only matter to that one bank‘s clients, and, apart from
customer protection, would not matter (much) to the wider economy; but in many (but not
all) cases there are serious externalities arising from such a bank failure.
So, there are two reasons to adopt deposit insurance, at least for non-professional
retail depositors, both to protect customers and to prevent bank runs. Insurance is both
costly and provokes moral hazard. So the regulator/supervisor, who should themselves
also be professionals, should, in principle, like any other professional investor, be in a
position to assess the relative risk of the provision of such insurance and charge an
appropriate levy or premium for so doing. In practice this has not happened in the past.
No one can measure risk accurately in an uncertain (non-ergodic) world, so any attempt
to do so has been put in the ‗too difficult‘ category. Instead, insurance premia have
usually been related, on a flat rate basis, to total insured deposits at a low, historically
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related, level. Following the recent crisis and the Obama (January 2010) initiative in
proposing a tax on banks, that may now change with a possibly wide-spread introduction
of bank taxes in many countries, one would hope ex ante rather than ex post, and riskrelated rather than flat rate, or related to transactions (Tobin tax). We will see.
Some commentators have argued that the introduction of a risk-related bank levy is
all that is needed to provide incentives for bankers to be appropriately prudent, and to
provide a fund to support financial intermediaries that are too big to fail (TBTF), so that
otherwise, and apart from other consumer protection measures, all other
regulation/supervision could be removed. This is not so, since it ignores the role and
importance of externalities, to which we now turn.

(2) Externalities
Any market action taken by one player in a market is always likely to affect the
economic position of all the other players in that market. If I buy (sell) an asset, its price
will tend to rise (fall) and the current wealth of all players, as measured by current market
prices tends to increase (fall). If I am more defensive (aggressive) in my lending practices
by seeking more (less) collateral from my prospective borrowers, they in turn can
purchase and hold fewer (more) assets, thereby lowering (raising) asset prices more
generally. If I want to hold safer (riskier) assets, the risk spreads, and often the volatility,
of riskier assets rises (falls), making such assets appear even riskier (less risky) in the
market. Such pecuniary effects of market adjustments do not in themselves represent
social externalities, nor are causes of systemic contagion, but can become so, in particular
when extreme losses result in bankruptcies and liquidation, as described subsequently.
There are many such self-amplifying spirals in our financial system (See, for
example, Adrian and Shin, 2008, Brunnermeier and Pedersen, 2005, and Geneva Report,
2009). Such inherent pro-cyclicality becomes more immediately apparent when
accounting is done on a fair value, mark-to-market basis. This is not, however, a knockdown argument against the adoption of such a measuring rod, since many partially
informed (wholesale) counterparties, who are the most likely to run, can imagine the
effect of current market price changes on underlying wealth, and, given the uncertainty,
their imagination may lead to a picture worse than the reality. Anyhow if accounting is
not to be at a ‗fair‘ value, what ‗unfair‘ value would be preferable? The conclusion from
such considerations must surely be that a better way to handle pro-cyclicality is to
introduce contra-cyclicality into our macro-prudential regulations, a theme taken further
in the accompanying Chapter by Large and Smithers (2010).
Such self-amplifying market spirals would not matter in themselves, except to those
directly involved, if all such losses/gains were internalised. There would then be no social
externalities. This would be the case if all such losses/gains fell on shareholders, which
would be so if all assets were backed by equity capital, or if the equity holders had
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unlimited liability (and the wealth to meet all debts). Indeed, in the early days of banking,
until about 1850 in many countries, this was the intention of policy towards banks. As the
scale of industry increased, however, relative to the size and the willingness and ability of
the small, unlimited liability, private partnership banks to extend sufficient medium-term
credit to such enterprises, a conscious choice was made to move towards limited liability
joint stock banks, whose resulting greater riskiness was to be held in check by more
transparency in their accounts and by external regulation.
The insiders, the executives, of any business know far more about it than everyone
else, and are liable to use that information to extract rents from outsiders. That fact of life
is the ultimate reason both for banks, who (should) have a comparative advantage in
obtaining information about borrowers, and for the existence of certain contracts, e.g.
fixed interest debt (and fixed nominal wage), whose purpose is to economise on
information by imposing legal penalties on the borrower (employer) when she fails to
meet the terms of the contract, in the guise of bankruptcy (and/or renegotiation under
duress).1 Unfortunately the societal costs of such bankruptcies are generally enormous in
the case of large, inter-connected financial intermediaries, so much so that, following the
bankruptcy of Lehman Bros in September 2008, it has been accepted by most
governments that such intermediaries are indeed too big to close in bankruptcy (Too Big
to Fail; TBTF). What are these costs? There are, perhaps, five such sets of costs:(i)

The direct costs of using legal/accounting resources to wind down the enterprise.
These can be sizeable.

(ii)

The potential dislocation to financial markets and settlement/payment systems.

(iii) The loss of the specialised skills/information of those working in the bankrupt
institution. Many will be deployed in similar jobs elsewhere after a time, but even
so the loss could be considerable.
(iv) The immediate uncertainty, and ultimate potential loss, for all counterparty
creditors of the financial intermediary. This will not only include bank depositors
and those with insurance claims, but also those with uncompleted transactions,
pledged or custodian assets, other forms of secured or unsecured debt, etc., etc.
Even when the ultimate loss may be quite small (as for example in the case of
Continental Illinois), the interim inability to use the frozen assets and the
uncertainty both about the ultimate timing of, and the valuation at, their release can
be severe.
(v)

Besides creditors of the failing financial intermediary, potential debtors generally
have an explicit or implicit agreement with the intermediary to borrow more, i.e.
unused credit facilities. These disappear instantaneously on bankruptcy. While these
may, or may not, be capable of replication elsewhere, this would take time, effort
and perhaps extra cost. In the meantime potential access to money is lost.
1

This essentially is the reason why the proposals by L. Kotlikoff with various colleagues, Chamley,
Ferguson, Goodman and Leamer, (2009) to transform all banking into mutual-fund, equity-based banking is
a non-starter.
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Some of our colleagues, notably John Kay in his accompanying Chapter, (also see
Kay, 2010, and the Treasury Select Committee, 2010), focus on the bankruptcy costs
falling on bank depositors and payments systems, and argue that, once these are
protected, no other financial intermediary need be regulated, or protected from
bankruptcy. In my view that is to take far too narrow a view of the costs of bankruptcy.
Lehman Bros was a ‗casino‘ bank with few, if any, retail deposits and few links with the
payment system. In the crisis of 2007-9, hardly any bank depositor lost a cent, and,
following government guarantees, none need now expect to do so. In contrast, the crisis
both generated, and was in turn deepened by, a sharp reduction in access to credit and a
tightening in the terms on which credit might be obtained. A capitalist economy is a
credit-based economy, and anything which severely restricts the continuing flow of such
credit damages that economy. A sole focus on (retail) depositor protection is not enough.
One of the purposes of this section of this Chapter is to demonstrate that the social
externalities that provide a rationale, (beyond consumer protection), for financial
regulation are intimately related to the governance structure of financial intermediaries, to
which we now turn, and to the form, structure and costs of bankruptcy, to which we shall
turn later.

C. The Governance Structure of Banks
There is no call for a generalised reversion to unlimited liability for the shareholders
of banks, though there is a degree of regret about the earlier switch of the large
investment houses (broker/dealers) in the USA from a partnership status to incorporation
as a public company. Especially in view of the recent crisis, it would be impossible to
raise sufficient equity funding to finance our financial intermediaries on an unlimited
liability basis. In view, moreover, of the nature of a limited liability shareholding,
equivalent to a call option on the assets of the bank, shareholders will tend to encourage
bank executives to take on riskier activities, particularly in boom times. Northern Rock
was a favourite of the London Stock Exchange until just a few months before it collapsed.
It is, therefore, a mistake to try to align the interests of bank executives, who take the
decisions, with those of shareholders, (Bebchuk and Fried, 2009, and Bebchuk and
Spamann, 2010). Indeed as Beltratti and Stulz (2009) have shown, it was banks with the
most shareholder friendly governance structures who tended to do worst in the recent
crisis.
The payment structures for those in Wall Street and the City have been, arguably,
more appropriate for a partnership structure than for limited liability. The wrath of the
public was related more to the continuation of high remuneration following widespread
disaster, than to the massive bonus rewards in good times. This raises the question
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whether more could be done to make (at least part of) the remuneration of bank
executives once again more akin to unlimited liability, for example by some extended
claw-back system (Squam Lake, 2010), by making bonus payments subject to unlimited
liability (Record, FT, 2010), or by requiring such executives‘ pensions to be invested
wholly in the equity of their own bank, (a suggestion once made by G. Wood). The case
for doing so, however, rests, as yet, in some large part on public perception of what would
be ethically appropriate, rather than on much empirical evidence that existing payment
structures for bank executives led them consciously to take risks in the expectation that
their bank would be bailed out by the taxpayer (Fahlenbrach and Stulz, 2009). The
evidence is, instead, that top management were generally simply unaware of the risks that
they were taking, (but maybe in some cases they just did not want to know; in booms the
warnings of risk managers can get brushed aside).
If there are limits to the extent that it is possible to lessen the social cost of
bankruptcy by a reversion to unlimited liability, for shareholders or bank executives, then
it may be possible to do so by increasing the ratio of equity to debt, i.e. reducing leverage,
thereby allowing a larger proportion of any loss to be internalised. Moreover, the properly
famous Modigliani/Miller theorem states (Modigliani and Miller, 1958) that, under some
carefully structured assumptions, the value of a firm should be independent of its capital
(liability) structure. The basic intuition is that, as equity capital increases proportionality,
the risk premium on debt should fall away pari passu.
One reason why this does not happen is that debt is deductible for tax, so a shift
from debt to equity gives up a tax wedge. While the tax advantages of debt are
occasionally reconsidered – it was once mooted that the UK shadow-Chancellor was
thinking along these lines – the international disadvantages of doing so unilaterally would
be overwhelming, and there is no likelihood of this being enacted at an international level.
The other main reason for debt to be seen as more advantageous is that the benefits of
avoiding bankruptcy costs are social (external) rather than internalised, and that the
implicit, or explicit, provision of safety nets for TBTF intermediaries, e.g. in the guise of
liquidity and solvency support, guarantees and outright insurance, are not priced, yet.
This leads on to three (at least), not mutually exclusive, considerations. First, that,
since the benefits of more equity, in avoiding bankruptcies in TBTF intermediaries are
mostly social while the costs are private, society has the right to impose regulations, e.g.
on capital, liquidity and margins, that should make the possibility of bankruptcy more
remote. Such regulation is reviewed in the next Section. Second, that since part of the
problem is that the generalised insurance provided to TBTF intermediaries is not priced, a
(partial) solution would be to price the risk of such insurance having to be provided, by
having a specific risk premium levied. Such a response took a giant step forward when
President Obama proposed a specific tax on banks in January 2010. To be sure this was
only in small part risk-related, and to be levied on an ex post, not an ex ante, basis and so
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incapable of affecting behavioural incentives. Even so, it opened the door to consider how
a more careful assessment of what a risk-related, ex ante tax/levy might be designed.
A major objection to this line of attack is that bureaucrats and regulators will never
be able to price risk appropriately, and so TBTF intermediaries will engage in regulatory
arbitrage. A suggestion put forward by Acharya, et al. (2009 and 2010) is to require the
private sector to price the insurance, but who would then insure the insurers? Acharya, et
al., respond by suggesting that the private sector only provide a small percentage of such
insurance, say 5%, large enough to get them to do the exercise carefully, but small
enough for them to absorb any resulting loss without domino contagion. Meanwhile the
public sector would provide the bulk of the insurance, but at a price determined by the
private sector.
The third approach is to require, or to encourage, more equity to be obtained by
TBTF intermediaries, not all the time but only at times of impending distress. The main
version of this is the proposal to require banks to issue debt convertible into equity at
times of distress, i.e. conditional convertible debt, or CoCos, (Squam Lake, 2009). While
there has been some enthusiasm for this in principle, the details of its operation, (e.g.
triggers, pricing and market dynamics) still need to be worked out, and the relative
advantages of CoCos compared with counter-cyclical macro-prudential capital
requirements considered in more detail.
Another version of this general approach has been put forward by Hart and Zingales
(2009), who suggest that, whenever a TBTF intermediary‘s CDS spread rises above a
certain level, it then be required to raise more equity in the market, or be closed. This can
be viewed both as another version of prompt corrective action, (trying to deal with a
failing TBTF intermediary before it runs into insolvency), which general idea is dealt
with further in the final Section of this Chapter, and also as a way to require banks to
obtain more capital at times of distress. The problem with this particular proposal is that,
in my view, the resulting market dynamics would be disastrous. A bank breaking the
trigger would be required to issue new equity at a moment when the new issue market
would be likely to be unreceptive, driving down equity values. That example would lower
equity values, and raise CDS spreads, on all associated banks. It would, in my view, lead
almost immediately to the Temporary Public Ownership (nationalisation) of almost all
banks in a country.
What is surprising, to me, is the enthusiasm of so many economists to conjure up
quite complex financial engineering schemes to deal with such problems, when simpler
and/or older remedies exist. Why not just require that no TBTF intermediary can pay a
dividend, or raise executive compensation (on a per capita basis) when disastrous
conditions prevail, (Goodhart, et al., 2010). One problem with this is that if distress
conditions are defined on an individual bank basis, it would provide even more incentive
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for manipulating accounting data; while, if done on an overall national basis, it would
both have a differential impact on foreign vis a vis domestic banks and unfairly penalise
the relatively prudent and successful banks. Perhaps an answer would be to make the
requirement only effective when both of these conditions are triggered at the same time.
Another older proposal was to make the equity holder liable for a call for additional
capital up to some amount, usually the par value of the share. While commonly adopted
in the USA in earlier years, this fell into disuse after the 1930s, having failed to avert
bank failures then. Moreover, it can lead to the net present value of a share becoming
negative, leading not only to a collapse in equity values, but also to such equities being
unloaded onto the ignorant.
What I observe (Goodhart, 2010) is that Europeans tend to focus more on the first
of these mechanisms for reducing the frequency and costs of TBTF and bankruptcy in the
guise of financial regulations. In contrast, Americans tend to put more emphasis on the
second and third mechanism, i.e. introducing and pricing insurance via some kind of
market mechanism. This reflects the greater scepticism of Americans about the efficacy
of bureaucratic regulation, and the greater scepticism of the Europeans of the efficiency
of market mechanisms.
However sceptical one may be about the efficacy of financial regulation, it is
certain that one response of the recent crisis will be to tighten and to extend such
regulation, and it is to this that we now turn.

D. Tighter Regulation
Any fool can make banks safer. All that has to be done is to raise capital
requirements (on risk-weighted assets) and introduce (or constrict) leverage ratios, reestablish appropriate liquidity ratios and apply higher margins to leveraged transactions,
such as mortgage borrowing (i.e. loan to value, LTV, and/or loan to income, LTI, ratios).
Why then have our banks, and other systemic financial intermediaries, not been made
safer already; just foolish oversight? The problem is that there is a cost to regulation; it
puts banks into a less profitable, less preferred position, in their activities as
intermediaries. Their previous preferred position may well have been partially due to
receiving rents from the underpricing of social insurance to TBTF intermediaries. But
even so, if such rents are removed, either by regulation or by pricing such risks, bank
intermediation will become less profitable. If so, such intermediation will become
considerably more expensive, i.e. higher bid/ask spreads, and less of it will be done, bank
lending will continue to contract; a credit-less recovery then becomes more likely, as the
IMF has warned (Cardarelli et al., May 2009).
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Many of the problems in our financial system have arisen because the trend growth
of lending (credit expansion) has decisively exceeded the trend growth in retail bank
deposits in recent decades, Schularick and Taylor (2009), see their Table 1, p. 6, part of
which is reproduced, below:Table 1: Annual Summary Statistics by Period
Pre-World War 2

Post-World War 2

N

Mean

s.d.

N

mean

s.d.

Δ log Money

729

0.0357

0.0566

825

0.0861

0.0552

Δ log Loans

638

0.0396

0.0880

825

0.1092

0.0738

Δ log Assets

594

0.0411

0.0648

825

0.1048

0.0678

Δ log Loans/Money

614

0.0011

0.0724

819

0.0219

0.0641

Δ log Assets/Money

562

0.0040

0.0449

817

0.0182

0.0595

Notes: Money denotes broad money. Loans denote total bank loans. Assets denote total bank assets.
The sample runs from 1870 to 2008. War and aftermath periods are excluded (1914-19 and 1939-47), as is
the post-WWI German crisis (1920-25). The 14 countries in the sample are the United States, Canada,
Australia, Denmark, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, the Netherlands, Norway, Spain, Sweden and the
United Kingdom.

This has induced banks to respond in three main ways:(i)

To replace safe public sector debt by riskier private sector assets;

(ii)

To augment retail deposits by wholesale funding, with the latter often at a very
short maturity because it is both cheaper, and easier to get whenever markets get
nervous;

(iii) To originate to distribute by securitising an increasing proportion of new lending.
The danger to leveraged intermediaries from illiquidity is now being increasingly
realised. Failure then arises from a combination of concern about ultimate solvency,
which prevents other ways of raising new funds in the market, and illiquidity, the inability
to pay bills coming due, which finally pushes institutions at risk over the edge. In a
comparison of failing and more successful banks over the course of the recent crisis,
[IMF Global Financial Stability Report, 2009] capital ratios, in the immediately preceding
period before the crisis event, did not show any significant difference! This suggests, but
certainly does not prove, that the older (pre-1970s and pre-global finance) penchant for
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putting much more weight on liquidity ratios, and perhaps slightly less on capital ratios,
might be sensible.
There is a counter-argument, advanced by Willem Buiter (2008). This is that any
asset is liquid if the Central Bank will lend against it. But the Central Bank can lend
against anything. So long as the Central Bank takes an expansive approach to its own role
as Lender of Last Resort, there should be no need for specific liquidity requirements.
Interestingly Willem Buiter (2009) more recently came up with an entirely contrary
argument, following Marvin Goodfriend (2009), that the Central Bank should restrict its
operations to dealing in public-sector debt, because of the quasi-fiscal implications of
dealing in private sector assets. I do not believe that either, but it does raise the point that
operations, (whether outright purchases, or lending against collateral), in private sector
debt with narrower and more volatile markets, and hence less certain valuation, does raise
the question of what price and terms should be offered by the Central Bank. Too generous
terms and it provides a subsidy to the banks, and a potential cost and danger to both the
Central Bank and the taxpayer. Too onerous terms, and it would not help the banks or
encourage much additional liquidity injection. The advantage of having banks hold a
larger buffer of public sector debt is that it both finesses the problem for the Central Bank
of pricing its liquidity support and provides all concerned with more time to plan their
recovery strategy.
A liquidity requirement is an oxymoron. If you have to continue to hold an asset to
meet a requirement, it is not liquid. What is needed is a buffer, not a minimum
requirement. There is a story of a traveller arriving at a station late at night, who is
overjoyed to see one taxi remaining. She hails it, only for the taxi driver to respond that
he cannot help her, since local bye-laws require one taxi to be present at the station at all
times! If the approach towards making banks to be safer is primarily through some form
of insurance premia, a pricing mechanism (Perotti and Suarez, 2009), then the levy
imposed on the TBTF intermediary can be an inverse function of its liquidity ratio,
(possibly amongst other determinants). If the mechanism is to be external regulation, then
the objective should be to ensure that it acts as a buffer, not a minimum. That should
involve quite a high ‗fully satisfactory‘ level with a carefully considered ladder of
sanctions as the liquidity ratio becomes increasingly impaired. Devising a ladder of
sanctions is essential and much more critical than the arbitrary choice of a satisfactory
level at which to aim. It was the prior failure of the BCBS to appreciate this crucial point
that vitiated much of their earlier work.
To recapitulate, there is a trade-off between the extent and degree of regulation on
banks, to make them safer, and their capacity to intermediate between lenders and
borrowers, in particular their ability to generate credit flows on acceptable terms to
potential borrowers. One possible way to combine a smaller/safer banking system with a
larger flow of credit is to restart securitisation, the practice of originate to distribute. A
problem with this latter is that it largely depended on trust that credit qualities were
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guaranteed by the ratings agencies, due diligence by the originators and liquidity
enhancement by the support of the parent bank. Absent that trust, the duplication of
information can be horrendously expensive. The attempt to restore trust, notably in due
diligence, by requiring banks to hold a (vertical) share of all tranches in a securitised
product can make the whole exercise less attractive to potential originators. So, the
market for securitisation remains becalmed.
Thus, the ability of our financial system to generate credit growth well in excess of
deposit growth may be at an end, at a time when deposit growth itself may slow. Phasing
the new regulation in gradually over some transitional period may do little more than
prolong the adjustment. Quite how the financial system, and the broader economy, may
adjust to this is far from clear. What is more worrying is that in the rush to re-regulate and
to ‗bash the bankers‘ far too few participants are thinking about such structural problems.
Such structural problems are not, alas, the only ones facing regulators. We turn next
to some of these.

E. The Border Problems
There are several generic problems connected with financial regulation. Amongst
them, two perennial problems are connected with the existence of important, but porous,
borders , or boundaries. The first such boundary is that between regulated and nonregulated (or less regulated) entities, where the latter can provide a (partial) substitute for
the services of the former. The second, key, border is that between States, where the legal
system and regulatory system differs from state to state.
I have dealt with the first boundary problem at some length, in the National Institute
Economic Review (2008) and in the Appendix to the Geneva Report (2009). Forgive me
for reproducing a few paragraphs of this:“In particular if regulation is effective, it will constrain the regulated from
achieving their preferred, unrestricted, position, often by lowering their
profitability and their return on capital. So the returns achievable within the
regulated sector are likely to fall relative to those available on substitutes outside.
There will be a switch of business from the regulated to the non-regulated sector. In
order to protect their own businesses, those in the regulated sector will seek to open
up connected operations in the non-regulated sector, in order to catch the better
opportunities there. The example of commercial banks setting up associated
conduits, SIVs and hedge funds in the last credit bubble is a case in point.
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But this condition is quite general. One of the more common proposals, at
least in the past, for dealing with the various problems of financial regulation has
been to try to limit deposit insurance and the safety net to a set of „narrow banks‟,
which would be constrained to hold only liquid and „safe‟ assets. The idea is that
this would provide safe deposits for the orphans and widows. Moreover, these
narrow banks would run a clearing-house and keep the payments‟ system in
operation, whatever happened elsewhere. For all other financial institutions outside
the narrow banking system, it would be a case of „caveat emptor‟. They should be
allowed to fail, without official support or taxpayer recapitalisation.
In fact, in the UK something akin to a narrow banking system was put in
place in the 19th century with the Post Office Savings Bank and the Trustee Savings
Bank. But the idea that the official safety net should have been restricted to POSB
and TSB was never seriously entertained. Nor could it have been. When a „narrow
bank‟ is constrained to holding liquid, safe assets, it is simultaneously prevented
from earning higher returns, and thus from offering as high interest rates, or other
valuable services, (such as overdrafts), to its depositors. Nor could the authorities
in good conscience prevent the broader banks from setting up their own clearing
house. Thus the banking system outside the narrow banks would grow much faster
under normal circumstances; it would provide most of the credit to the private
sector, and participate in the key clearing and settlement processes in the economy.
This might be prevented by law, taking legal steps to prohibit broader banks
from providing means of payment or establishing clearing and settlement systems of
their own. There are, at least, four problems with such a move. First, it runs afoul
of political economy considerations. As soon as a significant body of voters has an
interest in the preservation of a class of financial intermediaries, they will demand,
and receive, protection. Witness money market funds and „breaking the buck‟ [i.e.
not being able to repay at par, or better; so involving a net loss to deposit funds] in
the USA. Second, it is intrinsically illiberal. Third, it is often possible to get around
such legal constraints, e.g. by having the broad bank pass all payment orders
through an associated narrow bank. Fourth, the reasons for the authorities‟
concern with financial intermediaries, for better or worse, go well beyond insuring
the maintenance of the basic payment system and the protection of small depositors.
Neither Bear Stearns nor Fannie Mae had small depositors, or played an integral
role in the basic payment system.
When a financial crisis does occur, it, usually, first attacks the unprotected
sector, as occurred with SIVs and conduits in 2007. But the existence of the
differential between the protected and unprotected sector then has the capacity to
make the crisis worse. When panic and extreme risk aversion take hold, the
depositors in, and creditors to, the unprotected, or weaker, sector seek to withdraw
their funds, and place these in the protected, or stronger, sector, thereby redoubling
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the pressures on the weak and unprotected sectors, who are then forced into fire
sales of assets, etc. The combination of a boundary between the protected and the
unprotected, with greater constraints on the business of the regulated sector, almost
guarantees a cycle of flows into the unregulated part of the system during cyclical
expansions with sudden and dislocating reversals during crises.”
In so far as regulation is effective in forcing the regulated to shift from a preferred
to a less desired position, it is likely to set up a boundary problem. It is, therefore, a
common occurrence, or response, to almost any regulatory imposition. A current (2010)
example is the proposal to introduce additional regulatory controls on systemically
important financial intermediaries (SIFIs). If SIFIs are to be penalised, there needs, on
grounds of equity and fairness, to be some definition, some criteria, of what constitutes a
SIFI, an exercise with considerable complication. But once such a definition is
established and a clear boundary established, there will be an incentive for institutions to
position themselves on one side or another of that boundary, whichever may seem more
advantageous. Suppose that we started, say in a small country, with three banks, each
with a third of deposits, and each regarded as TBTF, and the definition of a SIFI was a
bank with over 20% of total deposits. If each bank then split itself into two identical
clones of itself, to avoid the tougher regulation, with similar portfolios and interbank
linkages, would there have been much progress? Similarity implies contagion. Indeed,
regulation tends to encourage and to foster similarity in behaviour. Does it follow then
that regulation thereby enhances the dangers of systemic collapse that its purpose should
be to prevent? Does the desire to encourage all the regulated to adopt, and to harmonize
on, the behaviour of the ‗best‘ actually endanger the resilience of the system as a whole?
The second boundary of critical importance to the conduct of regulation is the
border between States, each with their own legal and regulatory structures, the crossborder problem. In a global financial system with (relatively) free movement of capital
across borders, most financial transactions that are originated in one country can be
executed in another. This means that any constraint, or tax, that is imposed on a financial
transaction in a country can often be (easily) avoided by transferring that same transaction
to take place under the legal, tax and accounting jurisdiction of another country,
sometimes, indeed often, under the aegis of a subsidiary, or branch, of exactly the same
bank/intermediary as was involved in the initial country.
This tends to generate a race for the bottom, though not always since the parties to a
contract will prize legal certainty and contract reliability. Another aspect of this same
syndrome is the call for ‗a level playing field‘. Any state which seeks to impose,
unilaterally, tougher regulation than that in operation in some other country will face the
accusation that the effect of the regulation will just be to benefit foreign competition with
little, or no, restraining effect on the underlying transactions.
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Moreover the cross-border concern may constrain the application of countercyclical regulation. Financial cycles, booms and busts, differ in their intensity from
country to country. Housing prices rose much more in Australia, Ireland, Spain, UK and
USA than in Canada, Germany and Japan in the years 2002-2007. Bank credit expansion
also differed considerably between countries. But if regulation becomes countercyclically tightened in the boom countries, will that not, in a global financial system, just
lead to a transfer of such transactions off-shore; and London has been at the centre of
arranging such cross-border financial operations.

F. Are there Solutions?
Perhaps the greatest need is for a fundamental change in the way that we all, but
especially regulators and supervisors, think about the purposes and operation of financial
regulation, i.e. a paradigm shift. The old idea was that the purpose of regulation was to
stop individual institutions assuming excessive risk, and that the way to do this was to
encourage, or force, all institutions (banks) to harmonize on ‗best practices‘ by requiring
them to hold the appropriate ratios of capital, or liquidity, or whatever.
It is the thesis of this Chapter that this approach has been fundamentally misguided
along several dimensions. First, it should not be the role of the regulator/supervisor to
seek to limit the risks taken by the individual institution, so long as those risks are
properly internalised. The concern instead should be on externalities, i.e. limiting the
extent to which adverse developments facing one actor in the financial system can lead to
greater problems for other actors. Various methodologies for measuring, and then
counteracting, such externalities, such as CoVar, Expected Shortfall, CIMDO, are being
developed, but much more needs to be done.2
Second, the attempt to limit such externalities should not be done by a process of
setting minimum required ratios, whether for capital, liquidity or even, perhaps, for
margins more generally. There are two main reasons why not. First, that process
sterilises, and makes unusable, the intra-marginal capital or liquidity. Second, no one can
ever correctly determine what the ‗correct‘ level of such a safe-guard should be, and
effort and time gets wasted in trying to do so. Instead, much more thought needs to be put
into devising a, preferably continuous, ladder of penalties, whether pecuniary, e.g. in the
form of a tax, or non-pecuniary in the form of prohibitions of increasing severity on the
freedom of action of an intermediary as its capital, liquidity and margins decrease and its
leverage increases.
2

This branch of analysis includes the Brunnermeier and Pedersen (2009), Adrian and Brunnermeier
(2009), ‗CoVaR‘; Acharya, et al., ‗Measuring Systemic Risk‘, (2010), ‗Systemic Expected Shortfall‘; and
Segoviano (and Goodhart) (2006, 2009 and 2010), ‗CIMDO‘. Also see the IMF Global Financial Stability
Report, April 2009, Chapter 3.
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One purpose of having a more continuous function of sanctions is that it might be
possible to apply the regulation over a wider range of intermediaries, and thus avoid the
boundary problem between the regulated and non-regulated. Thus, all (leveraged)
financial intermediaries would come under the regulations, small as well as large banks,
and hedge funds and money markets mutual funds as well as banks, but so long as the
leveraged institution was small, with few counterparties amongst other financial
intermediaries (i.e. not inter-connected), with low leverage and satisfactory liquidity, it
should not suffer any penalties. The more that a leveraged institution became a risky
‗shadow bank‘, the greater the penalty (against the risk of externalities and thus imposing
costs on society) that should be applied. It will involve a considerable effort to try to
recast regulation along such lines, but it could be one way of overcoming the boundary
problem between the regulated and the non-regulated.
Incidentally, John Kay‘s ‗narrow banks‘ and Larry Kotlikoff‘s all equity-based
financial intermediaries would, under this rubric, face no, or very few, penalties or
sanctions, whereas there would be increasing penalties/sanctions as intermediaries took
on increasingly risky strategies , where the ladder of penalties/sanctions should be
calibrated to relate to the additional risk to society. While such calibration is surely hard
to do, this would be preferable either to leaving all such ‗risky‘ intermediation either
completely unregulated, or banned entirely. Neither of these latter approaches would be
sensible, or desirable.
In order to limit and control systemic risk, supervisors have to be able to identify it.
That requires greater transparency. That is one reason, but not the only one, for requiring
standardised derivative deals to be put through a centralised counter party, and for
requiring that remaining over the counter (OTC) transactions be reported to, and recorded
by, a centralised data repository. Similarly it would be desirable to simplify and increase
the transparency of securitisations. Reliance on credit ratings was a means for enabling
buyers in the past to disregard much (legal) detail. In this field the credit rating agencies
have, for the time being, lost their reputation, even if in the exercise of sovereign debt
rating their clout now seems stronger than ever!
However-much incentives are provided for more prudent behaviour, which implies
penalties on imprudent behaviour, failures and insolvencies will still occur. As noted
earlier, the occasions of such a bankruptcy is the main source of social risk and reliance
on taxpayers. So the need is to try, first to limit and to prevent bankruptcy, and second to
lessen its social ramifications should it occur, e.g. by internalising losses.
In addition to the objective of controlling externalities, social risk and the need for
reliance on taxpayers, there is also, as already noted in Section B, a rationale for some
additional regulation based on asymmetric information and customer protection. It is
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largely, though not entirely, under this latter rubric that proposals such as Product
Regulation and Deposit Insurance take their place. We will not discuss these further here,
since both the difficulties of applying such regulation and the overall costs of regulatory
failure are so much less than in the case of macro-prudential regulation.
Considerable weight had been placed by many economists on the concept of prompt
corrective action (PCA) as a means of lessening the costs of failure. This had been
incorporated into the FDIC Improvement Act of 1991, whereby any bank that was
severely undercapitalised, under 2% (i.e. a leverage ratio greater than 50), either had to
raise more equity rapidly or be closed, with the aim of doing so before there was a burden
of losses to be somehow shared.
Yet this did not prevent the crisis in the USA, though the main initial failures,
Fannie Mae, Lehman, AIG, occurred in intermediaries to which such PCA was not
applicable. Even so, PCA was less effective than had been hoped. In crises the estimated
residual value of equity can erode fast; and, prior to the final collapse, may be
manipulated by accounting dodges (such as the Repo 105 used by Lehman Bros). In
extremis, liquidity may be a better, or even more desirable supplementary, trigger than
capital.
A widespread complaint has been that too little of the losses suffered have been
internalised amongst bond holders and transferred to taxpayers instead, thereby increasing
externalities and social cost. But we need to remind ourselves why this was done. This
was because many such bond-holders were either themselves leveraged intermediaries,
such as Reserve Primary Fund, whose ‗breaking of the buck‘ unleashed the run on
money-market mutual funds, or had sufficient power (the Chinese?) to threaten to
withdraw funds massively from this market, and thereby unleash an even worse disaster.
So, contagion was as much an issue amongst bond-holders as amongst depositors.
One conclusion is that if losses cannot, in the event of a financial crisis, be
internalised amongst either bond-holders or depositors, then banks should be induced and
encouraged (n.b. by a continuous ladder of penalties, not by a required minimum) to hold
more tangible core equity. Another approach is to precommit, e.g. by contract, to make
bond holders face equity-type losses in a crisis. This is one of the purposes of the
proposed conditional contingent bonds (CoCos) which are to be forcibly transmuted into
equity format under certain triggers of distress. As with ordinary bank bonds, this could
lead to contagion if such CoCos were held by other levered financial intermediaries. Even
absent such contagion, the relative cost, and market dynamics of such CoCos in a crisis,
has yet to be clearly observed. And how for their use would be preferable to the simpler
procedure of encouraging more equity holding, perhaps in counter-cyclical format, has
yet to be fully worked out.
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One important way of diminishing both the probability and the cost of failure is to
get the levered institution and its supervisor(s) to plan for such adverse eventualities in
advance. This is the purpose of the concept of the ‗Living Will‘, or Special Resolution
Regime (SRR) which has obtained (and rightly so) much traction recently as a desirable
initiative in the field of financial regulation. Such a ‗living will‘ has two parts, see
Huertas 2010, (a, b and c). The first part consists of a recovery plan, which outlines how,
in the face of a real crisis, a leveraged institution could bolster its liquidity and its capital,
for example by disposing of non-core assets, so as to remain an on-going business. This
could be agreed between an institution and its lead (home) supervisor, though there would
be implications for host supervisors.
The second part of a ‗Living Will‘ involves planning for the resolution of a failing
financial institution, should the recovery plan be insufficient. In this case the supervisor(s)
may require the financial institution to take certain preparatory actions, for example to
maintain a data room (that would enable an outside liquidator/administrator to have
sufficient knowledge of the current condition of a financial intermediary to wind it down)
and, perhaps, to simplify its legal structure, for the same purpose. But the agreement on
how to resolve the intermediary, and to share out residual losses, would need to be
amongst its regulators/supervisors.
Even within a single country many, particularly large ‗universal‘, intermediaries
may have several supervisors, and each should know their role in advance. But almost all
systemically important financial intermediaries (SIFIs) have significant cross-border
activities, and, while they may be international in life, they become national in death.
Indeed some of the worst complications and outcomes, following bankruptcy, arose from
the difficulties of international resolution, notably in the cases of Lehman, the Icelandic
banks, Fortis and Dexia.
Avgouleas, Goodhart and Schoenmaker (2010) have suggested building on the
concept of ‗living wills‘ in order to develop an internationally agreed legal bankruptcy
procedure for SIFIs, but, given the entrenched preferences in each country for their
historically determined legal traditions and customs, this may well be utopian. Instead
Hüpkes (2009a and b) has proposed that, for each SIFI, an international resolution
procedure be adopted on a case by case basis.
Such a procedure might, or might not, also include an ex ante burden sharing
agreement (Goodhart and Schoenmaker, 2006). Apart from the difficulty of doing so,
arguments against are that attempts would be made, ex post, to renegotiate; that the prior
agreement might seem unfair or inappropriate in unforeseeable circumstances, and that it
might involve moral hazard. While this last claim is often made, so long as the
executives, who actually take the decision, are sacked whether, or not, the entity is kept as
a going concern, it can be over-stated. The arguments for such an ex ante exercise is that,
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without it, uncoordinated and costly failure and closures will be much more likely
(Freixas, 2003).
More generally, financial globalisation in general, and the cross-border activities of
SIFIs in particular, mean that the level-playing-field argument is advanced to oppose
almost any unilateral regulatory initiative. The main response to this, of course, is to try to
reach international agreement, and a whole structure of institutions and procedures has
been established to try to take this forward, with varying degrees of success. Inevitably,
and perhaps properly, this is a slow process. Those who claimed that we were losing the
potential momentum of the crisis for reforming financial regulation simply had no feel for
the mechanics of the process. Moreover, any of the major financial countries, perhaps
some three or four countries, can effectively veto any proposal that they do not like, so
again the agreements will tend to represent the lowest common denominator, again
perhaps desirably so.
Finally, there can be circumstances and instances when a regulator can take on the
level-playing-field argument and still be effective. An example can be enforcing a margin
for housing LTVs by making lending for the required down-payment unsecured in a court
of law. Another example is when the purpose of the additional constraint is to prevent
excessive leverage and risk-taking by domestic banks, rather than trying to control credit
expansion more widely (as financed by foreign banks).

G. Conclusion
The current crisis has forced a fundamental reconsideration of financial regulation;
and rightly so since much of the focus, and of the effects, of the existing system were
badly designed, with its concentration on individual, rather than systemic, risk and its
procyclicality. In response now we have a ferment of new ideas, many touched on here. A
great deal of further work needs to be done to discern which of these ideas are good and
which less so.
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Chapter 6
Can we identify bubbles and stabilise the system?
Andrew Smithers
In addition to low inflation, central banks must aim to avoid major recessions. They
must therefore seek to moderate bubbles, because asset prices are an important
transmission mechanism whereby changes in interest rates affect demand in the real
economy. Interest rate changes move the prices of assets away from fair value, but their
impact is ephemeral. If bubbles are allowed to form, they will break and asset prices will
continue to fall even if interest rates decline sharply. Central banks are then unable to
stimulate demand. The severe recessions which result, require, as we have recently seen,
large fiscal stimuli. The recessions are damaging and the deficits reduce our ability to
cope with future crises. At present there is no adequate institutional structure for
monitoring the asset bubbles and financial excesses and for taking action to moderate
them. The government‟s proposed creation of such a structure is thus essential and
welcome.

The Great Moderation – The Light that Failed
We must avoid recurrent crises. To do this we must focus on asset prices as well as
on the prices of goods and services. In the years leading up to the recent financial crisis,
the mandates and attention of central bankers have largely concentrated on policies
designed to achieve low and stable inflation. Two important assumptions widely
embraced then are seldom held today. The first was that macroeconomic and financial
stability were expected to follow simply from the actions of central banks in maintaining
low and stable consumer price inflation through changes in short-term interest rates. The
second assumption was that demand weakness resulting from a collapse in asset prices
could be readily offset by easing monetary policy. Asset prices were, therefore, not
thought to be a matter of concern to central bankers1 and this complacent view was
probably encouraged by the thought that both asset prices and economic stability were
being seen as ―someone else‘s problem (SEP)‖2.
Given this background it is not surprising that it has been the usual practice that
neither central banks, nor any other body, have had specific responsibility for systemic
1

As an example of the view widely held at the time that central bankers should focus solely on the
narrow aim of targeting inflation, see B. Bernanke & M. Gertler (1999) Monetary Policy and Asset Price
Volatility published in the Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City Economic Review 4 th Quarter pp 17-51.
2
In The Hitchhiker‟s Guide to the Galaxy by Douglas Adams the presence of a large spaceship
occupying Lord‘s cricket ground during a test match was not observed by the spectators because it was
surrounded by a strong SEP field.
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stability.3 The attitudes and beliefs that lay behind this lacuna included an economic
theory (the Efficient Market Hypothesis), which attributed an efficiency to financial
markets far in excess of that assumed for the real economy; a confusion between possible
systemic risks in finance with the individual ones, which were the concern of
microprudential bodies such as the FDIC, OCC and SEC in the US and the FSAs in Japan
and the UK, and the usual human instinct to avoid raising difficult issues over dormant
problems.
Before our recent troubles, both the view that central banks should not be concerned
with asset prices and the economic theories that backed it was probably the majority view
among economists, as Stephen Wright and I acknowledged when proposing the opposite.4
Seven years later, however, it seemed reasonable to write that it was then quite hard to
find economists who disagreed with the view that central banks needed to be concerned
with asset prices, though I attributed the change of heart to events rather than advocacy.5

The Consequences of Disillusion
We are now moving into the next stage of the debate. Macroeconomic stability has
become a major concern and it is generally accepted that it will not be ensured simply by
maintaining low and stable inflation. If central banks, or another policy body, are to
―Lean rather than clean‖6 the existing policy framework must be changed with new and
clear mandates given to those responsible. Even if the terms of reference for central banks
already include duties beyond attempts to target consumer prices, they will lack
legitimacy without new specific legislation to refine their tasks and possibly to add new
policy weapons to their armoury. In addition to the need for enlarged responsibilities for
central banks, it is necessary to consider whether other steps need to be taken which
would reduce the threat to the real economy and to tax-payers which are currently posed
by financial turmoil.
We now see signs of an emerging consensus, which holds that:
(i)

Consumer price stability is not enough to achieve macroeconomic or financial
stability,

3

For example, the Bank of England Act (1998) did not include macroeconomic or financial stability
among the central bank‘s concerns.
4
Stock Markets and Central Bankers – The Economic Consequences of Alan Greenspan by Andrew
Smithers and Stephen Wright published in World Economics (2002) 3(1) 101-124.
5
Wall Street Revalued – Imperfect Markets and Inept Central Bankers by Andrew Smithers
published by John Wiley & Sons (2009).
6
Should Monetary Policy “Lean or Clean?” by William R. White published by the Federal Reserve
Bank of Dallas Globalization and Monetary Policy Institute Working Paper No. 34 (August 2009).
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(ii)

but remains of vital importance for their achievement.

(iii) Additional steps are therefore needed to mitigate the risks of major recessions.
(iv) These often follow from asset bubbles and financial crashes.
(v)

A new policy framework is needed to resolve these issues.

Underlying this marked change in the consensus has been a change in its
intellectual backing, away from theory to a more pragmatic foundation. Because of real
and perceived weaknesses, economics is held in less respect than formerly. In part this
arises from a paradigm shift. The Efficient Market Hypothesis has had a dominant
influence, particularly in financial economics. While it has never been universally
embraced and its critics are now in the ascendant, no generally accepted alternative has
yet been put in its place. We are therefore in the middle of a paradigm shift, with a
consequent lack of an agreed theoretical framework for much of the discussion.
The pragmatic issues are, nonetheless, reasonably clear. Drawing on our recent
experience and from previous major financial crises, it is vital that steps are taken to
mitigate the incidence and severity of future crises.
(i)

We should seek to reduce the risks of major recessions, such as that from which we
are currently recovering.

(ii)

We should seek to reduce the risks of prolonged sub-optimal growth, which has
been the legacy of Japan‘s 1990 bubble.

(iii) We should seek to reduce the costs of financial crises to future tax- payers, such as
those that have been imposed by the dramatic rise in national debt/GDP and fiscal
deficits since 2000, or in Japan since 1990. These have placed a far greater burden
on future tax-payers than the costs involved with bailing out bankrupt institutions.
The fundamental aim boils down to the standard economic objective of improving
welfare. It does not necessarily imply faster growth. Welfare should rise through the
reduction in the volatility of output, with its associated uncertainty. This will be achieved
if the long-term growth in output is maintained with less volatility. On a priori grounds
the reduction in uncertainty, with the lower required returns on capital that should follow,
suggests that lower volatility is more likely to contribute to growth than impede it.
Furthermore, a more detailed and less aggregated view of economic welfare, which
involved such issues as the pain involved in long-term unemployment, would also add
weight to the benefits to be derived from lower economic volatility. Avoiding large
swings in output is therefore a sensible objective. Long periods of uninterrupted growth
may well increase the risks of major recessions, so it should be recognised that avoiding
them probably has the minor cost of requiring more frequent small recessions.
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There are a wide variety of measures which could contribute to avoiding or at least
mitigating major crises. Several of these are the subject of other chapters, such as
encouraging safer and smaller financial institutions, perhaps through higher equity ratios
escalating with size; others which are potentially important but outside the scope of our
discussion include tax7 and legal reforms. This chapter concentrates on using
macroeconomic policy to dampen asset and credit bubbles.

The Blame Game
Suggesting that macroeconomic policy can be used to moderate future crises
implies that poor policy has made a significant contribution to past ones and immediately
raises the question of ―who is to blame?‖ Those in the dock include commercial bankers,
regulators and central bankers. My conclusion is that, while central bankers have made
serious policy errors, their blame for these is mitigated by the lack of an appropriate
structure for managing policy.
I also consider that far too much attention has been placed on ways to improve
behaviour. While it is undesirable that bankers should have an incentive to behave in
ways which are detrimental for the economy, it should be recognised that bankers have at
least one quality in common with burglars, which is that they both make money by taking
risks, not all of which contribute to social welfare. Sudden sharp rises in the incidence of
risk taking cannot sensibly be ascribed to sudden declines in the moral standards of either
group, though of late this appears to have been a popular pastime with regard to bankers.
Technical advances, such as new safe blowing equipment for burglars and new ways of
avoiding regulations for bankers, are possible contributors to increased costs for the
economy, but increased opportunities will invariably lead to greater activity. In my view,
excess liquidity represents for bankers the not-to-be-resisted temptation that open doors
and windows provide for burglars.
When seeking to avoid future crises, it is important to consider the recurring
problems of major recessions and financial crises. While these have many similarities,
they are not identical. Concentrating solely on the latest crisis draws excessive attention
to such particular issues as international imbalances and financial innovation, which may
have amplified the current problems, but which cannot explain earlier ones.8 There may
be more than one cause of crises and more than one danger signal.

7

Leverage increases the risk of crises and in every major economy the corporation tax system
encourages leverage by effectively subsidising the cost of debt compared with equity finance.
8
It would be foolish not to ban smoking in petrol station forecourts on the grounds that this has not
been the cause of the most recent disaster. We are not seeking to prevent the last crisis, but the next one.
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Asset Prices
Historically, asset prices have warned of rises in systemic risk. They affect the real
economy and are also an important part of the transmission process, whereby central
banks influence demand. They are therefore important as signals and, when they fall
sharply, they hinder the ability of central banks to support the economy. A close watch on
assets‘ prices is thus a necessary part of any credible policy for reducing systemic risk.
Three sets of prices in particular need to be monitored closely - share prices, house and
land prices, and those which measure fluctuations in risk aversion by holders of debt
assets.

Why the Stock Market Matters
Changes in the level of share prices affect demand in the real economy. Rises
reduce the cost of equity capital and are therefore likely to encourage investment, though
this impact may be hard to distinguish from the psychological effect on business
confidence. By raising the value of past savings, the need for additional savings for
retirement at least appears to diminish. ―Why bother to save if the stock market does it for
you?‖ As illustrated in Chart 1, this relationship is readily demonstrated for the US.
Pension savings have contributed on average around 50% of the total savings of the
household sector and have risen when the stock market has fallen and then fallen again
when it has risen.

Chart 1. US: Pension Savings & the Stock Market.
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Chart 2. US: Probability that Interest Rate Changes
Affect Share Price Changes.
Source: Smithers & Co calculations.
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It has been shown that stock prices respond in an ephemeral way to changes in
interest rates, but that there is no long-term relationship between interest rates and share
prices.9 I show that equity prices are mean reverting around fair value and the more they
exceed it, the greater is the risk that they will fall whether or not interest rates are also
declining. Collapsing equity asset bubbles thus disrupt the transmission mechanism,
whereby central banks affect the real economy

9
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CAPE and q to their own averages (log
numbers).

Chart 3. US Stock Market Value.
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The value of the stock market can be measured either by q (market value/net worth
of non-financials adjusted for inflation), or by the cyclically adjusted PE (―CAPE‖).
These metrics are testable and agree. Chart 3 illustrates both the agreement and the ability
to satisfy one test – that of mean reverting. Chart 4 illustrates their ability to satisfy
another test, which is that they are able to forecast, albeit weakly, future returns. When
we have enough data, such as the next 30 years of returns, we can rank years in the past
by the average returns they gave to investors over the next one to thirty years. Years
which gave good returns were clearly those in which the market was relatively cheap and
vice versa. We can then compare these ―hindsight values‖ with the value measured by q
and CAPE. Chart 4 shows how well these hindsight values, derived from subsequent
returns, fit with past values derived from q (similar though slightly less good results are
shown if CAPE is used).10

10

For a fuller account of these metrics of stock market value and the tests for their validity see Wall
Street Revalued.
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Chart 4. Testing: US q Compared with Hindsight Value.
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Chart 5. US: Household "Discretionary"
Savings and Value of Real Estate.
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House Prices
There is a close parallel between the influence of house prices on the economy with
that shown by equities. Movements in house prices have a very similar impact on savings
as movements in share prices, as we illustrate in Chart 5. House prices also appear to
rotate around an equilibrium level and their over or undervaluation can be ascertained by
reference to real incomes,11 as illustrated in Charts 6 and 7.
It also seems likely that short-term interest rates seem to have an ephemeral impact
on house prices.12

Chart 6. US: Housing Affordability.
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11

See A Spatio-Temporal Model Of House Prices In The US, by Sean Holly, M. Hashem Pesaran
and Takashi Yamagata (2008), forthcoming in Journal of Econometrics, “This allows us to find a
cointegrating relationship between real house prices and real per capita incomes.‖
12
This seems to have been accepted, albeit with some reluctance, by Dr Bernanke in his 3 rd Jan 2010
AEA speech.
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Chart 7. UK: Housing Affordability.
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Fluctuations in Risk Aversion by Holders of Debt Assets
The value of debt assets responds to three variables, which are the level of risk-free
interest rates of different durations, the default risk and the variable return that investors
require from sacrificing liquidity. (The relative liquidity of an asset depends on the extent
to which its price changes under the impact of transactions. The price of a highly liquid
asset will change much less when say £1,000,000 is sold, than a less liquid asset.) It is
possible to measure the ―compensation for illiquidity‖ by measuring differences in the
return to debt assets of differing liquidity but otherwise similar characteristics, such as
default risk and duration. One approach to this13 shows that the compensation for
illiquidity has varied in a similar, but not identical, way to concerns about default and
often by as much as those concerns. I illustrate in Chart 8 the compensation for illiquidity
calculated by this approach for US investment grade bonds. Over the admittedly limited
time for which we have the data, the Chart shows that the compensation for illiquidity
was well below average in 1997 and 1998 and again from 2004 to 2007.

13

Decomposing corporate bond spreads by Lewis Webber & Rohan Churm, Bank of England
Quarterly Bulletin 2007 Q4 533-541.
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Chart 8. US: Risk Aversion Implied
from Investment Grade Bonds.
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A low return from the loss of liquidity is a clear sign that risk aversion is unusually
low. In these circumstances banks are particularly vulnerable. When risk aversion rises,
the value of debt of any given duration will fall and, as liquidity falls with duration, a
rising level of risk aversion will cause both major types of assets held by banks, loans and
securities, to fall in value.
When risk aversion falls to a low level, it is an obvious sign of danger, but the
degree to which this poses a major risk to the economy depends not only on the level to
which risk aversion has fallen, but the degree to which policy adjustments can readily
counteract the damage. Policy moves to offset the negative impact on the economy of
changes in risk aversion can be either fiscal or monetary. But monetary changes alone
may not be sufficient and this will be particularly likely if asset prices fall, as will often
be the case, and may be the trigger which sets off the sudden change in the perceived
risks of default.

Conclusions
Economic policy aimed at maintaining low and stable inflation is a necessary but
not sufficient condition for achieving economic stability. Low consumer price inflation is
compatible with asset bubbles. These pose major risks to the economy and, together with
other signs of excessive monetary ease, must be avoided. At present there is no adequate
institutional structure for monitoring these risks and taking, or at least recommending,
action to forestall them. It is essential if we are to try to prevent similar problems to those
we have just experienced from recurring.
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Chapter 7
What framework is best for systemic
(macroprudential) policy?
Andrew Large1
This chapter identifies a significant gap in today‟s economic/financial policy
framework and suggests for debate an approach to fill it. It addresses systemic financial
failure which, as recent events have amply demonstrated, can give rise to significant
fiscal and welfare costs.
Seeking to prevent such failures has encouraged a plethora of regulatory initiatives.
This chapter suggests that, important though they may be, they will not on their own
prevent crises. It proposes a policy framework for containing systemic dangers but
recognises that there are a number of significant and difficult issues on which at present
there is no clear-cut conclusion. Important interfaces with other policy areas – such as
monetary and regulatory – are considered. Encouragingly the policy debate and
increasingly political intentions in both Europe and the US do now seem to be focussing
on these issues and the new UK government has announced its plans to move in this
direction.

Executive summary
The policy framework needs to comprise a number of elements. It must provide for
assessing the systemic conjuncture on a regular basis and identifying emerging risks.
Crucially, it must ensure that the diagnosis is translated into effective pre-emptive action,
which in turn means ensuring that appropriate policy instruments are available and that
the relevant bodies have full authority to use them. In addition, the framework must set
out clear mechanisms for disclosure and accountability. Despite the difficulty of formal
cost benefit analysis, the chapter suggests that the welfare benefits of success would
justify the deployment of significant resource and effort.
The need to monitor a range of indicators of financial stability (or instability) is
emphasised, of which it is suggested that leverage and overall indebtedness are especially
important. The question of targets is addressed noting that, in contrast to monetary
policy/inflation, the choice is more open and quantification is more difficult.
The questions of policy instruments and of governance arrangements associated
with their use are raised. The former remains a subject of debate although the chapter
1

I am extremely grateful to Alastair Clark for his substantial input.
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suggests that overall capital ratios should be a candidate. There remain however
uncertainties about just how effective they would prove to be and about the interaction
with micro-prudential policy (whose principal goal is the avoidance of individual firm
failure). Questions are also raised about calibration and about automaticity versus
discretion in deployment. On policy governance, it is suggested that the systemic
authority, should take decisions about the deployment of its ―own‖ instrument. It should
however also be mandated to make observations or recommendations to other
policymakers whose areas of activity have a systemic stability dimension. This includes
monetary policy, regulatory policy, competition issues and fiscal policy.
The relationship with monetary policy is specifically recognised but it is argued
that, for reasons of accountability and effectiveness, it would be preferable to keep the
policy areas apart.
The complex institutional issues for the successful delivery of policy are next
examined. These include clarity of objectives, independence from the political process,
and requisite skills and experience. The importance of transparency of process is noted.
The institutional structure might vary from jurisdiction to jurisdiction, but might
focus on a ―Systemic Policy Committee‖ receiving inputs from diverse areas which may
be located in different existing authorities. However the case is made for housing the
Committee itself within (or attached to) the central bank. Questions of the implied
concentration of power are noted.
Although policy delivery should ideally be on an international basis, the lack of
global government makes this impractical to achieve. This chapter leaves to others the
debate on how best this vital dimension should be developed. Accordingly, and ideally
with clear guidance from and coordination by international authorities, the chapter
suggests that individual jurisdictions will need to implement their own policy
frameworks. It emphasises that such frameworks need to be pragmatic and operationally
practical as well as addressing the difficult areas of analysis.
Finally to provide a concrete example, an outline of how such a framework might
be constructed in practice is put forward, taking the case of the UK.
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Introduction
The previous chapter ―Can we identify bubbles and stablise the system?‖ by
Andrew Smithers discussed various indicators of systemic risk, notably ―over-exuberant‖
asset prices and credit bubbles, and pointed out that we did not have an adequate
institutional structure for monitoring these risks and taking, or even recommending,
action to forestall them.
Although the current environment, with continuing economic and financial strains,
may complicate implementation and introduction of any new policy approach, the
experience of the past three years demonstrates very clearly the need to reinforce policy
in this area. That experience has also called into serious question several of the principles
which, explicitly or implicitly, underpinned the approach to financial regulation (and
indeed other aspects of financial and economic policy), notably the Efficient Markets
Hypothesis and Rational Expectations. It has in addition raised the issue of whether the
range of ―conventional‖ policy instruments – short-term interest rates, the fiscal stance,
regulatory capital requirements and so on – are adequate to deliver not only low inflation
and sustained growth but also continuing financial stability. And if the conclusion is that
they are not, the corollary is a need to establish a policy framework and identify
instruments which will ―plug the gap‖.
This chapter responds to that challenge and considers a possible framework for
delivering such policies. It identifies a number of significant and difficult issues on which
at present there is no clear-cut conclusion, but suggests some possible approaches for
debate. The challenge is the greater because of the need on the one hand to address the
complex analytical issues while on the other to find a practical operational structure to
ensure that policy is both developed and then actually delivered.
Encouragingly the intellectual debate and increasingly political intentions do now
seem to be focussing on creating such policy frameworks. Examples of this are emerging
with the intended European Systemic Risk Board which the ECB will chair; in the US as
outlined in the recent draft Senate bill; and in the UK.
Questions which arise include:
Is it feasible/legitimate to try to turn financial stability into an executive
responsibility along the lines of monetary stability, certainly at this stage of the debate (it
took a very long time to get there with monetary policy)?
What should the mandate for this policy area actually be?
What instruments would help in delivering the mandate, and who has or should
have the ownership and power to deploy them?
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How will the interaction of supervisory/microprudential and systemic/
macroprudential policy be handled without confusing and/or excessively complicating
governance and accountability arrangements?
Would capital requirements actually be effective as an instrument for controlling
credit/gearing? If not are there better candidates?
How will/should systemic/macroprudential and monetary policy interact? To what
extent should they be separated or handled together?
It may be helpful to make a few introductory points.
1. Global issues. In what is essentially a global financial marketplace, a global
approach would be the ideal. But as in so many other areas, this runs up against the
tension between global commercial models and national legislative and legal frameworks.
This tension is all the more acute in the context of financial stability because at present
only national governments have the discretion to apply fiscal resources to the resolution
of crises, and in taking such action they are accountable to national electorates.
This of course raises the question of whether supra-national bodies – most plausibly
perhaps the IMF in conjunction with the FSB and Basel committees – should have a
bigger role to play, going beyond any current contribution as standard setter, source of
experience and provider of assessment capability. Whilst acknowledging the importance
of the global issue, it is not the subject of this chapter.
In the absence, however, of such a global – or even regional - authority [other than
that which is perhaps emerging in the EU], the delivery of policy will fall mainly to
individual countries, who will need to implement measures in a way which commands
legitimacy with all relevant stakeholders.
It would nevertheless be helpful if each jurisdiction adopted a similar conceptual
framework and addressed the basic issues in a consistent way. This should ensure broad
similarity of approach while accommodating the particular features of each jurisdiction.
In addition we have to start somewhere! If one or several jurisdictions put their toes in the
water, others are likely to follow encouraged by a mixture of pressure from the global
authorities and their peer group.
2. Microprudential/regulatory initiatives. There may be some who feel that, with
the multitude of micro measures in place or in prospect, we should rest there for a
moment and not attempt to develop a new area of policy involving difficult judgements
and complex political issues. The counter-argument is that, whatever the merits of these
micro- measures, there are serious doubts about their collective capacity to deal with
emerging systemic pressures.
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Many would argue that, historically, systemic oversight and policy were the
preserve of central banks and that this area of policy is not therefore new. What is new,
however, apart from having to deal with vastly more complex markets and global
interactions, is the need for such policies to respect modern approaches to law and
accountability. Monetary policy has in many countries now been given the statutory
backing needed to confer ‘legitimacy‘. Financial stability objectives, on the other hand,
have been imprecisely specified or left in the too difficult box. Financial authorities were
left with the alternatives of acting presumptively i.e. as though they did have the requisite
powers, or of deciding that they could not take the risks of so doing.
3. Nomenclature. A key underpinning for today‘s typical monetary policy
frameworks is that people accept the benefits of price stability. In present circumstances,
it seems plausible that they might also increasingly see the need for financial or systemic
stability. The term ‗macro-prudential‘ policy, which is often used in much the same sense,
whilst clear to policymakers, may appear to many rather technical and discourage a wider
audience from engaging in the debate. So this chapter uses the term ‗systemic policy‘
which describes the oversight, assessment and delivery of policy and can be seen as a
complement to ‗monetary policy‘.
4. Timing. The timing of any move to put systemic policy frameworks into effect is
complicated by the fact that we are far from the steady state which the framework is
designed to maintain. On the other hand, the backdrop and aftermath of the crisis may
provide a favourable time to think hard about how to implement a policy framework to
reduce the probability of crises of this magnitude happening again.
5. Cost. Clearly there would be no point in trying to reinforce the systemic policy
framework unless the welfare costs of doing so were demonstrably less than those which
might arise from failing to do so.
Recent evidence is that the fiscal costs of financial bailouts, and even more the
overall welfare costs of dealing with the results of acute financial instability, are
extremely high. It would seem therefore that, despite the absence of a formal cost benefit
analysis there should be a large constituency for policies to mitigate the risks and costs of
future financial crises.
This nevertheless leaves open the question of whether such policies might
themselves impose a cost in terms of long term growth. Growth in the mature economies
may well have been slower in the decade up to 2007 if policy had leaned against the
build-up of indebtedness. But there is no clear evidence that, over the longer term,
average growth rates consistent with a sustainable level of leverage would be lower than
those in the ‗leverage unconstrained‘ world (when higher growth in upswing has to be
combined with reduced or negative growth in busts). They may even be higher.
Moreover, lower volatility in the growth rate might provide additional welfare benefit.
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1. Mandate
Proposal
The proposal for debate is that an overarching mandate be given to policymakers in
some public body [hereafter referred to as the Systemic Policy Committee (SPC): but see
section 5 below] on the following lines.
‗To review and assess the systemic conjuncture, to identify actual or incipient
threats to financial stability, to apply the policy instruments available to it directly and,
where necessary, to recommend policy actions to be taken by other relevant
policymakers, so as to secure and maintain financial stability. ‘
Financial instability and the crises to which it can give rise, occur when there is a
sudden and general collapse in confidence in the soundness of the financial system. This
is likely to be associated with doubts about the ability of one or more participants in that
system to meet their obligations, in turn precipitating the familiar pattern of herd
behaviour, a drying-up of liquidity and the fire-sale of assets by banks or others. The
question is what are the circumstances which can create such doubts? Assessing the
probability that a crisis may occur requires complex judgements in relation to a number of
interrelated factors. So do decisions about when and how to signal concerns and/or to use
the available policy instruments. [Excellent analyses are provided inter alia in recent
publications by the de Larosiere group on Financial Supervision in the EU [Feb 2009], G30 on Financial Reform [2009], Bank of England on Macroprudential Policy [Nov 2009]
as well as significant literature from the IMF, FSB and Basel institutions].

Leverage and the systemic conjuncture
Previous financial crises demonstrate that confidence is likely to be more fragile the
greater the degree of leverage in the system. (The term ‗leverage‘ is used here in a broad
sense to cover ‗balance-sheet-relevant‘ items [ie including SPVs, SIVs, etc] as well as the
embedded leverage in derivatives and other related products and is not confined to the
banking system.) The term ‗systemic conjuncture‘ covers the level of leverage in the
economy, the robustness of both the system as a whole and individual institutions to
shocks, the fiscal and monetary environment and the state of confidence in the system‘s
ability to repay debt in full and on time.

Executing the mandate and its evolution
Assessing the systemic conjuncture as outlined above will mean reviewing a range
of indicators. There is no single indicator of either leverage, or confidence. Instead the
SPC will need to consider the relevance of a number of indicators, both levels and where
relevant rates of change over time, including:
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national and international imbalances;
the overall level of leverage within the system;
the level/rates of change of indebtedness of different sectors and of the economy as
a whole (i.e. external indebtedness);
the asset exposures and potential dynamic and behaviour of non-leveraged [long
only] as well as leveraged asset managers;
the level of asset prices, for example equity prices, house and commercial property
prices, etc relative to their long-term trend or their relationship with other economic
variables;
market measures of uncertainty and risk, for example asset price volatility, credit
spreads on bonds of various types, CDS prices, etc;
new products and securitisation techniques which may be manifestations of
arbitrage to avoid measures taken to mitigate systemic dangers;
the outcome of stress testing of financial institutions and the system as a whole;
trends in external measures of confidence and risk appetite.
Such reviews will need to be set against judgements about the resilience of the
system and about the potential effectiveness of policy measures and sanctions available to
the authorities, including the techniques for the resolution of problems affecting
individual financial firms.
Depending on the conclusions, decisions will then need to be taken about
deployment both of the instruments available directly to the SPC and on what advice,
recommendation or ―encouragement‖ the SPC should give to other policymakers on
issues deemed relevant to financial stability.

Targets
It is not proposed that the SPC should be given any single target variable, bearing in
mind the untested nature of policy in this area, nor at this stage does it seem sensible to
determine whether targets should be hard or soft. As part of its remit, however, the
systemic/ macroprudential authority should be asked to consider, in the light of
experience, whether any particular target or set of targets should in due course be
formalised. It is widely recognised that identification of such a target or targets is likely to
be materially more difficult than for monetary policy where the main focus has been on
the delivery of low and stable inflation.

Issues arising
Given the difficulty of defining a precise objective, there is a legitimate question
about the feasibility of constructing any satisfactory policy framework. Is it achievable in
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practice and can it be effective? It is worth noting however that other areas of public
policy, notably monetary policy, have faced similar issues at early stages in their
development which have in many cases now been overcome. The view expressed by
some, that it is all too complicated to justify the attempt, seems excessively negative,
particularly given the substantial real cost of the recent crisis and the widely-held view
that, in the absence of additional measures to address this gap in policy, a similar or even
more severe crisis might well occur within a generation. Furthermore, it seems doubtful
whether, on their own, the multitude of microprudential and resolution measures
introduced recently with the goal of mitigating systemic risks will actually achieve the
desired result.

2. Policy Instrument
Proposal
The SPC would be mandated to act in two ways.
Firstly it would have the authority to deploy its ―own‖ policy instrument. This is
discussed below with the proposition that the instrument should be based on capital ratios.
Secondly it should assess the impact of other policy areas on systemic stability, and be
mandated to make recommendations to the authorities responsible for these policies, to
which the authorities would be expected to, respond perhaps on a comply-or-explain
basis.

„Own‟ policy instrument
This should be capable of deployment on a regular and continuing basis and will
need to satisfy a number of criteria, including:
it should address the root causes rather than merely the symptoms of instability.
it should ideally be independent of the instruments used in other areas of public
policy; without that, there is a risk of confusion and unclear accountability.
Accordingly, so long as they continue to be assigned to delivering an inflation
target, short-term interest rates would seem to be disqualified as the ‗own‘ instrument
even though they are certainly likely to have a bearing on financial stability conditions,
and in some circumstances may indeed be the subject of recommendation by the SPC.
The candidate proposed for discussion would be a capital or gearing ratio [perhaps
in conjunction with reserve requirements]. This would have its principal impact on banks,
the main agents for extending credit. Furthermore, given the effect on the cost of
providing this credit, the impact would extend indirectly to credit users such as
investment banks and hedge funds.
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This of course could also fall foul of the problem of ‗single instrument two policy
objectives‘ [because capital ratios are at present assigned to microprudential supervisors,
with the prime objective of achieving an acceptably low probability of individual-firm
failure]. However capital ratios would meet the first criterion above in that they would
bear directly on the cost both of creating credit and of increasing leverage.
In relation to the second criterion, it might be argued that the two objectives are in
fact not genuinely distinct – that systemic and individual firm stability are de facto highly
correlated. Although there must be some merit in this point it is hardly borne out by
recent experience.
So assuming that capital ratios were indeed the chosen instrument, it would be
necessary to define a hierarchy, or at least some clear relationship, between the two policy
areas. This could be to assign to the systemic/macro-prudential policymaker ‗ownership‘
of the overall Risk Asset Ratio [the Basel ―8%‖]. This would give the SPC a way to
influence the cost of creating, and thence the overall growth of, credit.
Meanwhile the microprudential supervisor - focussed on the strength of individual
firms - would be able to assign relative weights to different classes of assets in the RAR
computation, also taking into account judgments on a firm‘s individual risk
characteristics.

Policy areas with systemic relevance
Separately the SPC might also be mandated to make recommendations to other
policy makers, including the micro-prudential supervisor, in relation to policy instruments
under their control such as liquidity policies etc. The latter would be expected to respond,
perhaps on a comply-or-explain basis.

Breadth of mandate
Other policy areas relevant to systemic policy include monetary policy, fiscal
policy, competition policy and microprudential policy, the latter including, for example,
capital and liquidity standards but also incentives and remuneration policies. This raises
the question of exactly what powers and responsibilities the SPC should have in relation
to these other areas. For which should it have a remit/duty to make recommendations and
for which should it merely take the relevant policy stance into account in making its own
decisions? Microprudential and monetary policy might fall into the former category
whilst fiscal policy might fall into the latter.

Other instruments
It would be necessary to consider also what might be equivalent instruments to
contain systemic pressures arising independently from and outside the banking sector.
Instruments such as the solvency ratio, in relation to the insurance sector, might be
considered here. As more generally, it would be important to avoid measures which made
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sense at the individual firm level but which could prove destabilising for the system as a
whole.

Role of interest rates
Finally, putting to one side the issue of multiple targets for a single instrument,
there is debate as to whether interest rates would be more effective than capital ratios in
containing leverage growth. The balance is hard to predict; general interest rates levels
impact banks‘ cost of funds whereas capital ratios influence the cost of intermediation
and therefore affect the willingness of intermediaries to supply credit.

Granularity issues
Our proposal is that it would be preferable for the SPC to ‗own‘, and direct the use
of, a single policy instrument, following the model of monetary policy. It would be
possible in principle for the SPC to adopt a more granular approach to influencing the
growth of credit, for example by setting different and/or variable capital ratios for
different classes of assets (say mortgages or commercial real estate loans or loans to
SMEs).
Although in some circumstances such measures might seem attractive, they involve
a number of serious downsides:
First it would complicate the conduct of systemic policy and potentially make it
more difficult to reach clear conclusions or establish behavioural expectations and
reaction functions as regards the SPC [see below ‗Calibration‘]
Second it could potentially confuse or undermine the legitimacy and governance
structure of the other authorities already charged with particular areas of policy
Third use of micro instruments could lay the SPC process open to a greater degree
of political pressure given the differential impact on different segments of the
economy. [Note however that, it may sometimes be easier politically to justify
raising capital requirements for lending to a particular sector or sectors where credit
growth has been ―excessive‖ and that in some circumstances a more granular
approach could also alleviate tension with monetary policy goals.]
Fourth, however, and perhaps most important, it is not clear that a granular
approach could be made to work satisfactorily in practice. If the objective is to
contain overall leverage and credit growth, applying constraints only to particular
sectors is likely to generate a ―squeezed balloon‖ effect.
And finally, micro-intervention seems inconsistent in principle with what is
intended to be an overarching macro dimension to financial policy. This might be
regarded as philosophically unacceptable in some jurisdictions.

Calibration
There is at present no reliable estimate of what effect a given adjustment of overall
capital ratios would have on credit growth. Again, however, this is not a new challenge
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for policy: in the context of monetary policy, the impact of alterations in interest rates on
inflation is also hard to judge.
Two factors are relevant in considering this problem:
First, a regular and reasonably frequent process of assessment would allow ―course
corrections‖ to be made if credit growth seemed not to be adequately restrained.
Such assessments, as in monetary policy, would clearly need to take account of
significant lags in the response to capital ratio changes.
Second, as the policymakers‘ reaction function becomes more stable and better
understood, so pre-emptive behaviour is likely to become more common and the
degree of adjustment of the policy instrument needed to achieve a given impact is
likely to be less. (Facilitating understanding of this reaction function is a further
reason for keeping the instrument environment simple and avoiding multiple
instruments.)

Discretionary or automatic
An obvious further question is whether the instrument should be deployed on an
automatic or a discretionary basis.
Automatic countercyclical adjustment of capital requirements is under discussion as
part of the FSB and Basel Committee processes. It is perceived to be of value both in
reducing credit cyclicality and in countering the danger of regulatory or supervisory
forbearance or political interference. It seems probable, however, that discretionary use of
the instrument will also be needed – and in any case wise to make provision for such use
– given the many factors which influence credit conditions and the overall systemic
conjuncture. In effect the deployment of such adjustment by national systemic
policymakers would be constrained by such globally set, and transparent, adjustments, but
not overruled by them.

3. Relationship with Monetary Policy
Interplay of policy areas
As proposed above, interest rates and capital ratios would be designated as the
prime instruments to impact the root causes respectively of, inflation and credit/leverage.
But the two instruments interact: movements in interest rates will affect the evolution of
credit and leverage and capital ratios will affect the monetary transmission mechanism.
And both may have an impact on growth. The question is whether this matters and, if so,
what can be done about it.
At a minimum, it seems clear that policy assessment in each area should take into
account policy actions in the other. This follows precedent in a number of jurisdictions
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where monetary policy takes fiscal policy into account. In a similar way, monetary
policymakers might be formally enjoined to have regard to systemic stability issues and
vice versa for the SPC, although there is clearly a critical question about what ―taking into
account‖ would mean in practice. Over time, the two sets of policymakers may well
develop expectations about each other‘s likely policy actions.
This raises the question of whether an ‗equilibrium‘ delivering both price stability
and financial stability objectives could be reached, or whether the set of actions and
counteractions would be recursively self-defeating and potentially destabilising. In
practice, this seems unlikely to be the result any more than it is in relation to fiscal policy,
although the outcome would depend on precisely how the systemic/macro-prudential
target came to be specified.
The additional credit/leverage constraint could of course have an impact on growth.
But a possible criticism of the current policy framework is precisely that the growth rate
compatible with the inflation target alone has in recent years been higher than was
compatible with the maintenance of financial stability.
So arguably the following equilibrium might emerge. Higher capital ratios and
slower credit expansion would allow price stability to be delivered with slightly lower
interest rates. And while growth in the short to medium term might be slightly slower, the
threat of financial instability as a result of rising leverage would be reduced and long-term
growth might actually be enhanced.

Combine monetary policy and systemic stability?
Alternatively it is argued by some that, if there is indeed a case for a policy
initiative in relation to systemic stability, it might be better to extend the remit of the
relevant monetary policymaker. Although there are significant and possibly decisive
contrary arguments, this is an important point to address.
Experience suggests that introducing more policy goals increases the risk of
suboptimal implementation. For example monetary policy in the UK
already has price stability as its goal, albeit with a subordinate objective of
supporting the Government‘s wider economic objectives. Jurisdictions
which attempt to deliver several goals (e.g. price stability and growth) with
the single instrument of short-term interest rates face inter alia greater
difficulties in explaining policy decisions, in creating a reaction function and
in managing inflationary expectations. This arises for the obvious reason
that there are often tensions between the actions indicated by the different
objectives.
The experience and capabilities required of those involved in formulating
and executing monetary and financial stability policies differ in important
respects. Experience of supervision and financial market dynamics are
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essential in the context of financial stability, just as an understanding of
macroeconomic and monetary theory and practice are needed for monetary
policy. It would be preferable to ensure that each area is fit for purpose
rather than trying to embrace all the needs of both policy areas in a single
committee.
Accountability, on both the monetary and financial stability sides, is likely
to be more effective if each is accountable for a single rather than multiple
area of policy. Moreover, from the point of view of individuals it could be
uncomfortable to be accountable for quasi-political judgements about the
relative weight to be accorded to different policy objectives, especially since
political perceptions of relative importance are likely to change over time.
The nature of the assessment process is different. Monetary policy
assessment is about stability within a band or around a target over time. And
there is regular and reasonably clear-cut evidence on whether that is being
achieved. In the case of financial stability policy, while instability is also
obvious, by the time that point is reached policy has failed. Instead policy
has to be based on unobservable probabilities that a state of instability might
arise. Trying to combine both approaches in a single process could risk
compromising the integrity of both.
Finally, policy in the two areas is at different stages of development. There
is still a great deal to learn in the area of financial stability policy. It needs to
find its own place in the thinking and expectations not just of the authorities
but of the public and industry. It is vital that the public sees systemic policy
issues as part of everyday life and not just during a crisis!
There are no doubt countries, particularly where the liberalisation of the financial
sector is not complete or the capital account remains partially controlled, where the two
areas of policy are satisfactorily carried out together. Such countries may feel the absence
of an explicit financial stability regime less strongly. In practice they accommodate
systemic issues within their monetary policy regime. India is one such example. In the
case of mature and fully open economies with existing monetary policy frameworks
however the issues set out above become more important.
Finally it is certainly the case that someone must in the end make the overall
assessment of the combined impact of systemic and monetary policy measures. This will
require careful thought. It would probably be assisted by housing the two areas of policy
at or close to a single institution [the Central Bank], but that may raise in turn issues about
concentration of power (see 5 below).
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4. Institutional features: Qualities necessary for the
success of systemic policy
More than for monetary policy, which is better understood, systemic policy
decisions could at this stage be unpopular. The impact, for example, of constraining credit
growth/leverage would be felt by many different groups - politicians, bankers,
industrialists and consumers. So, however ill-advised, resistance to constraining the ‗fuel‘
of credit growth can be expected from politicians whose ‗growth story‘ may be
compromised; bankers [and bank shareholders] whose remuneration and profits are likely
to be impacted; and the public and other users of credit because ―live now, pay later‖ has
an enduring appeal.
For these reasons:
(i)

The objectives and mandate should be set by the political process.

(ii)

The conduct of policy within the framework should be independent of political
process but accountable to it.

(iii)

The arrangements should incorporate features which have proved themselves
in other policy areas, notably monetary policy. This includes regularity of
assessment, even if perhaps less frequent than for monetary policy.

(iv)

Particular qualities/experience and skills will be needed. Irrespective of the
precise institutional arrangements an SPC would need individuals with experience
and skills at the highest level covering:
central banking
supervision of financial markets and financial innovation
practical experience of systemic events
academic understanding of the issues
handling relationships with Ministries of Finance/Treasuries

(v)

To command respect there needs to be adequate accountability of policymakers to
legislatures and public: the arrangements should have ―legitimacy‖ in the eyes of
directly interested parties and the population at large

(vi)

To support this, the process by which policy decisions are made should be
transparent. Where appropriate the supporting analysis and assessment of early
warnings should be disclosed, recognising that in some cases immediate disclosure
may be undesirable and risk generating a destabilising erosion of confidence. This
might apply to eg situations involving individual financial firms. A process for
deciding what falls into that category would be needed and for judging cases
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involving potential breaches of commercial confidentiality. Financial Stability
Reviews go some way in this direction but they typically stop short of reviewing the
background to policy decisions as such. The transparency process proposed in this
chapter could be seen as an extension of the thinking behind FSR‘s, beyond being a
channel for early warnings into a more formalised and effective framework for
policy accountability. It is in any event important to enhance public understanding
of financial stability issues, which should in turn facilitate acceptance of
‗unpopular‘ decisions if these are seen to be directed at avoiding the high social
costs of financial crises.
(vii)

There needs to be confidence that effective means and authority exist to implement
policy decisions, whether the instruments are under the direct control of the SPC or
lie with other bodies.

(viii)

Dedicated resources will be needed to assist the SPC carry out proper assessment
and provide support.

5. The „Vehicle‟ for systemic policy delivery: Institutional
arrangements
A Committee
The choice of institutional arrangements will be a function of the legal, cultural and
political environment in each jurisdiction. The options include a new self-standing
institution, a department of an existing institution, or a semi-autonomous committee
either within or anchored to an existing institution. Different approaches are already
emerging [European Systemic Risk Committee at the ECB, separate committee as per the
US Senate Bill].
For the sake of illustration as mentioned above we have assumed the creation of a
Systemic Policy Committee (SPC).

Should the SPC be freestanding or anchored to an existing
institution?
The proposition in this chapter is that a model with the SPC anchored or close to the
central bank, has merit. There are valuable precedents in terms of monetary policy in
many jurisdictions.
This would build on and put onto a more formalised footing central banks‘
‗traditional‘ role in the area of financial stability. Specifically:
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Despite recent setbacks central banks command respect because of their expertise
on systemic issues, their independence (in many cases) from political manipulation,
their unique role as creators of central bank money and implementers of monetary
policy, and their position at the ‗nerve-centre‘ of both national and international
financial systems. Furthermore, they typically have wide experience of
macroeconomic policy-making through their historic relationships with finance
ministries.
Against this background, many people assume or expect central banks to be
responsible for handling systemic issues. In that sense systemic policy is not ‗new‘.
But in former times central banks tended to act ‗presumptively‘ without a formal or
statutory mandate to do so.
A difficulty arose when formalised mandates for monetary policy were given to
central banks, complete with accountability provisions. This made it less
comfortable – and indeed potentially dangerous - to act presumptively in relation to
systemic policy. And governments/legislators shied away from trying to create such
formalised processes for systemic stability because of the difficulties in defining
objectives and scope. The UK in 1997 is a case in point when responsibility for
monetary policy was awarded to the Bank of England, but its role in relation to
systemic stability was left unclear. This effectively encouraged an emphasis on
monetary policy which tended to ‗crowd out‘ systemic issues. It is that deficit
which we are now trying to address.

Issues arising in relation to location
Power
If the central bank, an unelected body, is given responsibility for systemic policy, in
addition to monetary policy and its normal central banking functions, would this mean
that it became too powerful? Might it suffer from political challenge and reputational risk
causing its effectiveness to be compromised?
The question as to the degree of power that different jurisdictions feel comfortable
placing in the hands of the central bank is an important one to which there are no easy or
general answers. The matter is further complicated by the move in some jurisdictions to
place responsibility for micro-prudential supervision with the central bank as well. If
housing both systemic policy and micro-supervision, as well as monetary policy within
the central bank were indeed thought to mean too great a concentration of power, there
seems a strong case for assigning systemic policy to the central bank and microsupervision to a third party - either a unitary supervisory authority like the FSA [Japan,
UK] or a standalone prudential supervisor like APRA [Australia]. But it is beyond the
scope of this article to examine this issue further.
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Interface with the political process
This interface clearly needs to be handled effectively. The mechanism suggested is
that, following models in a number of jurisdictions, the mandate and objectives of
systemic policy should be set by the political process, and that the execution of the
mandate should be handled independently from but accountable to it.
How will the interface with fiscal and competition policy be handled?
Again paralleling monetary policy, from the point of view of the SPC these would
be taken as ‗givens‘. There would be debate however as to the extent to which it should
be expected to make recommendations, and with what degree of authority, in relation to
these other established policy areas [see section 1 mandate above].
Handling crises
The framework in this chapter is designed to handle mitigation of systemic risks in
‗peacetime‘. More debate is needed on how the arrangements would need to evolve in the
event of an incipient or actual crisis, in particular how the key role of the Ministry of
Finance/Treasury in such conditions would be accommodated; on the ‗trigger‘
mechanism for moving from ‗peacetime‘ to ‗crisis‘ mode; and on the role of the SPC
itself at a time of crisis. Appropriate resolution machinery is separately widely under
discussion.
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Appendix: A framework for the UK: an illustration
This chapter concludes with an illustration of how such a process might be
constructed in the UK taking account of the considerations mentioned in the chapter.
A new systemic policy framework could usefully borrow from the Monetary Policy
Committee (MPC) experience. This might suggest the following:
(i)

A Committee, the ‗Systemic Policy Committee, [SPC]‘, should be established whose
broad remit, following the issues outlined in section 1. above, would be determined in
legislation and whose specific objectives would be specified from time to time by the
government. The SPC would be anchored at the Bank of England and would have
independence in making its policy decisions. Its association with the central bank
should help to reinforce its independence.

(ii)

Membership would include
Governors of the Bank;
Senior officials of the supervisory authority;
Those with practitioner experience of the financial sector [possibly nonconflicted and/or recently retired members of the financial services industry,
including infrastructure providers]. This could include members of the Banks
Board [Court];
Academics with a particular expertise in financial markets and institutions;
An observer from HM Treasury.

(iii)

Size of committee might be 8-10.

(iv)

Members could be appointed through the political process as per the MPC, and be
fully accountable individually for decisions made, both before parliament and more
generally.

(v)

Consideration would be needed as to how to ensure the availability of reliable and
timely data from a variety of sources. Any barriers to automatic exchange of data
would need to be overcome and perhaps facilitated by including representatives of the
suppliers on the Committee.

(vi)

Consideration would be needed as to how to establish a method for achieving
consensus with a possible ‗voting‘ framework, as well as the ability to explain directly
to the political authorities how the SPC would behave if it feared that its policy
objectives might not be met [the ‗letter writing to the Chancellor‘ process].

(vii)

The SPC might normally meet, say quarterly, rather than monthly, given the frequency
with which major items of data become available and the relative infrequency of
periods of serious stress. As for the MPC, there could be provision for exceptional
meetings to be held if felt necessary.

(viii)

Minutes of SPC meetings would be published. Today‘s Financial Stability Review
assesses the systemic conjuncture, but the minutes would explain in addition the
reason for the policy response.

(ix)

Accountability for the effective functioning and resourcing for the Committee could lie
with the Bank‘s Board [Court].
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Chapter 8
Should we have „narrow banking‟?
John Kay
The credit crunch of 2007–8 was the direct and indirect result of losses incurred by
major financial services companies in speculative trading in wholesale financial markets.
The largest source of systemic risk was within individual financial institutions themselves.
The capital requirements regime imposed by the Basel agreements both contributed to the
problem and magnified the damage inflicted on the real economy after the problem
emerged. The paper argues that regulatory reform should emphasise systemic resilience
and robustness, not more detailed behaviour prescriptions. It favours functional
separation of financial services architecture, with particular emphasis on narrow
banking – tight restriction of the scope and activities of deposit-taking institutions.

1. How we got here
The traditional role of banks was to take deposits, largely from individuals, and to
make loans, mostly to businesses. Deposits were repayable on short notice but loans
could not in practice be called in immediately. Even a well run bank was therefore
potentially vulnerable if many depositors demanded their money back simultaneously.
Banks maintained extensive liquid assets and the Bank of England, in common with other
central banks, offered ‗lender of last resort‘ facilities. The assumed willingness of the
central bank to provide funds against good quality assets meant that a solvent bank need
not fear failure.
In the modern era, financial innovation allowed banks to trade both credit risk and
interest rate risk. These developments were at first called disintermediation and
subsequently securitisation. The credit and interest rate exposures which traditionally had
been contained within banks, and made banks inherently risky, could now be reduced or
eliminated through markets.
There was early recognition that such disintermediation also undermined the
traditional conception, and role, of a bank. Some thoughtful commentators believed that
the financial institutions of the future would be narrow specialists. An important book
published in 1988 by a young McKinsey partner, Lowell Bryan (now director of the
company‘s global financial services practice) defined that firm‘s view at the time. The
title was Breaking up the Bank.1
1

Bryan (1988). Litan (1988) expounded similar arguments.
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Bryan was half right, half wrong. All of the individual functions of established
banks (with the possible exception of SME lending) are now also performed by specialist
institutions. In many cases these functions are best performed by specialist institutions.
Dedicated mortgage banks, based on wholesale funding, have offered market leading
products. Supermarkets have diversified into simple financial services, such as deposit
accounts and consumer loans. Private equity houses (venture capital firms) have
transformed the provision of finance for start-up businesses. Successful proprietary
traders set up their own businesses, attracting institutional money to hedge funds.
But, seemingly paradoxically, the trend to specialisation was accompanied by a
trend to diversification. Traditional banks became financial conglomerates. They not only
sold a wider range of retail products but also expanded their wholesale market and
investment banking activities. The bizarre consequence was that while the deposit taking
and lending operations of banks could – and did – use new markets to limit their risks,
speculative trading in the same markets by other divisions of the same banks increased
the overall risk exposure of the bank by far more.
In 2007-8, the process by which retail banks became financial conglomerates ended
in tears. Almost all the businesses concerned experienced share price collapses, raised
emergency capital, and became reliant on explicit or implicit government support to
continue operations. But these financial conglomerates not only failed their shareholders:
their customers had been victims of endemic conflicts of interest for years. At the very
moment in 1999 that the 1933 Glass Steagall Act which separated commercial and
investment banking was repealed, the New Economy bubble was illustrating once again
the abuse which had led to the Act‘s passage in the first place – the stuffing of retail
customers with new issues from worthless companies which were corporate clients.
Within every diversified retail bank, there is evidence of the fundamental tension
between the cultures of trading and deal-making – buccaneering, entrepreneurial,
grasping – and the conservative bureaucratic approach appropriate for retail banking. It is
a conflict in which the investment bankers and traders generally came out on top. These
institutional conflicts are, perhaps, the heart of the matter. The attractions of financial
conglomerates are more evident to the people who run them than to their customers,
employees, shareholders – or the taxpayers who have been faced with bills of startling
magnitude by their failure.
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2. Lessons from the history of regulation
History shows that regulation works most effectively when it is targeted on a small
number of clearly identified public policy problems. Most other industries are regulated,
not supervised, and neither regulators nor the businesses concerned normally use the term
supervision. Regulation monitors observance of a limited number of specific rules, and
emphasises structure rather than behaviour.
The remit of supervision is general rather than specific. Supervision seeks to impose
a particular conception of good business practice across the industry. In financial services,
the terms regulation and supervision are used almost interchangeably. Yet they are not
interchangeable. Supervision is, by its nature, wide-ranging: regulation is focussed.
Attempts to standardise financial services regulation intentionally did lead after
1987 to attempts to agree a common set of minimal rules. Yet the Basel accords based on
capital requirements proved worse than useless in the years before the crisis of 2007-8.
The rules stimulated regulatory arbitrage and the use of off balance sheet vehicles, which
made the nature of the activities banks were conducting opaque even to the management
of these institutions themselves. Even more seriously they relieved executives of
management responsibility for determining appropriate capital requirements. Capital
adequacy requirements failed to restrain imprudent behaviour in the years up to the credit
crunch and aggravated the recession by enforcing contraction of lending when the credit
crunch hit. The belief that more complex versions of the Basel rules would be more
effective in future represents the triumph of hope over experience.
That experience, from other industries as well as from financial services, shows that
such attempts at regulation become steadily more extensive in scope, without being more
successful in their practical results. Supervision is subject to creep – a tendency for its
scope to grow. Supervision involves a form of shadow management; but it is almost
inevitable – and wholly inevitable in the financial services industry – that shadow
management will be at a disadvantage to the real management in terms of the competence
of its staff and the quality of information available to it.
Supervision is subject to regulatory capture, an inclination to see the operation of
the industry through the eyes of the industry and especially through the eyes of
established firms in the industry. Because the supervisor‘s conception of good practice is
necessarily drawn from current practice, supervision is supportive of existing business
models and resistant to new entry. Extensive and intrusive: yet ineffective and protective
of the existing structure of the industry and the interests of its major players. That
describes financial services regulation in Britain (and in other countries) today.
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There is also a public interest in the promotion of a profitable and internationally
competitive financial services industry. This activity, usually called sponsorship, should
be distinguished from regulation and kept separate from it, as it is in most other
industries. Examples of the dangers of blending sponsorship and regulation abound. In the
BSE crisis over infected beef, a government department responsible for both consumer
protection and industry sponsorship voiced misleadingly reassuring statements until the
problem because too serious to ignore. In the long run, the results were damaging to both
the interests of the industry and the interests of the public. Much the same has been true in
financial services.
Textbooks of regulatory history point to the lessons of the US airline industry.2 The
need for regulation to secure passenger and public safety has been evident from the
earliest days of civil aviation. It seems plausible – it is true – that planes will be better
maintained by strongly capitalised companies with sound business models. It is only a
short further step to perceive a need to review pricing policies, the qualifications of
prospective new entrants, and the need for their services. And so on. Airline regulation
spread to cover almost all aspects of the operation of the industry. Industry leaders met to
discuss issues such as seat pitches and the composition of meals.
In the United States in the 1970s, this structure was swept away by a broad based
Congressional coalition. The right believed that market forces would serve customers and
promote innovation better than regulatory solutions. The left believed that regulation had
become a cartel, a racket operated on behalf of large, inefficient, long-established
companies. Both these beliefs were justified, as subsequent experience showed. The
deregulated market, initially unstable, grew rapidly. There were many new entrants: some
incumbents failed, others thrived. Consumer choice expanded, and prices fell. Passenger
needs are today generally better served, while aircraft are safer than ever.
The financial services industry should follow this example. Regulation should seek
to work with market forces, not to replace them. Not because free markets lead to the best
of all possible worlds – in financial services, as in many other activities, they plainly do
not. But it is much easier to channel a flow of water into appropriate downhill channels
than to push it uphill. That is why structural regulation, which emphasises the incentives
given by regulatory measures, is often preferable to regulation which seeks to control
behaviour. Competition where possible, regulation where necessary, and supervision not
at all, should be the underlying principle.
There many lessons to be learnt for financial services from both the management
and regulation of other industries. We need to stop thinking of financial services as a
unique business, whose problems are sui generis, and whose economic role is one of
2
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special privilege. The historic deal, which limited competition in banking in return for an
expectation of prudent behaviour, has been abrogated by the actions of banks and
bankers. Today, both consumer protection and macroeconomic stability will be best
served by the policies to promote competition which are rightly favoured in other sectors
of the economy.

3. Regulatory structure
The appropriate regulatory strategy in financial services is one which has been
followed in other industries, notably utilities. Define, as narrowly as possible, the areas in
which uninterrupted supply is essential, or in which natural monopoly is inevitable and
for which close regulation is therefore required. Sponsor competitive markets, more
lightly regulated, in areas to which these conditions do not apply. Impose structural
separation to reduce conflicts of interest and to establish a system that is resilient and
robust, in which failures can be contained.
There are many interconnected networks in the economy, and failures within them
cannot be prevented. The appropriate objectives in the control and regulation of all such
complex processes are to establish modularity, redundancy and alternative provision
throughout the system: to create firewalls which prevent problems from spreading. These
measures entail costs, of course – perhaps substantial costs - but these costs are dwarfed
by the collateral damage imposed by wide-ranging failures in the electricity grid, or the
telecommunications network, or by the financial crisis of 2007-8.
The appropriate regulatory strategy, therefore, is one that focuses on structure rather
than behaviour: that distinguishes between the parts of the financial system where light
regulation is essential and those in which the public interest is best served by competition
and diversity. The overriding aim is not to prevent failure, but to limit its impact.
The present debate simply fails to address the issue posed by the emergence of
managerially and financially weak conglomerate institutions, mostly based on retail
banks. Even if the assertion that supervision will prevent future failure were credible –
and it is not - the outcome would not deal with either the political problem or the
economic problem that ‗too big to fail‘ raises. ‗Too big to fail‘ is not compatible with
either democracy or a free market. An organisation ‗too big to fail‘ can show disdain for
its investors, its customers, and for elected officials – and the rows over bonuses are a
clear, if trivial, illustration that such behaviour is a reality. On the other hand, supervision
that succeeded in ruling out even the possibility of organisational failure would kill all
enterprise.
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The development of such mechanisms to combine competitive markets with
resilient systems is not only the route ahead, but the only possible route ahead.
Government underwriting for all or most financial sector counter-party risk in wholesale
financial markets is not acceptable. Not just because this is not an appropriate government
expenditure, but because the existence of such support undermines the imposition of risk
disciplines within financial institutions and the evolution of market mechanisms to deal
with counter party risk. The problem is not simply, or even primarily, that the belief that
the government will rescue failing institutions encourages these institutions to take more
risk. The belief that the authorities will intervene in this way substitutes ineffectual
regulatory supervision of risk-taking behaviour for the far more effectual monitoring of
risk exposures by private sector counter parties. The notion that supervision will in future
prevent failures such as those of Long Term Capital Management or Lehman and
therefore these problems of moral hazard will not arise is an engaging fantasy.
There should be a clear distinction in public policy between the requirement for the
continued provision of essential activities and the continued existence of particular
corporate entities engaged in their provision. In today‘s complex environment, there are
many services we cannot do without. The electricity grid and the water supply, the
transport system and the telecommunications network are all essential: even a temporary
disruption causes immense economic dislocation and damage. These activities are every
bit as necessary to our personal and business lives as the banking sector, and at least as
interconnected.
But the need to maintain the water supply does not, and must not, establish a need
to keep the water company in business. Enron failed, but the water and electricity that its
subsidiaries provided continued to flow: Railtrack failed, and the trains kept running. The
same continuity of operations in the face of commercial failure must be assured for
payments and retail banking.
Financial services companies should therefore be structured so that in the event of
an overall failure of the organisation the utility can be readily separated from the casino.
That means the establishment of distinct narrow banks. These might operate as standalone
entities or as separately capitalised and ring-fenced subsidiaries of financial holding
companies. The claim that innovation in modern financial markets makes it essential to
have large conglomerate banks is precisely the opposite of the truth – these innovations
make it possible not to have large conglomerate banks. The activities of managing
maturity mismatch, and spreading and pooling risks, which once needed to be conducted
within financial institutions, now can, and should, be conducted through markets.
A special resolution regime should enable the activities of the narrow bank to be
continued under public supervision or administration – supervision is obviously
appropriate at this point – while the remaining activities of the company are liquidated. In
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some cases, the operation of the utility activity may require injection of public funds. In
no circumstances should there be public support, or government underwriting, of nonutility activities. Government supervision of risk management in complex financial
institutions is neither possible nor desirable, and
There should be no ‗too big to fail‘ doctrine, and no government insurance of
counter party risk in wholesale financial markets. The normal principle should be that
financial institutions that cannot function without government support or subsidy,
including so called ‗lender of last resort‘ facilities,3 should be put into resolution. If such
institutions are unable to rectify their problems without public assistance the corporate
entities concerned should be wound up and their senior management removed. In order to
secure proper monitoring of the behaviour of financial institutions, it is important that
creditors as well as shareholders expect to lose money in such an event. The market
mechanism for securing competent management is the prospect of failure. Government
supervision of risk management in complex financial institutions is neither possible nor
desirable, and regulation will never be an adequate substitute.

4. Regulating the utility
The utility element of the financial services system is the payments system. Like the
electricity grid or the telecoms network, failure even for a few hours imposes economic
damage. The payments system is inherently a natural monopoly, like the electricity grid
or the telecoms network. There are alternative, and to some degrees competing, payments
systems but – as with telecoms networks – all are ultimately dependent on the core
clearing and settlement systems.
In order to use the payments system, individuals and businesses must make
deposits, or have access to associated lines of credit. Provision of these facilities can be,
and should be, a competitive industry. Ownership and control of the network should be
separated from ownership and control of these deposits. If there is vertical integration
from deposit taking into transmission, deposit takers will use the economic power such
vertical integration gives them to distort competition in their favour – to the advantage of
a single firm which is owner of the network, or to the benefit of established firms at the
expense of entrants if ownership is collective. That distortion of competition is what
currently happens.
Narrow banks are institutions that have access to the payments system and take the
deposits necessary for that access. There is a strong case and a political necessity for
3

The traditional lender of last resort function, as described by Bagehot in 1873 after the collapse of
Overend Gurney, has been made redundant by deposit protection and disintermediation. The term is now
used in a general way to describe central bank support of failing financial institutions.
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government guarantee of the deposits of narrow banks. The scope of such guarantees is
open to discussion, but it should cover normal transactions balances and the modest
savings of individuals. Theoretically, the guarantee of deposits in the UK and some other
countries is provided by the financial services industry, but both the perception and the
reality is that the UK government is the guarantor, and this should be made explicit. The
fiasco of the collapse of the Icelandic banks exposed the fiction, in both Iceland and the
UK: in Iceland the compensation scheme collapsed, and the UK (and other European)
governments met the shortfall and are demanding reimbursement from the Icelandic
government. The costs of the failures of British banks (including the British subsidiaries
of Icelandic banks) to the UK Financial Services Compensation Scheme were met
through a ‗loan‘ from the Bank of England. There are no current proposals for the
repayment of this ‗loan‘. If financial services activities are to be subject to a special tax,
this can and should be done in other ways.
Only narrow banks could describe themselves as banks, take deposits, or access the
payment system. Narrow banks would state that their deposits were guaranteed by the UK
government (to the extent that they were) and all other financial institutions would be
required to indicate on all statements and promotional material that funds entrusted to
them were not underwritten by the UK government. The simplest rule is that all deposits
with narrow banks are guaranteed and only deposits with narrow banks are guaranteed.
Narrow banks would be required to restrict the investment of such deposits to safe assets.
The definition of safe assets would be in the hands of regulators, not rating agencies: the
privatisation of this activity manifestly failed.
In the light of recent experience, there is a good case for restricting the category of
‗safe assets‘ to UK government securities, or (possibly) securities of major OECD
member governments. Such a regime would allow some exposure within the bank to
maturity, or perhaps currency, mismatch, but not credit risk, and relatively modest capital
requirements should be sufficient to cover these. Such elimination of credit risk is the
only means of minimising the cost to taxpayers, and of minimising the competition
distorting advantage to banks which are covered by deposit protection or the current
government implied guarantee of bank liabilities.
These provisions would be significantly more restrictive than a simple restoration of
the situation that existed before the aggressive diversification of UK retail banks and
building societies from the 1970s. Such more extensive restriction is inevitable because
during that period the treasury activities of retail savings institutions metamorphosed
from the purpose of meeting the routine financing needs of everyday banking into
functions that were treated as profit centres in their own right.
The direction of change proposed by the ‗Volcker rule‘ – the separation of
proprietary trading from banking – gets to the heart of these issues: but the difficulty of
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defining ‗proprietary trading‘ becomes evident if speculative trading on the bank‘s own
account is intertwined with the ordinary practices of cash management. Such linkage has
enabled institutions such as the (former) investment banks claim that proprietary trading
is a small part of their activities even though trading in general is a major part of their
activities and a large part of their declared profits: these banks define proprietary trading
essentially as what takes place within a department labelled ‗proprietary trading‘. Only a
stringent view of what constitutes the ordinary activities of a bank can solve the problem
of effective distinguishing the utility from the casino. The implications of such restriction
for the financing of conventional narrow banking activities – such as mortgages and SME
financing – is discussed further below.
In a market economy, the degree of government involvement in underwriting the
supply of goods and services may be graduated into three broad categories:
utility – even very brief disruption causes systemic disarray and extended economic
loss. (e.g. the electricity grid, telecoms network)
essential goods and services – continued supply is necessary but partial or
temporary disruption can be accommodated (e.g. food, fuel)
nice to have – free markets can and should generally be allowed to define market
price and availability. If the market does not provide, too bad (most goods and
services)
Public intervention in utility markets, which are generally natural monopolies, has
as its primary goals regulation of prices and of access and the assurance of continued
supply. The mechanism for achieving the latter objective is normally a combination of
special resolution procedure (which has continued service to the public as its primary
purpose) and firewalls which enable the utility assets to be readily separated from any
other assets of the business in the event of the failure of the overall corporate vehicle.
Such procedures were involved in cases such as the failures of Railtrack, Metronet and of
Enron (owner of Wessex Water and some UK electricity companies). The absence of any
specific resolution regime for financial services companies substantially aggravated the
problems created by the failures and near failures of UK retail banks in 2007-8.
The supply of credit to small and medium sized enterprises, and for consumer
lending and mortgages, fall into the second category: of essential services, for which
hiatuses in supply can be handled so long as they are of brief duration. The characteristic,
and appropriate, strategy for government involvement in securing supplies is very
different. That strategy is to stimulate a competitive market with diversity of providers.
The proper role of government in these sectors is to promote competition, and to seek to
minimise dependence on any single source of supply. More detailed regulation (other
than for reasons of consumer protection and safety) is not normally required. There
should be – as there is for commodities such as food and fuel – the capacity to declare
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emergency in the face of fundamental disruption to the supply of credit. A public agency
would assume responsibility for the direction of supply normally with the cooperation of
management but without it if necessary in these extreme circumstances. The objective is
to withdraw and restore market forces as soon as possible.
Such emergency powers to direct the supply of credit were lacking in 2007, and are
all too evidently lacking still. UK government influence on lending policies, even of
banks which the government substantially owns, or whose credit the government has
substantially underwritten, has amounted to pushing on a string. Supplies of credit for
many ordinary business purposes have remained severely constrained well after the
immediate crisis has passed. Regulatory interventions have emphasised the financial
health of providers rather than the supply of services to customers. It is as though, when
consumers were faced with fuel shortages, the government had released stockpiles to oil
companies, which promptly used the supplies to rebuild their own stocks and then sold
the remainder at a profit on international markets.
Most other financial services fall into the third, ‗nice-to-have‘, category. Their
provision, or otherwise, should be left to market forces. I doubt whether much
securitisation would take place in the absence of gains from regulatory arbitrage and the
extensive risk mispricing which occurred in 2003-7. It is commonly argued that since
much (for example) mortgage debt was funded through securitisation, mortgages would
not be provided on any scale in the absence of securitisation.4 But this claim rests on an
elementary confusion between the channels of intermediation through which capital is
provided and the availability of capital itself, Although Tesco accounts for a significant
share of sales of cornflakes, cornflakes would continue to be supplied even if Tesco did
not sell them. The mortgage market existed in Britain for many years before the wide use
of either securitisation or swaps, and that period covered the largest extension of home
ownership in British history. Securitisation should neither be supported by government,
nor actively discouraged, and the same is true of most other wholesale financial market
activities.

5. Restructuring the financial services industry
Many people think that narrow banks would be boring. They would be boring for
people whose aspirations are to welcome chief executives to panelled meeting rooms to
plot global acquisitions, or for those who enjoy securities trading or the profits derived
from them.
4

Crosby, J. (2008) Mortgage Finance – a report to the Chancellor of the Exchequer, HM Treasury,
24 November.
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Retail banking is, however, a retail activity, as its name suggests, and the
consequence of disintermediation is that the skills needed to run a retail bank are
increasingly those of the retailer, not the traditional skills of the banker. Bank managers
have long ceased to be the knowledgeable and influential figures in local communities
they once were, and the function of credit assessment has largely been taken out of
branches and replaced, perhaps excessively, by centralised and mechanical credit scoring
systems.. Narrow banks would compete, as retailers do, on product design, cost
efficiency, and customer service, which is what most people who occupy management
positions in retail banks want to do. At present, however, traders and investment bankers
dominate the power structure of most conglomerate banks and are the dominant influence
on the culture of the organisation.
High street retailers are focussed on establishing the needs of their customers and
aggressively demand that suppliers meet these needs with good products at low prices.
High street financial institutions mostly promote the services the wholesale divisions of
the same institution want to sell. Customers currently rate their banks unfavourably
relative to other retailers on the trust they place in them and on their quality of service and
with good reason. One of the probable effects of narrow banking would be to change
these perceptions by facilitating new competition and encouraging innovation in the
segment of the financial service industry where such innovation generates real benefit to
customers. Strikingly, and erroneously, the industry at present appears to see this loss of
trust as a problem of public relations rather than the product of its own behaviour.
Would narrow banking imply lower interest rates or higher charges for those who
hold accounts with narrow banks? In the first instance, the answer to that question is
certainly yes, because narrow banking effectively withdraws the subsidy currently
provided to banks through the free deposit insurance. (Deposit insurance is not entirely
free, because some part of compensation costs is recouped from the industry, but
experience in the UK with deposit protection and in other countries with explicit
insurance schemes is that this fraction is small. To the extent that deposit insurance is
currently paid for, the impact on customers of the withdrawal of the subsidy would be
reduced).
We do not know the extent to which the benefit of deposit insurance is currently
split between higher interest rates to lenders, lower interest rates to borrowers, or
absorbed in bank profits or inefficiencies. In normal circumstances, however, the size of
the subsidy – essentially the difference between inter-bank and central bank interest rates
– is not large, although it has reached substantial levels in the last two years and is likely
to remain at levels significantly above the historic norm.
Companies, and individuals with substantial balances, might wish to give up the
government guarantee in return for somewhat higher interest rates and associated risks.
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Charles Goodhart, in particular, has emphasised ‗the boundary problem‘, the line between
guaranteed and non-guaranteed deposits. Such a boundary problem exists unless all bank
liabilities are guaranteed, or no bank liabilities are guaranteed: neither of which are
acceptable solutions. The worst of all worlds is one in which there is continuing
uncertainty about the actual scope of the government guarantee – the present situation.
US experience with Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac has demonstrated just how costly such
ambiguity can be.
It is important, therefore, that there be an unequivocal distinction between balances
that are, and are not, underwritten by government. Some measures that might help sustain
that distinction would be
only narrow banks could call themselves banks, or call their activity deposit taking
non-guaranteed cash balances would be invested only in money market funds,
registered as OEICs, or under a similar regime, and subject to corresponding
requirements for disclosure and spread of investments
both guaranteed deposits and non-guaranteed money market funds would clearly
describe their status on all promotional material and on statements of account
funds could be offered only on an accumulation basis and no explicit promise or
implied assurance that they could not fall in value would be given
funds would be required to state prominently that redemptions might in emergency
be suspended for up to (say) three months
funds would not be marketed through branches of narrow banks, but only online or
by post or telephone.
funds should have a substantial minimum investment (eg £10,000 or perhaps
higher).
funds would not be permitted to invest in liabilities of the fund manager or in
associated companies.
Such money market funds would be expected to make a substantial contribution to
the finance of mortgages and SME lending, either via securitisation or direct funding of
specialist mortgage or SME lenders. The emergence of such specialists should be a
deliberate policy objective: some lenders would be subsidiaries of financial holding
companies with narrow banking subsidiaries, others might be stand alone institutions.
Obviously, however, there could be no express or implied guarantee of the obligations of
such institutions by narrow banks in the same group.
Goodhart has expressed views that the boundary might provoke instability – funds
might shift en masse from one side of the boundary to the other, depending on the state of
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the cycle and investor psychology. Market variations in the premium between insured and
uninsured deposits should, however, take care of the issue. A range of different funds
would offer different risk profiles, with corresponding implications for the quoted yields.
In optimistic phases of the cycle, these spreads would compress: in pessimistic ones, they
would widen.
The splitting of utility and casino banking is not the last word on functional
separation of financial services activities. Investment banks, whether standalone
institutions or divisions of financial conglomerates, are themselves conglomerates. They
are market makers, traders on their own account, issuers of securities, asset managers, and
providers of advisory services to large corporations. Each of these functions potentially
conflicts with the others. The conflict is a reality, and is not adequately addressed by
claims for the effectiveness of Chinese walls. Deregulation in Britain and the United
States from the 1970s to the end of the century allowed the creation of financial
conglomerates (and encouraged many continental European universal banks to transform
themselves into similar institutions). Such deregulation and restructuring has proved to be
a mistake and one which imposed large costs on the global economy by reducing the
overall resilience of the financial system. It is time for that deregulation to be reversed.

6. Issues and problems
Could narrow banking be implemented unilaterally by the UK? In my paper
Narrow Banking (2009) I discuss this issue and suggest that measures towards narrow
banking would be necessary to protect UK taxpayers in the absence of action elsewhere –
i.e. that the failure to take similar steps in other countries adds to, rather than detracts
from, the urgency of such action in the UK. The Turner Report by the FSA reaches a
similar conclusion. With nothing to add to that discussion, I refer the reader to it.5
Other questions raised about the implementation of narrow banking fall into three
main groups
the proposal is unnecessarily radical, since other measures, including but
necessarily confined to; more demanding capital requirements, more intrusive
supervision, extension of the scope of regulation, better international coordination,
and the implementation of better resolution procedures; will be sufficient to secure
the future stability of the financial system
narrow banking could not have solved the problems which emerged in 2007-8; in
particular, Northern Rock failed although it was a narrow bank while the failure of

5

Kay, J.A. Narrow Banking (2009), CSFI.
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Lehman caused a major international crisis even though Lehman was not involved
in retail activities
that the proposal is impractical, in the sense that the financial services industry
could not feasibly be organised in a manner so substantially different from the
current structure, or could not be so organised without imposing very large
transitional and ongoing costs.
Each of these objections derives from a common implicit, but false, premise: that
the existing structure of the industry and its products is basically appropriate and that the
primary requirement is to put in place a set of measures which, if it had been
implemented in 2003, would have prevented the developments which occurred between
2003 and 2007 and which led to the subsequent crisis. It is common for regulators to be
concerned to shut the particular stable door through which the horse has recently bolted,
but this argument represents a particularly egregious form of that error.
The events of 2003-8 were not a unique aberration, but a manifestation of an
underlying problem. Financial services have become the main source of instability in the
global economy. Although there is long experience of financially induced crises,
advanced societies have become much more resilient to the consequences of natural
disasters and geopolitical crises, which were historically the major causes of economic
disruption. The increase in the ability of wealthy democratic states to resist natural and
political events appears to have been accompanied by increased vulnerability to financial
disaster.
The global economy has experienced three major shocks in the last fifteen years –
the Asian and emerging market debt crisis, the New Economy bubble and its aftermath,
and the credit expansion and crunch. The same underlying factors have been at work in
each case, even if the proximate manifestation has been different. The process is
characterised by competitive herd behaviour which has produced widespread and gross
asset mispricing which has been eventually and dramatically corrected. In each of these
crises, the activities which gave rise to them has enriched many individuals involved,
while the aftermath imposed substantial and widely dispersed costs on people outside the
industry. These economic losses are partly direct loss of savings or pension expectations,
or higher taxes to finance public subsidies for the liabilities of failed institutions. But the
indirect losses resulting from downturns in economic activity precipitated by the effects
on business confidence and the disruption in the supply of financial services to the nonfinancial economy have in each case been far larger.
These recurrent events frame the argument for imposing functional separation,
seeking simplification, and aiming to create smaller, more specialist institutions of more
diverse character in the financial services industry. Thus the test of narrow banking and
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alternative reform proposals is not ‗would these measures have averted the credit
crunch?‘ but ‗would they establish a structure more robust to the next shock, which will
certainly arise from a quite different, and currently unpredictable, source?‘
The packages under discussion undoubtedly include measures which are relevant to
these questions: in particular, the extension of the scope of central clearing and the
introduction of resolution procedures. ‗Living wills‘ would, if sufficiently rigorously
implemented, represent a big step towards creating a more robust system for dealing with
failing conglomerates, but it is evident the measures introduced fall far short of this. To
be effective, living wills would require the same kind of functional separation involved in
narrow banking. In fact an effective living will would introduce narrow banking.
While some current proposals are helpful, other post-crisis measures aggravate
potential problems. In particular, the doctrine of ‗too big to fail‘ has unfortunately been
made more explicit. That doctrine put government in the position of unpaid insurer of
counter party risk incurred by systemically important institutions in their dealings in
wholesale financial markets: an indefensible situation which not only imposes direct and
indirect costs on taxpayers, but aggravates the problem of moral hazard. The moral
hazard created is not just the incitement to risky behaviour by ‗too big to fail‘ institutions
themselves: of more importance is the undermining of incentives for surveillance of ‗too
big to fail‘ institutions by their own counterparties. Perhaps most seriously, the ‗too big to
fail‘ doctrine gives substantial advantages to large incumbent firms over entrants and
smaller competitors, regardless of their relative efficiency or capacity for innovation.
Narrow banking is neither necessary nor sufficient to prevent bank failures:
Northern Rock was a narrow bank and failed, while regulation of narrow banks would not
have affected behaviour. As a matter of fact, Northern Rock was not a narrow bank in the
sense defined here, and would not have failed if it had been. But this is not the main
point. That point is that the objective of reform is not to prevent bank failure – to do so
would have many adverse consequences – but to allow banks to fail without unacceptable
or unmanageable consequences by creating a more resilient financial system. The
requirement is therefore to put in place measures which would have enabled effective
resolution of a failure like Northern Rock – the regulator and/or administrator should, as
at the utilities described above, have power to take over the ring-fenced assets and
liabilities. Trading on wholesale financial markets was Lehman‘s principal activity. The
notions that public agencies can and should regulate businesses like Lehman‘s so that
they cannot fail, and that taxpayers should underwrite the trading risks assumed by the
counter parties of such a company, are both preposterous. The objective must be not to
prevent such entities from going bust, but to limit the consequences for essential
economic activities when they do.
The objective of reform is not to support the existing structure of the industry, but
to change what people do, and the culture of the institutions in which they do it. Most
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people within the financial services industry, and many outside it, either find it hard to
believe that the industry could be organised in a significantly different way, or do not
wish to contemplate that the industry could be organised in a significantly different way.
But plainly it could, and historically it was. To repeat an earlier example, the UK
mortgage market operated without securitisation for decades and could do so again.
The counter argument must be that there would be substantial cost, both transitional
and continuing, from any restructuring. It is not sufficient to suggest that there might be
such costs: these costs have to be compared to the scale of costs imposed by the recent
crisis, which amount to several percentage points of national income – costs sufficiently
large, in fact, as to more than offset any plausible estimate of the benefits of recent
financial innovation.
There is evidence of economies of scale in retail banking, but also evidence that
they are effectively exhausted at size levels far below those of large retail banks6. The
suggestion that there are gains to shareholders and the public when banks reduce risks
through diversification is theoretically capable of being valid, but was refuted by recent
experience: diversification led to the failure and near failure of several universal banks
through contagion from activities that were poorly understood and controlled. The more
relevant claim is that there are economies of scope in financial services, mainly in
allowing individuals and businesses to obtain a range of financial services from a single
provider.
Representatives of consumers and SMEs are inclined to emphasise the benefits of
competition rather than the advantages of a ‗one stop shop‘. Descriptions of the benefits
of cross-selling by retail financial institutions tend to emphasise the gains to the
institutions themselves rather than their customers. While there might be benefits to large
corporations from the existence of a single point of contact for their financial services, in
finance as in most other specialist activities large companies tend to employ that point of
contact themselves and rely on him or her to find the most appropriate provider of
particular services. There may be advantage, for example, in being able to buy a complex
derivative instrument from a trader who participates in the market for all the elements that
go into the construction of that derivative, but it is easy to envisage alternative
arrangements that would produce that result. In general, market arrangements are likely to
emerge to enable any different structure to meet the needs of customers – that capacity for
adaption is one of the fundamental strengths of markets.

6
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7. Conclusions
The case for narrow banking rests on the coincidence of three arguments. First, the
existing structure of financial services regulation (supervision) has failed. Consumers are
ill served, the collapse of major financial institutions has created the most serious
economic crisis in a generation, and the sector has been stabilised only by the injection of
very large amounts of public money and unprecedented guarantees of private sector
liabilities. It is time to learn lessons from the more successful regulation of other
industries. Those lessons point clearly to the need to retreat from supervision and to
regulate through the mechanism of relatively simple, focussed structural rules.
Second, the most effective means of improving customer services and promoting
innovation in retail financial services is market-oriented. That approach is based on the
ability of strong and dynamic retailers to source good value products from manufacturers
and wholesalers and to promote consumer oriented innovations. The growth of financial
conglomerates, a consequence of earlier measures of deregulation, has not been in the
interests of the public or, in the long run, of the institutions themselves.
Third, a specific, but serious, problem arises from the ability of conglomerate financial
institutions to use retail deposits which are implicitly or explicitly guaranteed by government
as collateral for their other activities and particularly for proprietary trading. The use of the
deposit base in this way encourages irresponsible risk taking, creates major distortions of
competition, and imposes unacceptable burdens on taxpayers. Such activity can only be
blocked by establishing a firewall between retail deposits and other liabilities of banks.
This is a game for high stakes. The financial services industry is now the most
powerful political force in Britain and the US.7 If anyone doubted that, the last two years
have demonstrated it. The industry has extracted subsidies and guarantees of
extraordinary magnitude from the taxpayer without substantial conditions or significant
reform. But the central problems that give rise to the crisis have not been addressed, far
less resolved. It is therefore inevitable that crisis will recur. Not, obviously, in the
particular form seen in the New Economy boom and bust, or the credit explosion and
credit crunch, but in some other, not yet identified, area of the financial services sector.
The public reaction to the present crisis has been one of unfocussed anger. The
greatest danger is that in the next crisis populist politicians will give a focus to that anger.
In the recent European elections, these parties of dissent gained almost a quarter of the
British vote, and made similar inroads in several other European countries. The triumph of
the market economy was one of the defining events of our lifetimes. We should be careful
not to throw it away. It is time to turn masters of the universe into servants of the public.

7

A powerful exposition is provided by Johnson (2009).
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Chapter 9
Why and how should we regulate pay in the
financial sector?
Martin Wolf
This chapter investigates whether there is a case for regulation of financial sector
pay and, if so, how it should be done. It concludes that regulators should not be
concerned with the level of pay. That should be left to tax policy, though there is also a
strong case for investigating the degree of competition in the sector and exploring
remedies if significant monopolies are discovered. But regulators do have a vital interest
in the structure of pay, since shareholders and managers can benefit from gaming the
state's role as insurer of last resort of these highly leveraged and so inherently risky
businesses. Structural reforms, including much higher capital requirements, would help.
But, so long as anything like the present situation prevails, in terms of the structure of the
financial industry, it is vital to prevent management of systemically significant institutions
from benefiting directly from decisions that make failure likely. The answer is to make
decision-makers bear substantial personal liability, in the event of such failures.

“Simply stated, the bright new financial system – for all its talented participants,
for all its rich rewards – failed the test of the market place.” Paul Volcker.1
What, if anything, should be done to regulate the level or structure of remuneration
in the financial services industry? This is one of the most contentious questions to have
arisen out of the global financial crisis. To answer it, we need to address two further
questions. First, what, precisely, is the problem? Second, what might be the solution?

Problems with Financial Sector Remuneration
We live in an era of widening pay inequality in western economies.2 The
extraordinary rewards secured by those in the financial sector have played a substantial
part in this growing inequality. Many would argue that such inequality is itself socially
damaging, whatever the explanation for it: it undermines the sense of social cohesion,
worsens social tensions and undermines equality of opportunity.
1

Address to the Economic Club of New York, April 8 th 2008.
2
See, for example, Ian Dew-Becker and Robert Gordon, "Where did the productivity growth go?",
National Bureau of Economic Research Working Paper 11842, December 2005, www.nber.org; and
Thomas Piketty and Emmanuel Saez, "The evolution of top incomes", National Bureau of Economic
Research working paper 11955, January 2006, www.nber.org.
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Yet such objections are multiplied in force when, as is the case for the financial
sector today, these exceptional incomes appear to be the reward not of either merit or
skill, but of rent extraction or ―heads-I-win-tails-you-lose‖ gambling.3 The fact that states
had to rescue the financial sector in 2008, through a combination of aggressive monetary
policy and direct fiscal support, and then nursed it back to health, via regulatory
forbearance and transfusions of cheap money, makes this sense of injustice stronger still.
Contrary to the already notorious statement by Lloyd Blankfein, chairman and chief
executive of Goldman Sachs, that his company does ―God‘s work‖, it is now widely felt
that they are instruments of the devil, instead, making their practitioners wealthy beyond
the dreams of avarice, while laying waste economies, only to benefit from state-led
rescues when threatened with destruction themselves.4
Beyond these broader objections to the growth of inequality, in general, and of
unjust rewards, in particular, concern is expressed over more specific defects to do with
incentives in the financial sector.
The argument here has several steps.
First, financial sector booms and busts create gigantic losses for society, not only
via the direct costs of ―bail-outs‖, but still more via the indirect costs of economic
instability on the economy.
Second, to the extent, that institutions take synchronised risks, they increase the
likelihood and severity of such crises, by creating the conditions in which ultimately
ruinous bets are rewarded, at least for a while.
Third, asymmetric information is pervasive. Thus, strategies with zero expected
excess returns in the long run may look successful in the short run, either as a matter of
luck or because of the nature of the strategy – high probability of small gains with a low
probability of huge losses, for example. Such strategies are extremely common: the ―carry
trade‖ is such a strategy; so was the strategy of buying AAA-rate collateralised debt
obligations, in place of the liabilities of AAA-rated governments. As Raguram Rajan of
Chicago University‘s Booth School of Business has rightly noted: ―true alpha can be
3

On rent extraction, Adair Turner, chairman of the UK‘s Financial Services Authority, notes: ―it
seems likely that some and perhaps much of the structuring and trading activity involved in the complex
version of securitised credit, was not required to deliver credit intermediation efficiently. Instead, it
achieved an economic rent extraction made possible by the opacity of margins, the asymmetry of
information and knowledge between end users of financial services and producers, and the structure of
principal/agent relationships between investors and companies and between companies and individual
employees.‖ See The Turner Review: a regulatory response to the global banking crisis, Financial Services
Authority, March 2009, http://www.fsa.gov.uk/pubs/other/turner_review.pdf, p.49.
4
See ―I‘m doing God‘s Work. Meet Mr Goldman Sachs‖. John Arlidge, November 8 th 2009,
http://www.timesonline.co.uk/tol/news/world/us_and_americas/article6907681.ece .
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measured only in the long run and with the benefit of hindsight . . . Compensation
structures that reward managers annually for profits, but do not claw these rewards bank
when losses materialise, encourage the creation of fake alpha.‖5
Fourth, shareholders, lack the capacity to monitor risks in complex institutions.
Worse, in highly leveraged limited liability companies, they also lack the interest to
monitor such risks properly, since - as Lucian Bebchuk and Holger Spamann of the
Harvard Law School point out, convincingly - they enjoy the upside, while their
downside is capped at zero.6 Thus, ―leveraged bank shareholders have an incentive to
increase the volatility of bank assets‖, which enhances their potential gains.
Fifth, not only shareholders, but also creditors, lack the interest to price properly the
risks being assumed, since they enjoy a high probability of rescue in the event of failure:
this is the operational core of the idea of ―too big to fail‖.
Sixth, managers also have an incentive to bet the bank to the extent that their
interests are aligned with those of the shareholders. Since share options are a leveraged
play on the gains to shareholders, they make management even more prone to bet the
bank than shareholders. Moreover, the fact that managers sometimes lose does not show
that they were wrong to take such bets. Yet the evidence even suggests that even the
management of failed institutions have been able to cash out substantial winnings before
the collapse.7
Finally, the combination of asymmetric information with the complexity of such
institutions makes it effectively impossible for regulators to monitor the risks being taken.
The problem of remuneration is, therefore, an extreme version of the deep problem
in this sector: the misalignment of incentives between the various decision-makers inside
the system and ultimate risk-bearers, particularly the taxpayers and the wider public. This
is not to say that decision-makers do not also make mistakes induced by over-optimism.
But perverse incentives create what I have called ―rational carelessness‖, which makes
decision-makers underplay risks or even choose to ignore them altogether.8 Thus, it is
impossible to distinguish between the impacts of perverse incentives and cognitive biases.
For this reason, too, it is vital to start our analysis with the challenge of incentives.

5

Raghuram Rajan, ―Bankers‘ pay is deeply flawed, Financial Times, January 9th 2008.
6
See Lucien Bebchuk and Holger Spamann, ―Regulating Bankers' Pay‖, Harvard Law and
Economics Discussion Paper No. 641, May 2009. See also Martin Wolf ―Reform of regulation has to start
by altering incentives‖, Financial Times, June 24th 2010.
7
See Lucian Bebchuk, Alma Cohen and Holger Spamann, ―Bankers had cashed in before the music
stopped‖, Financial Times, December 7th 2009.
8
Martin Wolf, ―The challenge of halting the financial doomsday machine‖, Financial Times, 21st
April 2010.
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Solutions to Financial Sector Remuneration
So what should, or can, be done about these problems with financial sector
remuneration.

Inequality, rents and competition
As a general proposition, inequality should be dealt with by general taxation, not by
interference in pay levels, least of all interference in pay levels in individual industries. It
may be necessary, however, to limit political lobbying and election spending, to ensure
that this is possible. Experience has also found that direct government control of pay
creates a host of perverse and unintended consequences. But monopoly rent can be
attacked, either by competition policy or, where monopoly rent is an inherent feature of a
market, by turning the industry into a regulated utility. This may well apply to the activity
of market-making, for example.
It would make excellent sense to conduct a rigorous inquiry into the extent of
obstacles to competition in the sector, ideally on a global basis. Where lack of
competition is found, policymakers can then choose between actions that would enhance
competition and moves towards a more regulated industry model. Broadly, it appears
plausible that reforms which increase competition, but also shrink the size of the sector,
increase capital requirements, lower equity returns and reduce excessive risk-taking
should also lower the scale of the rewards available. Indeed, Thomas Philippon of New
York University‘s Stern School of Business and Ariell Resheff of the university of
Virginia have recently estimated that rents accounted for between 30 per cent and 50 per
cent of the wage differential between the financial sector and other industries.9 It would
seem to follow that a successful attack on those rents would also lower these rewards.

Fixing incentives
So far as possible, the problems identified above need to be fixed by changing
incentives – radically so, if necessary. The alternative – effective supervision – is
substantially less plausible and is, in any case, only a second line of defence against
irresponsible risk-taking. So how might this be done?
Broadly speaking, there seem to exist two strategies. The first is to restructure the
financial industry in such a way that the risk-taking parts – sometimes called the ―casino‖
– will never need public bail-outs, in which case one could leave the monitoring of pay
structures to shareholders, themselves monitored by creditors fully aware of the risks they
are running. The second strategy is to assume that the public sector will always be the

9

Thomas Philippon and Ariell Resheff, ―Wages and Human Capital in the U.S. Financial Industry:
1909-2000‖, National Bureau of Economic Research Working Paper 14644, January 2009, www.nber.org.
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risk-taker-of-last-resort, and so intervene in the structure, but not the level, of pay, to
ensure that the interests of the public are reflected in those incentives.
On the first of these two approaches, the relevant question is whether restructuring
of this kind would be both feasible and effective. One possibility would be narrow
banking, as recommended by John Kay.10 But the rest of the system would then have to
be credibly free from government insurance, in the sense that all participants would know
that they would live and die by the market. The second, even more radical alternative
would be ―limited purpose banking‖, which is recommended by Laurence Kotlikoff of
Boston University, in which intermediaries would be prevented from taking risk on their
own books, unless they had unlimited liability.11 Instead, any changes in the valuation of
assets would be passed through at once to investors, as mutual funds or unit trust do
today. Financial assets would then be marked to market at all times. Thus, under Mr
Kay‘s proposal, the credit system, as we know it, would be set free, though separated
from deposit-taking, while, in that of professor Kotlikoff, it would effectively disappear.
I am skeptical about the effectiveness of these two structural alternatives. I believe
it is impossible for governments to make a credible pledge to let the credit system as a
whole implode in a crisis. But if this commitment were not credible, there would surely
be excessive risk-taking, which would, in turn, make crises highly probable. Thereupon,
governments would almost certainly prove the truth of the beliefs of those taking the
risks. For this reason, narrow banking alone would be insufficient to make the system
more stable.
Limited purpose banking looks more hopeful, though it is extremely radical: the
financial system, as we know it, would cease to exist: we would no longer have
traditional term transformation. The big question, however, is whether the government
would stand aside when asset prices collapsed. It is used to doing so when equity prices
collapse. But the US authorities did not dare to stand aside when the money market funds
were imperilled by massive withdrawals during the financial crisis of 2009. Instead the
Federal Reserve intervened. True, it is possible that this would not happen if the
vulnerability of the banking system to cascading asset prices were eliminated.
In any case, there is little likelihood of either of these radical structural alternatives
being adopted. This then leaves us with the aim of changing incentives within a system
that continues to enjoy a substantial degree of implicit and explicit insurance by the state.
So how might one change the incentives affecting such institutions?

10

―Narrow Banking: the Reform of Banking Regulation‖, 2009,
http://www.johnkay.com/2009/09/15/narrow-banking/.
11
Laurence J. Kotlikoff, Jimmy Stewart is Dead: Ending the World‟s Ongoing Financial Plague
with Limited Purpose Banking (London: John Wiley & Son, 2010).
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The first step would be to force financial institutions to become either full
partnerships or, more plausibly, to increase their equity capital and possess large cushions
of contingent capital (perhaps a combined total of as much as 20-30 per cent of assets).12
The advantage of greater equity capital (or near equivalents) is that it would greatly
reduce the likelihood of any need for a government rescue, though it could not eliminate
it. Moreover, with much greater equity, the asymmetry of shareholder incentives would
also be reduced, since the owners of the firm would have far more to lose.
Nevertheless, so long as there were outside shareholders, the latter would still have
only a limited ability to monitor the activities of management and employees. Moreover,
if the social interest in containing risk-taking in financial institutions continued to exist, as
it surely would, the regulator would have a legitimate interest in the structure of
incentives even if shareholders could monitor their employees. This is, indeed, already
widely accepted. So the question is not whether there should be intervention in the
structures of remuneration, but rather what the principles of such reformed structures
should be. Let us list the broad considerations that should apply, before turning to some
details.
First, the regulator, representing the public interest, is interested in the soundness of
the institutions under its supervision, not in maximizing expected returns to shareholders.
At a minimum, therefore, it wants the interests of decision-makers to be aligned with
those financing the balance sheet as a whole, not just with those of the shareholders, who
finance an extremely limited part of the balance sheet.
Second, the regulator wants to ensure that, under no circumstances, can employees
of the firms benefit from risk-taking behaviour that risks the safety of the balance sheet as
a whole – that is to say, makes bankruptcy a likely outcome.
Third, in carrying out this objective, the regulator must make it clear that it is the
responsibility of management and senior staff (namely, those charged with oversight of
risk-management in the firm) to protect its balance sheet, in the public interest.
Fourth, the regulator should also make clear that these decision-makers exercise a
public trust, for whose competent execution they will be held personally liable.
Finally, in ensuring such liability, sufficient time must pass between the making of
decisions and the judgement on whether decision-makers have fulfilled their trust
appropriately.

12

In practice, it would be impossible to raise the capital required by large financial institutions from
a partnership. That was why the limited liability company was invented, in the first place. It seems
particularly important for large financial institutions.
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Thus, the fundamental ideas are that the decision-makers in the firm exercise a
public trust, which is to protect the balance sheet as a whole, for whose discharge they are
to be held personally liable over a long enough period to make the judgement on their
actions feasible.
How might these ideas be made effective, in practice?
The Squam Lake Report, authored by a distinguished group of American
economists, makes the following recommendation: ―Systemically important financial
institutions should withhold a significant share of each senior manager‘s total annual
compensation for several years. The withheld compensation should not take the form of
stock or stock options. Rather, each holdback should be for a fixed dollar amount and
employees would forfeit their holdback is their firm goes bankrupt or receives
extraordinary assistance‖13 Effectively, this would mean that management would bear
substantial personal liability, in the event of a failure. As the authors rightly note, pay in
deferred stock or in stock options fail to align the interests of the managers with the safety
of the balance sheet as a whole, but only with the portion financed by equity. As they also
note, under such payment schemes, ―managers and stockholders both capture the upside
when things go well, and transfer at least some of the losses to taxpayers when things go
badly. Stock options give managers even more incentive to take risk. Thus, compensation
that is deferred to satisfy this regulatory obligation should be for a fixed monetary
amount.‖14 Then, in the event of failure or government rescue (excluding access to
lender-of-last-resort facilities at the central bank), the sums would be forfeit, unless some
value were left over after all other creditors were made whole. It would be crucial that
such obligations could not be expunged by leaving the firm, but would be in place for a
significant and fixed period of time.
On similar lines, Neil Record, writing in the Financial Times, argues that ―Bankers
who wish to receive a bonus above a threshold (say £50,000, or twice average earnings)
would become personally liable for the amount of the bonus for a period, perhaps 10
years. They would sit between equity holders and other creditors of the bank - and so
would be called upon should any bank find that its equity capital is wiped out by losses.
In practice, this would mean their liability would be triggered by a government or other
(private sector) rescue. If there turned out to be no rescue, then they would be liable to the
liquidator. If there were a rescue, the rescuer would pay over support monies, and then
reclaim them from the limited-liability bankers. The bankers would be released from this
liability over time, but of course with every new bonus payment they would incur a new
liability. By this mechanism, all senior bankers would have a rolling portfolio of
liabilities to the extent of the cash they had taken out of the bank in bonuses. . . . I would
also suggest that bankers' liability should not be an insurable risk; bankers would be
13

The Squam Lake Report: Fixing the Financial System (Princeton and Oxford: Princeton University
Press, 2010), pp.81-82.
14
Ibid., p.82.
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prevented by law from insuring their exposure (just as one cannot insure against criminal
penalties).‖15
The details of such proposals are to be worked out. But the nature of the regulatory
requirements seems quite clear.
First, regulators should establish the principle of personal liability of the decisionmakers in the firms.
Second, they should also establish principles on which the relevant key decisionmakers would be identified.
Third, regulators should publish the criteria for determining such personal liability.
Fourth, the liability should be for a substantial portion of total remuneration,
whether paid as bonuses or salary, with the portion rising together with the seniority of
the decision maker at the time he or she received the remuneration. For the chief
executive, that portion should be close to 100 per cent.
Fifth, the liability would be a cash amount, indexed to inflation.
Sixth, the period over which such liability would continue should be substantial –
preferably, at least ten years after receipt of the remuneration. This would be long enough
to establish the viability of many (if not all) strategies. Thus, there would be a rolling
responsibility.
Seventh, stock awards would be permitted, but stock options would be precluded
for such decision-makers. The sale of stock would be prevented if it lowered the net
worth of decision-makers (active or retired) below their liabilities.
Eighth, the liability would be uninsurable.
Ninth, regulators would also have a say in the remuneration structures of the nonkey decision makers in the firm. The principle of claw-back of remuneration, in the event
of failure, would be part of such discussion. In the event of failure, all stock options
should be cancelled, for all employees.
Tenth, senior executives of failed financial firms would be barred from subsequent
employment in the industry for a substantial period of time.

15
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Evidently, such reforms would be far better implemented if they applied across
borders. But, if necessary, countries should go their own way, since they have a vital
national interest in ensuring the safety of the balance sheets of their own firms.
Regulators would then have to agree the principle of remuneration for senior executives
in all systemically significant national financial businesses.

Conclusion
The question of pay is unavoidably fraught. It concerns not just the financial sector,
but the wider economy and, indeed, its political and social stability. It is plausible, in fact,
that the liberalisation of the financial sector has had substantial direct and indirect impact
on the widening inequality of private sector pay in many countries over the past three
decades. It is also plausible that remuneration is one factor, among others, that led
financial firms to take a risk-seeking approach to the exploitation of their balance sheets,
with ultimately disastrous results.
On both aspects, therefore, there is a case for policy action. So far as the economy,
as a whole, is concerned, the obvious policy instrument is taxation, since direct controls
on pay are likely to have unintended adverse consequences. But, in the case of finance, it
also makes sense to undertake a rigorous assessment of competition. Should there be
severe competition issues, policy-makers should consider remedies: either competition
should be enhanced or regulation be introduced, as in any other monopolistic industry.
Market-making is an obvious area for such treatment.
Beyond this, the structure – rather than the level – of pay in the financial sector
must be regarded as a matter of public interest, since taxpayers are the risk-takers of last
resort. The fundamental problem is that, in the case of the financial industry, with its
highly leveraged balance sheets, limited liability creates perverse incentives for both
shareholders and management. These are not fully offset by the creditors, partly because
the latter rightly believe that they enjoy the benefits of explicit and implicit taxpayer
insurance. These perverse incentives encourage rational carelessness, with intermittently
catastrophic results.
So what is to be done? The regulators have a duty to correct the perverse incentives
at work. Higher capital requirements would help. But it would not be enough. Massive
structural change in the financial system might also help. But it is unlikely to occur. Thus,
it is also important to motivate management to protect the balance sheet as a whole and
not just identify their interests with those of shareholders, since maximisation of expected
shareholder returns can leave huge tail risks with taxpayers.
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For this reason, regulators should insist in a change in the structure of incentives, to
discourage executives with responsibility for risk-management from ―gaming the state‖.
Since outside supervision is likely to fail, the best way to achieve this result is to make
management liable in the event of bankruptcy or state rescue. This can be achieved by
forcing a substantial part of remuneration to be held back for an extended period,
probably 10 years, and then lost, in the event of failure. In this case, the management of
failed institutions would lose much of their accumulated wealth. In addition, stock
options, with their perverse, one-sided incentives should be eliminated for all employees
of systemically significant financial institutions and all variable pay should be subject to
claw-back in the light of subsequent performance.
Aligning the interests of those who work in the financial sector with those of
creditors, including the creditor of last resort – the state – would not solve every problem
in the industry. But it is the best way to realign incentives. The crucial step is to abandon
the idea that shareholder interests alone count. They do not. In the case of financial
institutions, there is a wider public interest in actions that minimise the chances of
bankruptcy. Making decision-makers substantially liable in the event of failure of the
business under their control is also a vital part of the solution.
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Chapter 10
Will the politics of global moral hazard
sink us again?
Peter Boone and Simon Johnson1
During the last four decades governments in wealthy countries have built up large
contingent liabilities due to the implicit guarantees they have provided to their financial
sectors. Politicians are motivated to create near term growth and always reluctant to
permit hardships that would otherwise arise from defaults and greater austerity. As a
result, the industrialised world has experienced excessive and dangerous financial sector
development. Including all promises, U.S. and European taxpayers back over 250% of
their GDP in implicit obligations, all of which contribute to the development of moral
hazard in lending around the world. If this incentive system remains in place and these
liabilities continue to grow unchecked, the eventual end of this “Doomsday Cycle” – with
repeated bailouts for distressed lenders – will be large sovereign defaults and economic
collapse. The current round of regulatory reform is not sufficient to stop this trend.

I. Introduction
One of most widely held views within economics is that more financial
development – as proxied, for example, by higher credit relative to GDP – is good for
growth. Over the past four decades, a great of empirical evidence has been interpreted as
pointing in this direction, and much supportive theory has also developed. At least since
the Asian financial crisis of 1997-98, an increasing number of caveats have been attached
to this view – particularly with regards to international capital flows – but the mainstream
consensus remains that a larger financial sector relative to the overall economy is a sign
of economic health, generally good for future growth and, at worst, not seriously harmful.
Events since September 2008 suggest this view needs substantial revision. It is now
self-evident that the financial system in Europe and the U.S. has become dangerous – it is
prone to catastrophic collapse in part because major private sector firms (banks and
nonbank financial institutions) have a distorted incentive structure that encourages
eventually costly risk-taking. Unfortunately, the measures taken in various US and
European bailout rounds during 2008-2009 (and again in 2010 for the eurozone) have
only worsened, and extended to far more entities, these underlying ―moral hazard‖

1

Boone: Centre for Economic Performance LSE, Effective Intervention, Salute Capital
Management. Johnson: MIT Sloan and the Peterson Institute for International Economics. With James
Kwak, they run http://BaselineScenario.com, a website on the global financial system.
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incentive problems. The take-away for systemic creditors everywhere, whether they be
executives and traders at big banks or profligate politicians in eurozone nations, is clear:
they get bailed out with official finance and stimulus policies just after financial crises, so
why fear a new cycle of excessive risk-taking and deficit spending?2
Not only have the remaining major financial institutions in North America and
Western Europe, along with each one of the eurozone nations, asserted and proved that
they are ―too big to fail‖ – so they need to be saved at great taxpayer expense (both
directly and through indirect off-budget measures), but they have also demonstrated that
no one in leading governments is currently willing or able to take on their economic and
political power. The financial reform process currently underway in the United States and
other industrialised countries will result in very little (if any) effective constraint on
reckless risk-taking by ―too big to fail‖ financial institutions as the next credit cycle
develops.
This cycle of boom followed by bailouts and bust amounts to a form of implicit
taxpayer subsidy that encourages individual institutions to become larger – and the
system as a whole to swell. Our preparation to bail out their creditors means systemic
institutions are able to raise finance cheaply in global markets. The implicit subsidy to
creditors encourages greater debt, which makes the system ever more precarious.
There are now major fiscal threats posed by the size of the largest institutions (easy
to measure), as well as by the nature of system risk (for which the measures remain much
more rudimentary). The fiscal impact of the financial crisis of 2008-09 in the United
States will turn out to increase by around 40 percent points of GDP net federal
government debt held by the private sector (from around 40 percent towards 80 percent).
The IMF estimates that European debt will rise by similar amounts, albeit starting from
higher levels.
However, this only captures a fraction of the total costs to taxpayers, savers and
workers. Each time we have a new bust, our major central banks rush to relax monetary
policy, thus lowering interest rates for savers while giving banks greater profits. These
transfers from savers to financial institutions are an effective tax on savings – if capital
had been allocated better, savers could have earned higher returns. We also suffer from
the large unemployed resources that arise during economic dislocation associated during
these crisis. If US and European unemployment rises by an additional 5% for five years,
the total cost to society is 25% on annual workers‘ output.

2

Financial sector bonuses in the United States were high in 2008, despite the financial crisis. Wall
Street compensation as a whole was even higher in 2009. Some traders and executives lost their jobs (e.g.,
from the fall of Bear Stearns and Lehman Brothers), but most did very well.
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We should be even more concerned about the contingent liabilities that arise from
our failure to deal with this dangerous system. The potential liability arising from our
collective failure to deal with ―too big to fail‖ financial institutions, is of much larger
magnitude since the liabilities of these entities are well above the size of GDP. In a bad
crisis we could be on the hook for sums we simply cannot afford. In some West European
countries, this contingent liability dwarfs US numbers – because European financial
systems, such as in the United Kingdom, Germany and Ireland, are much bigger relative
to their economies. ―Too big to fail‖ is now enshrined at the heart of the global financial
system. The euro zone countries have also, with their determination to prevent defaults
inside the euro zone, taken on their collective shoulders the current and future debts of all
member nations.
Having chosen to take on these contingent liabilities, with the dangerous incentives
in place for these to expand and grow, our only course of action to prevent calamity is to
build a regulatory framework which keeps dangers in check. This has primarily been the
task of our national regulatory institutions, who themselves are guided by legislative
bodies and political leaders. We have also attempted to coordinate such regulation
through international agreements such as successive Basel accords.
Unfortunately, these systems of regulation have proven to fail repeatedly at their
main task of checking excessive expansion and risk. As we outline in case studies, these
failures arise in many institutional contexts, but the route cause is an array of powerful
incentives which cause our political leaders, legislative bodies, and of course those being
regulated, to dismantle regulation after each bout of tightening.
Tough regulations are naturally opposed by financial institutions who fight them
aggressively in order to increase profits. Politicians receive donations from the financial
sector, and they benefit from the booms that can be won with relaxed regulation. When
one nation relaxes regulations, it harms others. Countries with tough regulators will see
capital flow out to the less regulated economies as foreign banks bid up interest rates and
take more risk. This in turn increases the call by local banks for relaxed regulation in
order to maintain competitiveness. With such a global macroeconomic dynamic at play,
there is invariably a race to the bottom across nations as regulatory standards are relaxed.
Despite attempts to reform the system now, politicians and regulators are once
again performing the same errors that they made repeatedly during each cycle of boom
and bust since the 1970s. The current reform process underway does not resolve the deep
incentive problems that repeatedly have caused our regulatory system, which we badly
need to prevent excess, to spectacularly fail after each attempt to fix it.
We can already imagine how the next cycle of our financial system will evolve.
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Emerging markets were star performers during the 2008-09 crisis; in fact, most
global growth forecasts made at the end of 2008 exaggerated the slowdown in middleincome countries. To be sure, issues remain in places such as China, Brazil, India and
Russia, but their economic policies and financial structures proved surprisingly resilient
and their growth prospects are now perceived as good. In the near term, these economies
will grow relatively fast, at the same as generating significant savings in particular
pockets (e.g., within the manufacturing export sector and/or in natural resource
extraction). They will also demand capital, for investments in the private sector and in
quasi-state backed activities. This global macroeconomic dynamic will push capital out of
(some parts of) emerging markets and into perceived ―safe havens‖ around the world,
while also pulling capital from those havens back into other parts of those same (or other)
emerging markets. This is a circle of debt, not equity, financing, which will lead to a
build-up of financial claims both in industrialised countries and in emerging markets.
There are striking parallels with the ―recycling of petrodollars‖ that occurred during
the 1970s. In that episode, current account surpluses from oil exporting countries were
placed on deposit in money centre banks (mostly the US), which then on-lent the funds to
emerging markets in Latin America and to communist Poland and Romania. When the
global macro cycle turned, due to monetary policy tightening in the US, short-term
interest rates increased and most of these debtors faced serious difficulties. Major banks
in the US were technically insolvent, but regulatory forbearance allowed them to continue
operating.
We now seem likely to repeat a version of this scenario, but the major changes in
the nature of the financial sector over the intervening three decades means that more
capital will likely flow around the world (in absolute terms and relative to the size of key
economies) and more leverage may be piled on, including in the nonfinancial sector.
This is our next ―global doomsday cycle‖ or ―debt super-cycle‖, following
repeated rounds of boom-bust-bailout over the past three decades, and it seems likely to
end badly. 3
Section II explains the structure of this global doomsday cycle. Section III reviews
recent case studies illustrating how crises can emerge from multiple and different source
of failure around the world. Section IV discusses incentive problems in the eurozone in
more detail. Section V reviews why the latest round of regulatory reforms for the
financial sector is unlikely to make much difference. Section VI concludes with the
implications for the global macroeconomy.

3

Haldane and Alessandri (2009) discuss an economic ―Doom-Loop‖ where they focus on the time
inconsistency of promises to not bail out banks, and the dangers that arise from this for global financial
stability.
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II. The Global Doomsday cycle
Cycle Structure
The size of the US financial system, for example as measured by total credit relative
to GDP, has more than doubled over the last three decades – and the changes in other
industrialised countries are of the same order of magnitude (the solid black line in Figure
1 shows credit relative to GDP since 1980). Each time our financial system runs into
problems, the Federal Reserve quickly lowers interest rates to revive it (the blue line in
Figure 1 shows the Fed Funds target rate since 1980, including indications for the timing
of particular cycles). These crises appear to be getting worse and worse: Not only are
interest rates now near zero around the globe, but a significant number of industrialised
countries are on fiscal trajectories that requires large changes in policy to avoid an
eventual collapse of confidence in the government bond market. What happens when the
next shock rears its head?
We may be nearing the stage where the answer will be, as it was during the Great
Depression, a calamitous global collapse. The root problem is that we have let a
Doomsday Cycle become central to our economic system. This cycle, as illustrated in
Figure 2, has roughly five distinct stages.
At the start of the cycle (in the upper right part of Figure 2), banks and other
financial intermediaries begin to build dangerous levels of leverage. For example, banks
take risks as creditors and depositors provide cheap funding to banks because they know
that, if things go wrong, our central banks and fiscal authorities will bail them out. In the
cycle that ran through September 2008, banks such as Lehman Brothers and Royal Bank
of Scotland used such funds to buy risky portfolios of real estate assets, and engineer
massive mergers, with the aim of providing dividends and bonuses, or simply trophies, to
shareholders and management. Through our direct (such as deposit insurance) and
indirect (central bank and fiscal) subsidies and supports, we actually encourage our
banking system to ignore large socially harmful ―tail risks‖, i.e. those risks where there is
a small chance of calamitous collapse. As far as banks are concerned, they can walk away
and let the state clean it up. Some bankers and policy makers even fare well during the
collapse they helped create.
Regulators are supposed to prevent this dangerous risk taking, but short-sighted
governments often prefer to relax regulation thus promoting a credit boom, while banks
wield large political and financial power and are hence able to outwit or over-rule
regulators. The system has become remarkably complex, so eventually regulators are
compromised and lose their ability to rein in or even measure risk-taking – but hardly
anybody cares to notice. The extent of regulatory failure ahead of this last crisis was mind
boggling. Many banks, such as Northern Rock, convinced regulators they could hold just
2% core capital against large, risky asset portfolios. The whole banking system built up
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$70 trillion in interconnected derivatives exposures which meant that, when one large
bank goes down, it could take the rest of the system with it.
These resulting risks were not the result of errors. For example it was easy to spot
that derivatives had created massive systemic risk, and that lax rules on hybrid capital
made those instruments ineffective.4 Instead, our leading politicians and regulators took
the easy route that so many have taken time and again in the past. They avoided
confrontation with powerful banks, and financial sector lobbyists and donors, while
paying lip-service to arguments that ―efficient markets‖ would sort this out. When the
financial sector argued that tough regulation made them uncompetitive against
neighbours, regulators invariably relaxed regulations ever more.
Given the inability of our political and social systems to handle the hardship that
would ensue with financial collapse, when things finally do go wrong, we rely on our
central banks to cut interest rates and direct credits to bail out the loss makers. While the
faces tend to change, each central bank and government has operated similarly. This time
it was Ben Bernanke (in his dual role as monetary steward and regulator as governor and
now chairman of the FED sine 2001), Tim Geithner (first as regulator while President of
the Federal Reserve Bank of New York, and now as chief architect of the administrations
strategy to refine regulation as Treasury Secretary), Mervyn King (Governor of the Bank
of England since June 2003), and Jean-Claude Trichet (architect of the euro zone and
President of the ECB since November 2003) who all regulated and oversaw policy as the
bubble was built, and are now designing our rescue from the system that they helped
create.
When the bailout is done, we start all over again. This is the pattern since the midseventies in many developed countries – a date which coincides with large
macroeconomic and regulatory change, including the end of the Bretton Woods fixed
4

Hybrid capital primarily differs from debt through its ability to absorb losses, so providing a buffer
like common equity. Banks like hybrid capital because tax laws permit the interest paid on it to be
deducted. When the crisis came most banks did their best to avoid cancelling coupons, or writing down
hybrid debt, because they wanted to maintain reputations that they always paid in order to keep financing
cheaper in the future, and because the investor base in these instruments was also invested in debt and other
securities, so making good relations important. It was also soon revealed that some banks had issued hybrid
capital instruments which could not legally be used to absorb losses. For example, the Belgium banking
group KBC was ordered to not pay coupons on hybrid debt by the European Competition commission after
it received a government bailout. The bank later paid the coupons because the language in their
prospectuses made them obligatory. Commerzbank issued hybrid debt instruments with legal requirements
that they pay coupons so long as they paid coupons on any similar seniority debt. After acquiring Dresdner
bank, which had issued hybrid debt where coupons were legally required, Commerzbank will probably be
forced to pay coupons on all similar seniority debt instruments with this ―pusher‖ language. These clauses
in the debt instruments made coupons obligatory, however, often banks paid coupons despite difficulties
when they were not obligatory. This was accepted by the regulators due to the fact that pension funds and
insurance companies are major owners of these securities and it would lead to systemic problems if these
groups were to take large losses. See also Goodhart(2010) on contingent capital instruments as an
alternative.
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exchange rate systems, reduced capital controls in rich countries, and the beginning of 40
years of continuous regulatory easing (although during brief periods after each successive
crisis some new rules are imposed only to find they get watered down soon after).
The real danger is that as this loop continues to operate, the scale of the problem is
trending bigger. If each cycle requires a greater and greater public intervention, we will
surely eventually collapse.

Why does regulation repeatedly fail?
There are really two broad ways to view the past regulatory failures which have
brought us to today‘s dangerous point. One is to argue there were mistakes that can be
corrected through better rules. This is the path of virtually all the reforms currently
underway, including the Basel committee and the Financial Stability Board – backed by
the G20 – which are now designing supposedly comprehensive new rules that will close
past loopholes which permitted banks to effectively lower core capital, plus they are
adding new rules that will ensure greater liquidity at banks. Even Ben Bernanke, who
heads a Federal Reserve that will soon be empowered with far greater powers under
regulatory reform, has argued that America simply needs ―smarter regulations‖ to save
the system. Having worked for many years in formerly communist countries, this reminds
us of the repeated attempts of central planners to rescue their systems with additional
regulations until it became all too apparent that collapse was imminent.
The second view is that the long-standing and repeated failure of regulation to
check financial collapses reflects deep political and operational difficulties in creating
regulation for modern finance. The most important point is that our politicians naturally
like looser regulation. When we loosen regulation we give our borrowers, who are
implicitly backed by taxpayers, the opportunity to borrow more and profit more. This
generates a credit boom, which may be financed by bad credits, but does well for sitting
politicians. The great era of deregulation under Gordon Brown and Bill Clinton/George
Bush undoubtedly supported those unsustainable boom years which commentators
wrongly attributed to strong fundamentals.
When regulation is tight, banks naturally spend much money and time lobbying
against it. The banks have the money, they have the best lawyers, and they have the funds
to finance the political system. Politicians rarely want strong regulators – even after a
major collapse, they are more concerned about restarting growth than about limiting
future dangers. So, politics rarely favours regulation.
The operational issues are also large: how should regulators decide the risk capital
that should be allocated to new, arcane derivatives which banks claim should reduce risk?
When faced with rooms full of papers describing new instruments, and their risk
assessments, regulators will always be at a disadvantage compared to banks.
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It is a great leap of faith to hope that this system will not be captured or corrupted
again over time. So the fact that it has failed, in a spectacular manner, to successfully
limit costly risk, should be no surprise. In our view the new regulations discussed in Basel
3 will fail, just as Basel 1 and Basel 2 already did. They sound ―smart‖, as Mr. Bernanke
would claim, because they are correcting past egregious errors, but, new errors will
surface over the next 5-10 years, and these will be precisely where loopholes remain, and
where the system gradually becomes corrupted, again.

The Growing Sources of Moral Hazard in our Doomsday Cycle
In addition to ―too big to fail‖ banks in the US, Europe and many emerging
markets, there are many other sources of moral hazard which contribute to rapid growth
of credit and gross leverage. Each time creditors think that, if a debtor might fail,
someone else is likely to bail creditors out, then creditors will be willing to price loans
and extend funds to one party, with the hope that a third party might bail them out. If that
third party can‘t adequately check the lending, we are all in danger of a debt cycle. Note
that while the ―third party‖ in developed countries is often a government, speaking
broadly, in emerging markets the structures involved are often more complicated.
The relationship between Abu Dhabi and Dubai World is a nice example. Despite
its limited oil revenues and funds, creditors provided over $100bn in loans and bonds to
Dubai entities under the premise that Abu Dhabi was always likely to bail Dubai out. For
many years billions of dollars in global savings were allocated to highly questionable
ventures that Dubai World selected.
The International Monetary Fund is another potential source of moral hazard. It
now has approaching $1 trillion available as loans. It is currently in the process of asking
for far more funds in order to provide emergency bailouts to wealthy nations. Creditors
can safely lend to nations that are likely to get IMF bailouts, so permitting such nations to
build up larger debt burdens. It is entirely plausible that both Argentina and Russia‘s
credit-led booms and busts in the 1990s were facilitated, and much larger than they would
otherwise have been, due to the implicit backing of the IMF which creditors knew would
forestall or prevent collapse.5
In the United States agency debt has proven a major source of moral hazard,
helping fuel the housing boom and bust.6 In Europe, the arrival of the ECB and the

5

The IMF‘s Independent Evaluation Office determined that the IMF stayed engaged with Argentina
too long in the late 1990s/early 2000s. Presumably this engagement allowed Argentina to borrow more
money from foreign creditors than it would otherwise have been able to do.
6
We do not subscribe to the theory that the financial crisis in 2007-08 was primarily due to Fannie
Mae and Freddie Mac – in contrast, for example, to See Charles W. Calomiris and Peter J. Wallison,
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common currency created a lender of last resort which dramatically increased access to
international loans for member nations and their 1400+ banks, and has so financed large
credit booms in nations such as Spain and Ireland, along with profligate spending in
Greece and Portugal.
A rough list of governments, institutions and other entities involved in such moral
hazard in industrialised countries is given in Figure 3. This figure shows examples of
entities, such as commercial banks, that are implicitly backed by governments. It also
shows the backing of entities, such as the IMF, that is available to support sovereigns or
other entities. The sum of these provides an indication of the balance sheets themselves,
or the ―available credit line‖ that supports other balance sheets, with potential moral
hazard issues if regulation fails.
These guarantees greatly expanded over the past 24 months as the Federal Reserve,
ECB and Bank of England all provided effective bailouts to far more banks and other
financial entities than ever before. By these crude but illustrative estimates, the grand
total now stands around $65 trillion, which is roughly 2.5 times total North American plus
European GDP.7 The chart shows the bulk of the risks stem from bank balance sheets,
and so prime focus should be on dealing with this issue. However, other areas are
growing quickly. The IMF is now in the process of requesting much larger funding in
order to provide emergency ―liquidity support‖ to nations under much easier terms than
current programs. This support is presumably aimed at bailing out wealthy European
nations. The ECB and EU have repeatedly declared that no euro zone member will be
permitted to default or restructure debts, so effectively telling global creditors that the EU
nations stand jointly behind the risks of each nation?
The guarantees and other support exemplified in this chart each serve a good
purpose, but they also pose severe dangers. To limit the dangers, we would need to design
regulatory systems that monitor the risk and prevent it from growing. This is where we
invariably, eventually fail.8 The larger the sums ―guaranteed‖ the greater should be the
lobbying, and also the greater is the incentive for politicians to relax regulation in order to
win a short term credit boom. As the case studies below show, the problems are deep
institutional issues with a critical global dimension. We need reform in areas which today
the official consensus is still unprepared to even consider.
"Blame Fannie Mae and Congress For the Credit Mess," The Wall Street Journal, September 23, 2008,
available at http://online.wsj.com/article/SB122212948811465427.html.
7
The gross liabilities protected are not the total potential losses of the guarantor as some of these are
backed by good collateral. However, the large numbers show the importance for political incentives. A
modest relaxation of regulation would conceivably generate a sizable rise in credit relative to GDP in
nations where it occurred, and therefore it points to the strong incentives to abuse regulation in favour of a
political business cycle, along with the sizable potential losses relative to GDP of such increases.
8
In the US political context, this point has been made most clearly by Senator Ted Kaufman (D.,
DE). He argues that when regulators have failed, as with the US financial sector, it is not a good idea to just
renew or expand their mandate. Legislators should instead write simpler, tougher rules that are easier to
enforce, such as a size cap on the largest banks.
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III. Fiscal Disaster From Financial Crisis: Case Studies
Iceland
Iceland long had a prudent sovereign with cautious fiscal policy and little debt. Ten
years ago no one would have guessed this small island with a population of 317,000 could
cause shock waves throughout the global financial system. Within the last decade, its
banks started to expand – initially with financing from Europe, but more recently by
taking positions in the CDO securitisation market in the United States. Ultimately, they
took advantage of the European Economic Area rules that allowed them ―passports‖ into
the UK, the Netherlands, and parts of Scandinavia.
Figure 4 shows the huge increase in external debt since 2005 – mostly the result of
borrowing by private banks. Total bank assets (and liabilities) peaked at between 11 and
13 times GDP right before the crisis of September 2008. How did Icelandic banks
manage to raise such large funds? The answer lies in the structure of financial sector
moral hazard in wealthy Europe and in the United States, along with our collective lax
regulatory requirements for foreign bank branches under international treaty.
Icelandic banks first raised their finance by accessing European bond markets.
Once it became difficult to raise funds there, banks turned to US markets. This came just
as collateralised debt obligations came to the fore in the United States. These securitised
obligations packaged together bonds of many nations. Icelandic banks were fortunate
enough to be rated highly by rating agencies due to the implicit backing of its highly
prudent sovereign, but they still carried high yields due to market concerns for their large
debt.9 10
To further gain funds Icelandic banks then turned to Nordic and UK deposit
markets. Under EFTA rules these banks were permitted to set up branches and internet
banking in European deposit markets without being fully regulated by those national
supervisory agencies. By offering higher deposit rates, they attracted funds from the local
banks.
The three main Icelandic banks used their funds to go on a global buying spree.
Their main focus remained speculative real estate, but they also bought high street
retailers in the UK, large industrial manufacturers in Europe, and much more. The local
regulator turned a blind eye to the risk involved in these transactions, and to the lack of
9

See Iceland‘s Truth Commission report, http://sic.althingi.is/ Executive summary and Ch. 21
For example, in May 2007 Kaupthing Bank issued three year bonds in euros paying 7.7% and
rated A- by Fitch at issuance, with a similar rating by Moodys. At the time European A/A- rate financial
institution bonds had average yields of 4.7% on three year paper. This 300bp premium over the sector
reflected bond markets view that rating agencies were too generous.
10
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adequate reporting on connected loans which in retrospect dogged all the major banks.
For Iceland, these were boom years, and there was a general feeling that nothing could go
wrong.
Then credit markets began to dry up. Figure 5 shows deposit and loan rates in
Iceland. The rising deposit rates in 2008 reflect the growing liquidity problems at
Iceland‘s banks. The banks were gradually being cut from foreign wholesale credit
markets, so they increased deposit rates in their foreign branches hoping to win funds
away from UK and Nordic banks.
The collapse came in 2008. The government and banks were madly searching for
alternative funding, including some calls to join the eurozone so the ECB could be the
lender of last resort and thus give greater confidence to credit markets, but none of these
actions came soon enough.11 When creditors finally caught on to this large Ponzi game
and stopped providing new funds, the banks collapsed. Senior creditors lost well over
90% of their funds as it became apparent the bank‘s assets were worth less than 1/5th their
reported value.
Iceland may seem small and rather extraordinary, but its experience contains a
much broader cautionary tale that is relevant for the global economy. The easy regulatory
policies in Iceland can be interpreted as a form of ―beggar thy neighbour‖ policy. Loose
regulation creates a credit boom, but it is often taking funds from other nations and can
lead to misallocation of capital. The Icelandic banks competition may have also
weakened regulation elsewhere. With heavy competition coming from lightly regulated
Iceland, banks in other nations naturally argue that they too need ―light regulation‖ in
order to survive and complete.
In the end, Iceland also played an important role sparking the financial panic and
contagion that enveloped Europe and the United States in Autumn 2008 and 2009. If a
small little island in the Atlantic Ocean can cause shockwaves through global finance,
how could investors be confident there weren‘t much larger problems lurking ahead?
After Iceland's fall, every creditor to other nations with large deficits and substantial
external debt looked for ways to reduce exposure. The obvious risks included much of
Eastern Europe, Turkey and parts of Latin America.
Iceland‘s crisis also made clear that creditors‘ rights and effective protection remain
poorly defined in our integrated financial world. With European governments turning
down his appeals for assistance, Iceland's prime minister, Geir Haarde, warned that it was
now "every country for itself." This smacked of the financial autarchy that characterised
defaulters in the financial crisis in Asia in the late 1990s. Similarly, when Argentina

11

As the Icelandic Prime Minister famously reported, on returning home after a fruitless overseas
search for a foreign economic bailout, ―we are all going back to fishing.‖
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defaulted on its debt in 2001-'02, politicians there faced enormous pressure to change the
rule of law to benefit domestic property holders over foreigners, and they changed the
bankruptcy law to give local debtors the upper hand. In Indonesia and Russia after the
crises of 1998, local enterprises and banks took the opportunity of the confusion to grab
property, then found ways to ensure that courts sided with them.

Canada
Defenders of the new banking status quo in the United States today – more highly
concentrated than before 2008, with six megabanks implicitly deemed ―too big to fail‖ –
often lead with the argument, ―Canada has only five big banks and there was no crisis.‖
The implication is clear: We should embrace concentrated megabanks and even go further
down the route; if the Canadians can do it safely, so can we.
It is true that during 2008 four of all Canada‘s major banks managed to earn a
profit, all five were profitable in 2009, and none required an explicit taxpayer bailout. In
fact, there were no bank collapses in Canada even during the Great Depression, and in
recent years there have only been two small bank failures in the entire country.
Advocates for a Canadian-type banking system argue this success is the outcome of
industry structure and strong regulation. The CEOs of Canada‘s five banks work literally
within a few hundred meters of each other in downtown Toronto. This makes it easy to
monitor banks. They also have smart-sounding requirements imposed by the government:
if you take out a loan over 80% of a home‘s value, then you must take out mortgage
insurance. The banks were required to keep at least 7% tier one capital, and they had a
leverage restriction so that total assets relative to equity (and capital) was limited.
But is it really true that such constraints necessarily make banks safer, even in
Canada?
Despite supposedly tougher regulation and similar leverage limits on paper,
Canadian banks were actually significantly more leveraged – and therefore more risky –
than well-run American commercial banks. For example, according to reported balance
sheets, JP Morgan was 13 times leveraged at the end of 2008, and Wells Fargo was 11
times leveraged. Canada‘s five largest banks averaged 19 times leveraged, with the
largest bank, Royal Bank of Canada, 23 times leveraged. It is a similar story for tier one
capital (with a higher number being safer): JP Morgan had 10.9% percent at end 2008
while Royal Bank of Canada had just 9% percent. JP Morgan and other US banks also
typically had more tangible common equity – another measure of the buffer against losses
– than did Canadian Banks. There are differences in accounting that matter, for example
different treatment of repo-loans and derivatives make JP Morgan look less leveraged
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than it would be under Canadian accounting rules, but the general picture still remains
that Canadian banks are highly leveraged.
If Canadian banks are highly leveraged and less capitalised, did something else
make their balance sheets safer? The answer is yes – guarantees provided by the
government of Canada. Today over half of Canadian mortgages are effectively
guaranteed by the government, with banks paying a low price to insure the mortgages.
Virtually all mortgages where the loan to value ratio is greater than 80% are guaranteed
indirectly or directly by the Canadian Mortgage and Housing Corporation (i.e., the
government takes the risk of the riskiest assets). The system works well for banks; they
originate mortgages, then pass on the risk to government agencies. However, that does
not change the total risk for the nation. Indeed, this only transfers the risk to taxpayers,
and makes the role of regulators all the more important to prevent losses. The US, of
course, had Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, but lending standards slipped and those
agencies could not resist a plunge into assets more risky than prime mortgages.
The other claimed systemic strength of the Canadian system is camaraderie between
the regulators, the Bank of Canada, and the individual banks. This oligopoly means banks
can make profits in rough times – they can charge higher prices to customers and can
raise funds more cheaply. This profit incentive should induce banks to take less risk
because their license to generate long run oligopolistic profits is valuable. However, the
concentration can also generate risks for taxpayers as each bank is too big to fail. During
the height of the crisis in early 2009, the CEO of Toronto Dominion Bank brazenly
pitched investors: ―Maybe not explicitly, but what are the chances that TD Bank is not
going to be bailed out if it did something stupid?‖ In other words: don‘t bother looking at
how dumb or smart we are, the Canadian government is there to make sure creditors
never lose a cent. With such ready access to taxpayer bailouts and a stable government
that guarantees their riskiest mortgages, Canadian banks need little capital, they naturally
make large profit margins, and they can raise money even if they act badly.
Proposing a Canadian-type model to create stability in the U.S. or European
banking systems is hardly plausible given these conditions. Icelandic banks managed to
blow up without all this direct government support – would the country have been better
off if the nation had explicitly backed mortgages too and so recorded even less ―risk‖ on
their bank balance sheets? We doubt it. This would have only made creditors more ready
to lend to the banks.
The United States would need to merge banks into even fewer banking giants, and
then re-inflate Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac to guarantee some of the riskiest parts of the
bank‘s portfolios. Then, with this handful of new ―hyper megabanks‖, they‘d each have to
count on their political system to prevent banks from going running excessive risk.
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Europe already has all the hallmarks of a Canadian system. For example the British
have a handful of large banks that each earn long run rents which should, theoretically,
check their risk-taking. These banks are close to the regulator too. However, to match the
Canadian system, the British system would have needed to guarantee virtually all the new
housing mortgages in the last years of the bubble as they soared above 80% loan to value
ratios. Had Britain done that, we could be sure that the banking system itself would have
been safer, but for the nation as a whole the implications are of course much more dire.
The stakes would be even greater with these mega banks. When such large banks
collapse they can take down the finances of entire nations. We don‘t need to look far to
see how ―Canadian-type systems‖ eventually fail. Britain‘s largest bank, the Royal Bank
of Scotland, grew to control assets equal to around 1.7 times British GDP before it
spectacularly fell apart and required near complete nationalisation in 2008-09. In Ireland
the three largest banks‘ assets combined reached roughly 3.0 times GDP before they
collapsed.
So why did Canada not suffer a bank failure during this crisis when so many others
did? Canada did provide an enormous liquidity program to banks as they bought
mortgages from them, but they did avoid new capital increases,. Figures 6 and 7 show
Canadian banks were more highly capitalised than other banks ahead of the crisis, but
these levels of capital were, in reality, no higher than other entities that subsequently
failed (including Lehman Brothers and Washington Mutual).
Figure 7 shows why Canada did well. As a natural resource producer, it suffered
badly in the 1990s as oil prices troughed in 1998 around $10/bbl and other metals did
similarly. In the early 90s Canadian banks had little capital, but they suffered when
commodity prices fell in the last nineties and Canada suffered a severe recession. As
always, banks raised their capital adequacy during the period while they avoided lending.
Only around 2005, when commodity prices started to take off, did the economy
start growing rapidly. Western Canada, where the resources are concentrated, boomed. So
did Toronto – the heart of the financial sector. Banks responded similarly: the total loan
portfolio of the five major Canadian banks grew by 49% from 2005-2008 and their capital
adequacy fell. During this period the Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce entered into
the sub-prime market, buying US mortgages. This probably would have ended in tears,
like everywhere else, if it had been permitted to continue. What rescued Canadian banks
and taxpayers was not good regulation or a ―safer‖ system. Indeed, Canada‘s system is
inherently very risky due to its taxpayer guaranteed mortgages that could finance an
enormous housing boom plus their too big to fail banks. Rather, Canada simply got lucky
because the commodity boom came so late in the cycle.
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Today all the major Canadian banks have ambitious international expansion plans –
let‘s see how long their historically safe system survives the new hubris of its managers.
The lesson for policy makers is simple: the Canadian banking system is not the holy grail.

Ireland
How did a country once renowned as the ―Celtic Tiger‖, with near the most rapid
growth, and one of the most prudent governments in Europe, suddenly collapse? Ireland
illustrates how all banking systems, regardless of the probity of their sovereigns, are
capable of rapidly taking down national economies.
Irish annualised nominal GNP declined 26% to 1Q 2010 from its peak in 2007.
House prices have fallen 50% and continue to fall. The government‘s official budget
deficit in 2009 was 14.3% of GDP, or 17.8% of GNP.12 While stuck in the eurozone,
Ireland‘s exchange rate cannot move relative to its major trading partners – it thus cannot
improve competitiveness without drastic wage cuts. Ireland provides a cautionary tale
regarding what could go wrong for all of us.
Ireland‘s difficulties arose because of a massive property boom financed by cheap
credit from Irish banks. Irelands‘ three main banks built up three times the GNP in loans
and investments by 2008; these are big banks (relative to the economy) that pushed the
frontier in terms of reckless lending. The banks got the upside and then came the global
crash in fall 2008: property prices fell over 50%, construction and development stopped,
and people started defaulting on loans. Today roughly 1/3 of the loans on the balance
sheets of banks are non-performing or ―under surveillance‖; that‘s an astonishing 100
percent of GDP, in terms of potentially bad debts.
The government responded to this with what is now regarded – rather
disconcertingly – as ―standard‖ policies. They guaranteed all the liabilities of banks and
then began injecting government funds. The government has also bought the most
worthless assets from banks, paying them government bonds in return. Ministers have
also promised to recapitalise banks that need more capital. The ultimate result of this
exercise is obvious: one way or another, the government will have converted the
liabilities of private banks into debts of the sovereign (i.e., Irish taxpayers).
Ireland, until 2009, seemed like a fiscally prudent nation. Successive governments
had paid down the national debt to such an extent that total debt to GDP was only 25% at
end 2008 (Figure 8) – among industrialised countries, this was one of the lowest. But the
Irish state was also carrying a large off-balance sheet liability, in the form of three huge

12

Regarding the large gap between GDP and GNP in Ireland, see Peter Boone and Simon Johnson,
―Irish Miracle – Or Mirage,‖ available at http://economix.blogs.nytimes.com/2010/05/20/irish-miracle-ormirage/.
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banks that were seriously out of control. When the crash came, the scale and nature of the
bank bailouts meant that all this changed. Even with their now famous public wage cuts,
the government budget deficit will be an eye-popping 15% of GNP in 2010.
The government is gambling that GNP growth will recover to over 4% per year
starting 2012 — and they still plan further modest expenditure cutting and revenue
increasing measures each year until 2013, in order to bring the deficit back to 3% of GDP
by that date. The latest round of bank bailouts (swapping bad debts for government
bonds) dramatically exacerbates the fiscal problem. The government will in essence be
issuing 1/3 of GDP in government debts for distressed bank assets which may have no
intrinsic value. The government debt/GDP ratio of Ireland will be over 100% by end 2011
once we include this debt. If we measure their debt against GNP, that number rises to
125%.13
Ireland had more prudent choices. They could have avoided taking on private bank
debts by forcing the creditors of these banks to share the burden – and this is now what
some sensible voices within the main opposition party have called for. However, a strong
lobby of real estate developers, the investors who bought the bank bonds, and politicians
with links to the failed developments (and their bankers), have managed to ensure that
taxpayers rather than creditors will pay. The government plan is – with good reason –
highly unpopular, but the coalition of interests in its favour it strong enough to ensure that
it will proceed, at least until it either succeeds and growth recovers, or ends in complete
failure with default of banks or the sovereign.
On its current program, each Irish family of four will be liable for 200,000 euros in
debt by 2015. There are only 73,000 children born into the country each year. These
children will be paying off debts for decades to come – plus, they must accept much
greater austerity than has already been implemented. There is no doubt that social welfare
systems and healthcare, plus education spending, will decline sharply. The calamity of the
Irish banking system will be felt for decades and paid for by many yet unborn children.
How did Ireland manage to create such a spectacular failure? The answer is simple:
when joining the euro, their banks gained access to the ―implicit promises‖ of the euro
zone system. Under this system, all banks regulated under their national supervisory
systems can access lending programs of the ECB. This gives creditors great confidence
13

Ireland has created a corporate tax system which permits companies to reduce their global tax
burden by transferring profits through Irish subsidiaries. As a result, GDP includes a large amount of these
profit transfers which are not related to local economic activity. These profit transfers contribute little to
Irish tax collection since the subsidiaries are usually structured in a manner that their ultimate location for
tax residency is a zero tax regime, such as Bermuda or Bahamas. Therefore, the tax base for Ireland is best
represented by GNP rather than GDP. Irish GDP is 25% higher than GNP. The standard convention of
reporting fiscal deficits and debt as a fraction of GDP, rather than GNP, therefore makes these burdens look
less onerous for Ireland than they truly are.
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that they will never fail: the ECB provides emergency finance, and, the ECB naturally
does not want to see its member banks, which it may be lending billions to, fail to repay.
So the ECB provided the moral hazard backstop that gave Irish banks nearly unlimited
access to credit.
With that backing, Irish banks were able to rapidly expand their balance sheets, and
so starting around 2002, the great Celtic Tiger turned into a simple, externally financed,
real estate bubble. The banks enjoyed the bubble as they made profits, citizens were
fooled into thinking their property and they became very wealthy, and the government
enjoyed a tax boom driven off a myriad of property related taxes. When all this stopped –
it has become clear the nation is, collectively, bankrupt.
When Irish-type banks fail, you have a dramatic and unpleasant choice. Either
takeover the banks‘ debts – and create a very real burden on taxpayers and ever more drag
on growth. Or restructure these debts – forcing creditors to take a hit. The government is
attempting, through so far highly unsuccessful policies, to avoid default via transferring
all the liabilities of the banks to future taxpayers.14
If the Irish continue with these policies, then in a few year‘s time the nation will be
burdened with levels of debt to income that exceed most those ever seen in history for
sovereign nations (Figure 9). The problems are strikingly reminiscent of Latin America in
the 1980s. Those nations borrowed too heavily in the 1970s (also, by the way, from big
international banks) and then – in the face of tougher macroeconomic conditions in the
US – lost access to capital markets. For ten years they were stuck with debt overhangs,
just like the weak eurozone countries, which made it virtually impossible to grow. Debt
overhangs hurt growth for many reasons: business is nervous that taxes will go up in the
near future, the cost of credit is high throughout society, and social turmoil looms because
continued austere policies are needed to reduce the debt. In Latin America, some
countries lingered in limbo for 10 years or more.
The lessons for the world are different: Banking systems like Ireland or Iceland,
which are inherently less risky for taxpayers than Canada‘s – as those governments did
not guarantee national mortgages – will regularly fail. The euro zone in this case acted as
a litmus test: those nations prone to use excessive credit through banks, like Spain and
Ireland, embarked on credit booms the moment credit markets were opened with the
arrival of the euro zone (see Figure 9 for the size of banks relative to various eurozone
economies when the crisis broke in September/October 2009). The less profligate, such as
Germany, did not. The euro zone has 16 member nations and growing. No wonder many
nations want to join this zone: its member banks will get cheap funds and a potential
credit boom. It is a system that is doomed to regularly suffer similar failures.

14

Honohan (2009), who is now the Governor of the Central Bank of Ireland, supports a view that
equity holders and subordinated creditors should first take losses before the government.
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IV. The Eurozone: will its moral hazard sink the world?
When the Soviet Union collapsed, an elite IMF team rushed to Moscow with a
program to save the ruble zone. Creating money is not easy in a currency zone. The IMF
came up with a voluntary solution. In essence: each new nation would have been able to
print money as they wished, but with some oversight from other members and the IMF.
The Russians, rightly, rejected this plan. Their point was simple: other nations
would abuse this system by printing too much money to finance their spending and
credits to banks, and so destroy the value of the ruble. The Russians wanted complete
control, or they would not accept it.15
This, in essence, illustrates the key flaw of the Euro zone today. The underlying
problem is the rule for creating credit: in the euro zone, any government can finance itself
by issuing bonds directly (or indirectly) to commercial banks, and then having those
banks ―repo‖ them (i.e., borrow using these bonds as collateral) at the ECB in return for
fresh euros. The commercial banks make a profit because the ECB charges them very
little for those loans, while the governments get the money – and can thus finance larger
budget deficits. The problem is that eventually that the government and banks have to pay
back its debt or, more modestly, at least stabilise its public debt levels.
This same structure directly distorts the incentives of commercial banks: they have
a backstop at the ECB, which is the ―lender of last resort‖; and the ECB and European
Union (EU) put a great deal of pressure on each nation to bail out commercial banks in
trouble. When a country joins the eurozone, its banks win access to a large amount of
cheap financing, along with the expectation they will be bailed out when they make
mistakes. This, in turn, enables the banks to greatly expand their balance sheets,
ploughing into domestic real estate, overseas expansion, or anything else they deem
appropriate. Given the eurozone provides easy access to cheap money, it is no wonder
that many more nations want to join. No wonder also that it blew up.16
To make this system safe, the eurozone has a herculean task. The eurozone needs to
demand that all nations spend ―within their means‖. This was the logic behind the growth
15

See Dabrowski (1995) for a discussion of the contemporaneous debate and the reasons for the
downfall of the ruble zone.
16
As Iceland moved towards its disastrous collapse, Richard Portes in a Financial Times editorial in
October 2008 argued that one solution for Icelandic banks was for the government to seek membership in
the euro zone so that the banks could gain access to the ECB as a lender of last resort. This
recommendation, which in retrospect seems unconscionable, reflects the great difficulty understanding
whether a nation faces a solvency crisis versus a liquidity crisis in the midst of a collapse in credit markets.
Such difficulties make it ever more apparent how hard it will be for the ECB to avoid bailouts and the
substantial moral hazard that ensues as member states suffer more crises in the future.
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and stability pact, however the politics of implementing that proved impossible in the
euro zone. This failure to stick to tough standards is directly reflective of the failures to
regulate banks well around the world, but, they are on a whole different political
dimension. It is difficult to stick resolutely to tight regulation, but much harder to
convince voters that you should tighten fiscal spending because politicians in Berlin and
Brussels are demanding it.
The euro zone must also demand that all banks operate safely. For now, that task is
largely devolved to the national regulators in each nation. Who can truly monitor each
regulator in the sixteen euro zone nations to make sure each one is not permitting banks to
take excessive risk? The answer so far is no one. The regulatory agencies at the euro zone
level are simply too politically weak and confused to be able to maintain tough standards
for decades, as required in the common currency zone. We already know it is difficult to
do this at a national level, and we should be sure it will be ever more difficult when we
add a layer of politics above that. The far more likely scenario is that, in a few year‘s
time, we will start a new race to the bottom as some regulators relax regulations – so
generating local credit booms – and political expediency then encourages other regulators
to start relaxing too.
The problem today is ever more severe because even the route out of this short term
fiasco is unclear. The ECB has created several new lending facilities, while keeping its
repo window open, so as to allow profligate sovereigns to continue refinancing their
banks and public debts by building more debts. The governments issue bonds, European
commercial banks buy them and then deposit these at the ECB as collateral for freshly
printed money. This is the pattern for Ireland, Spain, Greece and Portugal. The ECB has
become the silent facilitator of profligate spending in the euro zone.
The ECB had a chance to dismantle this doom machine when the board of
governors announced new rules for determining what debts could be used as collateral at
the ECB. Some observers anticipated the ECB might plan to tighten the rules gradually,
so sending a message that the institution would refuse to live up to the ―implicit
promises‖ of bailouts which credit markets have been fed on. But the ECB did not do
that. In fact, the ECB‘s board of Governors did the opposite: they abolished ratings
requirements for Greek debt in order for it to be used as collateral at the ECB, and they
announced they would buy the debts of other troubled nations, and essentially made clear
that every nation in the euro zone is backed by the money printing machine at the ECB.
What likely happens next? The euro zone authorities are hoping that further
bailouts, matched by calls for near term fiscal austerity, will permanently solve the deep
flaws in the structure of the euro zone. This seems highly wishful thinking. We have
observed around the world how bank regulation, which is much simpler, is watered down
over time as interest groups and governments collude to make changes. Now that the
eurozone has upped the ante by bailing out all creditors, so making ever greater moral
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hazard, why should anyone believe that they can dramatically raise regulatory standards
permanently, as would be needed, to make such a system safe?
There seems to be no logic in the system, but perhaps there is a logical outcome.
The EU, with more funding coming from the IMF, is now planning ever larger bailout
programs. With each successive bailout the debts of the indebted nations will grow, while
their economies will be held back by their ―debt traps‖, such as we observe today in
Ireland (and also Greece). Europe will eventually grow tired of bailing out its weaker
countries. The troubles in the periphery will spill over into the core countries from time to
time. Italy will one day have trouble rolling over debts, and France could easily lose its
―safe-haven‖ status in bond markets. The potential bailout or liquidity requirements for
these nations are enormous.
The Germans will probably pull that bailout plug first. The longer we wait to see
true incentive structures established that convincingly encourage fiscal probity and safe
banking, including through the operations and rules of the ECB and the EU, along with at
each national level, the more debt will be built up, and the more dangerous the situation
will get. When the plug is finally pulled, at least one nation will end up in a painful
default; unfortunately, the way we are heading, the problems could be even more
widespread.
This matters for the entire world because the eurozone is a large part of the global
economy. Also, as eurozone banks are likely to exist on a form of life support for the
indefinite future, this changes the competitive landscape – all major banks everywhere in
world will demand similar levels of government support. And the eurozone remains
fragile, thus forming a serious potential cause of future international financial instability.

V. Why the coming global regulatory reforms are
unlikely to work
Based on experience over the past 40 years, it is clear that the current global
financial system is at ever greater risk than it ever has been. The moral hazard in the
system has undoubtedly risen: our recent bailout of all major financial institutions, the
failure of regulatory reform in the United States, and the operation of the eurozone system
have created levels of moral hazard which have never been seen before in history. Unless
we prove to creditors that these systems do not provide implicit bailouts by letting
creditors lose funds when they lend, then we need to create a tougher regulatory system
than has even been seen in our history.
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This regulatory system cannot break down as it has in the past. That means we need
to somehow break the desire or ability of politicians to gradually permit the system be
relaxed. They have a natural desire to do this due to the credit boom that comes with
relaxation. We also need to make sure that, in our interconnected world, that our
neighbours do not let their financial systems wrest out of control. The examples of Ireland
and Iceland both show how small nations can, through multiple channels, cause large
costs and encourage regulatory relaxation in other nations. Finally, we need to make sure
that the financial system itself does not find new ways to circumvent our regulation. That
means constant surveillance would be required.
When considering this list, it becomes obvious that current reforms will not work.
The present reform program is based primarily on changes to national regulation. The
program of the G-20‘s Financial Stability Board and the new Basel 3 plans all introduce
tighter regulatory requirements. We are confident that capital requirements at banks are
set to be raised, and many of the most egregious errors in bank regulation, such as the
treatment of hybrid securities as capital, will be adjusted. There is no doubt liquidity
requirements will be improved too.
However, none of these reforms change the incentive structures in the system.
Politicians will still face a desire to relax the system in several years time in every single
nation. Even if all nations agree to adhere to the G-20 recommendations, there is no
chance we can enforce those regulations across nations. The troubles in Ireland and
Iceland, and at Lehman Brothers, show how difficult it is to know whether these rules are
being enforced.17 So we need to assume that some nations will relax regulations, and we
can also assume that that will encourage others to relax.
The political power of the financial sector also remains largely intact. It is still
dominated by big, large banks that are too big to fail. They will be a major source of tax
finance, employment, and campaign funds in all nations. They are now better able to
access funds in credit markets due to their explicit backing from sovereigns. When banks
complain that other nations are easing bank regulation, and so their authorities need to
follow, who is going to stand up to this in favour of greater taxpayer protection? We can
be certain that nations which depend on large financial centres, such as the UK and
United States, will not be able to fight these pressures ad infinitum.

The Failure of Reform in the U.S.
At least in the United States, this is about the money at stake.18 From 1948 until
1979, average compensation in the banking sector was essentially the same as in the
17

See Haldane (2010) for a regulator‘s view on the difficulties regulators face.
The recent rise of Wall Street‘s political power is covered in detail by Johnson and Kwak (2010).
Ideology was also important – as was the revolving door between Wall Street and Washington – but behind
all this lies the vast fortunes that could be made in modern finance.
18
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private sector overall; then it shot upward, until in 2007 the average bank employee
earned twice as much as the average private sector worker.19 Even after taking high
levels of education into account, finance still paid more than other professions. Thomas
Philippon and Ariell Reshef (2008) analyzed financial sector compensation and found
that, after correcting for differences in educational level and risk of unemployment, the
"excess relative wage" in finance grew from zero in the early 1980s to over forty
percentage points earlier this decade, and that 30-50% of that differential cannot be
explained by differences in individual ability. They also found that the deregulation was
one causal factor behind the recent growth of the excess relative wage. (Figure 10 shows
the relationship between the relative wage in the financial sector -- the ratio between
average wages in finance and average wages in the private sector as a whole -- and the
extent of financial deregulation, as calculated by Philippon and Reshef.)20
Between 1978 and 2007, the financial sector grew from 3.5% of the total economy
to (measured by contribution to GDP) to 5.9% of the economy.21 Its share of corporate
profits climbed even faster. From the 1930s until around 1980, financial sector profits
grew at roughly the same rate as profits in the nonfinancial sector. But from 1980 until
2005, financial sector profits grew by 800%, adjusted for inflation, while nonfinancial
sector profits grew by only 250%. Financial sector profits plummeted during the peak of
the financial crisis, but quickly rebounded; by the third quarter of 2009, financial sector
profits were over six times 1980s levels, while nonfinancial sector profits were little more
than double 1980s levels (see Figure 11).
As of early 2010, there are at least six banks that are too big to fail in the United
States – Bank of America, Citigroup, Goldman Sachs, JPMorgan Chase, Morgan Stanley,
and Wells Fargo – even leaving aside other institutions such as insurance companies (see
Figure 12). There is nothing in the package of financial reforms – likely to become law in
July 2010 – that will substantively change this situation. The big banks were able to
effectively block or substantially water down attempted reforms at every stage – in large
part through their lobbying and through their actual and potential future political
contributions. The same forces that pushed successfully for deregulation in the 1980s and
1990s – contributing directly to the development of a much more risky financial system in
the United States – were able to effectively prevent reregulation.
19

Data are from Bureau of Economic Analysis, National Income and Product Accounts, Tables
1.1.4, 6.3, and 6.5, available at http://www.bea.gov/national/nipaweb/Index.asp. We begin with the finance,
insurance, and real estate sector and exclude insurance, real estate, and holding companies. Figures are
converted to 2008 dollars using the GDP price index.
20
Note that the relative wage in Figure 5.2, which exceeds 1.7 at its peak, is not corrected for
differences in education. The excess relative wage -- the difference between average finance wages and
what one would predict based on educational differences -- reaches a peak of around 40 percentage points
in the 2000s. See Figure 11 in Philippon and Reshef.
21
Bureau of Economic Analysis, National Income and Product Accounts, Table 1.5.5, available at
http://www.bea.gov/national/nipaweb/Index.asp.
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In the Absence of Adequate Regulatory Reform
There is no simple solution to our problems, but we could reduce the potential
troubles through reforms. Some combination of the following would undoubtedly make it
easier:
1.

A Treaty for International Financial Regulation
We should enshrine regulatory powers in an international treaty, similar to the
World Trade Organisation for trade in goods and services, so that all nations are required
to follow similar rules. This would make it harder for national legislatures and regulators
to relax regulation, and so would reduce the ―beggar-thy-neighbour‖ costs imposed on
others when one nation deregulates. It would also reduce the incentives for a ―race to the
bottom‖ in regulation. The treaty would need to have simple rules, including large capital
requirements. It would also need to have a body that monitored implementation, similar
to the IMF or BIS today. This body would also need to have clear rights to impose new
regulations so that rules can be modified to reflect changes in problems.
2.

Macro-Prudential supervision needs to be enhanced at the international level
There is no doubt that moral hazard inherent at the national level, or in entities such
as the euro zone, are threatening global stability. Despite this, very little is done at the
international level to monitor and pre-empt these potential crises.
A good place to start would be to enhance the IMF‘s program of fiscal assessments
to include measuring the potential fiscal obligations that arise from both implicit and
explicit guarantees from such institutional and regulatory structures.
The overriding principle behind IMF fiscal assessments is the need to capture true
total fiscal costs of existing policies. All subsidies and taxation – including the entire
expected and potential costs of supporting the contingent liabilities should be reflected
transparently so policy makers and tax payers understand the potential liabilities they
face.
Our current accounting for guarantees and governments‘ assumption of other
contingent liabilities create the impression that government actions to support the broad
financial system are costless. Even Ben Bernanke, who surely knows better, recently
remarked that ―There will be no more public funds needed to bailout banks‖.22 This is a
dangerous illusion – as seen in the recent increase in government deficits and debts in the

22

Speech at the Center for the Study of the Presidency and Congress, April 8, 2010. Bernanke is
clearly referring to explicit spending lines on the federal budget, however proper accounting of the public
costs of bailouts would need to include the transfers to banks from savers used to recapitalize banks outside
the budget, along with the opportunity cost of buying mortgage-backed securities in open market
operations. Of course, contingent liabilities which should bear an amortized cost as a result of future
bailouts are never recorded in budgets.
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most troubled nations. We are all at risk of private debt if we assume that, when crises
come, our governments need to bail out this debt.
If we cannot be honest and recognise these costs explicitly, we run the risk of taking
on ever more contingent liability. If the financial system reaches the point where its
failure cannot be offset by fiscal (and monetary) stimulus, then a Second Great
Depression threatens.
In order to achieve this, an international body, with a strongly independent
manifesto, would need to be charged to monitor and report on these risks. It is not at all
clear whether such an institution could trump the politics of denial. For example, while
the IMF is the natural institution to conduct such work, it is conflicted by the
European/US control of the institution that makes complete and full reporting of problems
in those nations unlikely in our current political environment. To make the IMF work
better, the process for selecting top management would need to be depoliticised. We do
have institutions that function, such as the WTO, so perhaps this could be achieved.
However, this specific task would be more controversial and more difficult.
Such an institution would need to be forward looking, and innovative, in a manner
that is not common for international organisations. For example, in their prescient book,
aptly entitled Too Big To Fail, Stern and Feldman (Brookings, 2004) mapped out exactly
the kinds of problems that US policymakers later faced in the fall of 2008 and early 2009.
But their lists of vulnerable financial institutions did not include any of those that just a
few years later turned out to be the most prone to failure—Bear Stearns, Lehman
Brothers, and AIG are not mentioned at all (although they do accurately foreshadow the
issues around Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac).
Stern and Feldman provide compelling analysis with regard to regulated
commercial banks, but they missed the interface between more lightly regulated
investment banks and commercial banks, and they definitely did not foresee how an
insurance company, operating in the derivatives market, could throw the global financial
system into disarray.

3.

Discouraging debt
Since our political system finds it difficult to let private creditors default on debt,
we should consider ending the myriad of incentives to accumulate debt across the world.
The most important change would be to end the deductibility of interest on debt for
corporate and personal income tax purposes. This deduction currently biases corporations
and individuals to use debt finance in favour of equity finance. If we end the tax
deductibility of interest we would ―level the playing field‖. This might discourage debt,
and so reduce the growth of implicitly backed private debt. We could also discourage
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debt contracts in our general financial system by putting large capital requirements on
long term nominal promises. For example, the practice of defined benefit pension
schemes needs to be reduced as much as possible, as these encourage large debt backing.
To the extent we discourage debt and encourage equity, the global financial system will
become less risky. This should reduce the volatility of equity and make it more of a debtlike instrument. Through these measures, we would therefore reduce some of the
perceived risks in equity which reflect a historical period of higher leverage.
4.

Letting defaults happen
Perhaps the most simple, but the most critical reform, is to relax the actual and
perceived costs of letting defaults happen. The recent crisis illustrated how difficult it is
for politicians to not bail out entities once a crisis starts. In the United States, the
government could not even take the simple step of making sure equity holders were
wiped out when they provided funds to Citigroup and Bear Stearns to keep them afloat.
The creditors were fully recompensed. The US government argues that lack of a national
resolution authority made it difficult to share burdens with creditors, but in reality the
more important concern was that causing one entity to fail would lead to contagion in
debt markets, so causing a large financial crisis. This second concern is not resolved with
recent legislation in the United States that creates a bank resolution authority, and so
creditors are fully aware that the US and European governments will almost surely bail
out creditors at financial institutions each time they are in trouble in the future. We see
little scope for this to change. The problem of contagion is a serious one, and we cannot
expect creditors to anticipate that they will face losses when national costs of contagion
are high. However, we can reduce the risks of contagion. The most important means to do
this is to raise capital requirements so that the financial system as a whole is safer when
single entities have problems. Second, we could, in the conjunction of an international
treaty, introduce contingent debts which convert to equity when banks need assistance to
meet regulatory capital. This would make it clear to those creditors buying contingent
instruments that they do bear part of the costs. Such rules would require banks keep a
substantial fraction of risk-weighted capital in such contingent instruments.
5.

Depoliticising finance
One reason for repeated failures of our regulatory environment is the political
strength of our large financial institutions. The close relations between Merkel and
Deutsche Bank CEO Ackerman, or the legacy of Goldman Sachs‘ relations with the US
Treasury, and the revolving door from the Treasury to Finance and back, each pose
threats to sound regulation. We believe many steps need to be taken to reduce these
threats. Big banks should be broken up into smaller entities. This will make them less
able to lobby individually, and it will make it more apparent to creditors that there is a
real risk the banks may be permitted to default. The usual counter-arguments to this
policy, e.g. that nations with big corporations need big banks, are surely wrong. Large
transactions can always be divided into several parts, or syndicated, meaning corporations
may well be better off with competition.
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There is little evidence that large banks gain economies of scale beyond a very low
size threshold. A review of multiple empirical studies found that economies of scale
vanish at some point below $10 billion in assets.23 The 2007 Geneva Report on
"International Financial Stability," co-authored by former Federal Reserve vice chair
Roger Ferguson (2007), also found that the unprecedented consolidation in the financial
sector over the previous decade had led to no significant efficiency gains, no economies
of scale beyond a low threshold, and no evident economies of scope.24 Finance professor
Edward Kane has pointed out that since large banks exhibit constant returns to scale (they
are no more or less efficient as they grow larger), and we know that large banks enjoy a
subsidy due to being too big to fail, "offsetting diseconomies must exist in the operation
of large institutions" -- that is, without the TBTF subsidy, large banks would actually be
less efficient than midsize banks (Kane 2009). As evidence for economies of scope,
Calomiris cited a paper by Kevin Stiroh (2000) showing that banks' productivity grew
faster than the service sector average from 1991 to 1997, "during the heart of the merger
wave." However, the paper he cites, and other papers by Stiroh (2002), imply or argue
that the main reason for increased productivity was improved use of information
technology -- not increasing size or scope.
A second reform would be to reduce the close relations between regulators and the
financial sector. For example, there is a revolving door between the US Treasury and the
financial sector. This is even encouraged through tax rules, such as a tax break which
permits newly hired public servants to not pay capital gains tax on assets which they sell
when they go to work for the Treasury. It should be no surprise that Goldman Sachs
partners with large unrealised capital gains are pleased to take a stint at the Treasury!
We believe there should be legal requirements that no public officials involved in
regulation, or legislation related to regulation, be permitted to work in industries that they
were involved in regulating for extended periods before and after they join public
services. This period could be 3-5 years. While such rules would reduce the number of
experienced financial experts able to work in regulation, it would promote the cadre of
sound regulators that are being built up in our systems.

23

See Dean Amel, Colleen Barnes, Fabio Panetta, and Carmelo Salleo (2004); Stephen A. Rhoades
(1994); Allen N. Berger and David B. Humphrey (1994).
24
There remains an active debate on this topic – see David C. Wheelock and Paul W. Wilson (2009).
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VI. Implications for the Global Economy
Of the five points listed above, we would argue that none are currently being
implemented. The best we are achieving is to moderately tighten regulation, as we always
do, after the fact of a major crisis. We are essentially driving the structural risks of our
system underground for a temporary period, with predictable and potentially dangerous
consequences for the future when they resurface, as they surely will.
This is the biggest danger – by seeking to decree ―there shall be no more crises,‖ we
will in fact create exactly the conditions for an even more damaging crisis to develop,
unseen until it is too late. This is a lesson that many emerging markets learned the hard
way in the 1980s and 1990s – for example with various forms of offshore borrowing in
Thailand, Indonesia and Korea – and the good news is that they are being careful to keep
financial risks well within the perimeter of the regulated system. But will industrialised
countries today be so careful?

The coming boom
We can already see the outline of the next crisis. The Federal Reserve is, just like in
2002 and 2003, preaching the need for low interest rates in order to recapitalise banks and
encourage risk-taking. The deep dangerous flaws in Europe mean the ECB is also going
to err on the side of keeping rate low and providing large liquidity. Our financial system,
if Europe stabilises this time and avoids an immediate crisis, will be flush with cash.
Loose credit and money will promote good times and generate growth and more
surplus savings in many emerging markets. But rather than intermediating their own
savings internally through fragmented financial systems, we‘ll see a large flow of capital
out of those countries, as the state entities and private entrepreneurs making money
choose to hold their funds somewhere safe -- that is, in major international banks that are
implicitly backed by U.S. and European taxpayers.
These banks will in turn facilitate the flow of capital back into emerging markets -because they have the best perceived investment opportunities -- as some combination of
loans, private equity, financing provided to multinational firms expanding into these
markets, and many other portfolio inflows.
So our banking system will soon become a major creditor and debtor to the growing
emerging markets. We saw something similar, although on a smaller scale, in the 1970s
with the so-called recycling of petrodollars. In that case, it was current-account surpluses
from oil exporters that were parked in U.S. and European banks and then lent to Latin
America and some East European countries with current account deficits.
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The recycling of savings around the world in the 1970s ended badly, mostly
because incautious lending practices and -- its usual counterpart -- excessive exuberance
among borrowers created vulnerability to macroeconomic shocks.
This time around, the flows will be less through current- account global imbalances,
partly because few emerging markets want to run deficits. But large current-account
imbalances aren‘t required to generate huge capital flows around the world.
This is the scenario that we are now facing. For example, savers in Brazil and
Russia will deposit funds in American and European banks, and these will then be lent to
borrowers around the world (including in Brazil and Russia).
Of course, if this capital flow is well-managed, learning from the lessons of the past
30 years, we have little to fear. But a soft landing seems unlikely because the underlying
incentives, for both lenders and borrowers, are structurally flawed.

Misreading the Boom
Our largest financial institutions, in those nations where the sovereign is capable of
and sure to back them, will initially be careful. But as the boom goes on, the competition
between them will push toward more risk-taking. Part of the reason for this is that their
compensation systems will remain inherently pro-cyclical and, as times get better, they
will load up on risk. Equity holders will also demand that, since that raises short term
returns on equity.
The leading borrowers in emerging markets will be quasi- sovereigns, either with
government ownership or a close crony relationship to the state. When times are good,
everyone is happy to believe that these borrowers are effectively backed by a deeppocketed sovereign, even if the formal connection is pretty loose. Then there are the bad
times -- think Dubai World today or Russia in 1998.
The boom will be pleasant while it lasts. It might go on for a number of years, in
much the same way many people enjoyed the 1920s. But we have failed to heed the
warnings made plain by the successive crises of the past 30 years and this failure was
made clear during 2009.
The most worrisome part is that we are nearing the end of our fiscal and monetary
ability to bail out the system. We are steadily becoming vulnerable to disaster on an epic
scale.
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Figure 1: US Private Sector Credit as fraction of GDP and Fed Funds Rate
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Figure 2: The Doomsday Cycle
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Figure 3: Estimates of Total Balance Sheets That Contribute to Global Moral
Hazard in Europe and the United States ($ trillion)
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Source: Authors‘ estimates
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Figure 4: External Borrowing by Icelandic Banks (bn kr)

Note: GDP is 1,301bn kr at end 2007. The light grey area post 2008 Q3 shows the
markdowns on bonds and securities that were defaulted on.
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Figure 5: Average Domestic Deposit and Loans rates at Icelandic Banks
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Figure 6: Leverage and Tier One Capital at top five Major Banks and Averages for
Each Nation (end 2006 according to reported balance sheets)
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Figure 7: Tier One Capital over time at Major Canadian Banks
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Figure 8: Ireland Bank Assets/GDP by bank (LHS) and Government Debt/GDP
(RHS)
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Figure 9: Irish Public Debt/GDP
(2004-2015E)
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Figure 10
The Reagan Revolution, For Finance
Figure 5.2: Relative Financial Wage and Financial Deregulation
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Figure 11
Economic Power Becomes
Political Influence
Figure 4.1: Real Corporate Profits, Financial vs. Nonfinancial Sectors
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Figure 12
Bigger Than Ever
Figure 8.1: Growth of Six Big Banks
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